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PREAMBLE

ON FREEDOM

OF SPEECH

AND

POLITICAL

CORRECTNESS

--- Comment [A1]: Adda shortand serious
statementherethat setsout why youdo what
you do, withouttrolling,withoutbombast,
withoutname-calling,andwithoutego Thiswill
male for a strongeropeningthan playingto
yourcore audience
Makethe pointthat in eachand everychapter
of this book,what youintendto showis the
of speech.
Acknowledgethat you usebombastand overthe-topmassagingin an attemptto breakthe
strictureson free expressionin the sameway
that comedianslike LennyBruceoncedid,
And male the pointthat liberalsusedto defend
free speechbut thatthe sincethe adventof
politicalcorrectness,the illiteral left has
becomethe oppressivecensorsin American
society.
BeatriceEvelyn Hall,the 1906biographer
of Voltaire,whodescribedhis attitudeas *I
disapproveof what you say, but I will defendto
it,"
the deathyourrightto say it, a quote usually
misattributedto him.
Thentis eachchapteho this preamble

880033726
SS0033726
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PROLOGUE
THE

ART

TROLL

OF THE

The year 2016 was in more ways than one, the year of the troll.
world's

most famous

trolls,

If you stray too far into whiny

1 1„, trolling

public

--

that means it was the year of me

What does it mean to be a trolls

Others see no distinction

as one of the

And,

between

trolls

and political

leftist

crybaby

disagreement

circles,

were one and the same.

and those who send poorly-worded

death threats to

Cement [A2]: CreU N: ;he ege s: a
boas:Ingthat yo.. yt.°g audiencef r::s
hurc cas ccesnt ma<eycu seer°pvê° e:0
sty reades-espe
ee
Comment [A3]: Ave :
e tM a sats
a
t"ey .st dir 7sh your 3Jthenty T c
heek youre œst pointsseer to re lost r a
renI andate shot
sea of se enie
t"
r<ing

e

figures.
is far more complicated

Trolling

most mere mortals.

It is one part trickery

into a trap, from which
The young
popular

cartoon
and

intemet

ridiculous

faction

of the alt-right

organizations

will

embarrassment.

accomplished
a "hate

no matter how innocent

the grasp of

-- the ideal troll baits his target

symbol."

this flawlessly
Now,

descend in a firestorm
the context,

a

by getting

left-wing

activists,

of fury on anyone who

invariably

making

themselves

look

in the process.

The best part of it is, most left-wingers
Trolling
It's about tricking,
hilarious,

public

frog called Pepe branded

"anti-hate"

than that. It is an art, beyond

and one part viciousness

there is no escape without

memester

shares the frog picture,

and joyous

has many elements
pranking,

entertaining

public

still refuse to accept that

It's often about telling

and generally

riling

they'

re being trolled.

truths that others don't uant

up your targets. And it's about creating

to hear

Comment [A4]: · xord c" me :eaCrc ng
as t Th to "gxhat s scr emg yourcrit:cs
haveneve cc sidered

a

spectacle.
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Is it any wonder

that a fabulous

faggot

like me is so good at it)

HVCA CGH]B ~ IBvSQ118 ha ~'~Ot]S trOHIA'~v<>U. CalIIA'~BI
O'

I'b

1

Picking
wing

C88Ime8t [A5]; Adtl wmt:thing likethis,

deserving

media thinks

targets

and making

I'm a "misogynist

call me a "degenerate
One of the two is clearly
don't want to correct

Trump,

political

mad is essential

them hopping

racist white nationalist
faggot"

kike

alt-right

and declared

a "holy

but their confusion

wrong,

butthurt

leader."
crusade"

The left-

to trolling

The Neo-Nazis,
against me.

is so glorious

that I almost

either one of them.

That is trolling

them

In my trollery,

I am surpassed

a man who essentially

him (in itself

'SCU a $81'Iuloua $8 I Ot IS

another troll),

trolled

only by one man, or, rather one God-Emperor:
his way to the presidency.

only went

after deserving

targets:

Like

as I like to call

me, Daddy,

the media,

Hillary

Donald

and Bill

Clinton,

correctness.
A master

showman,

that most of their leading
Forcing

people

That"
over a year? That's

Donald
lights

J. Trump

can command

the media's

attention

despite the fact

despise him.

who hate you and everything

a level of trolling

you stand for to point

cameras

at you for

It's true that to be a good troll,

one must

I can only hope to achieve

one day.

However...
We should never mistake
have a certain

level of disregard

cruelty
for other

for trolling.
peoples'

feelings.

But LI8>Hin ~ must have 8

LILAcrence 4@twcerj troHIB'~ and cnICHv I8 (hat cruel'tv has Bo
Brolls

should

troll only in the ntune of debunking

u. ose; the

'ur '3usc exec. t to hurt soIBCBBC,

some untruth.

In the age of the campus

safe

Comment [A6]: Add screP ir;j keP s s n e
rost accusaacnsagains:yo-. so :ic "rm
t°ey clair : ve 20·-e

space, what could be more valuable?
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It's one of the reasons why trolls
but

we'

re the only ones telling
So beware,

lefties:

are winning:

hate us, yell,

-stamp your feet, yes, yes

the truth these days.

so long as facts remain

the age of the trolls

offensive,

will

never end

***

I am an icon.
A messiah.
A bleached-blond
scolds, third-wave
professors,

"fat

creature

feminists,
acceptance"

of the night

progressive

who keeps the nannies,
Black

bloggers,
transgender

advocates,

Lives

lobbyists

Matter

cultural

pearl-clutchers,

gender studies

activists,

and Islamophobia

watchdogs

up at

night.
My name is Milo,

and this book will

and hates as "the dangerous
I'm

a firestarter

rose to infamy
created absolute

as one of America's

who started out as an obscure

most well-known

in half a dozen industries;

polemicists
mMedia,

the wrong

becoming
Dangerous

celebrity,

an the most in-demand
Faggot

of young

P and publishing,

the biggest

by almost

video

merely

tech blogger

and media personalities.

by being

single

college

handedly

gam.ersi enthusiasts

by dint of announcing

campuses;
coming

frem

and
I'
I've

a the-most-notorious
Twitter;

tech scandal of 2016.,. gEducation,

speaker on American

Tour. gGaming,

ot'
of an entire generation
feminism.

sparking

British

by being banned from

waspsh--and4eveable-columnist;_--in-America:--Ttech,
cut with

now knows

faggot."

and troublemaker

mayhem

tell you how I became what America

with

for4alling
by

my sellent

to the defense

the forces of finger

defending
wagging

this book

SS0033729
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--$ C(pp))meet[A7]; (Xt the point
what no ane wants to hear

charismatic

aura and legendary

ine as vindice±ing
Remnick

would

er motivating

downright

apocalyptic.

my laughter

question

section

activists

wit. I would

political

The appearance

or

causes if they resonated
"cauce"

David

I am an engine of chae e.

class utterly

hates me. They find my existence

shoes and frosted

tips and the sound of

people because they force the professors,

to do something

with

no one in America

journalists,

has done for a long time:

The bad guys hate me because they can't beat me. They tell all sorts of lies

about me, calling

me absurd and untrue

things

like "far-right

can't wrap their heads around how such a flamboyant,
do. They call me a leader of the
that movement

and don't

"alt-right"

St)111)l)'
simply_because

express themselves

gay man could have the opinions

however

I

no matter how many times I say I'm not affiliated

tII)cp' sav r1IEBt'(',d()1)(.'.
t)I>dceti()t)abI(1

And when told I am not those things,

-

()hi)t
c()messedIAB]. Add son)sthingIiksthis â€”
less self-seeing

those .lLC<
lies
They believe .tl)(t<("
that I have not done those

the lies.

The geod guye see me for what I am: a critical

correctness,

because they

much care for it.

views.

things, they choose to believe

against political

supremacist"

others have told them I have done those things

because I hold unpopular

My supporters
.nrt

white

stylish

It 1)c>' sB)t' I Br(l rcsI)()rysH41(', fo1 tI)c Bct)()1)s()f ()thePt
things

therapeutic

their assumptions.
' critics

with

nothing

but if I had a eingle

principles,

of my expensive

to close-minded

and musicians

drop my present

me for the New Ya±er

of America's

are horrifying

There's

value resides celely in my Ged like gaed

I have guiding

have tried to prefile

A certain

directors,

keep growing.

about my opeeches. The entertainment

reassuring
locks,

yet my audiences

and a free-speech
they please. Young

fundamentalist
conservatives

voice in the pushback

defending

the public's

and libertarians

respond

right to
to tove

SS0033730
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couldthey wish they

me because I say the things

-things

-about their dreary professors

and

"comedians."

odious

left-wing
love mc â€”but only in private,

actors and writerr

musicians,

isehicf-making

because
Comment )AS]; Can frphtIyfferprpryf7

they fear repriSalS,
In my mind,
limits

I play the role gays were always

of acceptability.

norms

of nihilism

The social and religious

and self-esteem

peddled

meant to in polite

convictions

I represent

by social-justice

warriors

1960s. But they have set me, and my army of fans, free. Instead
enemies brand me "leader
will

of the

alt-right"

or whatever

moniker

society:

I test the absolute

do not map onto the
and progressives

of analysing

since the

my success, my

they can reach for that they think

do me the most damage.
I am a threat because I don't

belong

to anyone.

I'm unaffiliated.

They hate that.
I look and dress and behave as though
opinions.

There are new taboos now,

the underworld.
and they all come from

who want to tell you how to behave.

4owcvcr.

1't ls thc ical vr'ho lorfn

the progressive

left -- the army of

I am here to break apart that consensus.

I'1'
(li tire 1 96()$. fj'tc Rlg<' p'ttss fdic ]Lrl]va]jlrfg
Today.

feminist

But I don't.
I am m the Ken doll from

people

I should have safe, MTV-friendly

egltttrc

'lhc 'wcvalINe

ond tlf6 Ih".tt vh'Bsthc chtQBtcL"cgl tgT'6c

cul'ftlrc

cLBC1
wc,'I]lc

Rl

hl., carelhc c<'Atntcl"
Comment [A10]: YoumaketFis an
elsewhere V3<eit here,

culture
They hate that too
In modern
contained.

Absurd,

America's
moralistic

politicised,

identity-policed

denunciations

of me as

culture,
"ultra-Right"

I cannot be defined
fall hopelessly

or

flat. My life is

SS0033731
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editore

T
T
in New York,

glamerous,

effortless,

what liberal
12

vmnt:

But they 're tec provincial,

prefeccers

trendy

charged

cexually

hideous

awkward,

in Connecticut
and fun. (I'm

and irrelevant

I am. a gay man. They call me a homophobe.
fundamentalist

--

they call me a far-right

say that even saying that is racist.)
damaged

psychologically
reactionary

on campus

America:

to ever achieve

a sexual libertine

men out of women's

first

alpha bettem.)

it.

I date black men but they call me a racist.

bathrooms.

in

and free-speech

a Jew; they call me an anti-semite.

I'
pages, I'll

(They

I want to keep

For all of this, they call me a

the right to think,

correctness

teach you how to cause the same sort of mayhem
life -- in defense of the most important

and in your personal

Keep reading
political

the world's

bloggers

bigot.

In the following
media,

I'm

troll.

I'm

and entertainment

do, say and be whatever

you'
and you'll

right you have in

the hell you want.

find out how you can become

and social justice

I do -- in the

as terrifying

to the forces of

as me--I am.---and-you--wen't-evert-have-taauek--a+hek-ta

de-i4
I'
I'll
professional

even teach you how, despite my awesome
success, I stay so remarkably

personal

qualities

and tremendous

modest.

SS0033732
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1

WHY THE

"97 per cent of workplace
"Rates

PROGRESSIVE

deaths are

of rape and domestic

LEFT

ME

HATES

male."

abuse are far higher

in Muslim

than non-

communities

ones."

Muslim

"The black
All

community

of these statements

conversation

at all, you are expected
but..."
but...

to begin with

"The majority

activist

Edward

response

vet, in today's

like telling

certain

Ward

stormed

was to quip that, with

risega-up-even-hi-gher

crime

caveats. "I'm

they'

and bombast,
the stage during
all the security

if he wasn't

careful.

drugs."

and

America,

old people

of African-Americans

if ever, use caveats, because

and I_use_exaggeration

directly,

with

' '
'
"' ' "" " '"
" '
em+ahwa+e--eaww÷+e+wm4w

they can stop chewing

I rarely,

are facts

causes outrage,

instantly

Islamophobe,

has a huge problem

there's

' "

"I'm

-- but I

brothers

about radical

M

extremists.

A : x:n

but..."

When Black

my otherwise-peaceful

Lives

Matter

speech at DePaul,

the black incarceration
told the line of young

my

rate was likely
black

to

yyornengirls

F-C

°11 their
-- Comment [A13]: Imre

bee

I refuse to preface

½

Comment [A12]: Dee:e e evan ana
sapper!IOUS
etnnidtoke

not an

citizens,

off the stage that the reason they were so angry was that I'd had sex with

roping

---

I prefer to discuss the facts

often outrageously.

(I thenalso

and

If you discuss them

but..."

are law-abiding

re irrelevant.

present,

in their mouths

nothing
'" ..':',,.

a feminist,

- Comment [A11]: C:at G-s needed

them to the

introducing

any discussions
As.. for feminists

of Islam,

l'
for instance,

ate - Tor on y

with the usual fake niceties

ùn!

!
--- Comment [A14]:

s is Nem

SS0033733
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the myths

Challenging
fact Bat I puncture

their fantasies

I'
I'll

also hot, which

of the Left causes them to lose their mind
with

wit and style decen't

attention-grabbing

cover in excruciating

detail

like nothing
but

W

else.

- . I'm
either.

later. in the beek

--

ANN~$
But what really

drives

left-wingers
-- I'm

up the wall

see. I'm urbane

and metropolitan

people.

also at home at the shooting

But I'm

trends and, unlike
Review

columnists,

British,

which
People

I know

Americans

believable

Millennium

Falcon

safe-space

silljness

with

experimenting
Mariah

gay.

I have a flawless

metropolitan
Girls

homos

diets in their youth.

protests

nightclubs

with every depraved

form

something

in London,

my English

of escapism

and Wagner

nothing

sense of style.

could pilot

the
into

them. People

experiment

(or

it was

the left descended

with

like

quinoa

different.

losing

my virginity

in interracial

teacher and parish priest
I could find.

and thought

gay and

and vote Democrat

to do with

in 11rafalgar-Square-and

But I was doing

drag queens, seducing

Manson

I wanted

lunacy,

National

so. Being

and that we thought

The Force Awakens

and tech

bespectacled

strikingly

greater skill than Han Solo. Yet even before

to go to anti-war

Carey, Marilyn

heads and ret=d_,

we watch

lead in Star Wars:

more so than normal

parties,

on top of the latest pop culture

the same thing,

to pretend

and identity-politics

involving

cocktail

also, of course,

to be good little

supposed

Yes, I was in drug-saturated
fivesomes

think-tank

are basically

that the female

me weare supposed
and hummus

We're

range. I'm

how to dress. I'm
think

is who I am. I should be one of them, you

at home at big-city

old conservative

like me are supposed

in England).

Labour,
totally

doddery

Comment [Alt5]; Don'treferlo publishing
-s
process it makes usthe
story

And I listened

about cutting

myself

and
to a lot of

to all three.

Comment [A16]: EXZK

phase
WOMUrC

hke . . <e:cc ·'qa-ytwaiec me age s
Obviously

I never did it, because 1 always

knew I was Pm-too

beautiful

to spoil like -thar-.
that.

SS0033734
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Here's

where it gets complicated,
and Wittgenstein,

Schopenhauer,
and dreamt

of meeting

though:

I also re-ad-studied

and I read Margaret

George W. Bush.

Thatcher

music theory,
shot my dad's guns,

biographies,

(I did later in life, but by then he wasn't

right-wing

enough for me.)
Little
Shrugged

did I know

and daydreaming

To understand
understand
questions,

that I was ki

have become,

controversy:

Once concerned

flick,

to weeks of headlines

immediately
reports

before

to

great, era-defming
To highlight

just how

the recent past.

reboot.

reserve

attitude

in national

t
Comment [A18
Ght s:t'us:êrsS:cryhere yc haveto te t e
oeone
oc e s:cry here me...c ; e hct tir
dcxec hera d se" he I a a rbe a 1"es

have been a

I published

as a crime

from the lead actresses, including

mean-spirited

a catty

against comedy.

the widely-praised

I

Leslie

to the male gender.
one of the ueb

s biggest

= Comment [A19]: Wasthe canning ea ly t

social networks,

swift7

newspapers.

late to the Ghostbusters

assailed by peeved fans of the first,
Paul Feig's

that shouldn't

Ghostbusters

party.

its release. It started when the film's

about director

politics.

in a controversy

it with my trademark

tarring

performances

myself

all-female

feminist-friendly,

movie"
as the movie's

I was somewhat

with

it's necessary

.

jAA few hours later. I n onkf d be banned from

for months

like me so much,

let me tell you a story from

of 2016, I involved

of the abominable

Jones, as well

Atlas

\eftStorv ry.'

Paul Feig's

the abysmal

Ayn Rand's

-- Comment [A17]: k:"ei

the left today is instead obsessed with petty identity

In the summer

leading

rules by reading

Tagger).

why the left hates people

precisely

The fihostbusters

castigated

all the left's

â€” changed.
how and why the left hasy've

small their priorities

review

that I was breaking

The film
trailer

classic Bill

plans to reinvent

had been attracting

debuted

Murray

the franchise

controversy

on YouTube,

movie.

where it was

They had read

from the ground

up, as well

as

SS0033735
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the

creators'

sparse knowledge

seemingly

pop culture

fans, they were annoyed.

of the Ghostbusters

This, coupled

with

the fact that the trailer

in YouTube's
Under

Ghostbusters
loathing.

can be treacherous

a media

Ghostbusters
movie

with

controversy.

pro-Ghostbusters

to watch

obviously

pre-prepared

after The Phantom
fans'

reaction

as misogynists

campaign

pter

statements

ol h1$4 art, and a progresstve
a movie

and one black to a chick flick

Menace

like

of

hit theaters.

to Ghostbusters

as a means to market

this obvious

attempt

the movie,

quickly
Feig and the

and sexists who only hated the

reached peak absurdity

with

Legislative

leading

criticism

mainstream

than a Kardashian

when,

Women's

the vie%Bug, their
to journalists,

to delegitimize

but also the political,

started to generate more headlines

the movie.

Feig transformed

Partly

you understand,

from the Califomia

screening

and the

their detractors

swallowed

media,

The film

Cult franchises

comment [A20]: P a win
ecI tr ·eac
co" t shareyour GOV Kvec
by peoplewho
arat :cus ins.,is 'hey det actf on t"e overa
a a acam
Eomtyo e rm
wece
cc rn. t"ê audienseaNady s"a"es icur 30
hur'G"
andSenSeof

cast.

amazingly,

it. Not just the film

controversial.

upset the fans and you may be in for a lifetime

circumstances,

because of its all-female

politicians

work

normal

cast began attacking

media.
frantic

territory:

not be hugely

of what fans did to George Lucas

and political

The media,

this would

circumstances,

But this wasn't
became

--

movie

history.

normal

Just think

was boringEmper

the most-disliked

, led to it becoming
trailer

and like many die-hard

universe,

and even
wedding.

after disappointing

Caucus gathered
iheiH

and ran

The

box office

at a private

8 gave 5 series of

each one of them celebrating

the movie

as a
COWIINSNtt
[A21]! DQgQUhav&pf'OpfQftBIS>

leap forvvkrd
of'
about four out of shape, middle-aged
four out of shape, middle-aged

men, three of them white

women,

three of them white

and one black.
Groundbreaking!
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This is the story of how the left, one of western
ideological

traditions,

fourth-rate

reboot

found

itself

civilization's

at a point where defending

ol'
of a 1980s movie

about spooky

most historically

a commercially

ghosts became a matter

significant

unsuccessful,
of'
of high political

importance.
It's also a story of how I came to represent
becoming

cooler

by Aall

we'
we'll

jjhis

workers

standards

establishment

soon.)

was based on economic

for ordinary

big--business
citizens.

-- continue

older than many other left-wing

politicians.

Corbyn

in their respective

WhylBecause
.Because

Indeed,

economic

prospects,

may have largely

as voters

But that didn't

this tradition.

-- Bemie

were jobs,

Sanders in the

They are, notably,

They are also loathed

left, today, has very different

There was no reason why the left had to abandon

anywhere.

classes. Their priorities

by much of the

parties.

the mainstream

that kept them in work

class. The left were the champions

A few leftists

in Britain

States, and Jeremy

significantly

coalition

Comment [A22]:
s seacn s very GM
ar ued re c y V xing hurve .s as o° y
whe"
ems
ine atng s ;e"..·"e y 'unny 10ull
readers-e°c not de" it dr 7shesyo
aut c y

mattern

against the managerial,

pay, and decent living
United

Sytuff

get back to the jokes

In the past, the leftist
of blue-collar

greatest fear: â€” their opponents

than them.

A~-vvWV

(I promise

the left's

disappeared,

in old working--class

priorities.

its old blue-collar

base. The industries

but the voters themselves

heartlands

the left should have been more attentive

didn't

entered a crisis, with

go

1960sbecose he Der ocratsvoted'o cv
nghts shi r

insecure

to their concerns.

happen.
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Instead,

the left chose to abandon

they began to ignore

the former

metropolitan

latte-sipping
small section

working

voters,

of the electorate

recipients

added pressure

After
remain

As their electoral

'

The fact that minorities

gf hgw the rapid influx

it's remarkable

of cheap
former

that millions

coalition

towards

were only a

new ones!
--

and new welfare

abgn

of former

the cultural

of efforts

to protect

working-class

values of their old voters.

communities

ÏÏ

politics.

families

They became

old industries,

Barack

to guns Or religion

Ñ

Obama's

cement

[A24]: Usumo at e age

still

less

and practically
infamous

Or antipathy

2008 quip

toward

pitomized

Ñ

people
Comment [A25]: Vec for wc?

the new

of the left.
They no longer

them more brutally

cared about the people

fast than Taylor

Swift

they used to be expected

is dumpeds

that they had no illusions

politics.

(You

into this! I should

be the hot lecturer

getting

that the football

abandoning

-- the so-called

"rainbow

coalition"
coalition"'

-- and

about who was on their side.

Thus began the era of identity
know, . I'm really

to protect,

by her love interests.

What they did care about was their new voters
ensuring

coalition:

base.

so too did the left's

changed,

venomous

attitude

Slowly,

of the left.

with pay, more contemptuous

working-class

electoral

the left -- they could just import

bother

concerned

that former

and minorities.

to their already-beleaguered

such a betrayal,

loyal to parties

class, and turn to a very different

women,

didn't

, regardlgss

their old voters and seek out new prospects.

team would

consider

consider

a professorship

somewhere.

I'd

an easy A -- or maybe just easy. Eve
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joked

before

position

that I'd make an excellent

is about the only position

men's

I haven't

tried,

The left has always been well-practiced
far back as the 19th-century,
championed
champagne

the ideal of "One
socialists

Gramsci

Nation."

of the academy.

War One, the European
country

socialists

at turning

Marxists

a(And

a teaching

frankly

what I mean.]

social classes against one another.

class warfare

Yet the working

while

the exception

perturbed

of Russia)

to the

frustrating

World

when, during

chose to fight

And so, in the 1920s, the Italian

that the time had come for a new form

As

conservatives

class always proved

were particularly

instead of rise up against their masters.
decided

''
if you know

championed

class (with

working

professor.1
" """.

studies

for king

Marxist

and

Antonio

-- one based on culture,

of revolution

not

class.

According
old, conservative

to Gramsci,

ideas like loyalty

sway in working-class
religion,

that"
that's

tradition

Gramsci

Gramsci

argued that

you'

forced

His line of thinking,

to rise up was because

and religion

values,

to Obama's

held too much

comment

as we shall see, is directly

to revolution,

as he called it -- would
"proletarian"

to take diversity
civilization

"hit .Irvrww breirbarf.corn/bi
stu esstatesso1/

intellectuals

and the media,

ideas would

seem to hate western

had failed

about guns and
descended

from

of Gramsci.

in education

Gramsci's

family

If that sounds familiar

argued that as a precursor

hegemony,"

traditionalism

to one's country,

communities.

because it should.

the ideological

"cultural

the reason why the proletariat

the old traditions

have to be systematically
should

seek to challenge

..

influential.

new you knew

who to

- over@ment/2015/06/29/ive-'usf-been-a

down.

To do so,

the dominance

you'
If you've

or gender studies courses at university,
'
... Well

broken

and create a new revolutionary

prove phenomenally

of the west -- or the

of

culture.
ever wondered

why

or why your professors

blame

all

Gramsci.

cinted-cberlins-first-merrs-
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c
In the 1950s and 60s
School married
vanguard:
western
ballast

Gramsci's

idea of cultural

one made up of students,
culture

Righteous

upheavals

why Andrew

expatriate

revolution

academics

wrote

d±te

as the Frankfurt

who felt excluded

ideas would

provide

of the 1960s, and the subsequent

Breitbart

known

unW

to the idea of a new revolutionary

and minorities

feminists,

and sought to change it. Their

for the cultural
That's

about them extensively

from

mainstream

much of the intellectual
transformation

of the left.

in his bestselling

book,

Indignation.

The New Left,
left's

a group of European

ment [A26]: Lum

pivot

away from

of gender, racial,

traditional

class politics

and sexual politics

issues like abortion,
into major

as they came to be called,

platforms

the reversal

we know

were responsible
and towards

today.

for the early stages of the

the divisive,

correct

politically

They were the ones responsible

of gender roles, racial justice,

pacifism,

world

for making

and multiculturalism

of the left.

The students who joined

the New Left

in the 1960s became the professors

who are

you today.

teaching

The New Left
the 1960s, rebelling
War Two generation,
part, thsee young
musicians,

also enjoyed

phenomenal

against the over-protective,
the ideas of cultural

baby boomer

the standard-bearers

didn't

success in the realm of culture.
military-minded,

Marxism

struck

and somewhat

boomer

culture,

became fierce

of

austere World

a chord -- even though,

realise where thsee ideas were coming

of young

For the youth

from.

advocates

for the most
Rock
for pacifism,
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feminism,

and all the other causes of the New Left

gay rights,

-- a tradition

that continues

to this

day.
The other reason thatwhy

the New Left waswere

made sense â€”.
There was real racism
ed by conservatives

~le>BL layg were ppp

so successful

to be fought.

is that in the 1960s, their

that, was

deism

eâEE8 and

ah e. Sexigm in the wprkplace

andykgralq

.-

did

exist------even worse than on Mad Men.
The tragedy

is that instead of granting

these problems

Marxism,

could

life to the inherently

easily have been solved

Indeed,

Committee

'
' '
who, in 1950s.. Britain, . began the process of decriminalizing
played

little-

The Marxistsy

it was classical

with the milder

Liberalism.

Marxists

in 1950s Britain,

divisive

liberal

politicians

doctrines

tradition

comment [A27]:
s ac ab
institxiorahzec racssTis ven; incorta":-4t is a
distrolon that co serva^rvesarc lœals ca
so stinm:s m: mues
ame
t e

of Cultural

of Classical

of the Wolfenden

homosexuality

-

if any role in it.
were as useful

as Victoria

Beckham

at a pie eating contest.
--- Comment [A28]:
. ..-IE(31flt'
point

daysy-it-often-seems-as-though4heleft-is-little-more4han-a4awless4and-of

ct'
s a ag as is errthe

professional-vietims-and-trout->lemakers-Jus-t-k->ek-at4heir-attitude-to-elections-and4he
estentatious-amount-of-voter4raud-en-the-Demeerat-side
their-own-motivations-40-break-the-law

-I-::Bch-&j<+ul3+3t-1FK'Ilg+h)8-v+3$88s-Ilas
221Eaeb--group-ofinel-igible-voters-has

4n4he-ease-ofdead-voters;4beheve-they-are4he-enly

people-that-ean-get-a-deeent-deal-en-Obamaeare+everage
For better or worse
the defining

youth

ideas would

eventually

The ailmici

(what am I saying1-- â€”Ddefinitely

movement

of the 60s and 70s, and although

come to dominate

the mainstream

the rise of non-unionized
http://www

initially

workers,

the New Left became
perceived

as radical,

its

movement.

C diU te of lile I SÜ 6 heca le !Ì1e Dit Wii ]m e-r cilhilrC

Thise rise of the New Left coincided

2

for worse!),

with the decline

t f tile

of the unionized

who in the 1980s were increasingly

.-

I WÏs

working

attracted

Comment [A29]: You Take it s DuC h
batter of page a it woJc be "e c'ul :c ma<eit
here

class and

by Ronald

breitbartcom!milo!2016/40/25/fu4-text-the-election-is-rigged-by-milo/
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Thatcher½

Reagan and. Margaret
left looked

to fill the gap, they increasingly

social minorities,

leftist

politicians

on the proceeds

of this pivot

condescension

and contempt

leftist

political

heirs

regardless

hatred

identified

of feminism,

-- of white

"I might

be something

Black

tendency

Marxism

can clearly

be seen

class have Gramsci's

is still resolutely

traditionalist,

well ento the raetrepelitan

Lives

Matter,

and gay identity
class"

to back the "revolutionary

â€”
by-product

of 1960s leftism

males1-is-alsoeby-produetet
of western

interesting",

political

from

elitism

They will

politics

white

is tThe quiet

the4960s-left-ists,

who

culture.
what to look for

They are the type
ancestry

because

They are the type to point out at gteat pains that
write

males are the cultural

class in classical

by the oppressed.

Marxist

The influence

is

against

articles

hinting

at the acceptability

nf

the safety of their gated community.

For the New Left,
bourgeouicebourgeoisie

quite happy to get rich

by a DNA test that shows they are uf 99'/th European

has never been tried,

violence

- which

a mile away if you know

true communism

overthrown

of women,

it's a stretch to say that

actually

political

maps e"traordinarily

them-as the architects

be disappointed

they thought

leftist

culture

of the facts. Another

You can spot these people
who will

Comment [A30]: Po n: cu t e: he waking
c asswe e at rac ed :c -hatcher a"c Reaga
d&BC'8 thelf 'cuah sts:°cesaaains: .J°o°s9

.\s the
As

elace.

endorsements

-- sometimes

are_(correctly)

mobih t)

and its coalition

of'
of Cultural

of'
elites of today's

also in no small part related to thise Marxist
"oppressors,"

(they're

legacy

for working-class

of Gramaci's

The knee-jerk

contempt

to the New Left,

capitalism

the intellectual

- The metropolitan

despite their efforts.

the

and upward

are plain to see today. While

want to overthrow

of globalization),

in their viewpoints

of today's

turned

freedom

and immigrants.

The consequences
modern

of economic

promises

--(

counterpart

theory

COfflltttttfaftt
IA3i]! Dttntnifcffflpltoet

to the economic

-- a class of oppressors

of the New Left is seen most clearly

that must be
in universities,
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where efforts

to

"deconstruct"

the pillars

"patriarchy"

to the mythical

Left was on course to become
the Soviet Union

defeating
gravity

of the left's

conservatives,
people

cultural

the new cultural

revolution.

hegemony.

On the right,
fights

campaigns

censorship

classical

humanism

the New

consciousness,
preoccupied

Conservatives,

the culture

liberal

have wanted.

cultural

of'
the ideal of the free market,

who obsessed over unwinnable

with hare-brained

would

of'
boomers'
of the baby

control

and reviving

from

civilization,

apace -- just as Gramsci

proceed

By the early 2000s, in firm

of western

had failed

with

to grasp the

wars were left to social

like gay marriage,

against rock music,

and alienated

comic

books

young

and video

games.
When

social conservatives

became embarrassingly

clear what

witehcraft,
summoned

through

their

started going

after Harry

side had won the culture

the Clintens

"spirit-eooking"

have turned

Potter

for "promoting

it

wars.

into such villains

Comment [A32]:

that the demons

sessions-take-notesen-them-4t's4ike-a-masterclass-in
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4f-you
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s

-(--m+t4-8-I
infamous-habitef-eatingKFGwith-a-knife--and-fork-But-even-that-1-think49eneefDaddy
elaborate-trelle
T
You have to feel for peer Bill.

Every

sentence he gets hard, then he sees Hillary's
another flight

an the Lelita

Ironically,
longer

time he hears

'gender'

and

'gap'

in the same

creased eyes and evil smile and he's bceking

Express.

the cultural

left achieved

dominance

just at the point

needed. By the end of the 1960s, when the New Left

when they were no

were still on the fringe,

their milder
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allies in the social liberal
important

cultural

battles.

anti-discrimination
any social

movement
Jim Crow

of things

on their way to winning
gays were allowed

equality--under

the really

out of the closet,

and

to argue that

the law.

of government

some groups were already

action,

redistribution
favoured

getting

plans and the early growth
-- a
foreboding

treatment

sign

to come.

By 2010, the argument
western

society

ignored

relatively

this period
fought

was dismantled,

thanks to the persistence

Indeed,

well

laws were put in the statute books. By the 1990s, it was difficult

group in the west lacked

of'
of affirmative

were already

was starting
t

that racism,

and homophobia

sexism,

to look absurd. Indeed,

issue like gay marriage

were still rampant

in

I suspect the reason that a previously
such u cauw

became

céiüba

Comment [A33]: Dex ce

for the left durm
'

is because it was, for them, the last clear-cut

legislative

battle that could be easily

ra
it was NCT T e

Comment [A34]: A
en °ª

™

and won.
. --- Comment [A35]: Uc ear

so much is that if you give people
Of course, the reason the left loves 'pelvic issues .;'So

Comment [A36]: Haseess anace
freedom

over wine,

women

aspects of life, too. That's
while

the left was telling

that permissiveness

and song they tend to acquire
why so many people think

people

appealed

they were being taxed oppressively,

regulated

(t was a.conse1 vative thinker„Robert
the French

Revolution.

they're

they could put anything

to readers, listeners,

the illusion

libertarians.

and voters

and manipulated

minutely

%'ho f1gufed

If you can live like the Marquis

So it was fine all the

into their bodies they wanted,

consumers

Kisbet,

that they are free in other

who didn't

because

notice

in countless

that

other ways.

this out. He says it goes back. to

de Sade, who cares if Robespierre's

in
--

charge
Anyway,
unquestionably

starting
in power

sometime

around the 1990sba±

then, the cultural

of'
-- not just in terms of their dominance

of mainstream

Comment [A37]: C 21 c needed

left began to be w-as
politics,

but also
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in their dominance
had become

of the media,

and nothing

mma mu
work

blaming

made-up

be exhausted.

concepts

Modem

obvious

or afF"

leftists'

in. I do admire

( )nce on the fringes,

"
They new p eccecced that meat dangerous

the establishment.

great
deal of power,
o

and entertainment

academia,

energy levels.

American

~

--$
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a

you have to hand it to them. These guys put the

If I had to spend all day screaming

"patriarchy"

liberals

of combinatione

[ch

to use it en.

. Seriously,

like the

the Neu

for my failure

and defending

and crying,
Barack

bate"
from
"tWO kkkinkkteS

took $deen

Obama,

I'd

1984 and turned

---
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it into 24 hours.
How

do they do it? Is it the corn syrup in their Kellogg's

Maybe

I'
I've

Rebel

Artie

In addition

stumbled

ideology

onto the real reason they love Starbucks

obesity

bowl?

so much.
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of'
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a worldview
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of Cultural
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anything
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working-class
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everyone
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received
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men, and especially

problems,
political

class. Any

Only this year, when the British

gave a speech at a conference

white males are

else.

their own unique

ignored

-- straight

easy to understand
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from
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as the very revival

of feminists

today comes as a response

of Nazism,
to a culture
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to address

conservative

his party. As for whites,
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white
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despite

to

the fact

that appears to hate

them.
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in these movies
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dominated

culture,

white
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- always
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like, Django

I suppose we'll

a huge trend of movies
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males - get progressively
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Movies

about Ottoman

have to wait far Muslim
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with petty, mean-

that seek to channel

10 Years 2 Slave and MLK.
more sadistic

or Middle

Eastern

guilt to became

a thing.
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The villains

and irredeemable.
slave-owners!
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-- wereas both right when
they said that identity

Thatcher

people they do when they don't

'

have any arguments

Hate

politics

and name calling

is what

left.

'
**
Us¶RebelMinodeies

So WhvRORS

theleft

For the old left

there was only one group of people

more despised

than the bourgeoisie:

--

Comment Ae
196ceV

--

Comment [ASR]; Scahenelcgy icthie whole
eecticcrreedecierihceticn

Specie hcw cld, 19sce'?

scabs.

['Scab'I
members

was a derogatory

of the working

word

class who, during

give them a pay rise every week might
took priority

over an abstract

The left loathed

scabs with

all, the bourgeoisie

lower

taxes. But by not following
betraying

were just following

who don't

to dcscnbe

that forcing

reasonable,

strikebreakers:

unionized

cr that feeding

industries

to

their families

solidarity.
that far exceeded
their interests

the marching

SC94"

i[Self became

orders

their hatred for the bourgeoisie.

when they cut pay and demanded

given to them by the left, scabs were

an Lnsull 8O danN1Q

CX tatC tt, VQCC branded

Just as the old left invented
interests,"

decided

net be entirely

a passion

workers

theirs.

Sio thC QX>rd
CX lanattOQ cvuM

a strike,

idea of left-wing

After

allegedly

used by unionized

words

so too does the new left employ

tJM( no amount

vf JCMal Or

8.Scak MN M%1 !Our fatM[V '6'Ore Scabs fOE ltfe.
to describe

people

who betrayed

a range of slurs to describe

their so-called

women

r'Je dea hat t"e n r e-cullog was
urevrable. eve" bef0 a t"ê Cernet
"class

and minorities

toe their line: â€”:

Blacks

who suggest that killing

their best interests
Women

are

"coons,"

who think

"Uncle

policemen
Toms"

that abandoning

ot'
best idea are accused of "internalised

and burning

and "House

local businesses

might

not be in

might

not be the

N***ers."

the rule of law on college

campuses

misogynyista"
misogynyisrz.'
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Then there's

of'
"self-hater,"
of the

the old fallback

which

can be applied

to virtually

any

group.

identity

.--

No prizes then
â€”I'm
-I'm

this chapter
basketball
variants

gay"
hating
I'm hoping

Whitman.

I grew up listening

and "gey Uncle

that the modern

"Milos."

as

simply

eay"

tnuslcal,'
'
on a daily basis. But I am who I am, to quote
8 musical
..
to quote Walt

Can't

the economic
or wrongly,

could., rightly
I'm damaging
Christian

left will

variants

'

comment [A65]: S nce t s s 9ar mato
dont toss It off casa y Use o whenyou re
aMem asc...ssit

to Wagner

operas and shooting

my

day acab I am, although

I get

on a daily bacic

in the future

describe

allegedly

self-hating

gays

with

scabs docsn "t really

consequences
tmpact

of 8 worker

work,

a strike,

breaking

t s much

the pay of other workers.i
out that Muslims

bcuause at least it was easy to

are 8 bigger

aud how breaking
ess easy to explain

a strike
Comment [A66]:
sectr ke ant
dont F Me

how

s s' wemens t e w"c e
doest m y w rk

threat to gays than

owners.

My existence

infuriates

and humor

that outclasses

don't

on me. Feminists

work

Tom"

*':

$B

lal'
"I am large,
I contain
.

term for the type of modem

my own team by pointing

bakery

of'
at the start of

be too long now!

pf course, the analogy
demonstrate

As I mentioned

I'
and I've had more black men ino_n me than a college

gay, I'm metropolitan,

guns. I'm not aware of a specific

C
the "celf

women

why the left hates me so much.

team. Yet I'm not one of them. I get the "self-hating

multitudes,"
rBUItitudcs.
dad's

for guessing

Comment )Aa4]: Talesentencelecurnplataly
60"

in anything

the left, not onlypst

anything
can't

they'
they've

because I debunk

ever encountered,

ser

"",-." ..

style, wit

but also because their usual smears

accuse me of suspect motives,

other than an academic

their myths with

',

because I'm not interested
' „-

'" .: ' .

„,.

'

in
'

-,

--

comment [A67]: Doesn: land
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-- only thate laughable

I can't be accused of being homophobic
which

most ordinary

of'
accused of it instinctively

people

also particularly

1980s, when workers

given my

And,

1 can t he accused of heing racist either

to the left because of what I represent:

terrifying

across Britain

The left are worried,

and the United

you see, that I might

Thev're

afraid you might

They're

afraid

~

agree with

a new wave of dissident

--

comment [A68]: Pe ase th s Ink
ctnent
irntae t e worg way
scrcs us dawas
Comment [A69]: A OR PO V lia g sex
h :: askpeoplecoes "o: :yove sorreo e is
a st ''c- " ! ha"to3555'he
cha c'
usisr' der as w:h ;pea:ercen:h, prefess y
y
carly in the nockwhenyou c s%ss Les e..0 es

a repeat of the

to Reaganism

not be the only dissident

and Thatcherism..

minority.

me.

in the U.S. and "Essex

the U.S.,., so too will

States turned

that, just as their old base abandoned

Democrats"

"Reagan

an eye-roll.

very worst nightmare.

I'm the left's
I'm

'

led&amounts

for black mendenuen

penchant

react to with

"self-hatred,"

charge of

Men"

women

them to become

conservative-voting
Democrats"

in the U K , and the "Reagan
and minorities

in

break apart their new

coalition.
And you know
Women
culture

and minorities

and education,

they'

and empirically

morally

They'

what:

re right.

aren't idiots,

re starting

to realize

"PiNotYourShield,"

diisabled,
Rabid
itself,'
itsel

that the identity

and minority

so hysterically

impressive

politics

garners joined

to GamerGate,

the fight.

dominance

they champion

Rallying

for example,

Social Justice Warnors

revealing

of

are

considered

comment.'
conunent

NotYourShield

Other left-wing

to stop speaking

made similarly

the

on their behalf.

to be a worse tag than

journalists

was

under the hashtag

@+ups that the left took for granted, like gays„African-Ameticans,

and worn crt stood up and told left. wing journalists

a highly

the left's

bankrupt.

One of the reasons the left reacted
jbecause so many female

and even with

( amer(iate

news c youront s. who thinkt°at AL- r' ry
groupsareaga st yo
eve the 00°: °ê-e cr
m the m¬¤s
de
Cornment [A71]: Youalso "een to ret.m 1
eaPe

disparaging

cNCE
comments,
7

or, morc commonly,

httasiltwittercom/h[thutaffect/staks

ignored

the tag entirely,

pretending

instead that GamerGate

waS

hapte

Comment [A72]: C eck sc ce

.390854if'31;316'42ifif
54ft 131 $2f)fl?lang.fji
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an exclusively

white

it lets you know

male uprising.

what someone's

And the left's

off the reservation.
#NotYourShield.
scoort

a gay Uuncle

thinking

is that

8ret'ybtyrt

classes going

identity

journalist

as and-every

- to

3erome Hudson
.'

a- self-hatin

s why I'ye been palled
as well

homophobe,

exist.

- or in
many cases, so silently

eall
nd

Lives Matter,

Item, , and an internalized

But there's
dominance

with Black

didn't

of their cherished

so hysterically

b os why a black rapper repeatedly

traitor"

for 'class

is that ss"
we rebel minorities

why they reacted

about wishful

are.

the left so much as the thought

That's

for disagreeing

but the thing

thinking,

deepest wishes

deepest wishes

terrifies

Nothing

Wishful

a
er-.

-

comment [AB]: b.eecscitation

-

@tangent IA74]; Don't overptayyour analogy

other absurd stand-in

you can imagine.
another reason that you and I terrify

of designated

victim

the left: in addition

classes, I also represent

to challenging

to another constituency

their

the left has long

taken for granted: â€” the young.
The left needs ideological
useful

to them than impressionable

their natural
Like

inclination

of World

people,

War One, the left convinces

challenge,

al wy-machine

take up left-wing

causes out of

on the world.

or contact

and ange . II'he left puts its foot

-» running

its ideas, and none have been more

who eagerly

they end up being indoctrinated

never stand up to scrutiny,
disillusioned,

young

to make an impact

the generals

to be heroes. In reality,

Somme

shock troops to propagate

with
de

people

young

into the wackiest,
the real world,

flimsiest

leaving

in the intellectual

that

they'

re going

ideas that

them disappointed,

equivalent

of the

guns armed with bayonets,
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But the left's

hold on the mind

cause. In addition

leading

tour is rapidly

to my efforts

people

to support

For too long, conservatives
strategists

have relied

consider

-- and I am happy to be a

is weakening

millennial

a new breed of dissident

mobilizing

Some political

of young

Faggot"

garners, my "Dangerous

student.

on pundits

this an advantage,

whose

audience

is primarily

because cld people vote more.

over 60.
This is true,

but they also die more!
I am one of the few conservative
under 30. In fact, I increasingly

primarily

people

are sick of being lectured

for standard-bearers.

looking
rightly

pundits

so. Without

I"
I'm a cultural

reading

my columns,

the ultimate

movement.

statement

they'
they've

institutions,

Authoritarian

conservatives
a matter
rhetorical
8

of thousands

and wearing

of students,

my SWAG

-- and

the left is nothing.

who spits uncomfortable

have succeeded

facts at easily-triggered

attending

By Milo

in their long march

the establishment.

have become

and slogans

were forced

of'
of time before
flourish

become

liberals

into rhetoric

faggot

left, and are

be that standard-bearerit

activists,

15. Many

my talks,

gear8
gear has become

And young

through

people

the left's

have always

been_are

anti-establishment.

nothnig-i&net-instinctively

entirely

that I might

with

And--wl+y-wouldn't-i

In an age where progressives
cultural

..

schoolmarmish

For hundreds

of rebellion.

is filled

to by the increasingly

my videos,

watching

audience

fanc are barely pushing

of thei-r-eager young

I'm more than just an outrageous

whose

find that my younger

The left is terrified

an endless supply

lefties.

of my generation

-- whereas

to develop

Trump

Available at www.swagbymilo.com

during

a stronger

and Milo

and star power

so comfortable

that their arguments

the Obama years, libertarians

'
basis in fact during

conservative

and

",.
the Obama years.
It was only

appeared to add the individual

to the freedom-loving

have degenerated

touches
vision

eame kind of

of the world.

while stocks last
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And you can see how liberalshey
they'
hate, because they've

forgotten

cannot bear and something

respond

when their backs are against the wall:

how to argue. We represent

thev're

something

liberals4hey

with

simply

afraid
cd!
they cannot beat.
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2

WHY THE

ifhe
:'I'I]c Alt-Right

El\i.' more than veu4iberals
hates me

To the people

at<"
who are
proud to call themselves
,]3Totdd

and a "disease-ridden

Jew."
.fcxc,

But to NBC

supremacy

HATES

seas

,.--- -

ME|

do. 11hite supremacists
white

supremacists.

-( Comment [AN): I thinkIt's importantto put
1thischapterup front

want me dead.

I am 8 "kike

fasgot"

leader"
nationalist
Todav I am 8 "white .Bttll<YY]]YIYBI„lead@'rr
Ic»ldcl'.

t
News and (51

who calls me 8 white

Anvone
white

ALT-RIGHT

no understanding

whatsoever

of what

is.

This chapter will

not.:'
tell vou what it is and what I'm not,

--- Comment [AN): Begmthiachapterwith
-.(
.
like the
somethmsanthe

***

In late November
a collection

of 'stories

included

predictable

Journal,

as well

the controversial

names:

and Deadspin.

movement

Guide
written

from

it themselves,

Bloomberg

List,'
List,

their annual "Jealousy

want you to

And then, not-so-predictable,

article

either. Bloomberg
Alt-Right,"

tTo tThe
by Allum

Bokhari

piece as one of the best of the year and implicitly
published

published

miss."

The list

Post, The New York Times, The Wall Street

The Washington

just any Breitbart

Conservative's

Businessweek

done this year -- and don't

we wish we'd

as BuzzFeed

And it wasn't
Establishment

2016, Bloomberg

economics

acknowledging
editor

specifically

the whopping
and myself.

was Breitbart.
chose "An

5,000-word

In addition
they would

explamer

to singling

on

out the

have liked to have

Peter Coy said he had "learned

something'"
something"

the piece.
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I will
correct

dispense

with

my usual humility,

to pick our piece. In March

explanation

of the movement

no trace of an authoritative

and admit that Bloomberg

2016, when Allum

that had taken over social media,
definition

accompanies

our trailblazing

there was little

and

commentary,

in the media beyond
the rise of any popular

the usual
new right-

movem.ent.
The Daily

National

Beast described

Review

portrayed

alt-right

conservative

wrote

online

outlet;that

trolling.

nationalist

BuzzFeed
out the genuine

members

which

was not true

of the white-working

were the words

the most accurate

also quoted lawyer

Welkwe
There's
wind up stuffy

nationalists

thought
a world

.. are

Ken White,

from

the

trolls,"

And,

that the distinction
of difference

establishment

forbidden

e Bee

gleefully

movementg"

class, which

was

used by Red State, another

like terms about their penchant
in Sarkeesian -hke

where "t are pepes

white

Power

af them all, described

of these people for

Comment terri
notknew

Icemif t cr reacetswhocc
j

them as a "white

common."
connnon.'

--I Comment [A78]: Expiafptfor readerswft0 do
not k°cw
I

who lamented

that it was 'really

but added that "at a certain

point

hard to tease
the

meaningful."ill."
isn't meaningf

distinction

debating

Trumpers"

perhaps

BuzzFeed,

movement"
movement'

it as a "White

them as embittered

also not truer "Thuggish

ethnic

alt-right

of the emerging

and moral panic that, like clockwork,
wing

and I published

wasere completely

,
tepies,

indeed,

encourage

between

conservatives
and someone

of the United

was very_meaningful.
someone

and whiny

like Richard

telling

jokes

socialrjustice

about forbidden
warriors

Spencer, who genuinely

topics to

someone-who
lvants a

s

eeBe
-- Comment [A79]: Uenu ne y mt°e cong
Gorahere-ra<ês It soac as if yofe okay
œth that

States.

tThere's

even an important

a coming

race war-te

Both

distinction

em

between
the white

Spencer and Neo-Nazis
n:nionali

and tile neo

who
wis
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'to<4. Over QBs ill-cleliBecl

teDB

alt-rt'~ht,

and soon. 'll'le lrlttta)

. eo le v'ho OA ovetl'ihe

IabeI iwcre

beme accused of sins ther did not commit
It's always

anti-intellectual

sadly, that was the approach

faction

as diverse

as disaffected

all young

people

to substitute

This was grossly

solidified

its control

unfair:

Tea Party supporters

are, at a movement

To deny the movement's

first young

members

as deplorable
Faction

Surprise

in Gennany

be ruined.
institutions

Many

a class led by adjunct

if you join

9

department,

effort

members

learning.

Wander

professor

including

base

who were curious,

as

- comment IA8tt]: check scttroe

intellectual

with

violent

who are perhaps
with

dangerous

the alt-right

terrorist

Underground

-g Comment IA8g]: Explainfor readerswhc do
Lnct knewthe term

dishonesty.

of the movement,

Their flirtation

and the Weather

us so many

to virtue-signal

a chance to experiment

forever.

a left-wing

terrorists

Kathy

1'
served 20 years in jail for assisting
police

a member

ideas

is nowhere

groups

the

near

like the Red

in the United

States. Those

cheered them on.

of the young

of higher

included

the alt-right

in a frantic

to be denied

tarnished

them openly
surprise,

with

of the 60s and 70s, who joined

(Baader-Meinhof)

who did not join

the white-

the alt-

so many taboos.

to the younger

of a generation

as the youth

in its early days, before

did, was an act of supreme

unjust

and not have their reputations

towards

the alt-right

but

understanding,

commentators

and 18-year old memesters

that defied

complexity

on the left and right

It was also wholly

outrage for genuine

over the movement,

There are even Jews who stiD identify

columnists

moral

taken by many otherwise-sensible

right when it first emerged.
nationalist

Comment [A80]; A= somethinglikethis hme
to c r 'y that the ~1Gelent wes invaded

extremist

organization,

your life is not going to

of the 1970s now enjoy cushy professorships
into Columbia
Boudin,

a former

in the murder

the first black officer

University,
Weather

of two policemen

and you might
Underground
of the Nyack,

at leading

find yourself
terrorist

in

who

New York

in the precinct.

http://forward.com/scribe/348466/im-a-jew-and-im-a-member-of-the-alt-right/
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Even before

her release, theHarvardEducationalReview

If you were in London
Studies (SOAS)

What did Khaled

perhaps?

uniform,
Palestinian

and on the campus of the School

in May 2002, you might

for a talk there¹°.

have bumped

do in her youth)

so grievous

No, nothing

Liberation

Organization

unreformed
inspired

yourself

communist

the murder

targets ranging
Still,

of two policemen

should

college

of the breather

aAnd African

who was being hosted

of Pepe the Frog in a Hitler
a plane on behalf

of the

ex-terrorists

students.

of Illinois

William

"Bill"

Charles

Underground,

above, as well

in the early 2000s, you
Ayers,

the same organization

as dozens of terrorist

an
that

attacks on

to the Pentagon.
a black person to Harambe

nor people

who unrepentantly

But that's not the paradigm
media"
media's

And as long as we play the mainstream
Itartnless

a picture

associate¹¹
associate"

on the other hand, he never compared

be teaching

Draw

at tThe University

described

precincts

You may say that neither

into Leila Khaled,

as that -- she just hijacked

taught by Obama

and co-founder

from police

oOf Oriental

her articles.

in 1969.

And of course, if you were a student
may well have found

was publishing

tnerrtesters; as a greater moral

game, spending

outrage than Bill

Ayers'
Ayers

we'

on Twitter.
make racist jokes

re operating

with

more of our attention
professorships,

we'
we'll

now, is it?
treating
never get

WHC 2:C MAT mus Derade c ea' r vour
en amon c ·he . eshe jcnes siry

there either.

SS

I have no sympathy
in the 70s. Still, though,
P.L.0

for Ayers

people

and others who took part in and directed

I'd be sympathetic

flag in their dorm-room

era. Young

comment µB3]: Phe crereste s sentFe

have always

in their youth
dabbled

to someone

who hung a Weather

of'
because of the rebellious

in radical,

was only a phase and did not extend into violence,

dangerous

terrorist

violence

Underground

or

appeal they had in the that

ideas, and so long as such dabbling

they shouldn't

be punished

for it later in life.

¹°
http://www.city-journal.org/html/terrorist-returns-9942.html
¹¹
http://www.breitbart.com/big-journalism/2012/06/04/obama-ayers/
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Maajid
world's

finest

be lenient

member

former

Nawaz,

intellectuals

and anti-extremist

about what people

through

you could

is an example

and I described

that-I will

during

Everyone'sEfhe

Alt-Right

as the

always

most notorious

do in your youth

As many realized

I didn't

campaigners

Allum.

the past of some of America's

Still,
I

which

and those are the people

lot worse things

of why we should

National

Declares

a Holy

k9ek

writers

1_vet-he-ydon't didn't

as a walk

on Twitter.

shocking.

Me

media to understand

everyone

"Neo-Nazi,"
for '"Neo-Nazi

that. They had a
1 ~1
and then accuse

It was an old game, one
of the movement1- â€”.

like of being a member
and it was growing

in our taxonomy

shows us, there are

needed a little

â€”
Crusade-Against

I.et"~7 â€” ~
T
~1
1~ ' ~ ' ~
agenda: Let's -tum
into a synonym
turn the alit

seen many times before,

Review

Review

for a second expect the mainstream

we~on"

professors

left-wing

than shock National
."v'ati

the election,

"m.emesters"

speak up for. Because

i- rv.
different

we'
we've

of'
and now one of the

group Hizb Ut-Tahrir

do in their youth.

Those are the people,
of the alight,

of the Islamist

tedious.

exceedingly

Their first target was me.
Thanks
decided

was'

and even though
don't

to offering
crown

me queen of the movement,

I have frequently

want a "racemixing
The only people

have variously
movement.
Prospect,

the only even-handed

described

These include
London's

kike

been informed

faggot"

like myself

analysis

of the alt-right,

even though

I never claimed

by its more ardently

"leader,"

NPR, the BBC,

Evening

Standard,

a "self-proclaimed

racist elements

Bloomberg,

The Daily

The New
iVew Republic,

and a

Beast,

"face"

The Daily

that they

anyway.

are the mainstream

leader"

media

to be a member,

at the head of their movement

who want me at the head of the alt-right
me as a

the mainstream

media,

who

of the
Telegraph,

and many, many more.
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They're
campus

the morbidly

crybabies,

America

-- no matter how
visually

all wrong

obese, and the Muslim

that does not want me associated

m.emesters wouldn't

mind,

r*I am hereby

Andrew

Anglin

8 Holv

them. Perhaps

white

time"'

ote

Yes, the editor

joins

as one of the few groups

some of the younger,

supremacists

last year. "He is our arch-nemesis.
is rumored

Brotherhood

CrtLsacle against MIIo

has @tthis

eae

enough,

ironically

but the hardline,

cleciartng

EM threat our

with

my face is, the alt-right

appealing

in

less serious

are unequivocal.
who ts thc Strigle

YtanBopoulos,
editor

DeMe

We need to stop this

and 5-fooN

kike."

skinhead

,--

--

[

Cat

[A8Wnqh

(Anglin,

to be Jewish.)

of the most extreme

alt-right

site on the web declared

me the movement's

"arch-nemesis."

Yet according
overjoyed
consider

to the mainstream

that both infantile

media I'm

communists

and internet

anyone who utters the phrase "horseshoe
Breitbart

as as-an

the Trump

campaign.

"alt-right"

Yes, Breitbart,

the same_Breitbalt_that

publishes

that (according

The media's

platform

theory"

ultimate

the "Breitbart

to the mainstream

fought

unleashed

its full

published

mind-bending

the populists

arsenal against Bannon
"explainers"

Editor,

sought to

Steve Bannon,

department

is supposedly

vertical,

cc nmo ant a :c

joined

is Jewish,
a platform

for

hates Jews and Israel.

media)

Trump

administration,

to the campaign

l'
for a seat round
and Breitbart.

on how Bannon

. ---1Comment [A85]:
N 8 Cf'Litt&
QUIP.

who repeatedly

media,

Executive

Jerusalem"

was appointed

I

to be a mat

our entire editorial

target was the incoming

stepped up their attacks after Bannon
as the establishment

after our former

where virtually

I am

Nazis hate my guts, but for the record

News was another target of the mainstream

pigeonhole

a movement

still the leader of the movement!

Trump's

team. During

cabinet

The Huffington
was somehow

which

is why they
the transition,

table, the media

Post and The Intercept
both anti-semitic

and pro-
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Israel. According
the

president."

brand of

to The Independent,

to the L A Times,

According

was an "alt-right

the alt-right

baron"

media

was actually

"Steve

with

"the ear of

Bannon's

fringe

conservatism."
conservatism.'

Once again, the Fake News
multiple

Bannon

media displayed

1'
its talent for spinning

a web of lies across

publications.
But this was 2016, a year that unlike

reputationally

bankrupt

anyone really

believe

any other proved just how absurd, powerless,

the media has become.
he would

do otherwise?)

Donald

Trump

ignored

and named Bannon

the media pressure

his White

House

and
(did

Chief

Strategist.

The Fringe

The media
effective

right-wing

Takes

didn't

Over

succeed in its main intention,

individuals

which

was delegitimizing

of modem

times. However,

that might

not be a bad thing.

the most

they may have succeeded

in killing

the alt-right.
Given

what it's become,

In his praise of our guide to the alt-right,
he thought

the movement

when we wrote

was 'in

a darker

our piece. He's correct,

You see, if you call something

place"

Bloomberg

in November

it is, and that's
Neo-Nazi

Businessweek's

largely

Peter Coy said that

2016 than it had been in March,
the fault

for long enough,

it will

of the mainstream

invariably

media.

attract actual

Neo-Nazis.
The alt-right
Holocaust

as a

has always

"Holohoax"

had a fringe

and want to ban

element

of Reich-loymg

"race-mixing."

NEl?Ts

When we wrote

y ho describe

the

{ Comment [A86]: Icenty

our guide to the alt-
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these were just one of many factions

right,

kids, and instinctive

taboo-breaking

An Israel-supporting
drawn

to the alt-right

and effective
outlets

like BuzzFeed

cycle.

I recall

rvortderirtg

"hail

victory,

which

Even nominal
enough with

lamely

trolls

nationalists.

talkk

the movement

tried to rebrand

point

Spencer foolishly

I'm happy to tell the alt-right

the news

speech on the alt-right,

else than Pape the Frog

(If

you'

this is it â€”nothing

conservatives

came shortly

encouraged

promptly

like Paul

after that, and promptly

but no-one's

dynamic.

Even leftist

and influence

came to be dominated

gradually

A turning

identitarians

Clinton's

to the alt-right,

of old-school

the sieg heils as "Roman

Sorry, no offence,

of little

the internet

to be

re

ticldes
-g Comment IA8/]:
Lexpleleaen

to discuss one of their McMesgr

three of their members
white

because it was the most exciting,

after Hillary

are attracted

the alt-right

when Richard

intellectuals,

was, in those days, just as likely

to dominate

shortly

thanks to the willingness

but by actual white

Tirump,"

its power

the cntirc worM

media,

dissident

to emerge since the Tea Party -iH-r~+ttHf~.
in recent times.

media would

apolitical

vvhy largely

the mainstream

election

Spencer devotee,

acknowledged

broadcast

But, largely

trolls

Tea Party member

movement

theN. n'tore than gettiog

with

former

one week in September,

where the national

alongside

social conservatives.

as a Richard

right-wing

in the alt-right,

did -- with

not by pranksters

and

Trump's

of his supporters

to

sieg heils.

"RamZPaul"
Ramsey
disavowed

to march in lockstep

after Donald

a room full

Pepewarrants8 fuller

decided

it'
itl2. . The remaining

they'd

had

hangers-on

Salutes."

ever going to buy that.
when

they'

re being

stupid,

and thisat wais one of those

times.

¹²

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8HBLX_khwQ
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you'

It's probably
the movement.

It increasingly

Richard

denying

something

they also want nothing

yarmulke-wearers

I'
I'll

to do with

elements

falling

to do with

I'm

interested

the Republican

in finding

box on election

they appear to be a movement
be replaced

away.

by media

-- and, presumably,

the m.ovem.ent

the solution

to is how to get more

day.

one of the most heretical

sure your movement

isn't

in rapid decline,
Bitecin

hungry

them when they call sieg heilc "Roman

like RamZPaul,

I'm pretty

be Holocaust-

will

readers.

-- report

to do what I always have when it comes to the alt-right

At the moment,

people

left in the movement

abandon

the Alt-Right?

continue

belie"e

as sane people

me.

Question"

checking

honestly.

will

Stormer

the case then I want nothing

The only "Jewish

R.LP

like the only people

Spencer fans and Daily

iIf that's

Well,

looks

re going to see happen more often,

Salutes."
."."'

pro-white

Brownshirts
If

you'

identity

going to get beyond

with

on them

all respectable

who think

to scare off

re managing
commentators

a few thousand

people

out there, then

ini$people

on the

-- Comment [A88]: 'A»tists'
Au: sts sounaslike a
rr:al healt° s ..

internet.
Fellow
pictures

degenerate

of Chairman

stupid to figure

to widen

John Lennon

once wrotesaid,

Mao, you ain't going to make it with

out the same thing

That doesn't
movement

race-mixer

apphes

mean the alt-right
the boundaries

shocking-andoontroversial-by-eempanson.

M it y ou go

un

anyone

"But

if you go carrying

anyhow."

The alt-right

my pa wres of Nam

were all bad. They did more than perhaps

'.

is too
-- { Comment [A89]: is this a

you Tean7

any other

of free speech--to-the-point-whereevemi-seem4ar4ess
They played

havoc with

the mainstream

media

as
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well

as newith

decipher

establishment

conservativesJTahe

Pepe the Frog and MAGA-hat
It was also unquestionably

discussions.

I wouldn't

wearing

a dangerous

encourage

energy everyone
anime characters
movement,

person to join

any young

they wasted trying

to

extraordinary-.~!'
was extraordinary-D

full of dangerous
it now, but I fully

ideas and dangerous
understand

those

who did.
ilt should be a reminder,

Ultimately,
aren't to be found
what -- people

on university

will

If there's

campuses

II'
then, that the censors never win. If dangerous
or talk shows or debating

competitions,

ideas

then guess
--- Comment [A90]: Ext ar fo non- nt ated

go and find them on 4th an instead.

one thing the alt-right

can teach us, it's that suppressing

the dangerous

is a

waste of time.
More

to the point

-- and quite
ironically

-- it's also dangerous.
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3

WHY TWITTER

In May 2016, I challenged
ean him atheitban
was embroiled
first,

was my suspension

Facebook
provide

heralding

that the differences

It wasn't

That's

.--

of tech that year

Comment [A91]: CratAcus----rc postcns
re
mus ce to tr e ch..vtw

(Tthe

But more about that in a bit )

Twitter

News"

feature,

topics being discussed

the top down,

new media

by a group of editors

designed

ostensibly

on the platform

to

that day, was

who were as biased as any

information

in their early days, it seemed

and old media were not so great after all. Both were

to their readers, deciding

for the public

what they should

to be this way. Users of social media were promised

users choosing

for themselves

what information

deciding

and

you most needed to see today was laughable.

who saw what posts, when,

and where.

Instead,

other users, and saw a list of their posts, updated

there was no filtering.

If your friend

that information

they received,

how it was at the start -- in the early years of Facebook,

what information

users followed
button,

as we

tuckeŒerg

to see.

supposed

be free, with

algorithm

. or ½wk

in the world

controversy

a new age of free, unfiltered

between

be allowed

deciding

from

information

spoon-feeding

whom.

Zuckerbere

media newsroom.

Despite

would

from

a list of the most popular

in fact being manipulated

shouldn't

political

had been caught in a lie: its "Trending

users with

mainstream

CEO Mark

ME

to a live debate. Ile had a good reason to say yes. At the time. Facebook

in the second-biggest

obviously,

Facebook

HATES

and from

the idea of an editor
Equally,

there was no

the system was simple

in real-time.

Beyond

--

the block

made a post at 6:15 PM, you saw it at 6:15 PM. The
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present

system, where Facebook

radical

departure

from

that early, democratic
they'
says they're

Of course, Facebook
relevant

happen when a company

vvas disctinnnating
former

employee

wes

Ma

against topics

revealed

to 6izmodo,

Facebook's

media

outlets that included

Blaze„and

but were never exphcitly

Breitbart,

later Gonfumed

(mcludtng

They would

that Facebook

the BBC,

appeañng

day. But I wanted
Facebook's

located

to neglecting

af4ficially

pfornottng

what will

in perhaps

the

neutral.
â€”Facebook

had indeed happened
News"

on its "Trending

and

conservative

feature,

A

trends„

the

stories about the Black

but it didn't

it to happen

Cnrators"

sites like the New York

Time,

Variety,

Star Hip Hop., The

outlets,'"

A leaked

check agatnst a list of preferred
.Vew 'r'0'

to select articles

Times,

avoid sites like world

told to suppress those

would

tvere "told

Times and CNN,

matnstrcam

and FOX)

before

importance,"~

on a list with

policy

n:gularly

the hberal-leanmg

a story "'national-level

Now,

down,

(tech),

trusts its staff to be politically

team of "'Nevvs

outlets.

assigning

industries

that in addition

and other traditional

outlets

But it's not hard to predict

metrics.

to conservatives

stories about ttself while

to users that is high-quality

er movement

a list of preferred

docutncnt

content

that the inevitable

of interest

of the team te ld Gizrjtodn

According
from

(San Francisco),

it v, as finallv

also snpprcssed

cotnpany

neutral

in one of the most progressive

city of America

Jn May 2016

ideal of the internet.

just delivering

-- both
politically

to their interests

progressive

chooses what you see, when you see it, and how you see it, is a

qßr

World

Star Hip Hop would

light
'7

normally

up my entire

I succeed in my

of discrimination

.-(

against conservatives

need to be. The truth is, Silicon

Valley

wasn't

companies

mandated

don't

from

Comment [A93]: Suner' c s o4a

the top

have to institute
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policies

of bias against conservatives

oversight

to their overwhelmingly
And that's

told Gizm.odo.
didn'
didn't.

what Facebook

exactly

Facebook

while

Among

was suppressed

the deep-sixed

or suppressed

groups;

Wisconsin

Report;

Chris Kyle,

Gov. Scott Walker;
the former

presattre Matk

to the source,

due to pressure

blame him for not doing enough

Matter,"

ordering.

Navy

as news and what

news, and for

("deep-sixed,"

to internal

according

topics on the list: former

of inappropriately
popular

SEAL

IRS official

conservative

news aggregator

who was murdered

Lois

conservative

scrutinizing

stories about progressive

from Facebook's

Ñ to Uae Facebnok

Facebook

employee

the Drudge

in 2013; and former

Fox

Steven Crowder.

according

were promoted,

a former

the latter was promoted.

who was accused by Republicans

Meanwhile,

what qualified

what this meant for conservative

exactly

Lerner,

News contributor

Matter

for measuring

trending,"

decide."

to

news. In short, the former
jargon)

employees.

did. "We choose what's

"Th.ere was no real standard

The source told Gizmodo

-- all
they have to do is give minimal

the top-down

left-leaning

It was up to the news curator

progressive

from

staff (they would

left-leaning

to help Swing the electiOn

)or

llary

Lives
also

Chnton,

and

- Comment [A94]: DCyou have ed n e

NeruMhC

after she lost-)

got a lot of pressure

the individual

causes like Black

said. "They

They gave it preference

about not having

realized

a trending

it was a problem,

over other topics.

When

topic

for Black

and they boosted

we injected

Lives

it in the

it, everyone

started
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'
'Yeah,

saying,

media

ensuing

Facebook's

coverage

called on Facebook

"If Facebook
algorithm
platform
petition

but is in fact
for people

its Trending

subjective,"
subjective,'

wrote

and perspectives

from

Shocked
report"
repott"

establishment

by the response,
(which

Topics
Thune,

But because unlike

Twitter,

politicians.

of the Senate Commerce

as the result of 8 neutral,

then "Facebook's

National

assertion

spectrum'
specttum'

across the political

Facebook

Committee

answer, in a live debate with

the right's

concerns

an invitation
, we refused

objective

that it maintains
the

misleads

saying "Facebook

--

they announced

at the company)
meeting

public.'"
public."

Must

'a
A

Answer

to attend. Instead,

Park headquarters

but unlike

I asked Mark

S.E Cupp,
2'uckerberg

-- the millions

Glenn
to

-

comment [A95]: use a. notherwars
neI:
word here,
sere, not
thi~ ehe.
this
.which a||ly inside)suse
indideI'5use
ace,whish:eely

of ordinary

of course.

if' you'
man -- take a walk if
re still laughing

that -- who can of course handle not receiving

a bunch of

seriously.

to attend the meeting,

He refused,

a whitewashing

and invited

at their Menlo

me, to the only group who mattered

who used his platform.
a humble

leapt into action

to a behind-closed-doors

also received

Beck and other assorted

I'm

section

of course found no wrongdoing

to look like they were taking

conservatives

social media presence.

Censorship."

conservatives

Breitbart

then Chairman

and the

itselfthemselves.

was also created by the Republican

For Conservative

"internal

presents

to explain

response from

is especially

on Facebook,

often noted its powerful

it caused an instant

Senator Jim Thune,

injection

originated

scandal took place after Twitter's.

important,

A stern letter from

This particular

movement

of the movement

politicalrbias

is actually

Committee,

one'."
onc'."

seeing it as number

because the #BlackLivesMatter

noteworthy

Facebook

now I'm

attention,

more 30 seconds after reading

so my response

to Facebook's

snub was
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gracious

characteristically

the wacky

exposing
all getting

fired

progressive

and replaced

The wonderful
Facebook

anti-Islam

with

Along

views

with

(and then reinstated,

attack. in Orlando,
currently

and mild.

of Facebook's

activist

Pamela

is also not letting

Florida,

company'
suing the company",

square. And yes, Facebook

have to fight

for it. Shouting

page has close to 300,000
the reach is another
Facebook

They'

¹3

100,000.

has immense

power

and news between

friends

trying

to change the people

the Muslim

following

terrorist

bias stand. Geller

she explained

with

is

why.

to engage in

square, it's where we connect.

is not freedom

and combined

It"
It's a critical

banned from

of our speech. We are unable

into the wilderness

to them

leading

re welcome.

of Facebook's

is the public

followers,

3

who was inexplicably

for Breitbart,

I am sick and tired of the suppression
the public

You'

coverage'
coverage¹6)

the matter

. and in an article

.

a series of stories

News team,

Trending

Gener,

Breitbart

I wrote

Bokhari,

algorithm'
algorithm

a computer

following

Allum

We

of speech. My Facebook

my pages (SIOA,

SION,

AFDI),

connection.

over organic

media

and associates.

by restricting

-

I would

the sharing

of our

say too much power.

our access to information.

http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/07/14/facebook-trending-editor-ben-wagner/

¹4
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/07/15/facebook-trending-editor-jennifer-jenkins-race-isnt-real/
15http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/08/27/entire-facebook-trending-news-team-fired-following-breitbartcoverage/
¹6 http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/06/14/pamela-geller-stop-islamization-america-reinstated-facebookfollowing-breitbart-story/
¹7
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/07/13/pamela-geller-suing-facebook/
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Geller

isn'
isn't

alone. Gun shop owners¹8,

pages2°
2(j
meme pages
have also faced censorship
Yet, amazingly,
bunch.

The pattern

overly-progressive

from

threatened

exhibited

Mark

Donald

A report

web companies,

from

wasn't

censored,

ol'
is perhaps the best of the

Facebook

is that of a company

trying

The Wall Street Journal
from

but Zuckerberg,

that in the middle

standards
speech."

in "hate

to manage

desperately

revealed

his community

who they argued was engaging

Trump,

and admins of right-wing

hawks¹9,

Facebook.

faced pressure

Zuckerberg

to quit if Trump

from

by the platform

employees.

ol'
of the campaign,
content

out of the leading

immigration

for all his flaws,

team to censor

The team even

reportedly

held his

ground21.

Zuckerberg
Peter Thiel

also held his ground

from Facebook's

board,

We care deeply
ideas you agree with.
with

different

This doesn't
(remember,

when faced with pressure

releasing

a statement

about diversity.

in support

supporter

Trump

of political

diversity22.

easy to say when it means standing

It's a lot harder when it means standing

viewpoints

up for the rights

up for

of people

to say what they care about.

make Zuckerberg

special,

he once called his own users "dumb

he's doing the bare minimum

That's

to remove

I should
fucks"

of what we expect from

add. Assuming
for trusting

this isn't

him with

a deception

their personal

our social media companies

data),

-- Ite-'s

¹8 http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/06/17/gun-trainers-store-owners-banned-quickly-reinstatedfacebook-orlando/
¹9
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/05/18/facebook-censoring-content-critical-immigration/
²° http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/05/21/facebook-bans-canadian-commentator-for-saying-it-targetsconservatives/
²¹ http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/10/21/report-facebook-employees-wanted-to-censor-hate-speechfrom-trump-threatened-to-quit/
2² http://www.breitbart.com/california/2016/10/20/facebook-zuckerberg-defends-trump-supporter-peterthiel/
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people with

eemeet+¼m--providing
politics

without

lemng

his personal

-- Comment [A96]; eats in the y of the point
ny
you'
yea re makingâ€”and is ot even'unny

get in the way.
And he's barely

conservative
suspended

Facebook

conservative

media

Despite

- like Pamela

requires

constant

only took concerns
got involved,

- have
only been reinstated

Geller's

over its Trending

and only fired

the fact that he is basically
but intolerance

anything

of political

that -- Facebook

accomplishing

diversity,

were, for progressives,

company

quickly

became their

reported

progressives

unforgivable.

aren't known

feeble defence

ne mmnceam

spread-on-Facebook4efore-the-truth-has-eventeen

investigation

of Hilla

meh

a excuse een deehnins

already

step cheating

Vidually

eve

poste4'

mfhAnce

"A4ie-ean

sereamed-apanio-piece-published

Comment [A97]: b.c vc ar : say t s
so:- sicesof e
ruully e:<sts ra m see n
pchtcal spectrur'
Comment [A98]:
s secacn eeds:c bec
cr ast cally alte ed c ne y Theemience of
f" ™s en
™Im
Town
peopleacveseen-and 'alle" for-'a -:e~°êws
t°
s onesfy s secht c rave evena s~ec of

The4iuardianr4he-same-newspaper4hat-published-al4iele-after
ames-Gomey--of

Clinton

board of

the social media

victoñ,

became-aeludgeon-with-with-they-hoped-to-beat4he-freedom-outaf-seeialmedia

artiele-aceusing-FR1-director

to

go-to scapegoat.

m mwnnon

immediately--after4heelection4>y

from

on their biases.

the company's

And so, after Trump's

wrongfully

after the

it comes to conservatives-_--Zuckerberg's
to drop Peter Thiel from

the

coverage

News team seriously

on their sideside---anga

and his unwillingness

directors

ake new

when

occasions,

following

them after Breitbart

from

policing

media to keep the biases of their staff in check. . On numerous
accounts

Breitbart.

tolerate

to air their opinions

8 platform

pro-Trump-eympathies-over

the-bureaue

e entail ¤erver.

and ek pping to the back ) the ente

ether m:Ú110tre3In publication,

each with

ever "fake

nev

c"

v as echoed by

Comment [A99]: If youwantto d scussncw
.
<ê ews has been ,sed Gy
peope O ar EWSt ey CC: heas you 10c"
Ha wouldne
e.
y u
ca ce
s ex sterce Ws eve" berg sed

m

Cin1 larly dubiOUS track r CordS. It WaCn't
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onndon,

ursth o nonto tron, nofforraA

4o+oby UT7't in clu do a nf Tmmn
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ad "Fol o nourv"
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nifoo
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4t

I
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olfor

o1roo437onkiont to 4rtarno1 nrnocura fr-vm 4to loft looner v n,nclvFnr·na novroA

onaknni
olmnot arrmo

on +ko f'kurok

T

o

an+ Wan

neld T

11 n

. TT

nona +nol.- n

n 44nnount Dol4+4f.-.nt mkink
n a on of tha n

o

CDiao

D

ur4na hav

C:
'
"1000/

folc·o

that otill lonnao AD'

hion o homo of Armne

-3tsp48}K>js(+}31+}S:--AVR'-+}rrt-go-BllStephanopoulos
Why-not-go-all4he-way-and-ad48alon
GhelseaClinten-de-it

-She-needs a-job-now41at41ose

The-mainstream-media-have-sueeeeded-as
-413<+31&1RBRYBR3-R}8(l1
news-system-emeebook-where

f lenton o

r4c.or( ane-ra

eem s-editorial-team?-Why-not4et

paid-speeches-are-drying-up
installing-themselves--as-gatekeepersover-the

-aecording4o-Pow,4%percent-of-its4%-5-millen-strong

American-userbase-rely-en-as-a-newesouree2teis-should-worry-us-deeply
Ear a-while
roto4n o oar,klonno
nrn

-it4eekedas4hough-Facebeek-and-itshm-ight
JRtS-Cl
of onl4+4nol nauten14tr

coo4vao nform cynan, in ollon

A4omntny of ska ald graA4o

2"

ant

4+to konnan

oc nm

offar Tmrm'a
Qnn4ol mallo

mornk4my to

-left404heir-own-deviees;
,rent wrv +korn moo en nfox
n no harolAa4

oo the dammorot4 in-v

mertuna

stn-f/ororvekmethnrf onm/nMifnrnim/901R/11/1A/nonnin
fonnhnnMnMof11nctonneonmthenritneme
noure/
2"
http://www joumalism.org/2016/05/26inews-use-across-social-media-platforms-2016/
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Even so, at least this can be caid for Facebcek:
seeial media platfem:c

Back

didn't

even need any bullying.

trunk

Manningtree
father

of humours,

that huge bombard

dropsies,

words

inte it. Seme

to Twitter

"That

I'm

they had to be browheaten

that vanity

glad I studied

to describe

of sack, that stuffed

ox with pudding

ruffian,

Twitter

that bolting-hutch

of beastliness,
cloak-bag

in his belly, that reverend

in years.

Shakespeare

that swollen

parcel

of

of guts, that roasted

vice, that grey Iniquity,

that

"

in high school,

..'
and its Black Lives

because it gives me no end of colorful

.,

Matter

hobo-chic

1cring,

sandal-wearing,

'
sMell

‰t-EndsMelidlemyl½_Part

CEO

Jack Dorsey.
It's fitting

that the quote I chose was from.

because

$

here its stock has declined

for Twitter,

I

ahnost 80 percent

since 2014, and where user growth

has been in stasis since 2013, but for the rest of us, who

receive

the news of the company's

misfortunes

justice,

or (as I like to call it) divine
Twitter

our rapid-fire

retribution

was once the most promising

in a new age of instant,
thoughts

claim that it showed

democratic

with

that karma,

cosmic

is alive and well.
of the social media platforms

free expression.

with the world,

the grim satisfaction

cpmment ¼1ool:
s s ch,
A s we
s Pon oœ uk ,ho· m sceres # Phn
Falstaf'
21and

without

us what was on the world's

Its character

a filter.
mind

limited

that promised
encouraged

In its early days, Twitter

to usher

us to share

could justifiably

at any given moment.
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And it was fun! It was fun to watch
the global

citizenry's

unmoderated

between

liberals,

no effort

to force everyone

think

conservatives

opinions.

kill officially-mandated

and libertarians,

into intellectually

myths,

humbled

It was fun to engage in the raucous
on a platform

stifling

the same way. It was the opposite

exactly

and politicians

governments

filter

which,

bubbles

dictators.

back-and-forth

for a while

comprised

of a safe space. It could

and even topple

in the face of

at least, made

of people

embarrass

It was dangerous.

who

governments,
I was a

Naturally,

fan.
Twitter

provided

it was only a matter

three things:

fun, and the humbling

freedom,

of time before the left, which

hates the former

of authority.

So, naturally,

and loves the latter, decided

to crash the party.
They became particularly
it shouldn't

(really,

was already
and when,

referring

after they figured

have taken them as long as it did to figure
to me as "the intemet's

a few months

congratulated

motivated

the platform

later, Twitter
for "standing

biggest

removed

troll"

up for women

that out!).

with

"verified"
my

out how much its users loved me
In October

2015, Fusion

allure"

"terrifying

(both true)

badge, the Huffington

Post

online.25»""
online.

ppI;:u~;nilly-I-'-rr+-re<+re4ang~cees-t+>-@+@tree-theR-r=":berlin-Q>eel;-%4r~~-aeeidex4y--sit<i
v <8RBB;--IaBWed-kYHves-+>8--t4&3-Ml41%'k -theR3-Bt-Rsk+4-HI

V-,-% hat-BYR-I-g+>BY(~-fr~-ikk--t+>-a-M:er
RBB;;
Comment IAiofL]: Nat worththe week jake

tt4--k~f~F--&elB-i+3-~1r~4p--14-149-&Bd-g+.'F-better-47~4r@glrt~-'/;:
Verified
who are likely
Beyoncé,

checks, for those of you who don't
to be impersonated.

yet Twitter

I'm probably

know,

are given out to prominent

the most impersonated

still took away my check mark

individual

-- a move that was then without

figures

isn'
who isn't-+sa4
precedent.

25 http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/jessie-thompson/milo-yiannopoulos-unverified-twitter-bluetick_b_8944126.html
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Mark

Twain

the opposite

view

once said he'd never be part of a club that wanted him as a member.

-- after I was unverified,

it's pretty

clear that the club's

I take

a lot less

become

and a lot less cool.

exclusive,

^'·'·'·|;|;|;'·'·|:::::|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|:::::|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|::::;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;:::::;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;::::|÷|÷|÷|÷'·'^'-'·'·'÷|÷|÷|÷'-'·'·'·';|;|;|;|;|;|::::;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|:|^'·'·'·';|;|;|;|;::::|;|;|;|;|;|;|÷|·:÷|÷|·|;|;|;|;|;|;|:::::|;|;|;|;|;|;|;'·'
'^'·'·|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|::::;|;|·'·'·';|;|;|;:::::;|;|;|;|;|;'·'·'·'^'·'·'·'·'·'÷|·|÷|÷|÷|÷'·'·'·';|:::::|;|;|;|;|·'·'·'·'
'^'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'^'·'·';|;|;|;|;|;|;::::|;|;|;'·'·'
VNRCA. f
IfRC RIIICI: RIRR RPPRIC!lt RfICCIh.'".AIR ~%ill I: lit!Ill |ICIIRRRRC At ITIV TtRIIICIfl,"IIIRC
wMf1 t, parttcuiarly

The immediate

Florida.:

since surpassed
progressive

enemies

it simply

CNN,

Twitter

ignored

draws ever more attention
friends,

attention

all wanted

and are all secretly

I'd ever received

(I'
(I ve

me on to talk about it. Like

the Streisand

to its target.

fmyself someRRvhere tll

Effect

Sometimes

helping

-- whenever
I wonder

me out while

all

Comment [A102]; voJ/wE m em:n h
eve s the: et PRECSELV10ye ce-ve
and^hen:c your nemebanned YouCAN
te vaguec my me: w essore tre reade
k"cws

censorship
if my biggest

pretending

to be

in public.

topic

trending
solidarity.

caused Twitter

for a full day, with

It wasn't

international

long before

network

activists

rival to Twitter
competitor's

build

of users tweeting

my fans started scrawling

Milo,"

fans even filmed
after persuading

was also one of the catalysts
on the promise

conservative

of unfettered

the

"#FreeMilo"

hashtag in

the slogan in chalk outside

Twitter's

himself

convincing

a group of animal

them that I was a captive
behind

the rise of Gab.ai,

free speech and is slowly

donkey.
a sleeker,

sexier

eating into its

userbase.

Do I feel bad about being a catalyst
should feel bad about being

the Borg,

let me tell you. I was the number-one

trouble,

of offices.

to chant "Free

My censorship

immense

tens of thousands

One of my more mischievous

Picard

and ABC

CNBC,

HQ willfully

are in fact my biggest

The decision

rights

I was sunmrlg

result was the greatest barrage ofpress

it, naturally).

imbeciles,

is attempted,

leftists

upset when I heal'd about tt â€”I belfeve

the left have always

a catalyst

for Twitter's

censorship'

for the Borg's

been intent on assimilating

No more than Jean-Luc

invasion

of Federation

all outposts

of'
of freedom.

Space. Like
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With

or without

me, they would

The left first proceeded

news" â€”"
news on Facebook:

against â€”
"fake

A host of feminist
Katherine

an Twitter.

and America

free speech wing

friend

replaced

British

their allies in politics

Democratic

MP Stella Creasy

Clark, , ginned up a panic

and the ghoulish
threats"

about "death

seemed to be professional

feminist

was repeated

across the national

the platform
party"
pakty"

a hipstcrfked,

pro-free

powerless

breathlessly

that once proudly

and the

congresswoman

always

of the free speech

of DCRay Mckkeason

Labour

from

fear into innocent,

-- and slowly,

relatively

the ghoulish

including

The narrative

ghc censors received

of pressure

striking

almost

politicians.)

that were much the same as their later campaign

a barrage

Katherine

who were supposedly
strangely,

Dorscy

with

whingers,

congreceweman

womenwho,

Britain

methods

Clark and the hand-wringing

Democratic
"trolls"

with

have set their sights on Twitter.

women

and

on Twitter.

activists

proclaimed

(These

and
media in both

its status as 'the

began to change.
hrnp-%fisted

speech Dick

who had marched

boon in laic 2015, when @)-founder

Costolo

aa permanent

with Black

Lives Matter

CEO. Dorsey„a

close

in Ferguson,

Missouri

had a keputatkon for progresskve

values that wck'e aa wkld as lkks 0!>aBi&-BkR-1;-arian&:sktuo

and he guiokl)

Twittek

aet about turning

Jack

beard,

into a safe space.
it taeconteste9

The censorship
conservative
conservatives
yet Baldwin
when

began almost immediately.

actor Adam

Baldwin

and libertarians
was forced

received

Just two months

a temporary

were hotter than lefties.

to delete it before his account

angry death threats to Donald

Trump,

suspension

after he became CEO,
for a tweet implying

The tweet broke none of Twitter's
was restored.

then a contender

that
rules,

This was at the same time

for the Republican

nomination,

were a daily occurrence.
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I knew it was only a matter
cause him. as much trouble
... ........ . ..
Twitter is

of time before Dorsey

as possible

before

came for me too. I was determined

Qd

it happened.

he

it happened.

.
And after Jack Dorsey

E

is disgraced

Cement [A104]; w vas we to
ac<ncezecceannse ssn -cre-t"ê Les e
onesstcy---cr camngthis c°acer W y
tu ws a s

~And after

... .
out $ tûees donation

and handing

to

a

links

Comment [A105]; Ps no otn
on the streets of San Francisco.

the man just sucks at picking

Really,

MMeiteszeramsh:±:±:±:±:±:±:±:±:±
Like

can't

any CEO, Dorsey

admit his political

bias openly.

he does address the issue, he insists that the platform
the Today
platform

Show's

Matt Lauer

censors anything

other than threats of violence,

This is the same platform
"safety"

filter

on all outgoing

and has kicked

crackdown
voices

neutral.

Dorsey

cc onse e

Comment [A107]
in this book

os wo

eno

appear

when

In an interview

with

denied that the

flatly

that Twitter

insisting

countless

on the Alt-Right,

"F

acebook"

and "fake

2016, a source who worked
s]tadowbannlrtg'

right-wingers

directly

got the boot. Yet Twitter

the words

that banned me for being unkind

merely

about a celebrity,

links to the blog of Vox Day, sci-fi's

ITWitter was alao secretly

been

after my deverification,

shortly

On the rare occasions

Comment [A106]

existed

to

conversation.26"
convel sa'tlon.

"empower

winger,

is politically

ark'...a:

enemies

off its platform.

after the election.

continues

to profess

closely

Blconvenlent

with

emerged
Twitter

Twitter

libertarian

This included

. --- Comment [A108]: Acc nares pere;
anc .c x xxxx xxxx and xxxx

a conscious

movement"
of the movement's

its political

right-

prominent

neutrality.

against conaer vative news Sources Well before

dianiminating
news"

Dozens

leading

put a

from

mouthpiece.

a progressive

revealed

to 8reirbr/r/

'users and malntalned

In February

Tr,eh that the company

a. whltcitst

'

of trusted

had

news
---

Comment [A109]: Is :ms e Ps: un¬ethis
newsis beingmade c2lic

25 http://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/tom-blurner/2016/03/20/twitter-ceo-dorsey-denies-censorshiptoday-show-interview-lauer-fails
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("Shadowbanning,"

a user's posts from public

minimizing
posting,

for those who don't

believing
If Dorsey

the courts.

On March

view without

address his platform's

about the importance
Earnest
"predicated

lawsuits

of protecting

that Twitter

as a response.

company's

tanking

of removing

or

the user, who often continues

bias, he might

Obama's

Obama might

protection

stock value,

That was President

believes

censorious

direction

quivering

in his locally-sourced

Josh

social media platforms

that the success of social media platforms

of First Amendment

that's a future

would

rights to

by the platform's

the site's investors,

self-expression.'"
self-expression."

policies

already

He also

should

worried

is

turn to
by the

want to avoid.

Obama, the most powerful

Twitter's

House Press Secretary,

play in reminding

users who feel aggrieved

I'm betting

White

one day have to answer to

free expression.

made it clear the President

on the important

recommended

blatant

4 2016, I asked President

about the role that President

Earnest,

alerting

practice

has changed.)

nothing
won't

is the insidious

know,

received

stern words

progressive
from

sandals when Trump

of the last two decades. If

his administration,

ought to be

Dorsey

takes office.
f¶yee sma

Â

m

O"
--- Comment [A110]: Cfff

st an-owne

busmesses-to-personallyeake-eakes-for-and-to-personally-photograph-gay-weddings-er-provide
freebirth-control;-but-a-publiety-traded4ompany-valued--at--more--than--$10-hfaiitionean
discriminate

all it wanto

se long as the discrimination

:I'he death of Twitter

is probaI3ly

anything

to slow the process.

Doesn

smartest,

and most attractive

people

but the censorship

irreversible

t he understand
(hello!),

also creates a chilling

you'
you'll

effect,

is it's aimed at concer'/ati
at this point,

but Dorsey

e white

certainly

that if you suspend your platform's

men.

isn't

doing

-- Comment [A111]: Nct as |cy as
Gntweetlfig

M a goes

funniest,

bore other users away as well"
well? .Not
Not only that,

frightening

other users from

speaking

their
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minds.

On Twitter,

a site designed

of'
streams of consciousness,

for rapid-fire

that means nothing

less than the death of the platform.
Twitter

of'
save a lot of money

could

doors with pencil

these days by writing

instead of fancy placards.

change jobs and disappear

Like

under black clouds

an episode

executives'

its

of Suits, Twitter

every few minutes.

names on their
execs come, go,

The office

removal

costs alone

must be astronomical.
nd aS fOt SuspCR4ng MC beeauSC Of a Spat %1th LCShe JOQCS~...COme Off it. I mean, if
you're

going to sell out your core values to a celebrity

1
Shcwhiz

is ane of the few areas where the fashionable

at least pick someone
and handsome

gewl-tutskangfututv

cutnumber

--

Comment I*1ii2]g Again, ygyttcan't hsytethis
sect withoutccor 7; to the la ger sto3
Comment [An3]: Vrer yon seass-es e
c1es 7 t" s non< AND VC VMT dont
rese: o o«esabsul her ou<s

the grctesque.

Google

Twitter
Google

is the company

more influence
wields

companies

of power.

be very difficult

where progressive
Google-

what information

If Google

decides

bias is most apparent,
the eampany

for Hillary

Clinton

negatively

on the Democratic

In thea video,

that Donald

did not autocomplete
candidate

search term "Hillary

tech channel

to words

why,

Trump

Clinton

SourceFed

that were popular

(for example
criminal"
criminal").

that has perhaps

that it doesn't want web users to find
out of all the Silicon
addressed

that led him to address it was the release of an explosive

search results.

but

we get to see on the web, and it

to stop them. That's probably

accused of bias, it was Google's

The occasion

to the popular

company

where it is the most dangerous.

amount

it would

bias in Google's

Valley

than any other in controlling

a frightening

something,
Valley

is the Silicon

"Hillary

Clinton

This contrasted

directly.

video

demonstrated

showing
that searches

searches if they reflected
cri"

with

did not autocomplete
the competing,

880033785
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though

far less influential

Bing

and Yahoo

search engines,

where

all search terms autocompleted

correctly.
Google
autocomplete

denied

its search recommendations

terms that are "offensive

name."

person's

altering

to get Google

But a later experiment

to autocomplete

person waisn't

or disparaging

when displayed

8

M

in conjunction

with

ound that it was perfectly

a

possible

--

cement
citBtltK

[Ah4];

identify ,V spomh

name -- so long as that

search terms next to a person's

disparaging

saying it does not

Clinton,

Clinton.

Hillary

to Epstein's

According

from

to favour

search terms for Clinton's

findings,

it was relatively

opponent,

primary

Bernie

easy to get Google

to display

Sanders, and for Donald

Trump.

negative
Another

coincidence?
Eric Schmidt,
mould

CEO of the company

of Tim Cook, Jack Dorsey,

in politics

suggests

politicians.

Schmidt

purpose

of which

technological

a direct

and Mark

link between

is the founder

his technology

Clinton

campaign"
at the campaign's

Clinton's

failed

run for President.

displayed

negative

is of course very much

But unlike
work

in the White

those three, his involvement

and his support

organization

"The

House,

in the

for left-wing

Groundwork,"

by putting

Silicon

the sole
Valley"
Valley's

disposal.

more than the other CEOs,

Schmidt,

Zuckerberg.

of campaigning

wais to put Hillary

prowess

that owns Google,

save perhaps

And Epstein's

search terms for both Donald

Tim Cook, was committed

experiment,
Trump

remember,

and Bernie

showed

to Hillary

that Google

Sanders -- only Hillary

was

let off.
It's not just Schmidt,
close Google's

relationship

either. A report

from

The Intercept

with the Obam.a administration

in April

2016 revealed

was27. The report

showed

just how
that

27 https://theintercept.com/2016/04/22/googles-remarkably-close-relationship-with-the-obama-whitehouse-in-two-charts/
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Google

representatives

average, from

attended meetings

the beginning

The Intercept's
White

House,

with

of Obama's

report

The data includes

three lobbying

firms

Obama for America

and Tomorrow

from

Council

since 2009. He was also more recently
Advisory

Board

at the Pentagon,

works

of'
of State, Defense,

at the Federal

The highest

number

Commerce,
another

-

moved

29

-

Ventures

-

owns or controls

along with

campaigns
appointed

Google

of Advisers

outside

Education,

to jobs at

-

two law firms
side, staffers

to government

Civis
and
at

boards while

John Doerr

was

in February

2011. Eric

on Science

to lead the Defense

job changes.

Google

the

were included.

board member

and Technology

Innovation

the time frame of the data.
Google

Justice,

at the U.S. Agency
from

with

into the federal

On the government

Google

occurred

door"

inside the government

that Eric Schmidt

appointed

which

Reserve,

a "revolving

at Google

positions

Council

But the bulk of the moves involved
departments

2015."

on Jobs and Competitiveness

President"
has been part of the President's

Schmidt

than once a week, on

both.

Google.

at the tech finn.

President"
to the President's

operated

of other political

individuals

their positions

appointed

at firms

that have represented

The data includes

maintaining

from

moving

and a handful

October

from. positions

moving

positions

The Groundwork,

Analytics,

through

between

moving

and 197 individuals

House "more

how Google

frequently

...55 cases of individuals

Google.

presidency

also showed

employees

government,

at the White

alums work

in the

and Veterans

Affairs.

for International

into the White

One

Development.

House.
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With

Hillary

such a close relationship,
the Obama continuity

Clinton,
Google's

companies

wrong

bias matters

didn't

they wanted

it's little

Some might

at their disposal

to, ban all links to Breitbart,

-- in the current

to competing

climate,

platforms.

The numbers

as could

conservatives

There is growing

for speech on the web are no longer
should horrify

voters to back a candidate

demographics,

Epstein

Given

Trump

won the presidency.

get serious,

Must

²8

with

could,

But they would

if

be4e

that serve as conduits
to trigger

a mass exodus.

elections

that manipulation

frightening

that tech

on social media not to flock

but not enough

found

Google

might

be

of search results
. In some

efficiency

rate was up to 80 percent.

media bias was bad, just wait until

they see the

search engine bias.

Take

forces ranged

on Silicon

Valley

against him, it's nothing

In 2020, when social media

he may not be so lucky.

If conservatives

short of a miracle

and search engines

that Donald

are likely

want to keep winning,

to wield

they need to

and it needs to happen fast.

They need to be aware that, aside from
in the world

and Facebook.

that the companies

experiments

mainstream

bias -- or worse,

the high-tech

even more power,

earlier

found that the conversion

Conservatives

Why

so hard to elect

fortunate

the election.

anyone who holds out hope that future

undecided

of social media

Twitter

neutral,

politically

can convince

effects

fought

conservatives

to influence

awareness

Epstein's

thought

consider

feel just safe enough

fair ones. One of Robert

If conservatives

that Eric Schmidt

candidate.

immensely.

use all the powers

wonder

of tech hates them.

Jack Dorsey

rare exceptions

like Peter Thiel,

is an ardent Black

Lives Matter

almost everyone
supporter

who has

http://www.pnas.org/content/112/33/E4512.full.pdf?with-ds=yes
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joined

group on marches

the eephi÷y

the group's

leading

censorious

feminists

Mark

member,

into Twitter

Zuckerberg,

should "follow

DeRay

Missoun

in Ferguson,

and as we covered

Mckesson,

to advise the company

on stage with

--$

Comment [A115]; Litone

above, has brought

on who it should ban from the platform.

is an ardent globalist

meanwhile,

Ile has appeared

who believes

that the United

States

immigration."
lead on immigration

Germany's

h
', pespite
political

he also banned

diversity,

employees

from

writing

his flowery
"All

Lives

words
Matter"

in favor

comment [A116]: Zont do s v cTrd
ccTr et miH DekW enough Pe sMr
c'w.:¤r to cesc· nean Mus ¬s w h the act o s
of re ·nst

of

on company

whiteboards.
Eric Schmidt
worked

already

is less vocal, but as we saw above, potentially

to pbut Hillary

sabotage Trump

Clinton

in the White

could

progressive

elections.

easily swing

matter

do to

the power

of Silicon

lies in the hands of a few ultra-

plutocrats.

Users believe

they'

If conservatives

re choosing

media regulation,

information

-- and that includes

serious about pressuring

politically

what he will

in a big way. Misused,

And all of that power

Social media bias is far more dangerous

companies

Who knows

He

over the course of his presidency?

The biases of social media companies

Valley

House.

far more dangerous.

Silicon

sources themselves,

President

Valley

to conservatives

Trump

to stay honest.

and all the other regulatory

demons

-- who have
many legal and financial
neutral

than mainstream

media

and are more trusting

-- want to avoid disaster,

bias.

as a result.

they need to get

They should raise the spectre of antitrust,
feared by America's

reasons for wanting

social media

to remain

perceived

as

platforms.
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Republicans

need to get aggressive,

social media companies,
around

and encourage

keeping

them under the spotlight

scrutinize

at all times.

and investigate

They need to organize

competitors.

':lt trtay be difficult
inverrt<xl,

they need to constantly

for 60-year

-hut: it's their o~vn pohtical

old politicians
future

at stakeI

~vs

@eve up before

fay, rn@clrines vvere
--

Crtmmetrt [Atttt7]; Thischapterneedsa
strengarepneiusipn
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4

WHY

"I don't

mind living

FEMINISTS

in a man's world

HATE

.-

ME

as long as I can be a woman

it."
in it.

- Marilyn
"For

me, the issue offeminism

Comment [A118]; ~ns w ce e
scrut zcd chapte ry to cr ove I ccr-blist
and °ame camrg

Monroe

concept"
concept

is just not an interesting

-Lana Del Rey
Math

is hard,

rape." "
let's lie about rape.
--.

n

arble

--- Comment [A119]: Is as æT Sas
Barbie"
i acke 8 t e Exp{ain

4'
<x

' *9
v
1

.

~I'
And

I've

got a good reason to be nice to feminists,

Without4heir-eenstant

stream-ef-nlendaeieus

fast-free
.486t
.-I

Comment [A120]:

because I owe them my career.

..+B8B.
man-hating-gart+age;--1-44-have40-rely-on
-t

my-epie-hairrokaming-personali·ty-and-an-ass-se-fian-1494aller-w·hen-1-si·t··down4han-when4
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stand up in erder to gain fans
that's

I have to cay in all modesty, , I'm the feminist

is new celebrated

why my birthday

as World

Patriarchy

Anti-Christ.

Day

It's a guess, but I'd say that at least one in every three of my followers
former

liberal

deranged

who was finally

rantings

pushed

of an Anita

off the edge and driven

Sarkeesian,

a Lindy

too, should be thankful

Conservatives,

'
I will

'
address
in detail later in the beak,
.

..

commenters

who appeared beneath the pages of Breitbart

refuge

that they were leftists
against feminist

who had, as a last resort,

themselves

feminism

increase

reminism

and libertarian

of 19%3°. . While

GamerGate,

for facts and willing@usa

Rolling

essivc left that
-

t- to f
comment [A121]: 5xk this

-

Comment [Amb
s is exactlywhet they
use YCL of COM
o t

of web

zone - to

a leftist-free

come to the site because it was their last

by my Breitbart

colleague

Allum

54% of respondents

of left-wing

hinted

identified

news outlets had declined

news sources, meanwhile,

garners still identified

Boldlari

received

due

a net

with the left, they hated left-wing

and their love of feminism.

Beyond

moderate

previously

for the left -- although

had become

Conservative

in popularity

journalists

supporters

with the left, 63% said that their opinion

to the controversy.

on the proy

and propaganda.

hectoring

A snap survey of GamerGate
at how damaging

arms by the

I was amazed by the number
-

or

u ng the GamerGate

than fetMGISN.,

which'

is a current

a Paul Feig.

West, or, worse,

controversy,

explain

into my loving

There are fcw groups

dO 81Ore to drive MOdC1 AC IeftiStS OVCf tO tire right

I guese

liberals

other leftists

to destroy

thc lives of other).

staged a quiet revolt

Stone published

an article

is a target of constant

have been driven

against feminism

about a fictional

en ticism

After

to distraction

trying

to ignore

in a string of critical

rape at the University

for moderate

feminists'
by

liberals

the problem,
op-eds in 2014 after

of Virginia.

like Jonathan

disregard

Chait

Gnpus
Steven Pinket

bwfastimWQ9]g
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and Nick

Shamed

Publicly

'

I le didn

Cohen.

t. focus on it. but Jon Ronson

(2015) was essentially

a discussion

s influential

book So You Ye licen

about $ form

en

of

online

--$
of

hee

.--

·'·'^';|;|;|;:::÷:;|;|;|;|||;|;|;:::÷:;|;|;|;'
----.........----·'·';|;||1.
.... ..||||;|·'·'·-----·'·'^'
'^'·'·------.
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·'·'^';|;|;|;:::÷:;|
..||;|;p:÷:÷.
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;'·'·|;|;|;|;|;.;:÷.R|;|;|;|;.
.....÷|÷|÷.·.·'------·'·'·'
..... . ........ ........ '
to due process,
mobbing championed
by feminists who have always preferred vip'lantism
Moderate

liberals

discovered

feminists

is like herding

to them â€”reasoning

I could have explained

something

Comment [A123];|s this s.w s a

cement

s mm wm
[A124];
of with Les e res and Crre

e

with

cats.
-- Cwnmeak [AXES]: Makesyour pointswithout
commentslikethis

Because
grab designed

so much of contemporary
to sell t-shin s to Taylor

good girl power
want the same

feminism

Swift

and Beyoncé

-- it's
easy to see the whole

motifs
treatment"

is merely

brand of feminism

a capitalist

fans with

asinine

as harmless.

thing

-- a money-

con-job
slogans

--- ess nñ
sifvAQ~

and feel-

[A126]: Um...iiksyour MIILG

And indeed the "we just

is unarguable.

-- what Christina

I am myself

that kind of feminist

Hoff

Sommers

calls an "equity

But lurking

beneath the surface for the last decade has been an entirely

feminist."

disgusting
as practised
the hottest.

brand of misandrist
by celebrities
Madonna

"manspreading"

the reservation

believe

hypocritical.
or

new,

-- there would

Specifically

the third

Girls

writ

the slightest

treating

Withness

es Lena a cunt as many times

I'
me, I've been trying
FeminiCm

while

as subhumans.

to justify

infraction

men and

who dare, for instance,

to go off

roast with

Comment [A127]; o reed to rag the
s
use lesms
esws
c ocr
5 Jf

each other.
from

the Rob Lowe

.-

to be

competing

men protect

perceived

women

and

the hatred of men. Feimnism

large: women

hate each other, while

They police

"mansplaining"

ideologically

anyone dared call km+

designed

in the 2000s was just Mean

used to say that women

It's completely
call it

- kshamehigotiy

more toxic

Ann Coulter.

If

as they said it to Ann on that show -- and

--(

Comment [An8]:

use anctw are?

be uproar.
wave variant

taught

in universitieC

of the preCC and frCM the COUthC Of talentleCC non entitieC like Lena

and remited

out

C COmething

elCe

--- Comment [A129]; Jse anothermre

880033793
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entirely.

The dirty

little

secret o f third

wave feminism

is that they love to read about handneme

.......................................................................................................................................................
2 based an

f ee feminists

herht

with their

mangaman
ses massagigassenesses
anaggasamasses
a sess‡guages
watermemmemememmessmememaszameternmemewsmememementmemestes

seeassens
smmMEnn

cement [A130]; /We referencesto
is"
publishingprocesss
ec
Comment [A131]: 2ndreferenceto
too atacure

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
amassessaiassessnesis‡assamanasastgaissange
Amammmssagessmenternmencememmes
Because
I'm

I'm

a compassionate

still going to explain

turn things
generous

tcying

around for themselves.
of course. I'm

with

actually

going to lay out this chapter

I'm not just doing this because I'm kind
fond of giving

a little

differently.

how feminists

and gracious

a guide to beat me. T h

my enemies

me your
without
beingunatracave

o

can

and

h

kill that rnuch mere satisfying.

hurt that when I explain

than they already

-- comment [A132];
__..........................................................................

hate me, but I'm first going to explain

a ga elle, it just makes the final

It also doesn't
crazier

soul, I'm

why feminists

gasseassasses
emememmemem

ermans

the real world

to feminists

it drives them even

are.

They call it Milosplaining.

Stop Hating

Hatred
successful.
police

is a theme that runs through

LGBT

officers,

Men

activists

Mean

Girls

pettiness

In 2015, when the British

firestorm

"no white

cis men

The incident

of the left. Socialists

hate fuBdarLtertLa4+t Chtlstians.

e~gcyia/b'@ed-abevt;"-a[J;-white

the PMS-fuelled,

reading

the politics

occurred

Black J lvcs IvIattel

pohce officers.

hate Yr'bit+'-pe+>Illa;;

ut none of these

roups hate with

. -- Comment [A133]: you cen

of feminism.

student

please,"

hate thc financially

activist

Bahar Mustafa

while:'
while ,,shc
she made a faux tearful

just as the mainstream

was pictured

beneath

gesture beneath

press u ere becoming

a sign

it it caused a

an are of the return

Comment [A134]; Jnchrm
rem ain
when,

ne x a
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of segregation

on campuses,

press dug through

Mustafa's

"#KillAllWhiteMen"

under the guise of "safe
they found

history,

and #WhiteTrash.

for women

tweets in which

Moderate

liberals

and minorities.

As the

she used the hashtags

and establishment

conservatives

alike

and puffed.

both huffed

But as always,

the establishment

was late to the party. Mustafa

-- she was just the first that the media took notice
of Mustafa
with

spaces"

had been running

the tolerance

Valenti

amongst

and even tacit approval

she was an easy target,
sweater bearing

rampant

of. For years beforehand,

what is known

of the establishment.

the slogan *rr BA Tl IE f N MAI.l:

other journalists.

at The Guardian

No one should

clear from

the example

It Woudn

t Matter

as the

who once wrote

the hateful

more than

was set upon because

a protected

for hate speech, as Mustafa

that hate speech is permissible

wearing

ruth year previous.

considered

1 emitusts

the headline

instincts

left -- often

who posed for pictures

and therefore

ever be investigated

of Valenti,

Did,"
If We DidC

Tl ARS

the first of her kind

"nu-feminist"

Mustafa

less easy a target was Jessica Valenti,

is a columnist

wasn't

Don

a

..

Comment [A135]: % use te p"rase tat e
in the earsof r'y Bnerrty"
eremy on rage 232

class by

it'
was, but it's
t Hate Men, But
Comment [A136]; B is t sre s: rc rg
people ke you N·e G
eadh e <e:nis
Fow can .ou :ake se o sN t"e t o r c' a :rc
aaanscthe troll and·hen:ake people°of :c
o<e vcuso serious

if it s done under a byline.
\

Whether

going to be arrested for it or not, wearing

you're

the tears of the male gender isn't
where Mustafa
America,
feminists

is from,

the number

going to win you many friends

only 7 percent

is higher,

shirts boasting

of people

with men or women.

chose to label themselves

but still dire -- only

18 percent

about bathing

of

NE

in

Comment [A1U]: Pthat "e£ le is late
y SWHOLE BCCMis hatespeech,

In Britain,

as feminists31.
consider

In

themselves

--

Comment [AD8]: O½melen
men?OrAmeripanvVOmen?

rc umnC

3²

When you tell a feminist
inane line "So you don't
percentages

supported

believe

equality

you don't
in equality

believe
for

in feminism,

women!"

of the sexes -- 86 percent

they'
they'll

often respond

with

the

Yet in both polls above, large
of men and 74 percent

of women

in the

31
htt:!iwvvvv.tele
raoh cra.uk!»vomert!lifeionl -7- er-cent-of-britons-consider-themselves-ferninistsl
32
htt xiyn tlive.n times.corri,'wornenirtthtettvrgrld!20'l t/04,'!'39/8';!-gercent-of-americans-dont-considerirjists-pgll-sl"iottvsr'
tt)eftfselyes-fent
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U.K,

and 85 percent

overall

in the U.S. Clearly

both genders believe

that feminism

and equality

no longer mean the same thing.
And why would
harpies

shrieking

they believe

about killing

that, uhen

all the) see of fenunism

is themlhbutage

tears° In newspaper
in their tears'?

all men and bathing

columns,

social

and on college

Shrill,

angry, andhatefu]:..

tigggal

campuses,

eim

tile py

"- "'-"

- "...

"

'

.

Into contact

hggggmag
'

.,

""

RES

"

'„,",.

',

ont

Comment [A140]:

c

T
c e wer

Comment [A141]: Zent use lesw
'

'

e ageof

dyes-her-hanrc a yo g woman

\
media

comment [A139];
r'3 8 10see,

as a s

-- Comment[A»42]INettrue
--

Comment [A143]t Feministscan cerefor
children,(Bc cen lesbians,)

y

...............................................................
........................................
.................................................................
................................
.....................................................

How
and Louise,
feminist
riddled

many Hollywood

movies

9 to 5, and of course the appalling

movies
with

-- others that aren't

cheap, petty,

"fuck

every dad on TV, a bumbling

Believe

Guardian)
disdain
norm

They'

men isn't merely

who rarely

Than They

and "Can You Spot The

towards

Gradually,

heekeâEEliberal

re Smarter

Fuckboy?"

tolerated

reboot.

pigs?'"
Men are pigs

Are"

Homer

Simpson

does anything

media follows

"Why
(BuzzFeed)

at. mainstream

will

right.

Are Men

are commonplace.
and diytal

still be

became practically

suit. Headlines

(Jezebel),"

Tlulma

And those are the explicitly

from Star Wars to The Simpsons

moments.

nincompoop

up by the phrase

Ghostbusters

so explicit,

men"

The feminist-dominated

Wrongly

can be summed

--I Comment [A144]: -"ree unfunnyjokes in a
row 3LLL
I
.== Comment [A145]: versus /vome1Ne
VVhbres"c

- Comment [A146]: Je7eneard BJ77'eedre
'mainstream"
net

like "Men
So

Angry?"

W."
eminist

media outlets

(The
enees

â€”it" s the
...

Comment [A147];

s just feels ove s:£ec
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It's no surprise
most straight

racism,

misandrist

people

guarantee

of popular

Take Men's
~l'eke

is start taking

It is an accident

media

and culture.
amongst

support,

Oh, and speaking

Another

men, like hating

minority.

by mainstream

want nothing

reject homophobia,

ideology? .Hating
Hating

to by a tiny, bitter
endorsed

that even women

to do with this. Most white

so why wouldn't
minorities

or hating

of history

reject

is a feeling

women,

reject

an openly
on

clung

that this fom1 of hatred came to be

But the support

of BuzzFeed

or men. Indeed,

women

most women

people

or The Guardian

the opposite

is usually

is no

true.

of men...

----

1ssues Seriously

thing feminists
the growing

could do if they want to salvage what remains

number

of issues that affect men seriously.

Comment [A148]:

'

ns ra

sm:7

s'

of their credibility

they'
But of course, they've

done the exact opposite.
"What

about the

~s

men, from
fair hearing.

Menz"

o ordinary

is a characteristically

online

commentators,

feminist

meme aimed at belittling

who want their gender's

issues to be given a

-

Comment [A149]: Sael out

.---(

Comment [A150]: Wt t e

Or even any kind of hearing.

One of the clearest
cancer are widely

publicized.

examples

is men's

health.

go anywhere

You cm't

face. On the other hand you hear so little
ÎCmilllSls

spiteful

Women's
without

about pIvstate

cancers like breast and ovarian
those pink ribbons

cancer., I wou]dn't

being in your

be surprised

lf
S5:ys. 07 Canyou
. . -- Comment [A151]:.Bays
supportthis state¬eni

be ICVc ll 18 a S0clal COHSinlCL

A Breitbart

analysis

of stories on NPR's

stories on women's

men"
cancers as men's.

the lack of research

money.

However,

website

showed

there are 2.8 times as many

it"
it's not the lack of publicity

that kills

men, but
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Breast cancer and prostate
and hill a similar

respectively,

c<lncci'
cancer affect a similar

nm½r

receives

of their sufferers

nuiiibci'
number

of women

and men
gap is huge

each year. Yet the funding

anywhere

between

$850 and $900 million

dollars

l lostiitc cancer usually
Prostate

struggles

to break $400 million".

(I'
. Smam;ang

breast cancer typically

-- -( Comment (A152]: Thisseemsuntrue.
CAREFULLYsourcethis claim.notjust Daily
Caller

4 comment tatss]:

per year in

fundraising?
l (ill(ljjig.
research füüdiñ3.

more.' than double

receives
affects

I'~sc'
the research funding

cancer

.-

for
»: he
< other reason th n !

!

Comment (A154]: ow can you say this is
the only reason?
-- Comment [A155]: Don'tuse a conservative
sourcefor ihis claimâ€”
that only makesyour
researchsuspect Usea MEDICALsource

women.
In a competition

of tits vs. taint, the ladies win.

Breast.æaeer+esewee
e le s!»
'I?!

...
morwthaa4¼thle4hemearch

"I |'It&<NN<w-':.-.-.-fax-'-.-.Ai>
funenpoi.ptw4atewneer
'I«H!«<!»i!
I<«I a

than4+ «!«<s«
he++wwwww

othernew

c<vicci'
It's .'i not just cancer either.

In all of the top 10 causes of death -- heart disease, cancer,

stroke, chronic

obstructive

suicide,

disease, and chronic

kidney

. According

pulmonary

Another

leading

to the rapid increase
from

killer

suicide

American

of men is suicide,

in the number

pneumonia

accidents,

women

#&amwfustbee4iuse

1999 to 2014 found

the rate of female

disease,

liver disease and cirrhosis

to 2014 figures,

76.435 FOI'
years. For men, it's 76.4 .â€”

suicides

of prostate

diabetes,

nioi'I'
-- men are more
likely

to die than

have an average life expectancy
=" naggmg:ne::
wc:::1-1
-re
.â€”..=..

frequently

of male victims

and influenza,

described

as a "silent

of 81.2
Thisjoke feels OLD
--4 = Comment (A156]:.This

to death ..;
epidemic"
epidemic'

due

over the past decade. CDC research tracking

that the rate of male suicide

increased

. Men are now more than four times as likely

62 percent
as women

faster than
to commit

33 htto:!!dailvcaller.com/2010/10/05/breast-cancer-receives-much-more-research-fundina-oublicitv-thanvictims'
victims.'
prostate-cancer-despite-similar-number-of-victims/

!

Fromgovernmentor

.than-

http.!/www webmd.com/men/features/mens-top-5-health-concerns#1
33
http :||www.usatoday comistorv/news/nation/2014/10/08/us-life-expectancy-hits-record-high/16874039/
38
htto.!/www br eitbart.com/tech/2016/04/28/male-suicide-rates-massivelv-increase/
-Irtcrease/
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with

suicide,

1400 percent
Now,

the rate increasing
higher

as men age. Men over 85 have a suicide

women'
than women's37.

of'
not all of this is necessarily

@e 33 Ñ

the fault of feminism

thao men to visit

affects women,

rate that is a staggering

whether

real (breast cancer)

or women.

For example.

a doctor, '".

et whenever

or Intagined

(warm gap), society

women

there is a problem

that

snaps to

usually

On the other hand, when men try to raise their issues, they are usually
indifference,

anger, or scorn by feminists.

their mustaches

to raise awareness

the few instances
Feminists,

in which

(Wwhy

racist? Because

"Mo

awareness

decided

"large

signifier,"
according

numbers

whining

and their

"exclusionary"

that Mo-vember

to complain.

of minority

"celebrated

in Rabble,

behaviour
masculinity"

grassroots

-

comment [A158]; vo hmer : cemcsM22
t"at : s 'ir'ag rec

with

ethnic

The left-wing

men"
men"'

Or maybe

a Canadian

men grow

effort,

it is one of

rises to the fore.

gender normative,

to the New Statesman).

hair to save their life. An article
Bros"

cancer -- a whimsical

is "divisive,

treated

is an annual event in which

of a male cancer briefly

that Mo-vember

complaining

"Mo-vember"

for prostate

instead of helping,

further,

facial

Comment [A157]; Me 3r oKCmore drink
lYIarel

Comment [A159]; t cut c ::c a ec
societysnapsto at'e-t on enh becauseO'
f21NnlS"1

allCBllon,

religious

.-.--

New Statesman

racist and

use mustaches

went

ineffective."

as a 'cultural

because some races can't

news site, complained

. Slate published
in order to fight

an article

from

or
grow

about sexist

two feminists

cancer -- apparently

a bad

thing.
From the article:

37
htt.e:/!www.
svch.>io tode .corn/hlc /hcw do IIfe'201""dD~,'male.suicide-the-silent-endemic
38
http //www.webmd.com/men/features/mens-top-5-health-concerns#1
39

h[tp2abble

ca/gewg/2Q13/_11/opea:!g1ter

why ident:ggilicingle:LDRYeD1ber.
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"Are

we grumpy

because other people

Well,

contrarians

and feminist

of people

who identify

who believe

that blacks

are innately

inferior

for any progressives

who think

the number

is high.)

people

Testicular

called #CockInASock.

Huffington

Post and Buzzfeed.

awareness.

Do men's

too.,"
mcI; itK) they

condemning

as feminists

It's fairly
Articles

\ !Hile

Mo-vember,

whites4°
to vvhites . (That's

show chiseled

and receives

men exposing

change the
the number

of

fewer than 10 percent,

diseases that has a grassroot

filli

who insist that they do take men's
these same 'feminists

after she trotted

\ ill then illin

male suicide

awareness

wide praise in

most of their body to raise

out the talking

issues seriously.
alutilld

point

vvotllen Bowl), But the:fact: that, men. are the ITIafottt)/ nf sIIIctdtes, comllat
Vvo1kp]ace deaths, a]ollg Wit]1 ]age)ng
3us< like a feminist"8
ranssexua

behind

sexlike)And
s const1tute

WOmen in higl)er

really
8 civil

---=

hurting

Comment [A162];
do you I»1)owo
Comment [A163];

e t e the sare

ow

n2¬

men

cl)I) Sp1rdcy to keep

I]eaths, Bn»4a]n)ost.ALL

else feminists

beheve

fronttcr.'
frontier

40
1'itl):i/fivethir! »ei»ht.co/TI/datatat)/attttudee-toward-racieh)-ar)d-irIe»
'"
becC»)rrI!VI»at>.:lj>y=
l)tt]) S //yXy/CqIOI)t ter
Y'I/'/'I)t..)J'll-teycq
f"1

--I Comment [A160] .But n»)tthe otherway
afÛUnd?I his cr °ot be blamedcn 'er sts
I
Comment [A161]; umapse

actually

this is 8 n)Brie
e(luecation,, ~shOVV8

everything
lights

femimst

about patriarchy

Bn»1It)visible

"Patriarchy

and \\ I ilt artleles

(yes, someonea

slnlstel'
)' en11nlsnl <)I cottrse ClefInes tlirt p8'll
tarchy 88 8

fac1 tha

alone won't

in the west is approaching

self-explanatory

or sing songs mocking

did that -- just a few minutes

up faiv48IC.

precisely

lives matter)

There are some feminists
hurls

but self-awareness

cancer is also one of the few men's

campaign,

who hate things

but..."
hu!...

love them? Probably,

at least they have some self-awareness,

fact that the number

killjoys

uatitv-are-ehi/tirl

-- like the

-- C»unmeet IA164]I No, IhI0 doesr»at'Ichor'
this c: alt
-

omment [A
comment [A166]; I
o xcept e
Fr set: that labelsa e re dass o' 3e00
re ally Ill.

!
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Comment [A167]; A of the(rr?
Comment [A168]:
N."
etr>IBJSta tA' tO pu Sll fnrvvard
charlatans

like Elizabeth

½w

of Theranos.

that's

Beyond

the individual

level, feminists

would

mark International

of'
of York

Men's

of York's
Day with

from more than 200 activist
that men's

s afrmd to call her a faker.

will

actually

equality

attempt

and diversity

an event addressing

students

and professors

issues cannot be approached

are strudurnih

Fewer than 24 hours after the decision,

a male student

towards

quickly

enmmined

women,

Com

to block

efforts

committee

men's

s is st T:cp c

nt [E69]

have

because of her
t"
dow do you cow thisto
-g Comment [A170]:.How
Lhe true>

to discuss

announced

they

issues, they faced a

demanding

the event be cancelled.

in the same way as unfairness

because unen

discrimination

did would

is

--

issues. When the University

'
"We believe

$ but what we end up with

$

privilege.

men's

campaign

Â

Any man doing what Holmes

as a fraud long ago, but the media

been dismissed
scudci

Holmes

VVOIQCD.as

unequal

to men

"

and
The Umversity

--- Comment [A171]:VCw doesthis meW

complied.

suicide

'. Ma!c suicide

at the Umversity

of York

had been one of the msues sei to be tl scus ed at the cancel

-

Comment [A172]: A e yo.. tyrc e sac deto
the deo!sion'?Ridloulcuslyreductlke

event.

42

8>!11/18/male-(In!vers!tv-of)://www.breitt)e)rt.c()m/bio-'()urnaiistri!2(j'!
u
v
ditchgg:jnt
t a
9.thd.gy.
agtigaghman.
y

()rk-student-()()mmits-suicide-
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When feminist
called

The Red Pill,

world

to prevent

film1naker

feminists

the film

Cassie Jaye made a documentary

didn't

from

just tell people to avoid it, they protested

even being shown.

k@ther than being 8 twenty-ftrst
woIncn. hkc Xcna,. Blodern

Feminists

issues

theaters

around

the

f'
So much for the sisterhood.

version

Cireck wamor-

Of Am@ZOIIS, tile nlythieal

dIIy fenll Brats arc more llkc 8 revamped

give a bad reputation

faced backstabbing
The actions

dedicated
women

bitchee

of feminists

equity ' feminists

the original

to advancing
aren't

affected,

still try and throw

uUntil
continue

feminists

to decline

came before

to their gender. Women

except Mother

vcrsioIY of the 13Allcr

Partv.

the interests

of women

as in the case of York's
a spanner in the works.

more than

Far from promoting

men's

which

equality,

â€”
they are 8 tribal

represents

a

Comment [A174]:

ideology

of men. Even when

iJay„ol'
day, or Mo-vember,

feminists

There eanhabetter
indicaten-that-feminism-is
-'1-livre-earl-bc-m+-bettel--irldieati.+II--that-f+vllirliaIII-Its

atil-it-ends-and

put their money

into irrelevance,

where their BI!>uths we cml.

much like many all the-other

igsgsgged

hate-based

- Comment [A175]: Jncier

they will

movements

that

them.

of Rape

On November

14, 2014, Rolling

A Brutal

student

members

have been nothing

and setting back the interests
abortive

-- CIIIIIIIIellk [AX73jl Diiiiib!ci!is

and even she's suspect.

rhetoric.

feminism

did, contemporary

The Ouestion

On Campus:

Theresa...

match their hateful

new-an-ideology--anùnated-by-hate

female

certtury

rights

Cat,th. II OWB at, any point t5 they SCBSC'tlaelj IClCA!OQ' IS IB trOUMC.:

fhey'll

will

about men's

Assault

at the University

of the Phi Kappa

CultureStep-Denying-Reality

Stone published

And Struggle
of Virginia

a now-infamous

For Justice At U
who claimed

VA."

article

called "A Rape

of'
It told the story of Jackie,

to have been repeatedly

a

raped by

Psi fraternity.
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up,"
"Shut up. she heard 8 man's voice
backward

and sending

them both crashing

person on top of her, spreading
hands pinning
voices

say as 8 body barreled
through

open her thighs,

all around

and another person kneeling

8 fist that punched

on her hair,

into her back, and excited

her. When yet another hand clamped

it, and the hand became

her

' 8
8 low glass table. There was
heavy

down her arms, sharp shards digging

rising

into her, . tripping

male

over her mouth,

Jackie bit

her in the face. The men surrounding

her

began to laugh.

isn't it? It sounds like something

Horrifying,

There was just one problem

with

out of Law

re Order:

this story -- none of it was true

Special
iSp8clrd Victims

Unit.

Amwew4me
[AiV61",IIIepproprteteptecefer
--I Cetrtreeet
htn"c
I

Within

days of publication,

first began to raise questions
conservative

pundit

Stone journalist

with Jackie's

Steve Sailer. Bradley

who wrote

two friends,

The Washington
Jackie's

the Rolling

who allegedly

editor

blog, followed

Richard

by

to identify

'

the people

who allegedly

attackers

"corroborated"
cAITAboratcd

from them. They told the Post that

them, and that they had requested

any of her alleged

or communicated

her story.

account

to no avail. It also emerged

the Rolling

or reach out to any of the men who

did track down
different

Bradley

paleo-

out that Sabrina R.ubin Erdley,

corroborated

a completely

"manipulated"
'Inanlpulated

not to contact

Worth

raped her. Nor did she appear to have identified

Post eventually

Stone
il/0/K article,

pointed

the story, failed

story, only to receive

they felt Jackie had

request,

about the story on his personal

to Jackie, repeatedly

according

the story began to unravel

that Rolling

their names be taken out of

Stone had agreed, at Jackie's

for their side of the story.
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A subsequent

and members

colleagues,
By mid-2015,
responsible

college-aged

feminist

women

of Cottgo,

had been retracted

the sl,ok"y'
story had resigned,

Stone 's article

in which

70 people,

involving

of the Phi Kappa
rkppa Psi fraternity

for publishing

campuses,

investigation

Stone s article

Rolling

Rolling

Repkiblic

police

including

found

and removed

of the "rape

activists
skcikvksts convinced

the media,

were being raped at levels

comparable

friends,

no one to corroborate

and the magazine

came at the height

Jackie's

from

the site, the editor

was facing

culture"

as well

her story.

multiple

lawsuits.

panic on college

as the White

to 'South Africa

that

IIouse,

M t1M Dekuocratic
Comment [A177]: Ms 'ee s gra:2cus y
rac:st ke you're st denigratng Af7ca

.

Comment [A178],
s .. o e s co
scrut zedat ca sc: ffme ANY s 9009
fact, tThe story itself
mne

enL

shoddily

W it my

seemed to pro

Stone went hearchmg

constructed

fantasy.

If rape culture

Why did they choose a story with

e

c I'owshe

asseculmt

!or a good case to write

'rape culture

is

about, but had to go with

was real, why did they im e to search

8
"

aed:

hard,

more holes than one of my shooting ~ targets?
~ s~

~~ ~~
I~ ~~
~
~~
I~
~

Rape is terrible.

Comment [A179]; Avcic .sing ases like
sign'
ce s
eme discussing u: Lunen issues
onwhich many peopledisagreewithyou 1:s
sign,'
not,persuasiveto say "clear
Comment [A18o]; r
at c sene
se
culture 5 "c"eus:ent you cant do it
as
Y
ou
"ave
:c
a
per
superficially.
establish
andthen backit upand demonstrateits truth,
Youcan t simply assertit.
Comment [A181]: -{cw do vou cow t e
ere sea ch ng

~
~
!
4'-e]]s-1-eesuHke-it'-8-terri]3]e4er--kkk(3st-]ke(kpje:-Pekw>neWy-;.-1-'s«:-kkeaseka-gyrkkt~~+eno'-4@s<cr--tlkekck
'1'MR-1-%%-lked-tk-g'6kk-43-Ykk)h-taekrkf3jy;-'o-Myf--L3&yt+kefk(j-'4+il
j--F41-y<>B-.]-ekkkk
tt-ek 'e!R-<~et-]3
el-'de-"-iede+8
Comment [A183]: elet ng th s : s c ear ,
t"c rcog Ickein hewronec ace At a certa
point vou "ave :c deace Thatthr ir pocanceof
ycr ressace s rme rnpom,t t-ar yc..meee,: see

Vyskt4+>ut-8-kHkk':--te3-kkckdia-thY(3atr--lkfk&t-8-)uikt-kkke--kjkt3kkglck
., -tkkkd.... .....
I understand

why society

anyone who challenged

it looked

hwas been gripped

culture"
by the "rape culture

like they were challenging

the accounts

panic for so long of rape victims.

'Mlo

vsrokrM vvant; to (k> thatol
Even so, 1 find it incredible
sma

amlWkmi-m4+aw

allowed

themselves

that people

through

to be hoodwinked

could be so dumb. Maybe

it immediately.

it's because 1

but 1 jusi ean1 understund

for so long. Rape has existed

how

~
--

cryone

since the first caveman

saw

[Attks]l Thisis definitelynct the
E
peoefor moreof yournarcissism
e~~e"t

[Ai™]l

i"medlat
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il cavevvornan

vvith less!'aci 8] hair than usual anil picked

â€”
up a bone c] ub. 1[ ]yovv diil ave get the

idea th 8( i l's a brand nevv crisis., v'orsc thMT it's ever been'
I ape has declined

near]y

It. Is shocking

But (hough
have preferred
lal'gcly

'5 percen(

fiction

and ln order to have sonlcthlng
cgrcglous

MTd ilMnaglllg

Is Gender

lt ls llot. Ieil]]y

and feelings
fcnllnlsts

dlsappeM'ed,

since (he early

I]'he cl'lrne statistics

1990s

.,:

so sul'prising.

.,'

'..

'

',. '-

.

'

--

Cralimeat [AI(88];All rapeorcoiiage rape'?

--

Comment [AI(88]; So muchinappropriate
humoris irrita5ng

against vvonTCH has

ITC3ivifake pfolllcll'ls

to be angry about. '('Mnpus

',

--- el3IIImeak [A187]I Demonstratethat they are
inarguable,Dori'tjust say it

1'or some tlnTC nolvi finTinls'(s

to fact and reason. As discrimination

h.avc had to lllvcnt

',

BI'e inar[(TIBMC:

rape

ln ol'dcr to stay I clcvallt

culture'

ls a partlcularlv

exMTTp]e, but there arc nlany ll'lore.

Rea]l]lv a See[a[ Cetystr((et'3

Tile c(3ncept. ot (lie glass celllllg,

li31 ulstMicc,

ls B]~o Iaughab]e.

-[1(e-slIFIe] IRg--(138(-p85seS

-:-v iyt(]4-s4atteF-8-(31888-eei4II(a-il+-see+3(Id~i--']-i3-88(88Wy-1'-~'~p-te(Riliia(a+3R(;--81]-

)FIF-feRTiRid-+)iseo(lrs

â€”-taeIRH+Ia(8+k+a-'-(
F3!+ (Teed-18-SR(Re(13BIg448(hakes-(3+'8-83F-IRi+r+'.-pc'+3[y]e-t(+
iypien-IR-+'4)i+[38('8@FIR
[,"188-'vv+4-vvt(13-83(heI'Sr+IF-sc'+'-(4(838gl+-pR)gee(Sar+-eiaIR[-:18(I+In
i
;<okiRg-asidei-'!'

myth.

the pay gap is perhaps

Taken as an article

c] alnls tha( women

of fai(h by business

(he nlos( xvc]]-known
leaders anil po]iticians

l on ilvel age) Bre only pal(1 0. ' 9 lol everV (lollar

htt:!/wwwslate.corn,'BTrticjes/news
arid
rlli(icsToreizriers/20'l1/]2!(he
erirl lirtes revet(I ar] iricretlsiriqly~~erTcefijl iiirnl

and v idespread
ahke

teniinist

this teminist.

]ie

earned ]Ty rl IHBH.

world

is riot I'allin

a art the tr
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Study after
sexist factors

stixly'
study4445
, J'148has shown that the wage
gap shrinks

like chosen career paths, chosen work

when non-

to nonexistence

hours and chosen career discontinuity

are

taken into account.
The key word
pay of women,

is chosen. There is a gap between

but this gap is virtually

entirely

jobs -- they go into engineering,

technical

people-oriented
dangerous

professions:

nursing,

that the jobs preferred

explained

petroleum,

-- it's not for
nothing

professions

just so happens

teaching,

jobs"
]Obs

(a) that "women's

influence

of the patriarchy

(science,

technology,
In its economic

wave feminism.

illiteracy,

that 97 percent

should

degrees.

one: Change your major

in STEM,

feminist

Men prefer the

wh.ile women

prefer the

01 workplace
paying
pivot

deaths are male. And it
as a result.
and make one of two

c!I'
or
(b) that the pemicious
away from

high-paying

social
STEM

fields.

argument

betrays the Marxist

EEfsays

pedigree
problems

chicken-and-egg

yet also encourage

dance therapy

choices.

Men also tend to go into the dirty,

usually

into staying

and mathematics)

As phristina.Hoff
from

fission,

be higher-paying

women

the fonner

will

The latter is one of the more interesting

They say they want more women
gender--studies

nuclear

by men tend to be higher

brainwashes

engineering

by women's

social work.

When the debate reaches this stage, feminists
arguments3

the average pay of men and the average

women

of'
of thirdin feminism.

to sign up for worthless

ant 10 close the wage gap? Step

to electrical

cc.

--

comment [Al90]

e

engineering.""'
engineering.46"

)

44
htt:./scholar.hanrard.edil.'files/
oldin/files/d namics of the ender c a for voun
e financial and cot loiate sectors. df
'4Var e Ga 3 P)e"Jort. df
I'itt 3:IIvfvfvu'.h)Twatiedu/rata Iori/coIJrses/Uerider
46
https://twitter.com/chsommers/status/664172152992722944

rofes, ianals in th
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«
Comment [A191]; DELF E LGR
The feminist

war on science

one of the biggest

science doesn't

end there (oh, you thought

science? Think

again47). Possibly

the Republicans

a greater intellectual

ol'
the study of gender differences,
but, under the direction

components

of the wider

were the ones waging
is what feminists

travesty

which. ought to be one of the most fascinating

of feminists,

has become

a mindless

repetition

war on

left-wing
war on

have done to
subjects

out there

of 1960s social-science

shibboleths.
One of the reasons that feminists
(dolls

houses, baby pushchairs,

sets) is because they fervently

building
women
truck

stuffed

into their respective

or a train set, she'll
Thanks

believe

"boys'
boys

be more likely

(action

think

toys"

'girls

selling

figures,

toy trucks,

playthings

socialize

men and

that if you make a girl play with

a

to grow up 10 be an engineer.

to unravel.

Buss, Robert

toys"
toys

that these innocuous

gcJldcl'
gender roles. They really

is more difficult
David

so hard to stop supermarkets

toys) and

to decades of pseudoscience

this last argument
-â€”,««tcven
Steven Pinker,

fight

Plomin,

from feminist
Indeed,

academics

and left-wing

some of the era's foremost

Simon Baron-Cohen

sociologists,
psychologists

-

Jell'
-- have spent much of their

careers doing just that.

nature,
from

The sum total of their research

is overwhelming

-- gender roles are
largely

not nurture

have you believe.

The most compelling

Baron-Cohen,

as feminists

perhaps the world's
«pCrhapS

in gender roles after he noticed
diagnosed

with

would

leading

autism researcher. . Baron-Cohen

that boys were approximately

autism.48
than girls.
auusm

governed

research

61 an over

comes

grew interested

four times more likely

I le knew that aut ism was a result

by

to be

stemuin

. or

--

Comment [A192]; lathe prove-9 Ref y?

47
John Tierney, The Real War On Science hit:Iivvvvvv cil -'carnal or,'htmiireal-««Jar-er;ience-'!4782.hlrlil
48
.0œ!991013:gende
h 9.WWW.W..aMli§m.:helf2
crit/go irlte-gender-Jrrr balance htrll
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over-technical
with

brain.

So he decided

more technically-oriented
The lynchpin

girls are socialized
Baron-Cohen
take effect.

while

of the feminist

decided

the female

argument

m.ale and female

their early childhood.

differently.

babies with

8 physical-mechanical

the male babies showed

more interest

more feminist

women

choose different

reality

professions.

object

could

(a mobile)

greater interest

in the mobile,

that men and women

have found

are scarce, are more likely

west, where women

any socialization

in the face.

of women
cvonlcn across countries

where jobs and resources

countries,
vastly

Surveys

In order to test this claim,

babies -- before

Other studies also drive home the inescapable
wired

bom

are made, not born, is the claim that

on newborn

fa face). Lo and behold,

babies showed

that women

roles during

to run experiments

He provided

were, as the old sexists believed,

brains than women.

into their female

and 8 social object

to test if boys really

have greater financial

In other words,

that women

in developing

to enter STEM

security

when women

are simply

. Yet in the

fields

and career choices,

have a choice,

don'
they don't

choose STEM.
.Ivl.
That's
oriented)

not to say women

and biology

Whenever
astrophysics

(plants,

I meet a feminist
and computer

going into biology,

where

don't

animals,
who claims

science,

find QP2p'
any scientific

fields

and again people)

are both dominated

that the patriarchy

I always

58 percent

womenso50 I'
women
. I ,ve yet to hear a convincing

appealing.

prevents

ask them why it hasn't

bachelor'
of bachelor's,

master's

women

Psychology

(people

by women.
from

going into

also prevented

degrees, and doctorates

them from
are given to

answer.

49
Grk(l/i'
I'itt ) Jry)a' ch .fuitextoxi.eduhti
fullaftr)n
ll ) )8/at)e)tracts
.QG9I lt'i(i
abetr~xcts 2009.ttm
ee.comt2011/11i06teducabonfed'
'
5°
bttnWwww..ayt1rnes..carntgoi1L11toeleheatinated!
feintlete:ttle:narnea:ategaiolagy.±tral .tel

880033808
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There is more. Men
while

people,

and women

respond

alonest51
men prefer to be akMie
alone . Men and women

art.* more upset
- men are
by sexual infidelity,

differently

(the thought

infidelity

lover)'
lover)5². . Gender
shooters

that 11man might

differences

and competitive
Men prefer

entertainment

games, while

action movies,

women

try to change things,

cxpcrlcnct"
also experience

while

be forming

can also be observed

video

to stress - women

differently

women

an emotional

prefer

prefer rom-coms.

men and women

romantic

jealousy

are more upset by emotional

connection

with

another

-- men prefer realistic

in entert.ainment

women

prefer to be with

social games like

The Sims.

No matter how hard the leftists

continue

to give money

to the products

of
that

they like.
There is now an overwhelming
theory

that gender is socially

yoUI'
live in your basement
differences

array of evidence

constructed

But really,

we don't

against the out-of-date,

1960s

even need it, do we? Unless you

for your entire life (and some men do, but only men!),

the reality

of gender

is inescapable.
is more amusing

Nothing

than watching

to terms with this reality.

One amusing

the left-leaning

magazine

that she could

Canadian
'already

incident

Maclean's,

see her daughter

unaware

of the low key hilarity

the frustration

of feminist

occurred

in September

Shannon

Proudfoot,

preferring

we'
have no idea why because we've
perhaps

ranged

worked

parents

as they come

2016, when a writer

lamented

for

on social media

pink.."
pmk."
pink."

so hard to avoid

that."

wailed

Proudfoot,

of her comments.

51 )://vttvttvtt.wct')Aid.corn!won!art/'f&a!'(Irk".s/s'tress-wG!r)6!"I-NC!'3-t"
I'tt! Jtwww.webmd.corn
0 s
'
5²
blin//new3±ea
c9 2g15 g1/1431taight:men:m91e
agnª:ts
es!guay oyet sexual:¡nfidejity

dy
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an assistant professor

Wood,
replied

with

some emotional

tried to discourage
You'd
daughters

support.

think

Mattel

was selling

to reject what most young

the plans of a cartoon

uplifting

because no matter
But why should

allegedly

keeps women
In pursuit

gravitated

humiliated

out of STEM

of their hare-brained

pointless

fields

authoritarianism.
lt'
If feminists

women,

they will

And feminists

want to regain

(though

Ordinary

credibility,

nothing

reality

toy

and their sexist banter that
not biology).
want to control

f'
this for what it is: stupid,

recognize

why they're

than the

it"
it's a lack of gendered

gender roles, feminists

people

nature.

more annoying

again, strangely,

and perhaps

first have to come to terms with

want their

lt'
and it's

hero is hilarious,

can't beat human

"brograrnmers"
of hrograITBncfs

wonder

"We
iVc

in the same way that

gestures, whether

crusade to destroy

the lives of boys and girls in absurd detail.
pointless

by the plucky

try, they simply

scourge

complained.

the way these feminists

It's hilarious,

place" There's
they try in the first place? .Tl\cl'c

or the alleged

Woods

quickly

like.

and uplifting.

for utterly

University

both.53
boih.

towards
Barbie

girls actually

Rivers

princesses"
pl lncesses

and Disney

how hard leftists

of feminists

aisles in supermarkets,

villain

at Thompson

pole-dancing

both hilarious

watching

demands

"Pink

them, but our daughters

I find the anecdote

constant

(of course)

unpopular.

tackle the issues that still matter
-- and that starts with the
reality

to
of

gcndcl'
gender roles.

Do We Even Need Feminism?

In 2014, it would

53

have been easy for me to answer this question

bitm/AkattyMexi.9RAiD9.a9E0/2.0.1W.0.9LO2dj.b.e.tabaateak±.b?Attedistragglit

with

a resounding

"no."

childte.tEtletolehbªª!1by!
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Feminism

in the west serves little

demands,

and obsessing

over trivial

destroyed

due process on campus,

purpose

other than hating

issues. It has poisoned
and constantly

pointless

men, making

relations

between

saddles businesses

the sexes, nearly

with pointless

gender

requirements.

diversity

But now,

I'm

sorry to say, thanks to the mistakes

of progressives,

we do need feminism

in the west -- or at least, some parts of it.
'

jVvItcrcas 'the
the rape culture

rape culture

brought

to the west by Muslim

~throu ~h@y the courtesy

of horrendously

culture

"honor

of wife-beating,
years trying

spending

toga and Twtttei

w asu t the phat

pmbably

If feminism

kiHing,"

I nyect

Femintats

If all feminists

genital

relevant

bvHr thei+ millions,

is very real, So too ia their

eiites,

and forced marriages,

mutilation,

again with phony

tntmtgJ,atton

its lost credibility.,
were like Ayaan
crttics

can also look to the Kurdtsh

That s a feminism

faux-issues

have ftnaIIX' succeeded

poltctes

After

like gendered

it needs to look overseas,
Hirsi

Ali,

a survivor

of I'OM

of IS1atn and cltaB1plo11s of women

women

the pat11 at eh' ts puttHlg
that I'd have no problem

hate me for a myriad

them, I took on some of their leading
and exposed

European

Europe

imagination,

That

to the feminists
in Somalia
1B Mus1ttn

they v ouldn "t be so unpopular.

whose vct ston of srnashttlg

Feminists

mvading

of fcntinists

but there it is.

vi'116 ts now one of the wcs't s forctnost
countries,

female

ptogresstvc

wants to recover

countriea.

of Mushm

migrants,

misguided

to make feminism

harassment,

is a figment

on coOegc campuses

their bogus complaints

of reasons.
millennial

of "online

of the

People"

s Protection

Untts in Syria,

bullets

111the chests of ISIS mclnbers,:,

getting

behind.

When no one else was speaking

champions

during

the GamerGate

Comment [A193 ]: Mcve s c e Is a~1
ea¤eaus
'ees m<ea e W me ere
here

out against
controversy,

harassment."
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"darling"

I go on TV and call them

to their faces. They hate that.

I stick up for men.
For instance,
feminists
control
with

aren't

satisfied

over romantic

that the scales are already tilted

relationships.

a word of rejection.

if they themselves

consent."

I resist the new trend for "affirmative

in women's

favor.

It's not enough that they can destroy

They also want to throw

men in jail

yet predictably,

Amazingly,

They want complete

a man's

self esteem

if their advance is too awkward,

or

say yes and later regret it.
--- Comment [A194]: Zurnojoke

That's

the reason we now have affinnative

laws in \merica.

It's the idea that if you don't

consent.

consent

perhapsthe

most katknesque

at every stage of a sexual encounter,

rape. That means asking for every kiss and asking for every boob squeeze. It's almost
feminists

want everyone
wiBSl hmliW

to remain

set of
-g Comment [A195]: W ere n t e S is Ws
Liner>

it's

as if

celibate.

UlQ GM L PCL any SCL Ù1Q Wanl Ù1Cfe i ef its lo flavC UCSCfis dGW¼l Ù1elC
Comment [A196];

Un
Another
math!

How

thing feminists

hate that I like is numbers.

else could they come up with patently

direstate-e©feministetatistics

Femjnjsts

aThepre

|||hi$8E$Wi$ie!|NW||t

really

bad at

piven4le

pay

1.

Comment [A197]

one4as4o-wonder-i&thereisn't-a-reass-why-women-seem-to4e
-+srtzt-R--I'<!

so-pealy-at-SWMr
I'etniniS4
be noticed

WOIBen are Of a II3artieularly

attentiOB-Seeking

Variety.

'I'hey "re pere

than I<.Snye West at an awards show. Add thiis to the fact that women

attent1on-seekIBg

l3y' natn1

Share a SPOtlight with. Ki<",

<.",and you can only Imagtne
'

'.

'

.,'

.

desperate

tO

ma

-

Comment [AMD
abou vo .

--

Comment [A%99]<Assertion.Hcwoen you
say he are Tcre desperateto be noacec

sh

are naturally

h<3w Blcensecl they IBUst b<".to have to
'.,

' '-' '-

..

„-

',

'

-',

„' ..
',

. "',,

Comment [A200]; "cc to

ego
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but I actually

stand up to them, something

they 've been trained

to think

of as misogyny

and hate

simehMost
Wwhenever

of all though

MEWME
they hate me because

I think

I meet a feminist

in person,

sense) as much as they hate my words.

end up adoring

they usually
They're

torn between

'-' '"' -'

"',.:,

c

ment [A201]: EET

(and fashion

my personality
me and wanting

hating

--

~, .

',

to be my

best friend.
Well
women

they needn't

(not sexually

be torn any longer,

of course,

I want to protect

1chen cr college
I think

womenthem

from

today, they might

don'
And for the ones who don't?

spinach

and leftist

Really
people

with

teardrops

Well,

where would

alternative?
to Camille

they can still provide

I be without

Mother

The new one introduced

Anita

Superior-like

I'
but I've
trajner

a useful

hectoring,

Christina

the world

to feminism

Hoff

Sommers

to me -- and the world

on

of respect.
--

providing

the

fact, and my personal

isHels

survived

fine with

on nothing

but

the spinach.)

Had she not pissed off so

I might

faggot

but if they focus

purpose

actually

Sarkeesian?

attention-seeking

The last backlash
Paglia,

ever be popular,

It"
their tears. It's a little-known

with

have given a ridiculous,

the world

in

frem the east, not trolls

at least win back some measure

for the past two years. (My

her relentless,

seen the leftist

introduced

chanting V fanaties

hearded,

of it because of its high salt content,

though,

mean, who would
hadn't

rise to stardom

disapproves

I do love

the threats that de exist, not the enes they imagine

they'
have passed the point where they'll

the real threats to women

trainer

love feminism,

fret boys.

feminists

fuel for my meteoric

I don't

sorry ladies!).

their head. And the threats today come from
from

because while

not have any fans! I

like me any attention

and political
and Bill

if they

correctness

Maher.

likes it. Thanks,

girls!
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Iln

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

emsenagnsseassmaeguªM

--

The rise of feminism
and, sometime
perils

has fatally

in the near future,

of real-world

relationships.

coincided

sex robots.
men are

with

With

mply
le o

tbÔo+rand mbÔnb T onU +ba "c·o

o

the rise of video

all these options

games, internet

available,

[A202]comment [AR(3R];

s rantIeaft the paint,

porn,

and the growing
Comment [A203]ñs
nrm

u alk m g awa
+n~,.

- Comynt

as

cmter

eas a

M2M ' h occ an as Cis" "-'
â€”
cct : m vaurcan horn

)

Feal-W-erl4telaidonships-mueb-betteF-than-Women
seelety-as-a-whole-Birth
tend-te41ave

higher

he-real-GalaStrophe-ds-what
--FV81-8&

rates are«4lapsing-If
birth

you-took

sde ng-to

away-immigrant-communities--who

tins:-FR813('--wnst(,"-3k
3-8(333133818s-would-1+&

rates approximating

those-ofJapan
the

Ofaeurserheyon4the-sexedus-feminism-is-4se-affecting4)irth-rates4)y-producing
pathetie

-unloveable

h½m·If¬snsnurmit
htfn ifunom hr

phenomenon-known

as4he

r+onmth¬mAmmtonAAEdQ|ñAft
onm i nÅn

"male-feminist-"

YouZre-unlikely-to-get4aid

if

e.munAsm mort d +¼mmmmràñmm nmmmmwnm an and

f•§QjñQfthm.cmunchm..nmrt.. ..Âinhnnmet..fmm

ct..non nc..Iomto .m olo .

sexuanty-in-crisis/
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Cemmeet [ARES]; Stickvvithvirgins,
"Perverts'
Pene s is unnecessary
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5

WHY

BLACK

MATTER

LIVES

ME

HATES

I love black people.
Indeed,
considered

I love black people

"Coloreds

deleted my ploflle

Only

~fot

so much that my Grindr

Served in
wrttmg:

Rear,"

profile

once said "No

Whites."56

too edgy. r-aH4-Grindr

but that was a little

)'d

j>riley,

me tf you re under seven inches ol vou know'

Don "t contact

comment [A206]; Es emaim s sc cel
reseechedanc o/el argued hat ye s cJc
rerXP-SIder
the supers o.1s es t 1hey
othe se e vones
de t fro, what rv

who your dad 1s
But aAlas,

some black people

-- the ones conned

by Black

Lives

Matter

-- don't

love me

as much as I love thembaek
And after everything
number

I'
I've

of black youths

I'
I've

done for the black

lifted

out of poverty.

I'
I've

really!

community,

lost count of the

I send them back the next day in

Admittedly,

an Uber4ax.
Sometimes
Black

Lives

Matter

by malicious
Really

I get depressed just thinking
are only a small, vocal

progressive
though,

Black

their leaders as a charlatan.

extraordinarily
with

Johnetta

white

billionaires,

Lives

Matter

In August

dodge of Shaun King,
Elzie

about the ingratitude.

section

of the black

and elevated

(with

whom

King

leadership
would

,

-= Comment [A207]:
{

s j-sPeels greni rg

press.

all, I exposed

a story on Breitbart

who was then claiming

and Deray Mekesson

me. After

that

who are bankrolled

community,

by a disingenuous

should be thanking

2015, I published

But then I remember

one of

highlighting

of the movement

later have a very public

the

along
falling

out).

56

This is an actual thing that worries progressives, by the way. It's called "sexual
https://www.queerty.com/many-white-guys-grindr-many-racist-blogger-laments-20161001

racism."
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you see, claimedes

King,
skinned.

That doesn't

skinned.

However,

mean anything,

Shaun King's

controversies

first hate

Chuck

life, the police

faking

"leaders"

while

official

King

report

King
records

Pate revealed

a white

King,

a

man, as

are just the latest in a string

in 1995, which

a police

as an activist

report

injuries

as

profiles

of victimhood
In an America

Matter

'racist'

only one other

as

and

student."

that left him clinging

beating

to

Ross reported.
on campus,

especially

and bolster

support

was doing far more than that -- he was using his position
Lives

have described

by up to a dozen

involved

'minor,'"

that his account

guru," '"
wrote the Daily
guru

'brutal'

-- left wingers,

common

to boost their own public

a

of

and in his recent self-help

and as a self-help

that he suffered

are fond of

for their political

causes.

as one of the unelected

to pH his pockets.i

K ng s insistence
as a commodity,
governed

.-(

on his blackness

something

by identity

makes perfect

that an artful

politics,

e

t4 tit- semate and vour esponseto tra

from the case.

on his blogs

show that the altercation

King's

blog reported

at least two reports

has said that he was attacked

has claimed

characterized

Menaph

dividends.

allegations

did not match up with

story is increasingly

of Black

example

Vicki

are light-

s on, hereans a 7g his De v Os rr

on July 21, a conservative

his credibility

Ross. "While

hate crimes

But King

ancestry

white-

whit<,",

new racial

beating"

crime,"

to bolster

students,

King's

Jeffrey
.Ief'frey Wayne

35, has related the story of the hate crime

seemingly

"And

as ethnically

Shaun King:

racially-motivated

"King,

'redneck'

with black

tree by blogger

family

-- it identified

certificate

Sbaun King

surrounding

"Kentucky's

Caller's

of King's

out, these explosive

As it turned

of'
of a "brutal,

Lots of people

but is remarkably

father.

(t al8o Identified

book,

birth

born to a black father,

necessarily.

a closer examination

truth in K.ing's

shocking

to be half-black,

|||!|!|||||||||!||||||||

sense. IIe ip the perfect

trader can quickly

it's profitable

coltllNBNt IA299I: Pg>QfQrtbsp

turn into real

to be a victim.
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King's

to be black.

pretending
as

black."

joked

story is mirrored

In other words,

I didn't

Unlike

she was exposed,

expect to be proven

Sh.aun King,

She might

Dolezal

have succeeded

in return

for her honesty.

and I was happy to ridicule
But it isn't

really

reap all the attendant
With
and powerful
Matter

movement,

campaign
progressive

propped

that she "identified

before the Dolezal

I

story broke,

of left-wing

identity

politics

would

be

to convince

anyone that she was ethnically

so soon!

and as such she attracted

huge volumes

--- Comment [A211]: Jnnecessa y :ns ng

of hatred from

Her case is ridiculous,

it, but it's also quite sad.
The left have made victimhood
all the legitimate

sense that some people

that come with

would

victimhood,

do so much to sustain the political

indisputably

the primary

up by hundreds

billionaire

by

prestigious,

problems

profitable,

faced by black people

pretend

to be members

it's little

wonder

and
in

of the race and

rewards.

all the benefits
people

amazingly,

f'
I felt sorry for her, more than anything.

surprising.

it makes perfect

a career in the NAACP

had she done so

in some regards even sacred. Even with
America,

right

claimed,

Months

did not attempt

didn'
',. . But she didn't,
BLM

Dolezal

the next frontier

people,

who built

Dolezal,

that she was trans-racial.

that after transgender

transracial.

black.

After

by that of Rachel

George

of millions

vehicle

edifice

that supports

for black victimhood

in donations

that so many wealthy
it. The Black

today,

of grants, including

Lives

is an 'hstrotutfed)
$33 million

Comment [A212]: Jnch
Page110

Seecyner:

from

Soros.

84arp4wP

Sharptccan
here

ac<sc are c be

discussed
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As I will
cause of identity

show in the next section,
politics

and racial

the point

division.

of these donations

They do nothing

is strictly

to serve the black

to advance the
or

community

black lives.
--

Worse

they do extraordinaiy

The Police

Protect

Black

There is a malicious,
ignore

whites.

Its presence

would

. The numbers
homicide

found

force in America

only black people

Comment [A214];
s set: an s vm
inm-c arr Eve"ysy:so e w naveto ::e
e-u ly r ensureda c t e etec

--

Comment [A215]; Ms is sr evcenc ary
s are¬entt-at : s mpertr ¬: n- y:c c sa.ss
t C5'.31St:3 bUlalSOl:J>:JXD
B7 Î·.''-1Y s
rpo antto sscuss the:cpic at 2H Ot ewse

and

the fear of being shot.

rather you didn't

despite making

of black violence

that 93 percent

that seems to kill

.

can be felt in every city. In some areas, this threat means black people

are indisputable.

offenders,

data. The victim

Lives

violent

cannot walk the streets without
As liberals

damage to both.

this force isn't the police.

know,

Between
up just

1980 and 2008, blacks

12.2 percent

of black homicide

victims

made up 52.5 percent

of the population

is their own community.
were killed

)t-'s-r4~484<

according

In the same 1980-2008
people.'
by other black people

of

to 2010
survey,

it was

MiaA

--- Comment [A216]:I"appropnate ~or o here.

er-im-inals-targetedelaek-menmore-often-thanil-did-onormdr-

Black
eclipsed

Lives

Matter

9/11."

victims

exclusively

on deaths caused by the police,

by the black deaths caused by other black people.

at the hands of police,
on

focuses

a number

sensationally

reported

In 2014, there were 238 black deaths

by Raw Story as "more

But in the same year, there were 6,095 black victims

than any other race hnd

virtually

all of the victims

yet this is far

of homicide

black deaths than

-- more homicide

died at the hands of other black

-

Comment[A217]:Otatc

people.

bltD2?EWEki§amd99DkDt?pub.DdEbtagMOftagf
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The dramatic
black people
the police,

gap between

raises the question

and so-called

Unlike

Like

or Neo-Nazis

them, or Democrats

focuses

instead of undergoing

who think

grievances

the Jews are responsible

the Russians

for Hillary

political

on

exclusively

combines

tribal

expression

identity

politics

isn't

of

R

by
comment [A218]; Js as;T 2 s n
escumenctspeccle
s usxa t o yo
c tics

s always
process of

on an invisible
bad that happens

the 2016 election,

to lump the blame

with

discussed

the difficult

for everything

losing

if you have a great big boogeyman

which

its energies

I suspect it's a matter

who blame their everyday

who blame

to dodge responsibility
Leftism,

for your problems,

feminists

Matter

gap is very real, and simply

As is so often the cause in politics,

inward.

is the ultimate

Lives

and deaths at the hands of other

racism.'
racism.

"white

easier to blame other people

"patriarchy,"

of why Black

the wage gap, the black murder

black activists.

looking

deaths at the hands of police

a disdain

to

it's very easy

on.

for personal

responsibility,

of this instinct.

(IRt-tt's-R<31-eneug4-148t448ek--I;.-i»

es-M80<s:-3'>33-."-s-gang-vis31enee=--t4e-R3>B313en+3BS
t4reat

43-'fr3BBg-bleed:-13vies+3ther--tltsn-8138%4(3B-:-()13K'k+8
)sl>'-,-8bort'333R-38%v+(3';-c&ti4-4+>H=34k!;--.I
IMBk;-81366t
itr-k+T3+B(3RXB-"--'f 8 8-c+3BQ-be-te%H44384B@-sf3rBietIBBg-BSBr4'--dB--1MBRtit41-8d-RM::-But-t48-3%81
8%36-I-48te-l -I en'@.-Pdf+'r3thiK) d-3844 M-11'38'-R'iu3d+T-88-B38Ry--1318ek-48131e&-%4+3;-4'-the7--13V84.;
c~~uld-48ve--4eeB-83stell+4:SR+By- YiBIBdR-48%4%%-83-1-6-~B--I-~-ye=.:he'--IRBP;,
The violence
end up
(usually
proactive

is more easily
naiany

a worse.

their own neighborhoods),
policing

until

tensions

solved.

Yet BLM

Whenever
police

Black

aren't just ignoring
I wes Mauer

are left with

cool. That means fewer

no option
patrols

torches another

action,

peaceful

or otherwise,

regardless

-

And heT ublan a eT oke s recar
here

they

city district

other than withdrawing

-

ate

'
ac' ve Y les
Comment [A220]: re say "eesveiy"
'/
nt
which you woud hen we c ow

from

in black neighborhoods4nd

. It can be SIrnOSCtmpnes>ble
Matter-inspired

the problem

of'
of whether

tc Counter 81@ek L>ves
I
retee ces hket s
it makes sense or not.

.

.----- Comment [A222]: Jncler
(
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rtonemhet

M

when BI

eoekett Bernie'r

but is there a white

vie~,

It's all so nonsensical,

still around?

person on earth less likely

and impossible

In a 2015 column,

Not that r tron't

I openly

I ack because Black

to control

to end B black life than Remiie Sanders/

or police

when it spirals

just how real Black. Lives

pondered
Lives

tone a hit or tert on tert~in t'i hiin

Matter

into violence.
was.58
was. "Iree~

Matter

has been se busy turning

-- tcrarrtttaena
tABBB]: this seemsout of lilacs
herewhde sc,ss ngviolence,

.--

comment [A224]; ~½uy you casuallynring
up the 4K4 makesno sense

the entire American
-- Clarrlllent [ARES]: Seecommentpage 167
Comment IA226]: Delete.Notworth
explainingwhy the Kardsashianaareanti-black.

has destroyed

the lives of nearly

you'
By the way, if you've
another delicate
watch

as many black

ever wondered

group of social justice

them shake

cr

whether

warriors,

and urge the student

guys ac BLM.
Black

Lives

Matter

is ultimately

matter"
un lives nmer

give this a try: R H them

senate to pass a resolution

just
and

the phrase from

banning

Comment [A227]: F yot e go g :c na<e a
ske cut ct t e all Nesr Ite" s:uatio° ycu
s C C an CC
H 20t ey c ect to tac

their campus
of all this is eminently

'::Ihe result

suffered

predictable:

lts dead]lest

gang violIBIce

is skymcketing

Alllerlca,

Baltllrlolc

hoITllcKk

deaths 1112015. In 2014, plogl css1ves Bt Raw Story werc wrtngtng

black deaths caused by police
EE

paSSed that number
At first

in violent

crime

Black. Lives

vear ln 1lls'tory aftcl the rlo'ts ln tllat cttyn wlt11 344

across t'he cutup: countly,

â€”ln just 5
by OVer 100

the left vociferously
across America

Matter.

saw a homicide

officers

Baltunore's

denied the idea that there was a "Ferguson

the evidence

back of proactive

grew so compelling

surge of over 60 percent59) that even Vox admitted

hall(ls ovcl' 238

tllcll

,;-

In 20]S,

E City.l

caused by the rolling

But eventually,

across

Comment [A228]: On you reallyprovea
CausalitybetweenBLM and Crimelateo
Effect"

-- a spike

in response to

policing
(10 heavily

the problem

black

black cities
was now "too

58 http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/08/10/movements-less-ridiculous-than-black-livesmatter/
h[tp_WEgggsLço_g1/af_t[g_[e_s/the:aatiganj.de cr[gle:gave

s bulldjag 1 640s.5d§2
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clear to

ignore"

and grudgingly

conceded

that the Ferguson

Effect

was "nalTOWly

correct,

at least

6°"
in some cities„,
The great lie of Black
truth,

which

Lives

Matter

is saying that police

is that police help them. A cursory

claims

to be shockingly

people

--

fraudulent.

glance at arrest statistics

It's true that police

they make up 26 percent

of police

the population61.

But as has been tirelessly

covers this topic,

they are also vastly

hurt black people

victims,

shooting
pointed

shootings

reveals the group's

disproportionately

despite making

out by every conservative

overrepresented

in crime

statistics.

rather than the

affect black

up 13 percent
journalist

of

who

As the Wall Street

Journalnotes:

~SOnremay fmd CV)dence Ot pchee btaS )n the fact that blacka )nake up '.6c~e Of tlte
poltce-$4ootir)g

victUQS, compared

Evf81

the)L'

h3",:s repxcseG'tatton

i)3 AM national

of'
But as residents

population,

arc d)spr(3p(krt)(3uatclk/
blacks were charged

p<)or black neighborhoods

eorr)ruled
with

by l)lacks,

Acc(3rd)Y)g to )1')cBUreaB ok Itasuce xxjtat)st)kns
5 s'/~ of n)mdcsrs and 45"''s of assauks in

62"s of aU robb(mesa

the 7h largest I.t,S. eounltes

1D "Ot/9a though

kn(3w to(3 weH, vi(3lcmt crimes

the)tt )Kiadc
Up r()i']')ls/

I 5.'rr oil the I)(3pulat)(8)

..- comment [A229]:
sar ch.:7e t .:: you
there,i .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
rewas
t e k 7 c'
andthe WS..are
unamed black men

When paired
it is not always
)werwg4claims
.
white

racism

white

with the crime
police

from BLM
in America's

officers
activists
police

statistics,

26 percent

is not a surprising

who are doing the shooting,
and progressive

journalists

number.

Moreoever,

a fact that casts doubt on
that there is an epidemic

of

-

Cement [A230];
"hysterical'
hyste :ar

ni um a wd like

force. From the same article:

60
htt ) i/vu'ww.vo)c carr)/2ct1 6/5/1 t3'116t33594/far uson-e'lt'act-crirt)a- x)lice
°¹
laalive
Ite.rlMaoBZ 45,"3
bltMwww.ami .c m!atticle itbe:m.ylbª:of
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The Black
to shooting

Lives

innocent

Justice Department
Hispanic
"threat

officers

Matter

blacks
report

movement

on the Philadelphia

were much more likely

where

director

gunfire

3.3 times more likely

What de these black

black

officers

to discharge

efficers

belief

of Pennsylvania

of the National

is involved,

Police

than white

is, the mistaken

A 2015 study by University
acting

of ficers are especially

due to racial bias, but this too is a myth.

misperception"------that

formerly

elaims that white

knew

Institute

Department
officers

A March

found

2015

that black

and

to shoot blacks based on

that a civilian

is armed.

criminologist

Greg Ridgeway,

of Justice,
.Iustlcc.

in the New York

prone

found

that, at a crime

City Police

scene

Department

were

offrceP.' at the scene.
than other officers

their weapons

that the white

enes don't?

Draw

your

own

conélu-sions
There are white

people

that Black

Lives

Matter

should look up to, and

they'

re not Shaun

King.
They'
'., They re IIeather
Institute

researcher

who has outlined

movement

in meticulous

RudLQi

an

in the e t
black,

detail

MapDgnald

(many of the citations

in this chapter

who patrol

America's

they'

re the hundreds

streets at night,

of'
of thousands

preventing

young

are from

policing

of'
of police

Camat

Manhattan

the damage done to black lives by the Black

the forn3er p3ayor of New X 2rk wlaose proac1ive

to 219mmet. And

the tireless

Lives

[A231b

cW cma

not like y :c co ste' yo argure

c oecde

Matter

her work).

TheQe
.~

caused gapnichace
officers,

black men from

white

and

murdering

each

other.
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On the rare occasions
to do so if the officer
activist!

Whenever

simulations,

which

an available

option,

Black

themselves
black critics

deaths, which

on the problems

in police

to Black

do shoot a black

have dared submit
scenarios

the trigger
Lives

force police

The great truth obscured

by the media

hat they've

Uives

Mmatter
force"

against a suspect is

policemen62

.

focus on

black deaths, they would
dwindling

"white

racism.'"
racism,"

focus
and

streets.

and left-wing

to black lives, but in fact their

as white

re just as likely

to "use of

If they did, they wouldn't

rather than decrying

off America's

they'

was a Bhlack

themselves

just as often

Matter.

suspect,

where the use of force

make up a tiny part of preventable

of their own community

above all they wouldn't

are not enemies

of the police

they end up pulling
matter

officers

were black. . Or even if the officer

put participants

lives don't

police-related

when police

politicians

is the fact that the police

greatest defenders.
--

put up vcith it for cc long

Comment [A232 ,stranger
Sr
ta endwith above

The Facts

Despite

ng4he

obvious

degeneracy,

I consider

myself

pretty

right-wing.

!

-- -rl okra
r;-'.v
PB1&g;-8Rd-+1RIRadRkg--8-Ikunkp"wkk+8+ kra3tgRB-iBtt3 -&]3]Boat d- YRBFkc44---I+%HkkihTR-'--w41k
star-'-3P&Bglr-"-d--I~BBRaF-'-'-I1$87B-1R-t]38-baser;aR'+3RR61-+3R-I4-;:-RC'+'4;-Il-IV)8r!a3RBB-+'SB-+It+it-„--Why-R<+t-kBt-."-'>
= Carrttttarrt IA233]. Jokataiiatlat hera
gati]L not even a proud right-winger
kssues m Amerkea

that make kt more $

complaints

of feminists

Americans

are still second-class

6²

like me wou]d

and gay people,
citizens

deny that then; are real, structural

ko be a black person,
who are at this point

largely

nlike the largely
privileged

bogus

--- comment [A234]:
prominence!

e

s admissionmora

classes, African-

to a large degree.

http://www.fox10phoenix.com/news/1382363-story
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Education
pupils

is the prime

go to schools

overwhelmingly

large, the standard

example.

of teaching

the 97 large American

is poor,

Unlike
the deep-seated
But unlike
could

issues that cause black people

to remain

politics

when he attempted

of Black

Lives

to do so, typically

of black

in America.

schools

Black

to grow up in conditions
educated

parents

of'
of black students

attended
at least 80

the only dream they have of escaping

sports, or becoming
America's

the angry, tribal

black people

poorly

professional

fixing

The problem

boys. In 83 out of

In 54 out of the 97 cities,

black adults in America

of relative

to fix America's

poverty,

--- Comment A235 Again,jokefails fiat here
go a long way to solving

dividends

schools,

cause more political

are more likely

-- one of the strongest

would

the political

maelstrom

of future

of such reforms

as George W. Bush

of disadvantage

and are more likely

and poverty.

damage than gain.

to live in inadequate

indicators

a

artist

stuck in a cycle of crime

is part of a wider

children

a music
schools

Matter,

only be reaped in the very long term. Efforts

discovered

likely

were low-income.

out at the police,

lashing

where class sizes are

and where gangs prey upon adolescent
the majority

-- black

segregated

did so63.

For far too many young
is playing

are still largely

neighborhoods,

cities where data is available,

of black students

life of poverty

in America

in lower-income

school where most of their classmates
percent

Schools

faced by

housing,

are more

to have uneducated

academic

or

and professional

success.
You'
You'll

notice

bom to single women
which

"parents"

is plural

. Furthermore,

makes them more likely

by crime

-- which

obviously

in the previous
black

children

to fall into the lifestyle

has a host of ramifications

sentence, but 70% of black children
are likely

to grow up surrounded

themselves,

and more likely

that affect educational

63
htl >://www.theatlantio.corn/education/arr;hive/2!'/1
6 t,"2/concentration64
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvsr/nvsr64/nver64_12.pdf

are

by crime,

to be affected

attainment,

revert -arnerioareschoofs/471414'
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absenteeism

including

when they encounter

something

Then there's
people

in jail.

younger
things

they disagree

the war on drugs, which

]Jniike

I dort't

leftists,

mistakes

that feminists

needlessly

celebrate

puts hundreds

drug use @r encourage
as a "Hunter

S.

of thousands

on anyone else - my lifestyle

Thompson"

is a warning,

of black
Sure, in my

lt az A lifestyle.
lifestyle,

even have street names yet. But that was a mistake!_

of my youth

experience

with.)

days I led what can only be described
that didn't

"triggering"

and stress. (Real stress, not the

wish the

Drugs -are
are
--

n this case at least, has anly pushed the problem
nderground.

More

lost to the prison
I don't

system.

reform,

I"
I'd like to see more Republicans

but it's no surprise

before he dropped
prison

black men to be

But I wouldn't

attack progressives

never or pretend

that these problems

take these issues seriously.

that Senator Rand Paul was polling

out of the Republican

reform,

of young

Comment [A237]: voZe at yo les:
pers .asivewoe yco keer us ng t s word
r'ea s scr edun o 'CJ that yo.. vi a
unase:c convey ¬ a coo« <e:-is

It must end.

v he want â€”
to discuss them, and I would

exist. Indeed,

libertarian,

it's caused entire generations

claim to have the answer to these problems.

they truly wanted
don't

than that, however,

Comment [A236]; Genew a so

consuming

I wouldn't

not an example.

.--

and education

presidential

refonn

so well with

201665
race in 2016 . Paul's

were specifically

designed

if

I'm no
black voters

proposals

for drug

to address issues in the

black community.
The fact of continued
conservatives

disadvantage

who are sick of constant,

do exist, it's true. But that's
exist, and something
uncomfortable
every confidence
65

racial

in America

bogus complaints

no excuse for ignoring

will

about racism.

the facts. structural

I'
has to be done about it. I've never known

facts with

the hand-wringing

that they T receive

and denialism

these with

be uncomfortable

for

Those bogus complaints
disadvantage

conservatives

that the regressive

'does still

to react to
left do. so I have

an open mind

comment [ms]

n

e am<

snuc u al a sadva taae o whch vouac ee
n
h
--- Comment [A239]; Readeraues t K" ow " ow
-e iss ve
--- Comment [A240];
nsewtves have ter
They'
facts already,Everybodydoes.
re FACTS

t)ftp:!irare p.;./~furs!ra>]rj-gylil-is-rustling-n]yre-l]lar;k-~up]or]rl-th;iri-alrnrtsl-znvlsptfdr-;rcrepiiblicyrli
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I'm

actually

about racism
problem

poverty

and racial

of racial

disadvantage

disadvantage

by throwing

movement

far more concerned

money

that is leading

by where progressives,

for decades,

worse with

are moving

ill-advised

at the problem,

As we shall see in the next section,

on racial

welfare

programs

they are now moving

el lives. being

to Irlore

who have been complaining
issues. Having

made the

that try to fix black

on to Black

Lives

Matter,

a
cement

lost..

they are also moving

[A241]; vo s

wt

c emy

on to issues that are entirely

trivial.

The Narrative

Black
establishment
homicides,

Lives

Matter

is instructive,

because it illustrates

can spread lies when the truth is in plain
deaths in police

information

custody

they need to debunk

But that takes time and effort

sight. After

and arrests is hidden

the lies of Black
Activists,

how the political

Lives

cultural

all, it's not as if data on

away. Anyone

is blasted

out of every TV network,

can access the

Matter.
elites and the mainstream

that most people have too much going on in their lives to fact-check
the narrative

and cultural

the narrative.

broadsheet

newspaper

one major

mainstream

media know

Especially

and online

if

social

network.
In the mainstream
Street Journal

media,

- that
regularly

there is perhaps

publishes

oil board with
one of the most important
Here are a selection

articles

the poisonous

groups defending
of headlines

critical

of Black

Lives

newspaper

-- the Wall

Matter.|Every

other

message that AiT1erica s police

black lives,

from mainstream

somehow

officers,

--- Comment [A242]: · {cwdo you cow this s
t ,e of eve·yother ree.wam

have it in for black people.

outlets published

in the past two years.
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The Washington
Civil

Rights

Post: "Black
.Post(

And America's

Long

of Resisting

History

"Dear

Amenca."
Amer(ca.

White

(the article

a system that

condemned

to value black lives on the cheap.")

The Chicago
article

Matter

Protesters."
Protcstcrs.

The New York Times:
continues

Lives

amazingly

condemning

Tribune:

manages

allegedly

"1 Never

Have To Worry

policing,

You know, . if I 6 <is fed a constant
because of the color of my skin, I might

'! x

I'm

White."
%llitc.

(the

simultaneously
..--.- Comment (A243]: VERYIMPORTANT
DISTINCTION:Are theseeditorialsor op-eds?

}

stream of articles
cii'I

Ill(.' that
me
<it the world

telling

a
<I city or three too.

burn down

I' 1
1%~BC>»»C<eg»SB»<c'»'
1
l
«»i»i<c»IC»»~&~~(I»<»'i'.
!-

Be Shot in chicago,

c»!<Cncr<'
while
of gang violene

to talk about the problem

overzealous

I'll

hated me
de it

nid of ::=:

xtn.
'<r»».' <»

' « .....,.-»»I»
~ .a<1
,, 1......

<».

1<.kt'3

..(' <'
....).......f.
)...d)
1 <il»<<»
I T....
«c
iio»» isiel<»1
«>i '..)"...„i..

~,

I;<»
»I»»

<d

<~L»<. <»<».I»<»a

......;.
) ..l.
U» j%11«» e<cr»

-tjl(,"-r(rot-Bgu&V-~K(st-Ilk@-8.
tha)Wing-f+)eke-at-the-Tiet-St
Had---det-hke-a.)adyLMy-p)0dness-at-least-the-pshticabalmet-thuge
geek-mage-' to- b:=

of the4930shad·e·sense·<46tyleLF4alse·have
-I-'4.a]st+havfs

the

Reighborhe0d--iBStead-<d-My--eWB---There's-Beth

ng--Weme-than--hEdng--a

home-end-And-4hat-your-neighboretumedawn-yewhoueªte

d2=

-=æmeelse

glJNJ UTILGulf-‡G-T£‡Gin
T W tT lIJstI

½hmentúnthe-phannaey

--™edisme.
WheFe-ythpieh-ep-y'¾E
".*3™e
-h&V--y(3((-pk(,"k--Vtp-"je3'(Br-grBB(IB>8-8-FR(+1168'38-:I
Despite
burn down

my urge to correct

people only usually

which

Unfortunately,

African-Americans

l
th"";4;

d.

Stormer

.-dy pt

rarely

hear anything

l
T2 M3hj25 C24t;f

of black rioters,

I

221=n

Clinton

'
entering

else. lby
at ThLi

basketball

d:2't
25 fc.

that my race

team wins the

a bzng
n::d

Comment[A244]: Attemptsat humorhere
aretoo weak andtoo long

I'm not going to

every day. I don't believe

riot when a college

makes he.......
much cence 22 Chelren

champiership,

be‡3=

the poor aesthetie-decisions

a city, because I don't read the Daily

is under siege. Plus white

,.- =

cen±rt.
2 '~:!
"Daily

]

.---

Comment IA245]: Gratuitousinsult
[ diminishescredibility

Etormer-;"
...-~- Comment [A246]: Cut comments.Otherwise
you haveto explainDaily Stormer.AlsoCoates
is reportinghisexperiencenot sayinghowthe
worldfeels
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It's not just the mainstream
subtly

influence

members

ordinary

media

Social media.

either

which

is also in bed with

of the public,

has far greater potential

Black

Lives

Matter

to

|||||||||||

--

cement [A247];
s mm peoplecay
YOLRscoa media

1.

p±k

-- Comment [A248] Ne, ee w01net traffiain
rUTC"S

ark
Facebook

Germany's

disastrous

Matter"

deeply hurtful

and tiresome

experience

threatened

embrace

that permanently
to "take

out"
Deray

has a "Black

66

progressive

Lives

because Deray
Matter"

have a framed

Lives
blogger

observers,
a metaphor

is one of Twitter's

poster hanging

photo of $!ÑElB

Black

conservative

-- all neutral

narratives

David

in its office.

Matter

wrote

"This

the entire Facebook

Zuckerberg66.

protesters

the feminist

If they really

This is the

in Ferguson.

C. Johnson

VIPs.

"Black

has been a

needs no introduction.

for a joumalistic
political

States. In

them for replacing

and really

Charles

including

who praises

in the United

whiteboards.

incidents"

the current

Hess, agreed that this was clearly

banned him anyway,

on company

alongside

banned

progressive

reprimanding

for the black community

of fashionable

CEO has marched

employees

Matter"

Lives

is a well-known

and pushes for their adoption

a letter to Facebook
"All

whose

the platform

they'd

policies

slogans with

Twitter"
Twitter's

company

Zuckerberg

and we are now investigating

community,

Amanda

immigration

2016, he wrote

February
Lives

is no better. Mark

This is

because he

tech journalist

expose. Yet Twitter
This is the company

cared about black lives,

Clarke.)

hn s://www.breitberi.corn/tech/2016/02/26/zuckerber~
lives-matter/
..............................

that

Comment [A249]: IceWor
not knewhim

eades do do

-re rirnende-facebeek-sfefl'-fer-re'eciinu-bier;k-
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iM 5B Th 'd t <Bd I<.'<<'2'111DL o ' »r

fe ling:

n±ng

:

n:ntMak-eelebnty**heable

(3'+
Progressives

have considerable

to, they could

use this power

to shape a narrative.

heights

and the commanding

media, Hollywood,
wanted

power

They cont=1

tbc ma.instream

of the new social media economy.

to create inexorable

-- Comment [A250]: Thesehit-and-run
. ---superficialmentionsof the LeslieJones
situationbackfireon you. Again, you needto
clearlyset outthe ENTlRESITUATIONatthe
first mention.

If they

pressure to solve the real issues of
- Comment (A251]: Strawman
.-(Camnent
-(

black population.

America's

Instead,
movements

they'

re using it to push Black

in the country's

It's actually

Lives

one of the most destructive

Matter,

history.

worse than that.

They'

Litter'
issues that are utter trivialities.

re also pushing

Ptes4leelta.'
feedh)eks

~...-.w

-.-

si»c

.-

.,;,......:

...r:.

t'
9 1%;2 1..

r..

i;,

Comment [A252ÍThis sectionfeels
phenomenallypettyafterthe well-researched
materialpreviously.Delete
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people
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to-hsten-Edon't-blame41em

Blood

ion the Streets

When Lyndon
under no illusions
war [World
out.

We'

War

B. Johnson

was discussing

about the gravity
Two]"

Johnson

of the problem

told an aide "He's

re in a race with time. If we don't

act,

we'

the need to tackle racism

facing

the nation.

in America,

"The Negro

not gonna keep taking
re gonna have blood

the shit

in the

he was

fought
we'

in the

re dishing

streets."
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It's been more than fifty

years since the Johnson

Rights

Act into law, and America

racism

-- at least, not on white

has blood

in Dallas,

was the deadliest

supremacist

in Baton Rouge,

Micah

Louisiana.

Xavier

and injuring

for U.S. law enforcement

Just ten days later, another black
officers

on its streets. But it can no longer be blamed

five officers

Texas, killing
incident

signed the 1964 Civil
on

racism.

On July 7, 2016, the black
officers

administration

opened fire on police

nine others,

as well as two civilians.

since the September
Gavin

supremacist,

He killed

Johnson

two officers

Eugene

11 attacks.

Long,

and hospitalized

It

opened fire on police
three others, one

critically.
Both Micah
professors,

university

racist and wanted
which

Xavier

-- unlike,

Johnson

and mainstream

celebrities,

to kill them. Both men turned
say, Pepe the Frog -- receives

elites. In many university

departments,

grew up in a society

Long

news outlets

in which

all told them that the police

to virulently

racist forms

scant scrutiny

or attention

were

of black nationalism,
by media

and political

ow u hne 'views held by Long and Johnson are

the

Comment [A253]; Jse ct"ê ems :c

encouraged.

virtually

Both men are individuals
that they weren't
since birth.
and while
America

and Gavin Eugene

While

also products

responsible

of their upbringing,

the progressive

the establishment

for their actions,

left harangues

media wrings

but it would

to argue

and the messages they were bombarded
white

twerkers

and dreadlocks-wearers

its hands over alt-right

are being fed a daily dose of anti-white,

be simplistic

anti-police

memes,

black people

hatred that, inevitably,

with

as racist,
in

spills over

into violence.
The greatest tragedy
greatest,

largely

is that the primary

unacknowledged

allies

target of this violence

of black communities.

is the police,

It is the police

one of the

who stand between
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black people

and the greatest threat to black

black rioters

when

continue

they'

re burning

lives,

gang violence.

down their own neighborhoods.

to do both, despite the fact that they seem to receive

black people
I'm
America.

It is the police
And,

who disperse

amazingly,

only bullets

they will

and bloodshed

from

in return.
proud to enjoy the support

officers

and other men and women

serving

and grateful

when I receive

praise from

these people,

risk so much and give so much for their country,

often in return

for nothing

but scorn from the

public
believe

I am never morc humbled

of police

and politicians.

make me angry -- or 'rustle

the kids like to say - but this persistent
Black

But I don't
you'll

There are few things

Lives

Matter

injustice

hates me, and I hate them.

as I

is surely one of them.

M

hate them because they pose a threat to white

probably

jimmies,"
my

x:

people.

be fine. No, , I hate them because they do precisely

Ex±!
If you aren't
the opposite

Comment [A254]: -"ese graL :cas the:s
ges:rcyt-e Inte gerce at ms t a paragraph
B:3es

!

a police

officer,

of what they

claim to do. They cause more black lives to be lost, not less. And they do so by attacking
group of people,

the police,

The people

who are trying

who really

who

the one

to help their communities.

ought to hate Black

Lives

Matter

are other black people.
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6

WHY

THE

MEDIA

ME

HATES

i,

Dr;m M T:=;

It was two weeks after the election
and the Deputy
at Donald

Prime Minister

of Donald

of Japan,Tarõ

J. Trump

Asõ, was visibly

as President
annoyed.

of the United

But he wasn't

Comment [A255]: Es see¬s :c ce :°e
c auo:eto s:an t- s mapte er-e-d wnere
f'Dm9 de CO0S01
Sa ySay L k
did CCITE'

States,
annoyed

Trump.

Speaking

in Japan's

Minister

shot down

policies,

as predicted
"There's

when they're

National

a suggestion

always

that the country

by the American

no point

Diet (parliament),

blunt Deputy

should begin to make plans for Trump's

policy

based on the guesses of American

said Asõ. "We shall just have to wait until

Asõ was right to be annoyed.

What is a Japanese politician

names in western

news, like the New York Times, The Washington

comprehensively

to describe

what's

Prime

media.

in Japan making

wrong'

the famously

things

newspapers

decided.'
are decided

°"

to do when previously-trusted
Post, BBC

going on in American

politics?

number

have taken as well.

and CNN

fail so

It's best not to pay attention

at all.
It's an option
A Gallup

poll conducted

trust in the mainstream
7°

that a growing

of Am.ericans

less than a month

media had fallen

before

to an all-time

the election

found that

low. Just 32 percent

Americans'

said they had a "great

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=fjyz-NtENhl

SS0033835
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amount"
amount'

or a "fair

they began conducting

of trust in the media,

compared
number

figure

who the media caters to, are lukewarm

of independents

who supported

John Kasich

Even more worryingly

and 14 percent

trust is in particular

From 2011 to 2016, trust in the 18-49 age bracket

percent

in 2011 to 26 percent

retired

--

in 2016. For the older generation
from

44 percent

decline

fell by nearly

Gallup

found

roughly

the same

amongst

younger

points,

twenty

(50 and over),

in 2011 to 38 percent

the few people who still trust the media

that

from

43

trust only declined

in 2016.

in America

will

soon be either

or dead.
Isn't it deliciously

ironic

against the heroic,

selfless

their grandparents?

Ajler

World

that the children

of the 1960s, that era when the young

War Two generation,

yvorking_so_hard_to

culture

war forever.

glorious

rebellion,

Now

embracing

So, the children
the children

Anderson

they have to watch

believing

as their own children

n

settled into a

they had won the

rise up against them in

the very values that they sought to destroy.

of the 70s and 80s listened

Cosmic justice

4

4-

The media has no way to dig itself
jerk of urtue

foolishly

values,fl2hey

to punk rock instead of Walter

of the 2010s read 4chan and watch my live roasts of feminism

Cooper.

rose up

are now stuck in the same old jam as

destroy_eonsgvative

lazy complacencyofter-destroymg4onservative-values,

Well

stood at 50 percent.

ol'
of trust in the media,

of Republicans

people.

In other words,

since

in the primary.

for the media,

in the same period,

has recorded

on the subject.

of them. said they had a great deal or a fair amount

to 30 percent

by six points

that Gallup

the poll in 1972. Just ten years ago, the same figure

Even Democrats,
just 51 percent

the lowest

Cronkite?
instead of

ma -11.
out of this mess. They are stuck in the greatest circle-

ing ever seen in history.

Their primary

concern

is no longer

conveying

the

--- comment [us6];

'o· the tender
r ne for

SS0033836
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latest information
commitment

to the politically
world

shrinking

Most
Woodward

about current

of the metropolitan

of their leading

disillusioned

which

but with

their own

demonstrating

and peers in the ever-

of their colleagues

bubble.
have lost any interest

lights

investigative

of objective
of'
of speaking

journalism,

and go along with

come out with

they eventually

why they missed

they were hiding

in previously-solid
fromin

public,

news reporting,
truth to power.

the virtue

is left ignored

of

Those who do
-- as a result,

signaling

by an increasingly

disgusted,

public.

That's
--

worldview

of being ostracizedestracization,

any good journalism

obvious

correct

& Bernstein-style

are terrified

events to the American

in plain

Democrat

inevitablethe

bmtal

led his more cautious

the rise of Trump:

not â€”.It-wasRWbecause
. It wasn't because the signs weren't

sight, in the tens of thousands

strongholds
attacks from

like Michigan
violent

backers to conceal

who attended

and Pennsylvania.

left-wingers

his rallies,

comment [A257]; Accyc "g to CBS ‡°ey
ere not hiding, sonot anmedia-eno edthat

They were imlin

against open Trump

their true allegiances

even

supporters,

from pollsters.

B4<kfc-&IBIS';--tlllgV-%(art";-B(8(g-IkkdlB<g-IR-the-RHIII88&-(3I-II%)Prf(--%~4Y+W8t64-I&%--YhcH+I'Bfals
f the media wanted
they should have paid attention

to my soaring

Google

to judge

where the wind was blowing,

,--

-- Comment [A258]: i go getsin the way in this
paragraph,BM

rankings.4-mean-knew-itledifficult-to
-I-RkeaRr-I-krR(3w-itis-dkkf't'i++At-tR

acknowledge-a-manag-unstoppable-suesess4ike-me-when--your-own-ratings-are-tankingsbut
â€”
funeasrteary-eyed

bittemess-is-ne-excuse4or-net-deing-your-jobrguys!-Grab--albox-of-napk-ins
--gus'-yys5

and get to work.!

Precisely
in the 2015 British
party.

the same thing happened
Parliamentary

In both cases, left-wing

when they quietly

elections,

hysteria

in Brexit,

unexpectedly

unexpectedly

won by the populist

won by the centere-right

led voters to keep their heads down until

right,

and

Conservative
election

day,

voted for the right.

SS0033837
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Why But-didn't
worldview,

Mitt

Democratic

coalition

own power.

Surely

a historic

the media

tsunami

of urban voters
Trump,

in 2012 proved

and minorities.

-Atcâ€”

Got

every journalist

choice.

it was coming

A couple

they-probably

of examples

IWhen Huffington
the left-wing

and mainstteam

retribution

health~,
CsHillary's

Is Superb, Aside

Health

Challenges

out ')1 his editing
scrubbed

maa swift

Clinton

Hillary

account, .and

media's

things

that keeping

on the delusion

than Romney,

would

of their
go down

to

media

made the right

self-ituposed

failed

elite, but those who

choice.

ttvo articles

vow of silence

for the site breaking

en Hillary

Not only mere his ttvo articles

From Seizures„Lesiona,
Records

Adtenaiine

Duel"

to see the

their heads down was the best career

Seaman published

and merciless,

To Health

of the new

and their allies in the media

decided

David

the dominance

in the mainstream

prove that they likely

Post blogger

want to. In their

but at the hands of the media.

working

the Democrats

they didn't

They grew drunk

who said far more offensive

that was about to engulf

suspected

Trump

1'
bid for President

's failed

Romney

spot the signs9_-b_Because
â€”.4

defeat. Not at the hands of the Democrats,
em

with

didn't

) deleted,

then hia anti>'e Ai sloqr of u~'ticks

Pena"

Ciinton's
on the subject

and "'Donald

but he was fired,

locked

at the onhne new s site wysyi-t;";

from the site, ~
andce e:ed T s 'eels h<e alf t e sts
miffed,

Understandably

Seaman took to YouTube

to express his astonishment.
I

"Whenever
million

times,

a video

as a journalist

"I'
"I've

hundreds

filed

anything

under contract

somebody

especially

like this

concerning

living

a presidential

candidate's

to the Huffington

in the US without

having

of'
of stories over my years as a journalist

health is viewed

Comment [A260]: "e ace racy of this
amountw he questioned

more than 3.5

Post should be able to link out to that,
their account
and pundit

revoked"

said Seaman.

I'
and I've never had

happen."
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Seaman was not the only example.
whose relentless
vocal

Ñ
himself

as unvnmted

election
Blind

Spot."

yer, Trapey

a rent boy after his customer
he persisted,

in the months
cycle's

9

leading

In his column,

columns:

it wasn't

Tracey

Trump

outrage

machine

them the real story. This includes
representative
Convention

instantly

example

it's a rational

how the media's

otherwise
people

was a restaurant

getting

folks
known

tactics

I'
I've

Has a Donald

to such disproportionate,

up-in-arms

about, she will

Comment [A261]; Snasm rc sud
prt here
hurc get r te way of

w

as current

one of the

J. Trump-Sized

who don't

mainstream

dislike

Trump.

in Philadelphia

during

Beast.

Trump

trust that the

media

all-consuming

So even if a controversy
it

is giving

One
the Democratic

says or does will

to just ignore the coverage.

no longer know

on social

were backfiring.

spoken with

who generally
worker

I-I"-feud@

Clinton

6, 2016, he published

Media

so has decided

process it all and also retain her sanity.
worth

of Hillary

at his home turf of Vice, but at the Daily

out of proportion,

reaction

unwelcome,

$

(Take it frmn me.)

in July who told me that she assumes anything

be blown

I

her

the failings

On September

I can't tell you how many ordinary
rolling

as

has climaxed.

"The Mainstream

published

described

1

for Vice

when Tracey was a

s views were suddenly

highlighting

up to the election.

more prescient

Tellingly,

repeatedly

Ñ

a reporter

Tracey,

the primaries,

only during

Sanders. But oOnce

Sault>8@RWe-sw;jamng-.,

Nonetheless,
media

was tolerated

Hillary-bashing
of'
of Sen. Bernie

supporter

There was also Michael

furor:

For her,

She says she cannot

arises that is legitimately

71

7¹ http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/09/06/the-mainstream-media-has-a-donald-j-trump-sizedblind-spot.html
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Tracey
anticipate

was right

that Trump'6

also likely

el

and thc mainstream
unstoppable

aided the process,

momentum

by pipi

wolf

would

did. they fail to

Eonly

were wrong.

carry him to the %hite

so many times flist{he

public

voting

but they

HouscI

hberalnecIa vc were wrong
CC SLNVA[IVE ouncts a°c
Tp sta'tes
so ecc:
r c hse
Comment [A263]; lus: CV the right so
crieswoif.
[¯ "2 outrageafter outragethat
he er'ccrats commit he story you
are missingâ€”
end that noone hastoldâ€”is why
e"°
°°peo hs ""C° *
stories aboutT rp andbelievedall re sto' es
Bu• it s
Cr ton But
probably o cur sto y c

simply

SWitched off.
Presumably,
(ulckjy

foulld

readership.

Tracey's

superiors

to be as blatant

unwilling

hcr claiB1 to 11avc participated
with

I don't
long-tenn.

think

Tracey

media,

or Seaman will
and the furious

in the new media

Post, Vice

Comment IA2651: Thisdoesn'1makesense

icon -- Lena Dunham,

in NcA' York despite

priAMry

end up with
progressives

ecosystem.

where journalists

also shows how cormnitted

decline

the mainstream

I have good news for Japan's

intensihes

and thc ER

the cranks and the UFO-hunters
who actually

do know

what's

who fired

But in addition

media is to remaining

where to look for truth in this neW age Of pattiaan
see, as virtue-signalling

their careers particularly

and

Got being

are purged.
politicians,
propaganda
edge

who are left outside

to creating

in the

won'
They won't

a chilling

effect

in

out of fear for their jobs, it

in its cycle of error. The few

And so, the cycle continues.
and for anyone else wondering
masquerading

as

grows ever narrower,

the mainstream

going on in the world

damaged

them were wrong.

to defy the narrative

who do see past the biases of the bubble
Nevertheless,

hunters

bias as the Huffington

Comment [A264]: M 9 nasr t "welf"
o â€”
much
of what the mediareportedabout Trumpwas

[A266]: Ms needsbettersCJrc
-g Comment
seer"s made .n
up
Lit

want for employment

reporters

',

and

despite h1$1apldjy-tnclcastng

another progressive

ln thc closed OcnMcratlc

moments,

the p

They were right

the mainstream

in their pro-Clinton

after he questioned

"I-told-you-so"
-I-told-you-so'

big fans of

an excuse 'to gct lid Of hllTl afte1 thc election)

instead opted to fire Tracey

registered

at Vice aren't

hiej¼ni[

it s no longer

-- journalists

are left outside

You

and fact.

,

--

Comment [A267]: vo.
peopleacc se you a a Breitmano' De
r-e
m ah
Comment [A268]: aple °'or peope mo
dont know

too. Some of them

7² http://theralphretort.com/hamburger-harper-gets-michael-tracey-fired-vice-proved-lena-dunham-liar11011016/
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are handsome,
J. Trump

charismatic

funny,

is coming

around

the corner,

I am of course referring

1'
And if you want to know when the next Donald

and fabulous.

all you have to do is find them.

to myself,

to Breitbart

News, and to my fellow

travelers

in the

press.

anti-establishm.ent

-I made many mistakes
blowing

drug dealers, not resisting

career was probably

-

in my youth

the biggest

out of college,

dropping

Father Michael's

advances

answering

to miserable,

who want you to convince

that Islam

is nothing

"mansplaining"

Review

if you are going to be a journalist,

but honesty

initially,

to be left wing!

the public

pays off where

I trust anti-establishment

or RedState

columnists,

than watered-down

versions

he tried to disceive

himself

News, for example,

for most of the election

it matters

leftists

as a

not a path I'd advise
nerds in plaid

shirts

to be afraid of and that

who revealed

in Cheetes,

Your

- with the public.

themselves

Tracey

during

mainstream.

career options

will

be

And you don't even have

far more than National

the campaign
t(>'IerHh

to be little

more

the-excephen-- â€”

memn· achapterto
- comment [ mo]:
cc important
scoring pointsagainstGlenn £k here,

not v eter

The alternative

maintained

year. Despite

tell the truth.

like Michael

of the virtue-signalling

We are not hard to find.
Breitbart

journalism

It's certainly
soft-spoken

too much time

is a thing that exists.

Nevertheless,
limited

- but
picking

one ever. What was I thinking!

anyone else to take, unless you fancy

spending

o'
Comment [A269]: Es gets in the wry ot
ycr pant here DELETE

media is increasingly

the top spot in political

the best efforts

difficult

to ignore

news on Facebook

of biased Silicon

Valley

--

and Twitter

CEOs like

880033841
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Twitter's

Jack Dorsey

to silence our leading

and we are the ones that people

During
a corrupt
corrupt

mess populated

by hacks pushing

by hacks not interested
learned

the political

Just a few years ago, you'd
Now

everyone

knows

I quickly

Gamergate
in the hobby,

of those in power
have been laughed

with

learned

we learned
merely

that the entire mainstream

views

want to share,

to.

in Europe,

Then during

by hacks.

we'
we've

this election

during

we are the ones that people

want to pay attention

my career as a tech journalist

mess populated

voices,

that tech journalism
the gaming

in politicizing

media is a corrupt

zealotry

is

press is a
it. Now

mess populated

and mendacity.

out of the room for saying

stuff like that.

it's true.

Fake News

TT
Having
would

expect the mainstream

to double

down,

Instead
the people's
important

would

backfire

after Trump's

to take vengeance

victory.

media,

Instead,

you

they opted

on those who humiliated

them. As

completely.

why they (and

the,

had lost

but-I-repeat-myself)

trust, the media instead asked why the people had lost trust in them. A subtle, but
difference

Instead

as we shall see.
decided

of listening

and watching-the

mainstream

attempt

of asking themselves

The media

reading,

to show a little humility

in an ill-conceived

their efforts

always,

P
~
1 1 1 ~1
so often and so spectacularly
by the alternative

been embarrassed

media

could

that the people had been duped.
to pure, truthfulrDen-loerat
alternative
always

media.

engage with

Something

propaganda,

the people were listening

had to be done. But what? Well,

the alternative

media

and its arguments

to,

the

directly-_

â€”---

SS0033842
SS
0033842
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bUt

1,

'

' .

smear campaign,7

','

e,

from

the presidential

academics

left-wing
f'
for losing

responsibility

Am.erica,

had won because of the power
wasn't
sites

hat, would

require

clcbatc! Opcn-

facts, cvldcncc!

as alway s.

In the days following
emerging

.

the media

election,

and analysts

desperate

for a reason to absolve

news"

That meme was "fake

them of

-- the idea that Donald
Voters'

of social media to spread misinformation.

you see -- it was all because of the alternative

legitimate,

seized on a new m.em.e

media

Trump

anger at elites

- sorry, I mean fake news

'lies.
A few examples

revenue

of genuine

like the sites with

MSNBC.com.co,

the extra suffix

usatoday

com.co,

the media to prove the existence
endorsements
activist's

of Trump

mistaken

paint a picture

fake news (sites that create fake stories for clicks

(from

abenews

com.co,

of a wider

problem.

Pope Francis

electorate"
electorate'

'

focused

upon by

Two false stories about high-profile

and Denzel

anti-Trump
. Ather

DrudgeReport.com.co,

were relentlessly

Washinatonpost-com,co)

photo about bussed-in

of a deluded

".co":
.co!:

and ad

similar

Washington

respectively)

protesters

in Austin,

Cries

were cited,

and one

Texas were used to

melmimg

the much--

plZZauatC
Despite
InfoWars,
Review,

the fact that we didn't

Prison Planet,
World

Net Daily,

The Blaze,

report on any of those stories, Breitbart
Project

and ZeroHedge

Veritas,

Private

News, along with

Eye, The Independent

were placed on a list compiled

CrrwllNerllrIA273I1Ackrtcv/l&k/gef181&
ln
relationto fake ii+vs,

Journal

by a left-wing

73
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/20/business/media/how-fake-news-spreads.html
74
http://www.nbonews.com/tech/tech-news/facebook-google-orack-down-fake-news-advertising-n684101
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academic
liberal

of so-called

sites like Red State and the Daily
Now

Barack

aware of the existential

Obama

got involved.

sites76. In his public
man-made

climate

"An

media either

- even more

Wire made the list!

to The New Yorker,
article

also blamed

"fake

order, even outgoing

president

just a few days after the election

attacking
news"

fake news

pro-Trump

for the public's

ol'
lack of belief

physicist

looks exactly

in

change.

explanation

of climate

the same on your Facebook
payroll."
payroH."

just the alternative

about a BuzzFeed
Obama

statements,

It wasn't

threat posed to his world

According

"obsessively"

Obama was talking

brothers

sites.73""
sites.'

"fake news

change from

page as the denial

complained

a Nobel

Prize-winning

of climate

change by somebody

on the Koch

Obama.

. --- i;etttttiitentt[AR7if]t off ttie tioirit

'tax--x+a&+H~'e%'--9(+-'f3eF-eehht:
What horror!
ivory-tower

scientific

People

can actually

authorities

publishe

are saying!

and share infonnation

Infonnation

can flow

freely!

that casts doubt on what
must be

Something

done!
Obama

wild

misinformation,
any rebuttal

continued,

-

without

conspiracy

any hint of irony.
theories,

that has accelerated

You could be forgiven

for thinking

"Tthe

capacity

to paint the opposition

in wildly

in ways that much more sharply
he was talking

to disseminate

polarize

negative
the

light without

electorate.77" "
electorate.'

about CNN.

75 http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/11/breaking-media-list-fake-news-websites-includes-breitbartinfowars-zerohedge-twitchy-blaze/
76 http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/11/28/obama-reckons-with-a-trumpresidency?mbid=social_twitter
7 http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/11/28/obama-reckons-with-a-trumppresidency?mbid=social_twitter
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that sounds like a serious problem!

Wow,

news sites going? Are they writing
headlines

like "This

Post, in an article
genocide

about Donald

if elected?

Comes To America"?

"just

on any of the sites on the left-wing

magazine

that once featured
is right,

columns

from

there is a problem

of the mainstream

at least as interesting

Yiannopoulos"
I'
I've falsely

as national

and the terms

been called

These aren't just sub-par

news"

Christopher

with

A

will

commit

in the New York Times, writing

list, but on Slate, a once-respected

advocate

white

media.

forgive

them for this -

forgive

the lies. Just goo'

supremacist,"
supranarist,"

"Milo

and count the number

of times

of both.

lefty rags like ThinkProgress

respectable

in the press -- but

and misinformation

targets is me. I partly

events. But I don't
and

was, again, not

Hitchens8°. .

with hysterics

most common

"alt-right"

a leading

"fake

press, not the alternative

One of the fake news media's
I'm

A-

that Democrats

Hitler"
sounds more and more like I

say it: Trump

published

it's a problem

opponents

.

The subheading

Obama

are these fake

Oh wait no, that was the Washington

Trump78. . Are they suggesting

â€”
Oh wait no, that was an the-op-ed

Trump"
Trump

about Donald

and negative

stories about their political

inflammatory

Is How Fascism

Just
.lust how polarizing

included81).

It's supposedly

publications

proclaimed

alt-right,8²" "
leader of the alt~
The Guardian,
alt-right,

either (although

like NPR, which
which

of course

they'

re

called me a "self-

called me a member

of the

78 https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/this-is-how-fascism-comes-toamerica/2016/05/17/c4e32c58-1c47-11e6-8c7b-6931e66333e7_story.html?utm_term=.34a69326dd42
'
'
78 http://www.ibtimes.com/will-donald-trump-commit-muslim-genocide-president-new-york-times-op-ed-

-raw~

warns-about-2382483
80
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2016/10/nobody_s_Iike_hitler_but_trump_is_getti
ng_closer.html
8
re
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-embraces-the-alt-right-ed91cc889154#.wo07v4zto
8²
http Jhwvw.npr.org/201 SMQR491 462721ithe+istory~rtt-right

SS0033845
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a)Id GQ, whtch

InovcnIcnt,
."leiegraph

(1 used to write
Businesswcck

Bloomberg

face of the alt-rtght,

In the nlovctncnt

face" of'

me "the

that I couldrt,'t

. Brrtatn

gone downhill

the alt-right,

help but, be flattered.

although

s Di&lp

since 1 left),

and

the latter did it in

O'The pretty,

monstrous

the sister pubhcation,

of Vogue,

they sattl).

Less ffattetingly
and The Stranger

8 manner

votes

they'
for them. »ve clearly

a column
both called

gracious

so inadvertently

called me 8 pronnncnt

but no less falsely,

a weekly

newspaper

both Teen Vogue",

to me as a

in Seaule. both referred

White

Nanonahst

'

--

comment [A275]: Zent c :e ric es coa the
" this beck
back deal in

intheirheadlines.
)44eetssl+~-,+he
harassment
played

media has Iso

against I.eslie

was a stereotype,

Jor3es~~"

Both

of Jones's nude photographs
after'Inv

suspcnston

f loni

BrerRIII($-tta-i4(+-%vt

held me responsible

(I simply

are true l),-M~
Ivhtch

Twttter,
Ñ

for

"leading"'

said she Ivas ugly and that the character
I'

ve alsc been held responsible

httpse//www

heguar

la

she

for the release

AFc-t488P:-pe%>jl)lt-"--II)88-:I-k+ArM+It--1-+ver<=-srFIBgl)tvf.-d-v'BBI.
FBI)ld+'-::

-8-HBeft--1'+)-A-"-3
Ames-Haek
1e-A4-¥ear-OldAl-t-was-written-in4le-style-of-a-fairytale
;k)R
--'treBF-(AA:---lt-O'BS-WBttet)811-148.SI3'-1+'.+rrf-.a-.f

whe-4ecided-tobeeeme-famous4y

of racist

were obtanFed In a hack and released on the ~veb 8 month

â€”
One-e&these-articles-at-TheMeek-carrie4theheadline"How
-«:-Btâ€”
-B

Milo"

the campaign

fe-Explain

â€”
Theleshe

-featunng

Comment [A276]E"e po s Tade " :1s
pmapph, WthouHN hhous y rc
tre
y eec k t3eo acedwhen you Ts:

man+

"A-boy-named

"finding-the4ttle-monsters-inside-ofpeeige-that-make

comÂooks/2046/des/30/braitbart-rmlo-yiannopoulos-claims-deak

autobiography
84
http://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/article/milo-yiannopoulos-nero-milo-andreas-wagner
85 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/11/21/school-cancels-talk-far-right-trump-cheerleader-miloannopoulos/
https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-america-divided/milo-yiannopoulos/
87
hMp:!!www.teenvegue.comletery!m!!c
y!2nnepeu!ce hee been g!ven a beck den!
88
nat!ene! et !2nde 250000 beck dea!
hMp:!!www.thee±ranger.com!c og!2016!12'29!2d773362/wh!te
89 https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jul/20/milo-yiannopoulos-twitter-ban-leslie-jones-badidea
9° http://www.express.co.uk/entertainment/films/691418/Twitter-leslie-jones-racist-ban-ghostbusterstweets-breitbart-milo-yiannopoulos
hMp:!!mvw.vanityfair.eem!ety!e!2016!12!m!!c
y!2nnepeu!ce !ee!!e jcnee beek dea!
9²
http://ca.complex.com/life/2016/12/worst-people-2016/james-comey
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people

hate things

the rnental

and feed[ing]

age of The Wacid

them.""

Congratulations

respectable

very same people that we are supposed

8/ld vlcc-SIgnaN19g

buzzword

publications

to believe

news. Yct, tl118 Is how thcv behave towards

negative

she correctly

identified

readers!

These are all mainstream,

vtrtue-Stgnallmg

to the anther

will

staffed

provide

by professional

the public

The

with real, not fake

E

evcfl the nl11cles't of

journalists.

8 constant

garne of

â€”
tc111ng Othcra Yvhon'I 'to shun lly 818pp1ng thc 18tcst

on them, and sinlultancously

signaWing

to their friends

that

they'

re with

the
--- Comment [A277]: Nar
accusecof aswall

good guys.
They act like the, Mean Girls
could possibly
actually

be 8 threat to her popularity,

likes her. Is it any wonder
Unable

for projection

character

there"
So, there's

that no-one

nothing

George

only to discover

to face up to their own failings,
instead.

Regina

who victimizes

as is what yet are

any other girl that

at the end of the movie

that no one

trusts these reprobateso
reprobates?
the metropolitan

media-political

bubble

has opted

for it. We have to strap them to a chair, tape their eyes

open, and make them look in the mirror.

Narrative

Over

Truth

When the mainstream
to conflate

us with

obviously

our error would

be trumpeted

where left-wing

editors

uas as a platforrn

media want to attack the alternative
fake sites. The truth is, we rarely
ceaselessly

around the mainstream

media,

get it wrong

stories the site has got wrong

http:!!theweekoomlarticles!6454

but

-- because if we did,

media for days. On Wikipedia,

have long since taken over, the entry for Breubart

for the alt-right

they have no option

at the top of our page, and provides

News erroneously

a helpful

lists

list of the few

in its nine years of existence.

4Glhow-explain4eslie-jones-hack-7yearold

SS0033847
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If I were to publish
misinformation

a list of all the mainstream

in the same period,

it would

media's
fill

probably

errors, half-truths

a book of its own.

and

Still, we can give it a

go.
Let's
Vladimir
article

start with

one that we all remember:

Putin of Russia.

Trump."

other publicly,
the Ukraine,

Their

evidence?

the fact that former
and the fact that Trump

the news channel Aushla

advisor

"And

wrote

State in an

that plan looks

and Putin have complimented

staffer Paul Manafort

Lt. Gen. Michael

Flynn

a lot

each

once did business

attended

in

a gala hosted by

toff. later 88 8. sure 8$'"Jtof

m 2013 was 'x)tnted

Order of FQendslu

ne en n

Comment [A278]: Sevscr'emg cat
le-son e e s °ce s connectic-sa e mc e
smo .s ;han Vanafe s or Tr s

This, according
cormnunist-infiltrated
The narrative
day. Politico

to Slate, made Trump
campaign

ran an article

which

for president

calling

exclusively

equivalent

the mainstream

and left-wing

Candidate,"

on Lt. Gen. Flynn's

I have also appeared on, and his view that Russia

The Guardian,
that Trump

meanwhile,
could

"endanger

common
published
western

when it comes to Ukraine

and

of Henry

Wallace's

in 1948, albeit less sincere and idealistic

"The Kremlin's

Trump

to defeat ISIS -- an underwhelmingly

appeasement

"The moral

was echoed throughout

than the Slate piece. It focused

claimed

west"

of President

Tor/ag. 'TIte fact that TJ Rrr3 8 SeeretNV Of State BC8tuGCCRex TlllerSO9

w88 Swarded tire kusst86

network

campaign

the

and Facebook.

The fact that Trump

Trump

is a puppet

Trump

Putin has a plan for destroying

that was shared over 80,000 times across Twitter

like Donald

m M

"Vladimir

that Donald

view

media until

that."

election

using even less evidence

relationship

with

Russia

and the U.S. should

Today

a

co-operate

analysts."
analysts.'
among

the account

of a no-name

interests'
security

than

think

tank employee

and said she expected

who

"a lot of

Syria."

" http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/04/donald-trump-2016-russia-today-rt-kremlin-mediavladimir-putin-213833

880033848
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Stories repeating
Putin
CNN,

appeared

in the Washington

irrelevancies

Post, the Chicago

and Fox News among others. It's a pattern

damage conservatives,
Establishm.ent

women

who believed

should have remembered

what they tried to do did-to

debate with Bamek

Obama

Trump.

outlet

the LA.

Trump

the

weak or inconsistent,

runs with

and would

ROkkmey remarked
'"binders

that

it as well.

2012, when the media did to Mitt

that he asked for, and keceived

and

the BBC,

Times, NBC,

was unelectable,

Trump

~%]keQE

vvOQken When he wkks faekng a defkokt Of fernale
(ùWemor

Tribune,

Flynn,

we see time and time again with

every other mainstream

conservatives

and minorities

precisely

Manafart,

media;-- â€” Oence one outlet picks
up on a story, however

m.ainstream
might

the same circumstantial

full"

alienate

Romney

during

of resumes

hiS SeCOQd
of qualified

appikoakktS fOf ]Oba tn hkS adknkGkStratkOQaS
-- comment [A279]: Nota se te~ce

chusen

of

kkd-twisted-it

hikrk-a en<4:-yak;-eekkservatkk~s'k+

ikktea.-atek>-a4eet

eutw+f-teuelkR@

kegvakk-ake-'deism;

akkk
. --- Comnteniktkatkkkjt ters lekkvs"akkakc
at it
here

9'-kth-krk-'8k'tkr8-Ihn-F8~ ~-srkki'-'c!
c!+~i>Bk'-'Be'kc--k&
-dSVr4]M:-akim -%'aa-kjeekkeatkeg-tke-YMws-ev«k,'-:--I"'-ki'eF+%3Re-I
(;:NN-wtka-<4k-ki'e'+-keg-kt;-j:skoal-as-tlk8%-klkki-8-<gakkk:-kYt:-i-(A4-'A'-k-teak:-t46-(~i+;dtjkl+'-ss(~<+~a~kta-kjkrukBp".PtkkkH.
--- Comment l@28kk]tThiswhaleparagraphis akk
tapis,

6<+BneekkfkAaI
The story fitted
and left-wing
on

women"

"wage

gap."

media

in perfectly

throughout

the most danittging

a narrative

the election:

due to their opposition
The narrative

with

actually

to abortion,
continued

extin ples of "fake

that had been advanced

that conservatives

in America

and for questioning
far beyond

feminist

the 2012 election,

news'
neu s in recent history

-- the

in the mainstream
were waging
myths

a "war

like the

and tied into one of

culture'
rape cul ture

panic of 20I2

.-

Cement

[A282]; meAmos

2014.

SS0033849
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The fact that Romney,
aids, was painted

sleeping

a man so boringly

as a sexist by the media

the fact that the media would
their candidates

strategy

And in 2016, Donald

moderate

how their candidate

adopt, in fact, was one of defiant

proved

Trump

easily be sold as

should have clued Republicans

behave the same no matter

could

his speeches could

in to the fact

behaved.

indifference

The best

to media narratives.

it.

Comment IAR831: Repeatswhat yoUsaki 2
paragrsphsBQO
If you want a clear example
complain

about, which

candidate

got a celebrity

college

campuses.

lawsuits

from

dragged

through

at worst

Male

All
political
narrative

during

of this was down

advantage.

college-aged

their time at university.

Yet virtually
and "frat

which

American

The real number,
1,000"

news"

was responsible

Colleges

psychopathic

students

according

did to American

facing

crippling

- the former,

campuses,

of being

and the latter, of a

monsters.
panic for clicks

and

- at the center of the

if you will

college

-- and
plummeting
insisted

narrative

of one another

up on college

that leftists

that a presidential

leaped on the rape culture

- the "fake

every media outlet

culture"
culture'

students terrified

men as insatiable,

to the media,

was the lie that 1 in 5 female

voters into believing

what the rape culture

courts springing

news"

the "fake

up and down the country.

and female

The bogus statistic

closer to 1 in 170, or 7.6 per

banter"

consider

of justice

the new kangaroo

fake rape panic that painted

between

duped a few thousand

endorsement,

Miscarriages

ex-pupils.

of the difference

will

be sexually

to Justice Department

assaulted
statistics,

is

over time.

that some variation

for a new epidemic

of sexism in the media,

of rape. Video

"lad

game developers

" http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2014/12/14/campus-rape-uva-crisis-rolling-stone-politicscolumn/20397277/
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found

themselves

being accused of "rape

stands faced pressure
song by Robin
it,"

you want

to take raunchy

and banned

criticism

or trolling

society's

unquenchable

this narrative
narrative

college

commentators

hadn't

demonstrated

the 2016 election

misogynists

and harassers

mainstream

press -- just as every mainstream
alleged

For their critique

published

an article

in the media as an outbreak

media would

"binders"

of

were with

to keep the

"Games

in full in another4ater
to fight

an article

Are

chapter,

Dead"

every gaming

in the week that
relentless

group

narrative.

but they are also relevant

the media narrative.

as

of the

in 2012, virtually
identity"

labelled

about Mitt

were an uncommonly

discovered,

from the

like a microcosm

of the gamer

the infamous

narratives

"
games, the gamers y-were

comment

for the "death

that it was possible

of the public

have attempted

news outlet published

as the press quickly

they held their ground,

in video

The games press behaved

calling

their exploits

this one. Gamers proved

could

of women.

and never let their press forget
examine

Any

and beyond.

of feminism

sexism the day after his

rose up. Gamers,

apologize,

was portrayed

of course, was subject to its own their own furious

media.

We'
We'll

and America.

in Britain

pop

for the line "I know

just how fed up wide sections

mainstream

of people,

campuses

an innocuous

fines,

anthem"

too sexy. News

misogyny.

all through

GamerGate,

publication

off shelves. Blurred

in 2014, I suspect that the mainstream

going

Ronmey's

if they made their characters

across the media as a "rape

across multiple

of feminist

If GamerGate

magazines

was portrayed

Thicke,

culture"

Gamers

to

didn'
didn't

and they used social media to spread truth faster than the press

spread lies.

Unknowingly
Trump's

victory,

or not, the Trump

spectacular

campaign

followed

the GamerGate

and total as it was, was only the second-greatest

model

in 2016.

humiliation

of our
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mainstream

media.

Before

him, they were beaten by humble

back from

garners fighting

their

basements.
Establishment
how the media will

conservatives

should

remember

that when they wring

make hay out of Trump's

taboo-defying

21 November,

Trump

their hands about

words.

TAReckoning

On Monday
called

some of the biggest

expected
office.

that the meeting

Instead,

described

as Donald

names in American
would

they received

a historic

'We'

kept saying,

was [a] network

"Trump

correspondent

correspondent
Raddatz,

didn't

reporters

aAdministration

its time in

during

what one source at them meeting

in the room,

calling

dishonest

media who

the media dishonest,

by name and said everyone

at CNN was a liar,

the source said.

reporter]

who got it wrong,

who was also in the

administration.

liars,"

he

They reportedly

re in a room of liars, the deceitful,

everyone

say [NBC

tower.

to office,

squad."

who cried when Hillary

The stunned

96

of

for his transition

firing

liars. He called out Jeff Zucker

and CNN

female

down,

dressing

wrong.' '
got it all wrong.
He addressed
deceitful

news media to Trump

be about access to the Trump

to The New York Post as a "fucking

"Trump

was preparing

Katy

Tur by name, but talked

then he referred

to a horrible

lost who hosted a debate

-

about an NBC

network

which

was Martha

room."
room."'

tried to get a word

in edgewise

to discuss access to a Trump

96

http://nypost.com/2016/11/21/donald-trumps-media-summit-was-a-f-ing-firing-squad/
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Kellyanne

meeting

Conway

"excellent."

was

would

go on to tell reporters

I like to imagine
~

a
r

in the lobby

her smirking

Tower

that the

as she said it.

internally

~,,

~'

of the Tmmp

~
1.

p

. r~
("

Trump
deliberately
they'

rapists

spent most of his election

provocative

not sending

comments

their best...

) were designed

Donald

Trump's

conspiracy

announcement

about Barack

Instead,
veterans

Trump

9..yas going to
they found
arriving
appeared
"President

back to making

America

They'

drugs.

coverage.

("When

Mexico

at the opening

of America's

covering

on Friday

16 September,
on the

press corps to Trump's

crazy, the final
the opening

was

comment

of a new Trump

re

on the birther

Obama was bom in the United

along.

when

Comment [A286]:
u
p
desg°ed t° s 0° are ycu 3.st Grris r Nso
h:x do you <nce hec c
ea arc
coveragewasjus he e9ect -c: :he p r7
atnu
ear

"birther"

D.C brought

doorstep.

thp¶ppp

hotel,

of the cameras to endorse his run for president.
comment

They'

And the media fell for it and played

of his new hotel in Washington

political

His

sends its people,

crime.

re bringing

that he was going to make a statement

to give a two-line
Barack

media

ay something

themselves

in front

re bringing

out they were being played

Obama

what seemed like the entirety
expected

They'

figured

the media like a fiddle.

playing

at the start of the campaign

to maximize

The media finally

campaign

Comment [A284]: Me t o" :he:re Tres
dened thatt-e r eera condites we e
ov ced
..
Comment [A285]; lus: cJ O op c

his ca

and 20 minutes

Finally,

paign
of

..- Comment [A287]: Agar ow ::n yo . <qow
r-ey c×pectedthat9 Youcan cess- ac VCL
7ECRY of t7eseevents.but yo ca sayt s
is
rur at-n-r: Wess vc . kncw

at the very end,

issue.
States, period.

strong and great again. Thank you very

Now we all want to get

m.uch."
much,"
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The press were fumedag.
John King.

correspondent,

"We got played

for engaging
Everyone

in the political

else thought

on Breitbart,

it was hilarious

called

should be "The Intemet's

At the time, few people
cvcryonc

said CNN's
campaign."
campailm.'

of a prank invented
-

chief national
Meanwhile,

Jake

he was insulting

by intemet

trolls.

me.

especially

commentators

"The King

Efor

here"

Tapper perhaps thought

conservative

Trump

Choice

what to say

again, by the [Trump]

equivalent

I was one of the first major
published

know

rickroll."

live on air, called it a "political

Tapper,
Trump

"I don't

Gof Trolling

to back Trump.
Critics"

His

My headline,

and argued that he

President."

saw the connection

between

and internet

Trump

trolling.

Now,

secs lt
. -- Comment [A288]; G atuto s sexual
scTr crit nestmysyc.uii'nutting
c 'y here

linternational.
It was the perfect
in equal measure,
establishment,

gloriously

proved,

could

suppressed

at a deserving

humiliated

truths,

dismayed

target - the media.

all at once, in front

and entertained

the public

The entire broadcast

media

Comment [A289]: I s: I wa°t :c ccw F
t ci °3 is eallyplanningo..^'hese tras r
adva ce c us throw g s uF at :he v-allarc
soe e
stos

of everyone.

have done it.

Fear the Media

Establishment
the media.

it revealed

and was directed

Only Daddy

Don't

uoll.

conservatives

think

As garners, and Breitbart,

that Republicans

and Nigel

have something

Farage in the U.K,

Trump

to lose by taking
and myself

on

have all

don'
they don't.
The press has unloaded
GamerGate

gathered

everything

popularity

they have against

uswe4ive,

for two years, unstopped.

and what has been the

Breitbart

is one of the most
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popular

news sources on the planet,

- and we' re still growing.
party to unprecedented
m.ovement
everyone

Nigel
electoral

that culminated
else combined,

and the most popular

Farage, condemned

in Brexit.

as a racist by the media,

Donald

Trump,

who attracted

-

took his political

drove the Euroskeptic
more media

smears than

is our new president.

anyone in the English-speaking

homophobe

news source on social media

successes and almost singlehandedly

And look at me, too. Other than Trump,

I'
I've been called

misrepresent?

political

(yes, really"),

world

and possibly

that the mainstream

a sexist,

a white

Farage,

a misogynist,

nationalist,

media prefers

a racist,

a white

. I really

is there

to smear and
a transphobe,

and-_Iislamophobe,

supremacist,

seeker (guilty!) . and every other nasty label you can imagine.

qæaw-m+‰*eenW-r½4amm++++

Ann Coulter,

a

an attention-

a supervillain,

And just look where it's got me! $
hope the mainstream

comment [A290]: NO VORE

media

CR dF
continues

trying

to destroy

it up lads, I'm

meReep

sure it'll

work

trusts the media,

taking

. Any

eventually

at S 4G

DROŒSS

day now!

Beheve-in-yourselves!The_truth

is _In
In an age when nobody

So do what the media doesn't
niceties.

Be patriotic.

you for it. They'll

worry

-- no-one

Tell offensive

want you to do: tell the truth bereft
jokes.

They'
call you names. They'll
is listening

them on makes you popular.

Engage

in

"locker-room"

correct

talk. The media will

try and smear your reputation.

to them. Except

of politically

But you really

for a small group of their fellow

blind,

hate
needn'
needn't

deaf and

dumb journalists.
ch

PEE
you're
back

97

enjoying,

which

is why I always

charts and my Facebcek

email unfriendly

T
and YouTube

joumalists

updates

en my positions

state. They just love their monthly

Mile

in

Comment [A29
s W°n ser
w to
when Wu e had
c. 70 r ,ch ege at a r:
(Cly asje-Cpen
ng 79Ights°:c tontemoc^any
rec a 'he ego s:uFW 0 whms owmhm

updatee!

http://www.latimes.com/books/jacketcopy/la-et-jc-milo-yiannopoulos-book-deal-20161229-story.html
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ohnni mo
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"" Amnu
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TFthou 4ne t fkou

.vot to foll +bo r roodore 14ooobont mo ne frr tn obona mykl n on ninn

o va nour

bnuen of mu anu an nutlato +¾ot onh- ornkhlob
Tha nnor dan

o D

c.n-o-

n da KT

+4c

non T nTor't

aletento rand

notorna

boolewas-announeed-repesting-anancientrsleazy-hi
put-the-hitjokin-question-in-the-footnotes-of4his-beek
me-and4hey-denit-seare-me

nonenn- knal--net h a

Thou inct

ora unnat m th ma Than onant tha ma 1 tb o

eb-on-me-to-eash-inthose-pageviews4
-<kR--kR8-t(+3&ash-kR-tik((sc-p&k

kll.

because21-don't-earewhat-they-say-about
-d((Bkt-13af(â€”

N-always4ink-to-thewerst-thingsjoumahsts-write-about-ale-so
-I-&lvv'-&vs-4BI(-t<&-tho-w%+>rst--thuk<"sd(3(Bkk&iksts-'kvr&t+'-ab(31&k-Rk(;-s(3

peopleean-make-up-their-own-minds---Trust-me---44-

s-not-me-they-end-up-hating

Anyway-aftestrolling-around-for-retweets--and-shares-eashing-inon-my-suesessethe
vv&th-tl'48kB-I+IF.&.pr+kf3)8:.'
magazine-complained--because1wouldn4-spend-time-with-them--for-a-pref-ile
Idke-what?
-I-..3L'8;-v."4&t
. If
I could tell my colleagues

1.. Eeveryone

in the media four things,

they would

be:

hates you-

http://www sq-magazine .co-uk/article/m#o-yiannopoulos-snowflake
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2

Nao one is afraid of you

3.

Nno one believes

4

Nobody

If every journalist
overnight,

immeasurably

In the meantime,

MHe &

what you say. and n

owes you anything.

in America

for the better,

yes. All journalists
en

realised

and the US might

Actually,

your trust â€” elud

and having

the only things

great
tacte in uniforms.
e'

their behavior

would

get the fourth

finally

are liars and frauds unless proven

hands right now. If you enly read the media
X=;f

those four things,

transform

estate it deserves.

otherwise.
----d Comment [A292]: E a here

ttte,

coverage

I have in conunon
What they don't

about it, ye

with
)

Hitler

d imagine

it was 20

are being powerful

and farnous

realise is that their lies and moral

make-me-want40-gaeutside-infull--Nazi-dragjust-to4uek-with-them

panics just

44keaemething4ram4lear

She'â€”
-l'Ft&kk.9y-EAE'-b~h;.
;-F73
f f of the-SS
-8Of+eurse-if-1-did-that3-they4write-it-up-as+ne-heing-a-national-seeialist-And-that's-how
theKafkeesque+yele--workse-the-mediaannoys-us-all-so-muekwith-their4ibbing-that--they+nake
us-act-out

-}F}Bke

-then-they-write-up4hese-proveeationeald+ries-of+iespair-as-evidenee-they-were-right
tl}813-FI}eV-vv'F}te-F}p-t4(}se-pl+3

BlkBIRF}g-:-AF}d-AR}eFieB-kept-telliRL-t(3F-itâ€”
IA}RBI4-(I'(FF}RaI3:all-along-AndAmerica-kept4alling4er-it----until-DenaldJrump
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7

WHY OTRERESTABI

"tiome

people

just as much as hetcmsexual

are murderers,
people

about lid

are all of these things.

anti we all have thc sdtnc human

role models

%hat

it all boils down to is,

dcstres. It gUst happens that sotnc

desires go this way and some desires go that way. It's sad when people
it's a question

of rising

above it. Personally,

â€”/type Dcvkk<)rt

In April

2013, I appeared on an edition

was Boy George,

eyeliner

-

had become

you were a normal
the past -- something
Merely

Rut
"

panel show 10 O'clock

a cause to which

I was then opposed.

even today,

I would

in which

I wasn't

.--- tgorrrrsrsrrtIAR941: Thisquotedoes not help
se up the chapter

Live to take
My opposite

the most flamboyantly-

never wear anything

like Boy George's

my god!).

My mere opposition
marriage

and, it you have to, physically.

of the British

and it was a rare occasion

dressed person on set (although
purple

mentally

are oppressed.

(PASAcrr rtttgPdgtrrtdfzs ktrI year-~N'Au IrruptedRtz Ert Stargate):

part in a debate. The topic was gay marriage,
number

and positive

and nasty peopleâ€”

drug addicts

bigamists.,

'
ns center is in :he worst
â€” It W be
of any chapterin the book-arc
c'
"rcs'
.st toss
of the mttstscrutinized voL CM lust
oft'
300'
GFpoorlythoughtouttheoriesabout O
closet'
o :he des as you mightin a college
w:"
â€”peoplemil car e toims chapte ssth
lec+ure
legitimatequestionsabouthowa gay man oes
the gay/ Geragrain Youhaveto meet
their curiositywith an appropriatelevelof
intellectualrigor

Comment [A293];
ME . _____________________________-

GA Y SPEOPLE-HATE

â€”all thts boo-ha

are so prectous

images I Of coul se gay people

%'e 81e all people,

ISBN1ENT

to gay marriage

a kind of litmus

human

being

was all that was needed to baffle

test of social

to baffle

acceptability

the audience.

in the trash-heap

panelists.

malicious

relic of

of history.

on the show as a gay Catholic
my fellow

In 2013, gay

for the left. If you were for it,

If you were against it, you were a bigoted,

to be dumped

being introduced

was enough

Before

opposed

to same-sex

marriage

the show was over, I was called

a
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man"

"homophobic
my opposition

out that gay marriage

lifestyle
gay"
gay'

"mainstream
nonetheless

can't

studio

for traditional

allowunderstand

Christian

families

the possibility

political

metropolitans

is bizarre

\nd that's

.,

block.

who made up the

and shocking.

I amwas a

before I voice my opinions,

are happy to cast scorn on the liyesfest-y-les
evangelical

that why--someone

but

-- Í comment [A295]: I eave- e es: a°s cm c il

gay people.

left-leaning

or southern

or

be. The very term

a monolithic

fagophile

''

gay is a normal

have always represented,

my mere existence

"'
'"
u+a+w4en+qa+#4
..

w

gays, many of whom

midwestern

homosexuals

as the unfailingly

audience,

cause even more dissonance

conservative

-- and shouldn't

to use it because gays have become

'
' "' ' "
-like " ahhma

Mainstream

the idea that being

it isn't

everything

gays, as well

bulk of the panel show's

reinforced

I believe

is at odds with

To mainstream

which

which

choice,

we are forced

gay anomaly

1'
I am by now used to, for

both of which

to gay marriage.

I pointed
acceptable

"self-loathing,"

and accused of

gay

might

of, say,

Christians,"hicks,"
Christians,'hicks

â€”,"
simply

cast acean on not-eensidestheir

lives_festyles-to-be-ar&object-ef-aspiration-orsemething4hat-ought-te4m-eelebrated-inevew
--rER+43$(aBB+3f-BSIllrBH(3BE+3r-B(3B'lhht4EElg-t4-tlk-+3(Ehall-(nell-4F&toaI-EB-h;++'rh'
bookefVshow-and-Hollywood-me-vier
When you--reduce-everything
expecting-all-ail gay people

like4his,

really-listening

are expected_to

to each other any-more_and

discuss interesting

to identity
believe

you-rob-every

politics

and political

the same stuff. People
I(3ses(31'
one losesef the ability

talking

points

stop -and-not
to see and

things.

For instance,
fabulously

is_reduced

mainstream

camp cultural

why so many gays I know

figure.

gays refuse to understand
He's the drag-queen

secretly

the fact that Donald

presidentyou

adored him. All that pizazz

can vote. for!

and bluster!

Trump

is a

It's easy to see

(To say nothing

of
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' against pacitions
stance

his strong

icon. He oozes control
That's

homophobia.1He's

ought to be a gay

obviously

and authority.
"Daddy"

why I coined the nickname

for

him,1°°

which

annoyed just about

°l l°2

everyone.

some of the extreme

Ironically,
fact that I don't
good thing).
insult.

an Islamic

members

.,

think

gaynees. is a good thing

When the Daily

Stormer

But I take it as a compliment:

transgressivedegenerate.

of the alt-right

also have difficulty
'

..
-"
(or, more accurately, I

â€”I became

a homo precisely
to continue

And I want homosexualitvit

the

want gayness tobe

homosexual,"

called me a "degenerate

grasping

a

they meant it as an

because it is
â€”
being transgressive-even

degenerate.
The gay establishment
they'vre
trans

been working

is rightly

to achieve

Faggot"

asin athe playground
tour, watched

tl1C SV(t@.Sgu<Vjnd

by this view,

because it goes against everything

n het n e A lm

Smee

m

mtm delwh

td m bane

'6 C Sili Tuld co hack lu that trad th n

cSSite. I thill

Gay orgamzal;ionsfoundat-ions
"gay"

hornfied

are-pouring

slur or calling

by millions

people

of young

money
"faggots"

people

into programs

'
Comment [A296]: as eed scr'ê:Tg ke
t s c œnneclycur c..^ragecus°êssto t e gay

,---

Comment [A297]: Canyou 3~asa as tr
ycf ce r s.;ay2"c bac< t .0 aneccctalh
htre harec' in the Gamers& rat Hays

to stop kids ussaying

on the web,__but.4my

around the world,

,...-

"Dangerous

has Ij(tr)c rrl<3re tg reclatn3

fagygy(htLhad all Ij'3hs<r
$4<%&-t+%RRg-(38f:-tl'N'-%R+eiRb8%:Ayted-481r--iR
p'p3~<tr81'3<hag

Fa~(-":p'% Nght k1d 8 v, h(t Used to bere(t
Up g8'd( k1ds n(hvv svccthc gati ktds as dan~CA) tas ruBKico(3l and
kids ttsi be adn<lrcd,

I. Ii bc I Ye done morc 't(3end bull

pubi l e-ScrVice announcement

Un.a"thaB aB ' 13UB<bertot'fover.-cklY!est

.

¹°°
http://www.breitbart.com/milo/2016/06/19/happy-fathers-day-daddy-donald/
¹°¹
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/434570/donald-trump-not-your-father
¹°²
http://www.dailywire.com/news/4222/donald-trump-allfather-ben-shapiro
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Every~attn»

tthatg~on

gays into the stultifying
4Aiy+n~has

tho:at

ntrrnrn

the mai~ . tr an> or aniration..

atmntpt:

tn drag

of matTiage

domesticity

-one aim: to make gays normal.

I sav: Who wants to be normaP
Just as mainstream

gays are atnazed by me and my opinions,

the gay community as myopic
unique,

exciting,

pandemonium'

lay outside

eagerness to sacrifice

and dangerous,
'

'"' ' ' ' '

in exchange

a tiny band of far-left

San Francisco!

'

queerest city in America.

atnazed by

ty. Just look at the

OUT magazine

dared to publish

a

lunacy.

If you doubt how much the gay community
from

when

ceaselessly

that has made our lifestyle

everything

for mere norma/i

that was unleashed

I'm

hates me, consider

Me, the gayest person on the planet.
Apparently

Banned.

I'm just too dangerous

this:
From

I'

ve been banned

San Francisco.

the

a fag.r-evaerd-tee-a-+'i'-that--t«4s

Aata-(-+/Bv&ly-4rtk>-th+'--B'ateF-su/3pl>'-t
As the great Camille
wanted

Paglia

says, there's

no way gays could

be normal

even if they

it is a challenge

to the norm.

to be.

"Homosexuality
Nature

exists whether

is not normal.
academics

On the contrary

lil e it or not. And in nature,

procreation

is the single

http: //www.breitbart.corn/milo/201
6/09/21/out-magazine-profiles-milo-triggers-its-delicate-gay-readers/
""
http: //www.breitbart.corn/milo/2016/09/21/15-most-triggered-responses-to-milo-out-magazine-profile/
'"
http: //www.mediaite.corn/online/backlash-grows-over-out-magazines-decision-to-feature-miloyiannopoulos/
"http: //www.thewrap.corn/out-magazine-milo-yiannopoulos-backlash/
https://thinkprogress.org/out-magazine-milo-open-letter-e0d3db3fe7ac@.9z7kgti4i
""
http: //www.out.corn/out-exclusives/2016/9/21/send-clown-internet-supervillain-milo-doesnt-care-youhate-him
""
http: //www.breitbart.corn/california/201
6/03/18/ive-been-banned-from-san-francisco/
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relentless

rule. That is the norm

Our sexual bodies were designed

one is born gay. The idea is ridiculous.

for reproduction.

is an adaptation,

Homosexuality

No

not an inborn

trait.
Gay activism

has been naive in its belligerent

disappear

eventually

with

"education"

proper

boys on the scale required

young

freedoms.
artistic
father's

Furthermore,

no truly

identity,

husband

dissolving

but the damage will

the shamans of our

RepuMioan;understand

victim

mean fascist

masculine

father

of a bit of social-justice

Reeducation

obliteration

would

"homophobia"

that

will

of fractious

of all individual

ever welcome

an feminine

not only threatens

or

but liquidates

Later there may be public

rituals

that

of

have been done. Gay men are aliens, cursed and

time."

this instinctively.

and once in a while

into wife.

already

Smart gays who have been around

drag culture

of the benighted.

son at the start, since the son's lack of virility

acceptance,
gifted,

would

confidence

the block,
He knows

is brave enough
himself,

censorship

"You'
Race to stop using the phrase, "You've

like RuPaul_rwheTm-convinced-is--a-oloset
-4-i~-a-taltaset

got

that going mainstream

interviews.11°
to say so in interviews. ,
when the trans lobby

she-mail,"

would
RuPaul

be death to
was the

forced RuPaul's

in case any transgender

people

Drag

were

offended.11

RuPaul

correctly

tells gay men they should be striving

hqd ip mind
Lucian

Wintrich

s "Twinks

d Trump"

pe
art chew in New

3g2
York

to stay outside

½
Cit

"the

matrix."

at

y p
112110

I bathed in freezing

--(

O" the pent
Contnent [A298þ ott

w

cold

¹¹°
¹¹¹ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnHEWU-WhGE&app=desktop
http://www.pinknews.co.uk/2015/03/02/rupauls-drag-race-axes-youve-got-she-mail-catchphrase/
http://we.w.fcxnews.com!pc!!t!ce/2016/10/07/pro
n doubt 26enthreate
trump m!!c nkedMehow
from-anti-trump-activistshtml
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pig's
'7

blend

illegal

for 15 minutes,

aliens

Antichrict!

New

surrounded

there was a genuinely

Could you imagine

underage

beye in

by imagee

MAR

subversive

if Madonna

Even if we could

hate? No of cource you can't,

achieve normality,

it gives us an edge, a power

Strange,
would

and the violation

into society's

underworld.

released

a video with

and

the orange

a bunch of
the

but true?

we want to?.Our
Our weirdness

--

is our strength

else. For decades, being gay has meant

of taboos. It's been an act of rebellion,

Why would

elain by terroriste

because the enly people pushing

and a charm over everyone

transgression

Americans

piece of art: gay men celebrating

er Paric Hilton

in art these days are Republicans?

envelop

ef innocent

an automatic

entry pass

we want to give all that up?

//

commeefA2ÖÖÑs
besta "hontyto acte
P3ghJ
Being

perverse

energy and power

toilets

to Camilla

Paglia,

others Satanists-and-geths-would

and kids and a front
drug-fueled

is okay. Listen

lawn, I want to be hurled

my fellow

fags. Realise

die to access. I don't

out of a nightclub

NO'
tr
is
:7e
ere Sac<:cCar de

you have an

want to have a spouse

at three in the morning

in a

stupore4anding4n-the-gutter-ne4to-the-gangbanger414-been-suckmg-of&inthe

4 ike4rindsay4
Because

ehan-en-a4uesday-night-minus-the4ire-erotch-Sashing.

the alt right

-- I'm

is correct

a degenerate.

Whichjs

also And-that1s-why

I'm

a

Catholic.
No really,

'/-'/">

./

dntr!ch/

I'm not trolling

/

/

/

I

you. Hear me out.

/
.

I

/

un-/A>n>nnthnW¬nuhnoa onmfortinine/9ndru1n/nm.nenarnmn
arceting.htm!
http:!!radaronline

a

hnmunusuaice

o

com/exclusives!2012!O9iparis-hilton-blasts-gay-men-aids-audio-recordires/
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Dionysus

and Apollo

I enjoy being a degenerate.
So does everyone,
great cultural

I enjoy violating

to some extent

-- the thrill

youne

because they knew how shocking

memesters

anime characters,
establishment

of the alt right,

you'

groups of cultural

elites take over from

some depraved

and Grand

Nazi uniforms

rock bands in

Theft Auto

games were to polite

society,

onto cartoon

but because they know

every

into smash hits
right

frogs

it winds

up to the

and elite

up

sexual taboos or political

ones, the thrill

codes is usually

replaced

In politics,
with

the next. But what about sexuality?
a language

violating

sexual act that would

code is exciting,

get you beheaded

is the same.
this

another,

as new

That, after all, is

it doesn't

come close to

in most countries

outside

the

world.

male behaviour,

now condemned

it is now straight
like awkward

as 'rape

states, male students

consent

down

-- one set of language

For sexual mores,

requirements

touring

a taboo, there must first be a taboo to violate.

-- because while

more important

Nonnal

who photoshop

re breaking

takes care of itself

developed

Kombat

thosey

not because they are neo-Nazis,

But in order to violate

committing

taboos is what lies behind

columnists.

Whether

usually

of violating

from the kids who defied their parents to follow

rebellion,

the 60s and 70s, to the gamers who turned Mortal
precisely

rules.

Culture.'"
culture."

sexual advances,

that seems to be most stigmatised.

cheeky flirting

and raunchy

songs are
--

Nut rape IISCIf, Whleh IS hCIBOILS, but I"Ipe C<I/kgre, n some

can now be charged

of "affirmative

male sexuality

consent,"
consent,

with

rape itself

a romance-killing

at every stage of a sexual encounter.

if they don't

fulfil

femmistjlaw

which

Comment [A300]: A= somet° T <etlls

the absurd
calls for verbal

./

Comment [A301]: Cla,fy ·°at e e M 'JJ| D
emconse°: x: :hat PC ideaof chat ve
ce,sent - der
a ¬axes nec soc3 y
2,s: a s - ot-e wers clanry-at me<
D:¤SUnt(SCad
Comment [A302]; Secc°d : re yoLcc ed :
law -explain where s a lasy
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As a gay man this makes me extremely
On the one hand, itthia will
to happen to straight
accelerate

will

get worse,

This is all terrible,
because it was subversive

getting

have a catastrophic

Japan like retreat from women.
adding to the demand

but it also infuriates
and forbidden

for more immigrants

the normalization

live in the suburbs.

I hear tThey're

birth

thic disturbing

illiberal

countries.
ybe

, mainstream

even faking

'
new Iceks to be inevit±le.

orgasms

gay

..

â€”.
They want get married,

as if they want the happily

married

life in the suburbs

with

Comment [A303]; Choice Is a cadedwo c
Dor se : °ere unlessvoure ye ceec to
argue -

gay

have

these days.
," It'

almost

-

gay culture

..

tendencies

to

b_utand once now it's straights

development,

'
of gayness, which

thing

rates of

me for another reason: I wanted

men started to have taken on toso many basic female
children,

from

the worst

and it is likely

The already-bad

and masculinedegenerate,

all the fan! And instead of fighting

started to i" encouraging

effect on gender relations,

of'
reached the age of consent,

men since the Kardashians

the male gender's

westerners

upset.

a family

s

-cc s y to sustainre
--I Comment [A304]:
seno s argumentyou'
yo e rwng
I

dog and bad sweaters

at Christmas.
I can't bear the horror
continue

violating

of such an eventuality.

taboos and breaking

of rules to break -- like the Catholic

I want to remain

beyond

repair,

that culture

Bible,

for example.

displays

is

You see, in order to

- Comment [A305]: W:
{

rebel, there first needs to be some taboos to break. And if you break them

you'
you're

warriors

I want to

rules. But in order to do so, there first needs to be a book

lemy-argument-a-few--paragraphoback
be a taboo-defying

degenerate.

going to quickly
of mainstream

are only bold and subversive

you'
find that you've

fagdom

don't

in a society

run out of fun. That's

geta their
that thinks

gay pride marches

the subtle point
and flamboyant

gayness is unacceptable.
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Without

Square or downtown

an affirmation

iswould

said I would

probably

any American

city?

Nietzsche
value of things

killed.H7

is instructive

we usually

itsthei-r disapproval

virtues

-- bravery,

gay or straight,

one in which

children

traumatising

(as well as an annoyance

and instead becomes

to passers-by,

on their way to work
Sweden's

you are minutes

consider

daring,

-

m

from

W

Comment [A306]; Es is
wwt
paradesare °cwadays.Pnde :x
es e
F OSty ScalSCFI"e cay emoicyeeSof at cc Or
es c stinks
Bw
pus n
organeationsand '2-steo groups -he men
unt

who

y up

).

Muslim

ghetto.

an RPG up your

ace

assessment

When was the last time that was true at a gay pride parade in

here. Throughout

his work,

to be bad -- oppression,
motto

"that which

on us, society

once.gave

a flair for the clandestine

he repeatedly
persecution,

reminded
malice,

does not kill us makes us
gays an opportunity
and the dangerous,

us of the

hardship

--

stronger.'"
stronger."
By

to develop
a creative

all sorts of

mind,

and an

of freedom.

But most of all, it allowed

and

values,

even

a sexual euphemism. . I had to back out because our security

be

casting

whenever

in thongs

(and perhaps

It ceases to be an act of rebellion

be a pride paradel,

up in his now-ubiquitous

appreciation

of social disapproval

I was going to lead a gay pride march through

and for ance that isn't

surmned

Toronto.

want to see any man in a thong,

In July e&2016
thateæ

reality

is just a bunch of homos

of the establishment's

don't

probably

Now

dangerous

a gay pride march

persecution),
Trafalgar

that thrilling,

us to be naughty.

she met gay men, anywhere

mischief."

She's right.

seems mainstream

There's

in the world,

nothing

Again,

Camille

she found

Paglia noted that, in the_past

a "spontaneity

and a spirit

gay men love more than being mischievous,

gays want to take all of our opportunities

of fun
but it

for fun away from us.

¹¹7http://www.breitbart.com/milo/2016/07/25/milos-gay-pride-march-in-sweden-cancelled-after-threatrevealed/
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I could understand
schoolmarms

if gays somehow

like Tipper

forgot

how fun it was to piss off stuck-up

Gore, but I fail to grasp how gays turned

into stuck-up

schoolmanns

like Tipper
Think
classroom

back to your classroom

get their kicks?

course. Whether

it was smuggling

or telling

speaking,

from

Why,

days. How

the limits

testing

members

of the schoolteacher's

cards into class, cracking

trading

the good looking

did the most mischievous

patience,

jokes while

boys in class to reach into your pockets

of the

the teacher was

because you had

candy (okay, maybe that was just me), there has always been an endless battle between
and naughty

students,

But without
old duel becomes
a couple

each constantly

the teacher,
meaningless.

of days of anarchy,

and the constant
Imagine

in which

the naughtiest

... And then, I suspect, they would

nothing

to rebel against.

without

teachers.
be easy„now,

knuwv I n1 8 degenc18tc.
But my lifestyle
teachings
handsome

The Lord

tu See the link

of thc Church

degenerate

remain

boy, I'm constantly

The Devil
teacher-student
it's produced

wonderful

results.

to stay in business,

as they

there'
is no fun if there's

and my Catholtctsm.
of VMIattng

I
t8boos.

While those tabnos CXist â€”and the
for them. Every

time 'I bring

home 8

It's thrillingl

and so do the degenerates.

gays and the church

By being on the fringe,

be

because they were stuck on an island

aware that 611d disapproves.

between

of the class did exactly

because I enjoy 8 lifestyle

framework

that age-

for a week -- there would

bet>veen my degetteracy

and rebellioug

an excellent

needs Christianity

like dynamic

members

happened

I chrrsc to bc 8 degenerate,

only remains

disappeared

they represented,

get bored and go home. Rebellion

of the Flies

teachers

the other.

threat of discipline

if the teachers

pleased

(t should

to outsmart

trying

of

The playful,

has been going on for centuries,

and

gay men have been able to use their time

Cotttsaertt IA3op]: Thisia poorlyexplainedor
cheso i can have
argued tf cu say "l ar
against,"
somethingto rebelaga st your1mpa cy
sease
en you
undercutsyourargument,
ar'
are c Cat c c at all. vot can say. 'i am
CathchebecauseI behave~n[statesomething
ve and I dont considerwhat I d¤
wrang'
c â€”
but you needto statea betterreason
10"
ter beings 3 hchoor you aseall sympathyin
Nrcuder PRCi£VAT

&
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and energy to create art and culture.
normalize

Without

gays is to end that dynamic,

being gay. Why on earth would

them, whose ideas would

Lady

Gaga steal? To

and end the danger and the subversion

that goes with

we do that?

|;|;|;|;|;|;|^'·'·'·'·'·';k|;|;|::::;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;::::|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|g;::::|;|;|;|;|;|÷'·'·'^'-'÷|÷|;|;|;|;|:::::';';';';'
;|;|;|;|::::;|;|;|·'·'÷|÷:÷:·|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;::::|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;;:::::|;|;|;|;|;|;'·'·':":"-'·'÷|÷|÷|÷|÷'·'·'·'·'·';|;|;|;|:::"·'·'·'÷'·'·'·'·'^'·|;|;
^|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|:::::|;|;|;|;|;|·|;|;|:|-|÷'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'^'^'·';|;|;|;|;|;|;:::::;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;::::|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;|;;:::::|;|;|;|;|;|;|;'·'^'-'·';
.:fSuspect lt's because Oul pOlttteal dlscoul sC ls St]11loo Stmplc to accQIBLIIOdatc thc subtlC
I'

argument
between

ve prcscLIted here, 'I iberals

authoritarian,

continue.

Hardline

and libertarians

religion

anti-gay

conservatives

and members

" anti-authoritarian

"'"',

harrumph

of, but outlawed.

and natural

nature,

-

that the ba tie

Comment [A308]; sews

itis

that ought to

end of the alt right will

insist that

Yet both sides need to come to
in order to fulfil

conservatives

our

need something

to

M se" evoA seer s:c
-g Comment [A309]:
argur-e"
pety ter the ergrtrnentyoure making

about.
The battle between

troll-hunters,

gays and their persecutors,

strict schoolteachers

chaos and order, between

children,
between

as well

as the battle between

is all part of the same battle
mischief

and seriousness,

It's been going on since time began.

the opposlllg

and Apollo,

and unruly

rules and anarchy,

and the Madonna.

gods to rcprcscltt
madness,

of the extreme

is something

the fact that both need each other. Gays need rules to flout

naturally

Madonna

balk at the suggestion

and the gay community

being gay ought to not just be disapproved
terms with

will

sides â€”Dtonysus.,

the god of reason, truth,

tllc g'otl of lrratlonaitty,

and order.

trolls

-- between

between

why the 6rccks
dtatls

The Ctrccks knew

and

had two

SIKEfltU81

that order required

chaos to CXtst, and vICC-Versa,
h s a ruth we need 'to rediscover

4tt[c

----
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Gay men are chaos incarnate.
And we should

½

x

embrace

We are gods of mirth,

it like a Hollywood

! ) .We have an energy

and power

celebrity

mischief,

embraces

over everyone

else

plastic

danger

and subversion.
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malevolence

that other would-be

as a gay man is an apocalyptic

Existing
How

can you provide

lunch

and dinner?

the outskirts

When

cubicles

values

you won't
behind

you bc±

gay men exercise

who put themselves

and everyone's

to the social order

in danger breakfast,
- as the chosen ones on

fantasies.

As society's

subversive

are for straight

be secretly

not for us. Get married

people,

browsing

Grindr

back. (He'll

and scouting

don'
if you want, but don't

out darkened

alleyways

be doing the same, naturallyj

and toilet

and I'll

be turning

down.)
is not your enemy, fags. Christianity

to stay in business,

Christianity

break. We need to be told that

and naturally
we'

re wrong,

moden1]iberal

Democrat

the country

that gays are terminally
OK for people
The reality
way. Even VICE

insecure

we'

re degenerate.

gays, because we willingly

accepted

for so long. To this day, many in America

place for gays, ignoring
and vain, and don't

the rest of the world.

fully

understand

still

Part of the problem

that in America,

is

it'
it's

to not like each other.

is that social justice
editors

falls with

The devil needs

gay men need a book of rules to

we need to be told that

victim-programming

is a terrible

is a secret friend.

mischievous

Part of the blame for all this certainly

perfectly

to reality,

herevou sta" to sound ke vcure ast^xoF"c
to t e readerto say att c-azy
you
e eudemw andyou ase

than anyone else.

your husband's

Christianity

think

kill to have. ttBy~e-~.

risk, they have an advantage

to be the outlet for anyone

rebels, we can go further

pretend

threat to oneself,

a safe space to a com1nunity

willing

Family

rebels like goths and punks would

are noticing

and progressivism
that it's Breitbart

are strangling
that publishes

gays,

or A ow in +‰ -Fm

the radical

gay editorial
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these days, hosts gay porn star op-eds and refers to "resident
remarkable

absolutely

state of affairs

for the Left to find itself

I hope this chapter helps both the alt-right
I do consider
on being a degenerate.
the contrary,

I encourage

I'
agent of chaos, I'll

this part of myself

And that's

society

semen cut ef bedcheets

homesexuale

and atop terrericing

and society

Christian

I get off

use the phrase -- on

needs degeneracy.

As an

I need them to exist.

is: focus on trading
criticizing

an

my

But I also like being wrong.

defend the agents of order, because I know

My advice to my fellow

gays understand

get angry when the alt-right
needs purity,

That's

in.

and mainstream

to be wrong.

why I don't

it! Because

gay

tipc for getting
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and
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concer"ative

all due modesty,
America

I would

than thirty

hazard to cav that I've done more for the image of gaye in

year¤ of GLAAD

all the other awful

gay charitiee

and terrible

¹¹8
https://twitter.com/mitchsunderland/status/611976439546671104
¹¹9
https://twitter.com/mitchsunderland/status/744952880843493376
¹²°
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https ilwww youtube com/watch?v=xLqkizGtFo0
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WHY

"Right

ESTABLISHMENT

after liberal

Democrats,

REPUBLICANS

HATE

the most dangerous

politicians

ME

are country

club

Republicans."

-- Thomas

"I don 't believe
parties.

in the Republican

Party

or the Democratic

In January

2016, I got into what I thought

large for Breitbart,

Ben Shapiro.

not friends

Shapiro's

of power

by freaking

he

for Trump

then-editor-at-

spat with

Trump.

successful

It ended up turning

are very related.

and anger on the part of the establishment
over conservative

by a new generation

have 110 time for the 1W0s hangups
mest÷eat

Twitter

ary more.

and influence

they are being replaced

aui

in

Jones, Sex and the City

and less professionally

out about Donald

distaste for me and his distaste

story of insecurity

positions

was a friendly

Ben is a more introverted

of me who lost his audience

nasty, and we're

wider

I just believe

"

-- Samantha

version

Party.

Sowell

eeniewe

of young,

of older consen
e

politics

still waita

are slowly

fashionable

atives.

right:

They'

re part of a

anger that their
away. Anger

slipping

and funny

conservatives

that
who

We4e·aimt4e-nav·iga-ters-whe··ean··get

e+mpheam÷g-ank

to eha

a
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The Thomas

Sowell

there was only one type of political

true. In 20i6.

completely

quote at the start of this chapter isn't just a catchy saying.

torpedo
threw
former

his efforts

I objected

putting

I attracted

Now,

while

others rallied

whom

days'
these daysl24_,

fo

attempt

to

some of them
Evan McMullin,

a

he became the

on a bathroom
favorite

most establishment

punching

conservatives,

D.C in defense of American

also came for me.

supporter

Trump

stepping

I/e u as once the left's

at nearly

fan, the establishment

as a feminist

Unlike

nosing

Trump

of their queen bee, a rotund

a frothing

chap called

Neo-Nazi

Glenn Beck

scale.
bag, the target of all their false

with

ze that w

-- he once led

he even did things
heritage,

'
. --- Comment [A332]: c evas
ye are

some estimates

500,000.

alas, he's apologized

and brown

no one had heard of before

the attention

for_being

Mark

Zuckerberg

and has apol:?gized

too conservative

past' 22
anddeseended-to-an
in the past
-4-te--ax~

v't'1(+-8+)Rt
-wha-eent-inues-to-spend-his4ime-attacking©onaW
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Inanp

"NeverTrump,"

around the laughable

to brand every web-based

march on Washington

attendance

Comment [A331]; s·owce ¬c e Med

conservative.

that they made a pathetic

themselves

Calling

and loudest

to their attempts

of racism.

.-

candidate.

Alas, poor Beck!

a massive

Clinton.

CIA operative

about as predictable

accusations

That was the establishment

were so upset by Trump

Clinton,

as the biggest

and anti-Semite,
who's

behind

spoiler

Naturally,
After

conservatives

middle-ranking

establishment's

Trump.

against Hillary

their support

as upset as the left. -- it not

creature

CO'"
aW959
GSG
c de PStabhSFTent
SEFU

more so - at the rise of Donald
Establishm.ent

It'
It's

23-He
even pens columns
â€”.I-Ie

f3r being too conser"ative

for the New York Times

in the past
.

' 2'

-In the run-up

to the

html"
http://www,nytimes.com/2016/11/27/magazine/alenn-beck-is-sorry-about-all-that.html?
r=0
-about-all-that.
I . I I
http://www±rsitba±com/tech/2016/M/20/tucker
car!con cayc g!enn beck cucked mark zuckerberg
meeting/
¹²4 http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/11/opinion/glenn-beck-dont-move-to-canada-talk-to-the-other'²²

side.html
http://www nytimes corn/2016144/27/magazine/glenn

beck-is-sorryaboutall-that-htmi?

r=0
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he threw

election,
"moral

his support
choice,"
choice,'

and ethical

behind

even if she were elected

Oh, and he's obsessed with
show, called me a "13-year
Republic.' l²8"'
Republic
Poison
There's
movement

old

boyl27"

I don't

a reason why conservatives

I don't

now represent

-- they'
they've

reason is simple

vision

were more important

than electoral

art, they lost music.

They lost culture

it"
it's worse

The Culture

from

War

Rights

politics

--

are "poison

beleaguered

In Education

to the

maybe!

people

like me represent

the future.

That
--- Comment [A333]:
IGs a ?
tired of losing"

to the 'left.
Mitt

Romney's

principal.

loss in 2012 could

up a compelling

vision

No, conservatives

they lost academia,

easily

lost in arenas that
they lost
---1Comment [A334]: Mcœ the Brechamo:e
here.'
[ here G :ure ·s sstwo frets pshtes

itselE

Conservatism

conservative
the liberal

(FIRE),

which

W conservativeswere

of America,

they lost Hollywood,

than that. The truth is, they never even bothered

That

radio

and Beck, who were once the best the

that conjured

of your high school

SerlOUS 'attempt to push back against
Individual

Poison to his ratings,

although

either,

was the

on his sadly declining

whose writings

like Shapiro

a candidate

by nominating

and not a compelling

Actually,

know.

the past, while

defeats,

episodes

"Goebbels"

spent the last decade losing

mean electoral

have been avoided

Aside

and a

Trump

stead'
in his steadl26.

me. He has, in various

to the Republic?

had to offer,

saying that opposing

Clinton,

Hillary

to fight.

Forgot

student

activists

dominance
campus

on campus,

of universities.

conservatives

there has been no
The icounciation

rely on to protect

12or

Comment [A335]: sera .8 Mc°al a
sero s atte°rt f'orn ouñc at to sence
ftrr the stxer: actMs' Tass co's et'c

their free

¹²6

http://edition.cnn.com/2016/10/11/politics/glenn-beck-hillary-clinton-moral-ethical-choice/
http://www.mediaite.com/online/glenn-beck-milo-yiannopoulos-is-a-hurt-13-year-old-boy-and-a-bully/
¹²ª http://www.breitbart.com/big-journalism/2016/03/28/glenn-beck-breitbarts-milo-yiannopoulos-goebbelshis-evil-trump-twitter-defense-poison-to-the-republic/
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speech, does an excellent

job fighting

the worst

the group was set up and is run by moderate
Heterodox
social sciences,

a group of academics

is spearheaded

by Steven Pinker

don't

liberals

do the heavy

1'
for more political

pushing

and Jonathan
.Ionathan

Where

in the

diversity

-- also both liberals.

Haidt

who still care about free speech and pluralism,

lifting'

Yet

It's not

but why

are all the conservatives? .It's
It's almost

as if they
Comment [ASM1; What aboutCaipus
Reform'P

I;are.
the few establishment

Indeed,

attract huge online
met with

the North

by fellow

aren't

who do care about campus

conservatives

so -- privately
who wonder

in the latest appropriations

issues -- and

admit that their success is

.·.·
:÷:÷:-;÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:÷:.·.·.·.
.

what the fuss is about and

bill or Russian

naval maneuvers

in

Sea.

dissidents

approximating

A conservative
Ijnscathedi.

in showbiz

Conservatives

in Hollywood

currently

live an existence

-- a few brave souls are
raising

in the Soviet Union

most keep their heads down

due to the overwhelming

dominance

is like a gazelle in a pack of lions,

their voices,

of progressives

only the nimblest

he rest haye to wear lipp suits and purr copyingmgly

but

in the industry.
will

escape

and B1pck Lives

feminists

on-ng

A338

cwean exatttpn or two

activists.
All

of this is a result of conservative

who made an effort
a man despised
warriors

beltway

interested

It's the same in showbiz.

Matter

conservatives

of y oun g people in doing

followings

bemusement

why more people

with

on campus.

censorship

liberals.

Academy,

a bad thing that there are some liberals
are we letting

excesses of left-wing

always

leftists

to organize

by the beltway
end up making

on everything

laziness.

the conservative
establishment.
enemies

For years, the only prominent

Hollywood
Isn't

it funny

underground
how successful

of the D.C. establishm.ent?

except economics

and foreign

policy

right-winger

was Andrew
conservative

It's almost

Breitbart,
culture

as if they agree

!
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Stuffy

types really

beltway

type of conservative

don't

to them. Listen,

know

what to do with

not everyone

in the conservative

cool and hip. But at least let's aim to attract new members
Could
becaine_such

your partner

and a lack of backbone.

running

against Donald

manliness,
getting

and comedy

slammed

Trump

to lay down
festivals,

for selling

a brand new
is going to be

who still have both of their hips.

want to lose? It's easy to see why
2016.1²9
It's a byword
2016.

and-teek-o4in
out and caving

"cuck"

in. The original

by another dude now simply

meaning

for
of

means abandonedprinciples
(See: the Republicans

m

comment [A340]:
s
sncard ec
ore tw sm cem tes
a rme derer
tæ t rs t
s t-eeco
â€”--â€”â€”Comment [A341]: c ovoidechoabove.

in the 2016 election.)

opportunities

to beat the left in winnable

deeper roots in high cuhure!

art shows.

introduced

movement

..............
It's a Iluicki way to denote a beta male or coward.

As well as missing
done nothing

conservatives

I'opt1181'
a_gogular makes--sucka-geod--insult

relinquished

needlessly
watching

it be that establishment

I'
me. I've

Comment [A339]: seep t" s to e
Gar e gatesecacn getng n't Packw
bct Joc :hert wdec artes

They provide

Lefust

figh.ts, conservatives

foundations

grants and funding

fund concerts.

to eager young

creators,

have
film

.-

Cement

[A342]; Wm: mou

h

c (acM

who

¹²S http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/07/28/cuckservative-is-a-gloriously-effective-insult-thatshould-not-be-slurred-demonised-or-ridiculed/
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are more than happy to pander to fashionable
"race,"

get ahead. A search for
Arts, the umbrella

group for private

icles'
that look like Salon articles
The efforts
the "Twinks

for

a Pierogi

arts funding

Wintrich,

photo

on the website

organizations

the money

of Grantmakers

in the U.S, returns

the gay Trump-supporting

series and the "Daddy
has become

Will

for

Trump,"

and legal threats from the venue owner
Thanks

to conservative

photographer

Save

to conservative

ad agency after "Twinks

art show at the gallery.

Trump
party

art gallery

"diversity"

if it means getting

to

in the

opportunities
Comment [A343]; G ve few

the art world

his job at a New York

or

values

I.

of Lucian

Trump"

hostile

profoundly

"gender,"

progressive

Us"

values.
Wintrich

art exhibit,
As well

for

show how

as being fired from

also faced expulsion

when he attempted

complacency,

responsible

pica.

from

to host his pro-

the art world

onetoday is a

state.131

As Andrew
idolise

film

wing

voters.

said, culture

pop stars, watch movies

left-wing

wing

Breitbart

studios,

ñ[cannot

continue

over the Pentagon,

the left-wing

stranglehold

It's not as difficult
has grown
expression.
college

to the point

politics.

Conservatives

film

need to realize

the importance

of culture.
lindon

--

The kids and teens who

directors

and produced

by

grow up to be - surprise!

comedians

and more on the National

on culture

that they will

- left-

ment for the Arts

Only then will

be beaten.

where even left-wing

creatives

are feeling

like Chris Rock ami Jern

who they say have become

Seinfeld

too sensitive

Comment [A345]: voPe hasca y akrc a
argtne7t 'ci reo'esentaSc cre
at <ds
neec'v'lSÏD
a cD"ServElVe'cle McCGS O
hecc re consevatves t-e¬seNes no ye a so
t e 4yce that k as o' calc een rule ¬sdels
onso ee"s as well9

to be

continue

correctness

its stifling

-

Comment [A346]: Sone consevat vesth n<
t s shouldDecisorces, '"at t°e gave me"t
oved
e ark sur aku?

in culture

effect on free

now refuse to peribrm

for their comedy

Comment [A344] ,GprxI

left-

They need to spend less time

as it may seem. Over the past decade, political

I a beral comedians

audiences,

from

made by left-wing

and laugh at the jokes of left-wing

beaten by the left if they keep ignoring
obsessing

is upstream

routines,

http //wwwaiarts.orq/
¹3¹ http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/08/29/twinks-for-trump-photographer-fired-after-being-praised-by-

to

even

Comment [A347];

ue, accd co t Eve

apologyc .re.
f Comment [A348] r ue9

milo/
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though

they aren't

the culture

wars, they will

chains of political

find no shortage

of grateful

make a serious effort
artists and creators

to get back into

eager to throw

off the

correctness.

On the other hand, political

correctness

The Political

of the Right

I'm

Correctness

an ardent Zionist,

be spotted on BBC

appearances

My Jewish

ancestry

of Muslims,

isn't just confined

to the left.

and it isn't just because I have a thing for tanned, muscular

men with big guns. I'm ethnically

millions

If'
If conservatives

right-wing.

remotely

Jewish on my mother's
sporting

a full-on

side, and in my younger

days I could

Jewfro.

is another reason for me to personally

many of whom

IDF

are as anti-semitic

oppose the migration

as they are homophobie,

of

from
I

in--the-Middle
will

East-and4he-Pashtun-mountains_.

soon include

many European

need for a strong,
Another

secure refuge

thing

with

the allegedly

nobodies

I feel strongly

who were posting

Jewish. advocacy
Review,

right

don't

threat to the Jewish
offensive

world

reason why I also feel strongly

(which

= Comment [A350];.rhie
Ms is tee complexter 2

about the

o· cete
3see ró<mi a unpainter

to tell jokes.

Alas,

feel the same way.
commentators

community

suddenly

became

preoccupied

posed by d fe>v thousand

memes on social media.

I am of course rofemng

the Clinton

panic ginned up by the likes of
campaign,

Comment [A351]: crew
e iet, actually

cusr d som

to the a]t*
---

fueled by an alt-right

Beast and, eventually,

-

mternet

battahons.

organizations,

The Daily

in the Muslim

about is free speech and the freedom

when in 2016, conservative

nefarious

anti-semitism

for Jews in the state of Israel.

right -- or at ]east, their shitposting

National

is another

countries)

some of my peers on the conservative
I was baffled

Rising

Comment [A349]: Ma<eyou argr e":s
w :hout us g phrases 48"iiellhpiae."
e to es.

Comment [A352]; Ma<erxe ce';n vo I m
of co se e ernng:c the shitcast"g t c s O' :°e
alt
cu II De c 'his m Te a: ng t
ou
c ck wvow
d áwior
t em e e wco c be ;;ood

went so far as to
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declare war on memes.
a venerable,

League,

own credibility

I'm not joking.

respected

name in the fight

the intemet

by declaring

Pepe, for the uninitiated,
young

architects

of web culture

Over time however,
--

variations
Egyptian

"rare"
"Kek"

frog-god

explain

Vladimir

supremacist
delight

tattoos.

of the trolls
I won't

Neo-Nazis.
declared

line from

media,
publicly,

without

their

an object

of fascination

the underbelly

for the

of'
of the internet.

is another

incidentally,

cards, pepes themed
internet

on the
won'
I won't

meme, which

Sc le commenthereecc d |
-g Comment [A353]:.Soma
t e intene: ce g a strange, magicalclace?

later

be released

alt-right

collectible

Pepe in a MAGA

Trump,

Pepes in Nazi uniforms

hat, Pepe as

and white

frenzy,

much to the

that used them.

crusade"
crusade"'

Andrew

however,

consigned

memes,

have anything

to a few irrelevant

to fear from

when they come from

particularly

against me in late 2016. Unlike

Anglin,

7
Star Ware,
a little

I will,

torpedoed

symbol."
svrnbol."

These were the ones that started the media feeding

-- I don't

editor,

populate

Pepes -- Pepe as Donald

These sad specimens,

than threatening
Stormer's

"Kek,"

make excuses for anti-semitic

a "holy

frog that became

pepes in the style of glittery

and the more provocative,

Putin,

nearly

in more subtle ways, the way all memes draw

of memes will

Then came the political

anti-semitism,

the Anti-Defamation

im.age" -there was sad Pepe, smug Pepe, and happy Pepe.

(the word

here. My dictionary

against

who anonymously

the frog was remixed

mockingly

before the election,

meme Pepe the Frog a "hate

is a cartoon

Pepe was just a "reaction

Initially,

Two months

blogs like the Daily

the ADL

Stormer,

I find this laughable

these people,

especially

who I am told etands a mere 5'2 taR Anglin

genuine

rather

not from the
is, to berew

a

chert for a eter-trooper.

defend

their right

the threat of being banned.

not push it into the shadows

to speak and post freely
The best antidote

where it will

on the internet,

to silly,

fester and grow.

pathetic

even on social

hatred is to defeat it

This is something

that
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leftists,
worry

and a wonying

number

that the more people

of human

see Neo-Nazis,

and human

nature,

I have no argument
have an argument

with

the alt-right,

supporters).

conservatives,

the more they'll

everyone

deplorables"

Because

They don't

understand.

They

I have a sunnier

(to quote Hillary

as Allum

want to destroy

the Stormers

who uses offensive

Bokhari

many of the people using offensive

promcateurs.

be persuaded.

with those who want to condemn

of

don't

simply

view

reason.

those who lump

part of the same "basket
for Trump

of establishment

Clinton's

memes

multicultural

aren't

them, as

campaign

in our widely

genuine

societies

in with

much-derided

and I highlighted
memes

and their ilk. But I do

term

cited article

on

Nazis at all, but

or restore racial

hierachies.

They

- comment [A354]: : c0s
(

just want to raise hell and smash taboos. From our article:

they're

Ironically,
Boomers

were drawn

drawn

for

to the New Left in the 1960s:

and a challenge

transgression,

to the alt-right

to social

the same reason

that young

because it promises

norms $äýŸust

don't

Baby

fun,

= Comment [A355]M"os
.VVh0'srgeC

understand.

uiauasunclear.
Just as the kids of the 60s shocked
rock'n'roll,

so too do the alt-right's

outrageous

caricatures,

internet

in-joke

with Millennial

pop culture

from

long hair and

shock older generations

Shekelburg"

These caricatures

to "Remove

with

Kebab,"
Febab,

are often spliced

an

together

old 4chan memes like Pepe the frog,

to

Pony references.

Are they actually
Satanists.

"Shlomo

genocide.

references,

with promiscuity,

meme brigades

young

the Jewish

about the Bosnian

anime and My Little

actually

from

their parents

bigots?

No more than death metal devotees

For them, it's simply

the Grandfather-in-Chiefis

Republican

a means to fluster
consultant

Rick

in the 80s were

their grandparents.
Wilson,

who attracted

Currently,
the
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attention

of this group

on Twitter

after attacking

them as "childless

single

men who jerk

anime." "
off to ani me.
Responding
that anonymous

in kind, they proceeded

subcultures

most embarrassing

parts

of his family's

his house and bombarding
'lnePÃ team, in Qp/coPy

are notorious

to unleash

all the weapons

-- and brilliant

for
internet

history

at. From

to ordering

pizzas

to

the alt-right's
t'eveokJ

Ap'S'telicalfasAion,

up the

digging

unwanted

his feed with anime and .Nazi
A'azi propaganda,

JwvePwle but unlentaMf

of mass trolling

their

true

hsrrhttf theserherheesrrdsteterhehfe

en I w

admit these kids sometimes

break are in need of destroy ing
tone and character
â€”
they don't
memes

o1'

go too far, and that not all the taboos they want to

Hut the response of the establishment

to the career-destroying

mobs of the SJWs, is worse.

deserve to have their lives and careers destroyed

flirted

w1th dangerous

The intemet,

after all

right,

chillingly

familiar

in

-- Comment [A357]: G ve an
exempt'

These are, after all, kids

because they posted dangerous

Ideas on the IinternetI

is a melting

pot of wacky

and beyond-the-pale

personalities,

des ro.ec beca se these k
somec w o
arec c n en) ceaded to s a
dc×
Comment [A359]: NCwordst y the vletfrhs>

norms,

and memes,

adventurous
establishment's
they're

which

souls. Indeed,
misguided

naturally

the11'
their careert

generation's

most rebellious

it doesn t do these youngpeople

justice

allegations

These people

among the best and brightest

Conservatives

attracts the millennial

should be embracing

of retrograde

racism.

of their generation
them, not pushing

-- talented,

to simply

and

rebut the

aren't just not-racists,

creative,

Comment [A360]:
e a "cn pcRca
example c e of t-e mtBTC SWC'¤nOSSQ" 3n
exampleC/scr-e:hing ; 90 t"ey complis"ec
t passee

and funny.

them away -- and certainly

not ruining
Comment [A361]; WT Crm re Mve 3
ru n ng a-y careers(ct"e t"an t"e BenSlac o
QUC'ehSlcW}7
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But that's

'

see a difference
Well

right.

between

I disagree.

peme

the people

correctness

posted by a Daily

of people

like Ben Shapiro,

II that sounds reasonable

This, in my view,

Just like the political

offensive

of the arguments

Iobs."
ought to lose their jobs

that "racists
doesn't

the implication

I just mentioned

is nothing

to you

keep in mind

said

more than the political
ignores

reader and a hellraiser

from

comment [A363];
e ::c T ao:x.: he
s Doe . s coe cf .tc detemnes ·:.12:
const .tes .."acceatatle "aasm o tmgcty c
re mnt t
scree e seemese the see
(E g B e ca~ E c )

E.

correctness

context,

. -- Comment [A362]; Weds a re

that he

and the likes of Andrew

of the left, it deliberately

Stormer

who openly

of the
an

treating

4chan as just the same,

,

Comment [A364]‡a<e
rene
Da y Stcrrer N z to dif#erent e trcr t e
ccTparat vely °arr e
perc,or
a

Like the left's political
Ivitbout
to examine the motives and values of the individualt. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------....................
...............
........................................................................................................................................
pausing
Comment [A365]. .. f e o
o s o .
r a•te r e t a" tœ reSJ9 W at if t"8
n®°
"n"ne
and reductive in its logic. Like the left's political
correctness, is it is collectivist
correctness, it
will

the lives of innocent

destroy

political

we must fight

correctness,

Debate

Club

"Donald
There's

against it until

isn't

a

gentleman."
gendeman."

noble about trying

the 1960s, where a single swear word
boycott

campaign

worldview
If
laughable

Republicans
the departure

And of course, like the left's

it dies.

to preserve

vulgar."
vulgaI."

so

the standards

at home could
And if

"I have to cover my

re a conservative

ears."

that existed prior

of decortun

lead to a week of being
you'

kids'

to

and a

grounded,

over 65, that

understandable.

re under 40, however,

group that I call "debate

Debate

"He"
"He's

if said on TV or the radio.

is completely
you'

if it goes unchecked.

Conservatives

Trump

something

people

club conservatives

club

that you fall into the unfortunate,

conservatives."

excerpt

from

the Republican

an American
contest,

slightly

And it's time to snap out of it.

are another reason why it's becoming

to win. The following
of Jeb Bush from

it's likely

increasingly

Conservative

article,

difficult
written

for
after

is revealing.
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Wbea Jeb Bush left the mme last night

~

farewell

it was probably

the true strength

the

of his character.

with

he said

by the man who conspicuously

If you don't
And that's

exactly

have the stouuxk
what Debate

and again, the Republican
Trump

The man is a pathological
has eve

country

seen,"

Saiously,
a bidFoon....
I will
country"
better."

A down...

An

Republican

beaten by the tactics

entreaties

Republicans

ConservrJrtve

it. In the Repubhcan
for audiences

httpihvww.theam

's lament

'

clap"

to "please

'

defat.

that the "graceful,

ch~

iaid to contests
primaries,

you'

Donald

re going
Trump.

didn't

to lose.
Again

vote for

hsten.
think

this

told a donor

in August.

the clown,

country

s

the asshole.

that reQects so poorly
"Our

"He'

on our

deserves

so.

of a man who "lacks

to elections,

ac

dmracter'

has:

voted for Trump.

in a manner

primary

now,

are the tactics

at a level I don't

voted for the buffoon,

that has behaved

thmk

that revealed

their base that they shouldn't

Jeb Bush allegedly

long after his mevitable

voters didn't

The American

without

Asshole."

dmus

And again and again, voters

problem?"

not vote for a nominee

said John Kasicb,

Coaaxvatives

tried to convince

liar ... a buHy ... a narcissist

this guy's

this yea

did when faced with

said Ted Cruz in May. Republicans

what's

politics

lacks what Jeb Bush plainly

Club Conservatives

he was just so snkmd

because, well,

'

out this

to do what it takes to win,

candidates

dignified

graceful,

I am not sony that Jeb Bush is out of the nmning

but I regret very much that what wins in American
employed

an mmxhbly

sums up the attitude

in general:

they mostly
for him

dignified"

w~

Jeb Bush had been
of Debate

it's better to lose with
got their wish,
anything

although

dignity

Club
than to win

Jeb Bush's

but dignified'

.comklreher
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In the general election,
Trump"

"Never

movement

Evan McMullin.
with

the obsession

with

and their absurd candidate,

One could well

with

winning

former

argue that the whole

purpose

is what gave rise to the

dignity

whatshisname

and current

of Evan McMullin

nobody

was to lose

dignity.
The conservative

Elections
fought

sense of fair play is disastrous

are not college

debates, no matter

with facts and opinions,

other forms

principles

movement:
refutation

tactics.

side (as conservatives

another

most people

aren't political

of Obamacare.

They don't

that relate to their own experiences,
One comment
up this conservative

from

... There's
Megyn

some immigrants
but it's not

usually

They don't

string of irrefutable

Ben Shapiro,

policy

enough

is so damaging

care about the intricacies

not abstract

and

Comment [A367]: A e yo sr o,sly e in
t"e readenhat ye advocateSkEAR
CAyPAGNSO

mettle

cunning,

on their side. It helps to have facts and

do), but they aren't

obsessives.

research.

to win.
to the conservative

care about your
of the Laffer

arguments.

14-point

Curve.

They don't

They want to hear things
Comment [A368]: Go c cc T

)ebates)

made on the Dave Rubin

Show in February

2016, sums

myopia.

"The problem

is telling

wish it so. They are not

goes to those with

victory

reason why the debate club attitude

have the time to listen to a 30-minute

a jackass

In politics,

not those who have facts and principles

on your

There's

Ted Cruz might

the Democrats.

but with pmear cam pai gns, media spin. opposition

of cloak-and-dagger

and deviousness,

how much

when it comes to fighting

Kelly

with

Trump

a difference

is he fails to distinguish
between

she's bleeding

coming

political

incorrectness

being rude and being politically

from her wherever.

across our southern

border

Being

politically

are criminals.

That's

from just being

incorrect.

Being

rude

incorrect

is saying

politically

incorrect

rude."
rude.'
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Shapiro
a problem

is thinking

of a world

where only politics

because it suppresses facts

most other people,

the stultifying

facts -- it's the suppression
suppression

of rudeness.

cgpcricnces,

threatening

Ivcrc drawn

to

Debate

that are relevant

rules of political

of jokes,

matter.

to current

correctness

it's the suppression

affairs

is

it. But for

the suppression

of

and yes, it's also the

because It intcltupts

1nto pub11C cN1Cs.That S wily

tO tMB (crsonal:nlattcra

correctness

-- and that's

go far beyond

of banter,

e s Is a problem

Political

To him, political

everyday

human.

sO many pcoplc

r°atte intc a a c c o e to êTp esizet°e
nuasweress?I xca°c along'he °es c^ yo..

Trump,.'

club conservatives

debate club. In their imagined

don t understand

political

candidate

presenting

their arguments

segments.

In reality,

politics

doesn't

this because they think

ideal, elections
on foreign
work

would

and domestic

be fought

policy

politics

is, well,
with

issue-by-issue,

in neat little

like that -- and if it did, voter turnout

a
each

or ng ' :he oê son youre :alk.
c s go
10te I"U WC'CW"al yOUSaidTC el VD
'
comment [A370]; as agi :D B TG
pointand "steac yo, leaveit Jnde e coec a d
"n°eª

30 minute
would

be in

crisis.
I understand
despite

(usually)

commanding
rnlpoltant

that it must be impossibly

the facts, but by connecting

heights

of

Bringing

who constantly

E

aIld cntertaNIncnt,

lose

Comment [A371]: ActJ3 y COS&NaVeS
consta t
IN governors ORt e }!o..se he
Senate sta e rc ses e c

isn't won by

why it's an

Comment [A372]: O t e of e °and.ine
naeased aue
ceem 1we Duom

Which al'C thc
yCJget an a

cxxpericnccs

in a society

in the modern

increasingly

need to grit their teeth and come to terms with
-- and Donald

people's' s'
people'

with

to gct back B1tO cultuIc

peoples"

And that s why,

like myself

for conservatives,

all the facts on their side. But it's time to wake up. Politics

having

for conactvattvcs

commanding

frustrating

frustrated
the necessity

Tent at OSs

world.
by political

correctness,

conservatives

of rude, braggadocious

provocateurs

comment [A374]: 52 cc seNatves AM V

Trump.

Conservatism

Together
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I'
I'll

be the first to admit that we need Debate

that we have people
and rigor

of a George Will

today is probably
the left's

who can utterly

Slavoj

entreaties

column

dominate
with

Club conservatives.

the left in an argument

a Jessica Valenti

-- and he supported

Žižek

It is immensely
--.just compare

one. The strongest
over Clinton!

Trump

not to watch or read or listen to conservatives

valuable

the power

mind on the left

Wh.en the public

ignores
it'
it's

"bigotry,"

because of their

rare for them. not to be swayed by our arguments.
But arguments

aren't enough.

and the norms

entertainment,

hope that every member
George Will's

our fighters.

of the public

men like Steve Bannon

to stop following

"threats"

America.
doesn't

serious progress
Politics
brutal
myself,

on those fronts,

so original

and compelling

discover

Romney

on conservative,

we need our brawlers
war will

---

Comment [A376]: Ore)

be won by

Times.

ones. We need

Let the left worry

remaining

Klansmen

to issues that the left either doesn't
of academia

and

and never apologize.

issues, not leftist
York

conservatives

Comment [A375]: Ma<ecc T res s
t:RCaSPTUCFOftTS CJt . e IS4êD*dWRyf"On
is:: pus ic as mwh as nassa
sposa
nstt ors hke
so co s a c co e es vcere
ycrc r' °¤s re learning5:°Cf . g cut n°'c
I"l3; \ªtanilu hC.

and pop culture.

in

care about, or

Until

we make

else is just noise.

everything

than assembling

of the public.

Mitt

polite,

like it or not, the culture

Beast and the New

our attention

is more complicated

can'
We can't

,

who use coarse language

-- like their domination

battle for the attention

lies and eventually

like Pepe the Frog and the six-or-so

We need to be turning
want us to notice

the left's

But until that happens,

focused

the agenda of the Daily

about insignificant

culture,

and expect to win elections.

be a time for elegant,

Trump,

We also need all our attention

to dominate

i'ost.

conservatives

and Donald

itself

see through

from the kft sts

establishment

let the left continue

language

will

said, there will

saved America
Whether

of everyday

at theWashington

columns

As Ann Coulter
we'
once we've

We can't

facts and writing

That s why fabulous.

compared

to the 45339th

good arguments.

irrepressible

copycat

leftist

faggots

celebrity

It's a
like

Comment [A377]; a"a alwayshas we
Eve° beforeDc°a d
np r

in a colorful
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outfit,

are so perturbing

showbiz

to the left. Much

if'
-- and if we want to win, there will

today

There is a blessing

for the establishment

me, it gives breathing

space t<>everyone

vvithout

The left would

out of public
Before

censure.
view

I arrived

moderates

which

proportion

they believe

of them listening
That's
brilliant

minds,

and clowns,

establishment

They take control
and bigots.

of them are frothing

to our arguments,

to persuade

no matter

present them to the

w an
would

like

of culture,

comment [A378]; Jo k
necaaseyo
t-e enere omerœnse atve a aanents co<

push conservatives
like to do the same.

Even consummate
--- Comment [A379]: Cive 8 2e occk o rc

and use it to smear even moderate

desperate

youth

reach college-age,

to suppress

a

conservatism,

. When they reach that point,

there is no hope

-

Comment [A380 ,I

c judoist

how good they are.

voters who are already
and challenge

is

campuses.

By the time America's

higotn

on provocateurs

ltd

close to succeeding.

war has to end. Conservatism

to grab the attention

in

Republicans

at the mouth,

with

to be synonymous

vertpn

politics

like me in the future.

attention

their arguments

like to shut the

u ere being banned from

sexists,

why this civil

need to be more people

here. By focusing

on the scene, they were seriously

as racists,

irk debate club conservatives,

else to develop

Ironically,

how the left fights.

conservatives
significant

altogether.

like Cathy Young

That's

as it might

needs its great thinkers

open-minded.

and its

But we also need provocateurs

the biases of those who don't

want to be

challenged.
No movement
has ever survived

has ever survived

and intellectuals,

and no movement

with just hellraisers.

If we want to win,
unfortunate

with just moderates

penchant

we need both. I hope debele elub concernates,

far enobbishnece,

eventually

who have en

realize this.
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9

WHY

ySotr(ctilncs

inter(ucwcrs

MUSLIMS

ME

HATE

ask rn<"„a btt furt(velar,

about a Lruy I Used. to 11vc wtth who.had.

a

distractsfrom your point
they think
there's

a gay person

questioning
public

obviously

It s true, I did

interest

er it might

For a really

This chapter explains

about 4is private
expose

life is somehow

homephobie,

even if

hypocrisy,"'

ong time
Comment [A382]: F s ee¤npr

why 1 don t any more

b wren

not e/c"<"e e eit e
* * *

I'd hate to be thrown
In the summer

off a roof.

of 2015, Europe

people know

refugee

boy pulled

do what they'd
welcome

what videos

of Muslim

of liberals

to (jo for

hunger

After

a viral

picture

eliites exploited

E time. I--- lower

who would

search history

of a drowned

a (no(Bent

the drawbridge

very

don'
and don't

Syrian

of global

sytnpathy

of'
of a continent,

to
neen

and

ans

Whe em eine

ye

migrants.

(1(tcs told thetr pcopl<", that th<",tnt'
Oeeing Oppreaaien,

of people

you too, even if you delete your

re watching.

at the heartstrings

been longing

millions

you'

n-this-faee

opened its doors to millions

much like to kill me -- and, most likely,
think

I-mean--imagine-imanded

a(its were Just Irk(: 'th<: drowned

and death in, War-tern

Syria.

n realit

rcl(lgcc;

11t((oeents

feWCr than half kf the refugees

c(a((r((er(t tA3841( whoo Thischargeis
unfounded

-

eommen( [A385j( Thissoundslike youare
denyingwhat ie happeningin Syria
Cc(r((((err([A3861( Factcheck

¹33 http://www.breitbart.com/london/2014/10/30/apple-ceo-tim-cook-comes-out-as-gay-fine-now-can-westart-reporting-on-him-properly/
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admitted

to Europe

in the months

economic

migrants,

from regions

hosts the Islamic

$ÈÊÏ tO eXtertd

They flocked

the smirking

to Gennan

new arrivals,

Over a million

even more radical

weren't

train

poured

stations
placards

Syria. Most were

than the country

that currently

boys.

he rare mom.ent of pro-migrant

and holding

Muslims

the viral photo were from

of the world

State. And they certainly

The pre88
possible.

following

stating "refugees

--.--

for as long as

of'
of temp -eyed liberals

to take pictures

into the Mediterranean

sentiment

Comment [A387]; ASSmCL
press seekto ?

W

sex

hugging

welcome."
welcome.'

to cross into Europe

b t rather

- Comment [A388]: Stupicethnic oke
diminishesany pit
lyRt

an
It only took a few months
Eve 20156,
Muslim

as one current

misogyny.

an Arab word

attending

year turned

An estimated

meaning

collective

the New Year's

for the leftist

affected
mght's

end, (alice

assaulted,

including

into another,

the new arrivals

introduced

acting in gangs, unleashed

sexual harassment

- on German

women

Year'
Year's

On New

Germany

taharrush

gamea

from

returning

to
-

and

celebrations.

- Hamburg,

in the worst night

C ano s
-g Comment [A389]:.Gratuitous

e

dream to turn into a nightmare.

2,000 migrants,

The attacks took place mainly
cities across Germany

aPe?hetwt

in the city of Cologne,

Frankfurt,

Dortmund,

of sexual assaults in Germany

estimated

thaf. at least 1,200 women

at least five rapes.

but soon reports

Düsseldorf,

were heard from

and Stuttgart

since the Red Army's
had been groped

were all

invasion.

<yrothenvise

By the

sexually
IA39oI: Citaticnneeded
--( Comment

Comment [A39ij: This undercutsyour
argumenthere
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Germany
the crisis,

also found

to a "Summer
police

was not alone. Sweden,

Inferno

oQf Sexual

Assault"

more than 140,000

Swedish

by the police

were citizens

had largely

girls aged 14-15. Virtually

during

Institute

referred

been suppressed

crime data, the report found

of Afghanistan,

migrants

from the Gatestone

in Sweden which

of'
of group sexual assaults on young

apprehended

welcomed

itself beset by sexual assaults. A report

media"
and the medial34. . Analyzing

reports

which

a particular

by the

surge in

all of the attackers

or Somalia

Eritrea,

..... ...................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................ Comment [A392]: Zelete I"e evar: ,off the
pant a7e unfry
three of the four largest refugee
has rape statistics

that actually

groups in Sweden.

On the 22nd of March,

mastennind,

explosion

native

to Europe
European
Belgium

states suspected

Europe's

summer

Magnanville,

¹34

during

flooding

France,

in Brussels

to Syria to fight

for the Islamic

later, a police

State before

crisis.

him pass through

by the Islamic

Abballa,

13. An

killing

20. The attack's

killing

their borders

denials'
denialsl35. . But the truth is, no-one

One month

by Larossi

Airport,

2015 Paris attacks, was a man called Abdelhamid

continent"
across the continent's

attacks, encouraged
of terror.

exploded

the refugee

of letting

issued flustered

at the streams of migrants
Abaooud's

who had travelled

at some point

immediately

claim.

went off in the town of Maelbeek,
the November

Sweden now

immigration,

Next came the murders.

2016, two bombs

who also planned
a Belgian

Abaaoud,

to Muslim

do come close to what feminists

But the rapes were just the beginning.

hour later, another

Thanks

on his return to
was looking

that closely

borders.

State, inspired
officer

a string

of copycat

strikes in

and his wife were stabbed in

of'
acting on the orders of ISIS. One month

after that, on

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/8579/sweden-sexual-assaults

¹33http://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/reuters/article-3325789/No-evidence-Paris-attack-mastermindGreece-Greek-official.html
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Bastille

Day, a Muslim

Promenade

des Anglais

Two weeks
later, a suicide

a 19-tonne

driving

in Nice, France.

after Nice,

the throat of an 86-year

police

shot both terrorists

Belgium
month

a man attacked

Islamic

police

officers

officers

in Scharbeek,
The United

stabbings

I spoke outside

terrorist

and then, a week

while

a Catholic

before French

in Normandy,

anti-terrorism

Ten days later, in Charleroi,
Akhbar."

"Allahu

shouting

Belgium

church

One

were stabbed by a migrant,

also

would

take place before

and even though

a "waming

migrants

end: in Rimini,

Germany.

shortly

the various

we did, or Omar Mateen
to incoming

the year's

attack in 2016. The Orlando

soil since 9/11, and the deadliest

act of

history.

Pulse nightclub

I often call myself

out flyers

hostages.

attack on American

of times, not a single cable or broadcast

mistakes

in Würzburg

hostages

States, of course, also faced its own tenor

hate in the country's

gays by Islam,

and more than 400 were injured.

stormed

a machete

and in Cologne,

Belgium,

the most deadly

homophobic

with

on the

Akhbar."

"Allahu

shootings,

taking

in Molenbreek,

Three more ISIS-motivated
Italy,

State terrorists

old priest before

crowds

celebrating

both at the hands of Islamists.

and rescued the remaining

after that, two police

shouting

was hit by a stabbing

in the town of Ansbach,

bombing

through

86 people were killed,

Germany

Two days after Ansbach,
slitting

truck ploughed

will

online

channel

from

afterwards

about the threat posed to women

versions

chose to show any of

Europe."

I don't

be just the beginning.

explaining

of my talk have been viewed

why groping

women

millions

it.136

want America
In Europe,

and

to make the same

they now have to hand

and bashing

gays is bad

137

136
htt s;//www ' outubs.corn/watchVv=xL(
kiz
¹37 http://www.spiked-online.com/newsite/article/why-is-europe-giving-muslim-migrants-sex-edlessons/17939#.WDMUy9WLTlU
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If America

opened its doors to Islamic

migrants

as Europe

did, it would

face a similar

trait that your country

has relied

on foreigners

to take the true

if not worse.

catastrophe,

It is a uniquely
stock of American
a Frenchman

American

culture.

Before

named Alexis

de Tocqueville

his 1835 book "Democracy
I share something
about America,

in

else with

In electing

de Tocqueville:

the conviction

Muhammad."

Donald

Trump,

on his pledge to freeze Muslim

of American

he was also a critic

of Islam.

there have been few religions

Those are not my words.

America

immigration

racist and a bigot

throughout

the campaign,

by_the American

left. But such behaviour

The left has been selling

the miracle

with

it took

Trump,

in

democracy

He was right

about Islam when he said "I studied the Quran a great deal. I

that study with

deadly to men as that of

to document

can be Great Again

America."

and he was right

came away from

I was saying Am.erica

both by Merkel-like
doesn't

really

surprise

as

Those are de Tocqueville's

may have saved itself.
as soon as possible.

in the world

I hope that he follows

Naturally,

through

he was attacked

establishment

conservatives

as a
and

me anymore.

out to Islam for years.

l3BBh%Y-4681-%'-864"-;- -If-v+36-4RBg-BB+3B(4-)AtPk4YRB
j3BB-I'-1'BBetBN+-l383-&B-s3BJBK'-R38p-+3f
s3vsY;--vfPB--Ili-BBBd-8-IÃx>I3-BERp-RPk7-&-Fdp8-'z33RB-rRBI3;--RBB'BBd-rR&-BRBB)--w43v44gs-ts-a-g(3<4-K@8-':-,'

Islam

and the Left

During

my college

regressive

left. I always

talks, I'm

often

asked what arguments

have the same answer;

to use when debating

with

--

co333INeatIA393j.'Lets leave"feosl
cmptere owes out this oi3eptei',

uileeie"

the

â€”
--Islam.

http:‡!blog.sfgate-com!stew!20851‰OiO5/mapping-s-f-s-human-feces-on-the-streets/
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There is nothing

better exposes the modern

l'
for the facts, and their hatred for the Wwest

disregard

noble value that the left claims

Every

L'
the meet repgressive

i:.'
practicesideology

The twentieth
from

fascism

world.

to Bholshevik

communism.

the rise of radical

sanctioned

by a higher

Marx

once called religion

their attitude
comedians

to Christianity,
and columnists

still cling to "bibles

and

who they bake wedding
Their
Russell

to Bill

Maher

himself,

Hitchens

critique
Maher,
as well

their

for women

defense of Islam,

to Islam.

to gay liberation,

even

ot'
despite many of its current

do battle with

totalitarian

Both of those ideologies

inspired
untold

causing

of'
of every stripe,

ideologies

their own radical

the same kind of grim fanaticism

tells its followers

that the atrocities

around the

suffering

we have seen

they commit

are

power.

their own interests

abandoning

from rights

did not inspire

which

Islam,

rank hypocrisy,

and its values than their attitude

and their own massacres,

Yet even those ideologies

left's

in the world.

saw liberalism.

century

their own revolutions,

devotees,

to uphold,

of'
dies on the altar of its sycophantic

itself

diversity

with

else which

the "opium
in service

you might

of the

deluding

of an otherworldly

think

even though

power.

thgr

to belittle

worst

offence

its followers

into

If you look exclusively

that the left still believes

never miss an opportunity
guns,'"
guns,"

masses,"

in this message

and denigrate

at

=
.-|

Then

the people

these days is to be picky

Comment [A394]; W ose

who
about

--- Comment [A395]: A"ose

cakes and pizzas for.

of religion,

which

has singularly
as Sam Harris,

were all frustrated

animated

failed

a range of brilliant

to tackle

Richard

the problem

Dawkins,

thinkers

of Islam.

)

and the much-missed

from Bertrand
a conundrum

hat

-

Comment [A396]:

A S a co

Christopher

by.
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The Muslim
identity-obsessed
minority.

reformer
leftists

Sam Harris

Maajid

who defend

pseudo-liberals

cartoonists,

Examples

of this behaviour

scart
aren't

but nowhere

politics

every other

his characteristic

clarity.

Left"-

the "regressive

that they reliably

from

the

individual

take the side of a

women,

the intolerance

apostates,

of religious

criticism.139

are not hard to find.

of the gruesome

newspaper

-- actually,

Now I know

to describe

the problem

Indeed,

month

seems to bring

is less finding

a new outrage,

each

than the last.

of a leftist

right

from

has termed

Rather than protect

the best ones to use. Every

Take the aftermath

religious

theocrats

Nawaz

and true liberals

novelists,

they protect

more eye-popping

of this group with

by identity

left'

at the expense of, well,

minority

attitude

mob over one of its victims.

than picking

the term "regressive

are part of what Maajid

imbeciles,

rare example

a religious

who are so blinded

intellectuals,

examples

coined

sums up the backwards

These people

backward

Nawaz

that's

members

assault on the offices

that understood

too mild,

it's really

of the radical

Christian

near as scary. They may believe

radical

Islam

the radical
right
I'm

of Charlie

Hebdo

in Paris, a

to be a force of the radical

medieval

in the United

religious

right.

States, and they are

going to burn in eternal hellfire,

but they

in a rush to send me there.
Charlie

of'
of the Prophet

controversy

Hebdo

had the temerity

Muhammed.

to stand against religious

They were one of the few magazines

bullies

by publishing

after the Danish

of 2005 to stand on the side of free speech in the face of Muslim

riots.

cartoons

cartoons

They

hit@;//w'~vwsg>Ig(I(;(>((I/2gl,>/'l l/25/1IBL(Is Bf)(j Illl('iq (;G((espG(Id(.f)(;(".I
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understood

correctly

and threatening

that allowing

violence

people to intimidate

was the first step on the road to a terrified,

So they stood with Jyllands-Posten,
"blasphemous"

controversy

with

their

the Prophet

Muhammed.

artists and writers

the Danish

drawings,

On 7 January

their lives, when two armed Muslim

2015,

siblings

12 employees
forced

censored

newspaper

and published

by setting cars on fire
society.

that triggered

the 2005

their own humorous

of the newspaper

their way into Charlie

cartoons

of

paid for it with

Hebdo's

offices

in

Paris and opened fire.
Charlie
from

Hebdo

their opposition

as they are of Islam.
approach,

but unlike

is a leftist

publication.

to the right.

They are just as strident

.
I mav happen
to think

the National

the rest of the left, I can't fault

say they oppose bigotry,

in fact. Their

Marxist,

and they do -- whether

opposition

in their criticism

Front probably

Charlie

Hebdo

they perceive

to Islam flows

of the National

deserves

for lacking

a more nuanced
consistency.

it in the European

Front

They

right or in

Islam.
So what did other leftists

do when

thugs? Did the old ideal of socialist

12 of their comrades

solidarity

finally

were gunned

down

by religious

kick in?

didn'
No, of course it didn't.
As most of the civilized
columnists

refused

world

to relinquish

adopted the slogan "Je Suis

their Islamophilia,

It only took two days for The New Yorker
Bodies,"
attacking

¹4°

Charlie

Hebdo

for "racist

Charlie,"

even for a moment
to publish

of mourning.

an essay entitled

and Islamophobic

a few leftist

"Unmoumable

provocations.14°"
provocations.'

http://www.newyorker.com/culture/cultural-comment/unmournable-bodies
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Before

the month

was out, a number

alma mater, Manchester¹42,
that it made Muslims

had banned Charlie

expression
a moral

non-Muslim

cartoonists

Carol

display

went to Charlie

Hebdo

one at my

including
space"

under their "safe

policies,

arguing

Moore

open letter condemning

of solidarity

from the left-wing

PEN America

of the organization,

Hebdo

quite in the same

for making

award for freedom

so. They boycotted
a "marginalized

To
of

news, much less

surprising

established

including

class either.

literary

literary

not be particularly

and Junot Díaz thought

Charlie

I'm. not sure that's

dead.

in 2015 would

Yet 204 members

Oates, Lorrie

Well,

the fact that the prestigious

observer,

outrage.

Hebdo

students uncomfortable?

There was no collective
an ordinary

student unions,

students uncomfortable.

It made Muslim
league as making

of British

authors like Joyce

the awards,

community"
community'"

signing

an

feel

uncomfortable.

To the section
and victimized,
enterprises,
cartoons

of the French

a population

and that contains

of the Prophet

population

that is already marginalized,

that is shaped by the legacy
a large percentage

of France's

of devout

must be seen as being intended

Muslims,

various
Charlie

to cause further

embattled,
colonial
Hebdo's

humiliation

and

suffering.143

What
circulation

4¹

suffering!

that Muslims

What horror!
don't

Cartoons,

published

in a newspaper

with

a minor

even have to buy.

http://www.theweek.co.uk/68699/uk-universities-are-attacking-free-speech-says-report

¹4²
http://mancunion.com/2015/03/05/80-per-cent-of-uk-universities-restrict-free-speech/
¹43
https://theintercept.com/2015/04/30/145-pen-writers-thus-far-objected-charlie-hedbo-award-6/
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I'm

sure the friends

ashamed of their loved
The author
Muslims

to murder

theology,

summed

and families

ones'

of the dead Charlie

who faced an Iran-backed

him in the late 80s for the crime
up the stance that the boycotters
of cartoonists,

out by Muslims

and disadvantaged
Islam,

which

as well

wrote

are hate crimes.

minority.

is highly

and which

have made themselves

have the dubious

satisfaction

and Charlie

Hebdo

to see so many of his peers in the left-wing
cartoonists

to do with

well funded,

who stepped in after other writers

Gaiman,

This issue has nothing

It has everything

organised,

rather than standing

about a forbidden

attacks sweeping

These ... writers

failed,

decree) calling

on

area of Islamic

was a

Rushdie,

into a cowed

The boycott

(religious

had taken.

as non-Muslims,

they will

feel thoroughly

fatwa

of writing

...hate crime, just as the anti-Semitic
carried

cartoonists

actions.

Salman Rushdie,

The massacre

Hebdo

Europe

and almost

to do with

entirely

an oppressed

the battle against fanatical
seeks to terrify

us all, Muslims

silence.
the fellow

of watching

travellers

PEN tear itself

got their award, presented

pulled

literary

against the ideology

out

of that project.
apart in

public.144
public.'

to them by Neil

. I have to wonder

establishment

Now

how he must have felt

choose to attack murdered

that created their murderers.

Embarrassed

for the left, I hope.
Censorship

in the ni1me of Isl:tin has been the nonn

in the west for some inne

--

Comment [A397]; S...nponmis swome t

¹44 http://scroll.in/article/723627/salman-rushdie-slams-fellow-writers-for-boycotting-ceremony-to-honourcharlie-hebdo
¹®
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/may/05/neil-gaiman-pen-award-charlie-hebdo
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A book on the original
Press in 2009. The

University

as well as other depictions

of context

to external

You'd
worms

think

that the

the Wwest

attitude

Islam.

In what was criticised
editorial

terror

images of the cartons

as an assault on academic
submitted

process,

the book without

ehp$$]would

Of

thanks,

Hebdo

After

shooting

every terrorist

Merkel!),

in a series of attacks mastenninded

Our History

ol'
draft of the book included

by Yale

the cartoons

out

the cartoons

convince

some of these cowenng

is having

its desired

effect

-- Comment [A398]; The nasscre was 275
TheYale t7aakwee2GG9

--

into silence.

towards

"We Brought

in 2005 was published

controversy

but it seems that Islamic

When Paris again fell victim

headline

original

in the YUP's

E

to the Charlie

the west these days --

cartoon

and published

consultants,

The reaction
suicidal

intervened

to grow a backbone,

frightening

authors'

of Mohammed.

Yale University

freedom,

Mohammed

terrorism

by the Islamic
After

among many of the left's

attack (and there are a lot more of those in

the response becomes

to Islamic

This On Ourselves:

is just one example

more outrageous.

in November

State, Salon.com
Paris,

It's

2015, with

published

Time To Square

over 100 slain

the extraordinary
Our

"Values"

With

"10

The article

blamed

the deaths in Pans. Liberals

the West "behaving
blaming

horrifically

in the Middle

the West for the terrorist

attacks is

East for

decades"

for

§ñ½¼e

r8$4jr+tiB<~-rrrt3R3-14~-h434lI;ital-aAd-L3)&9BRR-'-=:»;-Baby--(3Re-1vkM
~:-I'HtM:-'--63B-tltestelv63--wltile-it@+
Comment [A399þ.Dart3t)jake WCs
au a y

https://www.thefire.org/cases/yale-university-censorship-of-mohammed-cartoons-at-yale-universityPress/
147
http://www.salon.com/2015/11/15/we_brought_this_on_ourselves_after_paris_it_is_time_to_square_our_
values_with_our_history/
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In March

2016, after Muslims

to run virtually

the same article

The Terrorists

Too."148
Too.

policy.

It's a tradition

War One in fact, when
more of an argument
collection

of treaties

would

Th@ left hag always wagged

pacifists

urged young

why were young

I doubt that Bertrand

understood

Russell,

the ideology

intellectual

suicide.

a key opponent

become

impervious

Even if all the doctrines

Mohammedanism

is to be reckoned

opposition

with

and Buddhism

Christianity

and a love of contemplation.

unspiritual,

What really

ver its

.--

Comment [A400]; Cunf s
7It
flI@C1'
81%8/8
WSggu61t5
ÃtflM lCt~"

art t~~

all the way to World
at least, they had

concerned

cements

the left's

to wars in the Middle

of World

to scientific

of Bolshevism

personal

of the

evidence,

and

were true, this would
Among

rather than with

Mohammedanism

religions,

Christianity

religions,

and Bolshevism

with

and

mystical

are practical,

world.¹®
world.'4

of its own values

East, but its opposition

leftists.

of them is tolerated...

are primarily

to win the empire

betrayal

War One in

if Islam were a serious threat in his time. An ardent

Bolshevism

social,

And
~hnd We Are

boys being sent to die for the sake of a

examination

doctrines

at the Ieft

men to stay home. Then,

still be the case, since no unbiased

Buddhism.

its finger

of Islam far better than today's

Those who accept Bolshevism
commit

the same writer

This On Ourselves,

even than Vietnam;

working-class

have been quite so peaceable

atheist, Russell

allowed

in the Balkans?

But somehow
Britain,

Salon.com

"We Brought

that goes back further

leftist
--

35 in Brussels,

under the headline

In a way it's not surprising.
foreign

killed

to liberal

over Islam isn't
Muslim

so much

reformers.

its

Perhaps the

¹48
http://www.salon.com/2016/03/27/we_brought_this_on_ourselves_and_we_are_the_terrorists_too/
149
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Practice_and_Theory_of_Bolshevism/Chapter_I_9
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best example
effort

to drag his religion

interfaith
polite

of this is Maajid

silence from
The height

added Nawaz
survivor

of ridiculousness

and David
that purportedly

Horowitz.

Ayaan

Hirsi

should be off-limits

the left's

unintentionally

faux-victimhood

wake of terror

though

Law Center

Daniel

(SPLC)

FGM

Pipes, Pamela

to Islam has become

Muslim

iso

but you can't even laugh at Islamic

any

protects.

-are 4ilari+>es:-$4<4eeleus;-ls-the>+."

renie .ab(Mt..d,-tv4gk(+R-that.
about arelig en thathates
SSSGS-in-the-ai-FS-Anything
about

terrorists

the1 eft desperately

ef e 4erd+>I- werRen-svvet4e4

of those who worry

i'~)aej:--beds4er.=-ts'/::

,=

comment IA4NI: Thisien'trunny enoughtc
be ueerthere

gays that gets its men in
more richly

"islamophobia"

than

amusing

and hijab-pulling

in the

attacks that leave dozens dead?

Is there -- and perhaps
a religion

with

the sort of moderate

precisely

-I-mean;-r >'~a~-their+<etfite

a--Foom-togetheFé-t-imeS-a-day-te-St-iGk-thei-F-

the crybully

Poverty

critics

pf all the groups

deytIHI>g m+tI+;-owqieally--siruste+44ae-the-sij4t
AnythinganoFe

and Islam

attitude

for humor,

hilarious.

he is rewarded

groups like the SPLC ought to be encouraging,

being accused of "Iislamophobi

Islam is the most inherently

supporting

The entire list was absurd, including

of Nawaz,

anti-intolerance
bankrupt

Ali,

an

making

at worst.

extrem.ists."
extremists."

But the addition

up just how morally

more without

disdain

actually
extremism,

community,

was reached when the Southem

activist

anti-bigotry,

Nothing

in the Muslim

bigotry

to a list of 15 "anti-Muslim
rights

Muslims

age. For his work. combating

the left at best, and scornful

and women's

summed

into the modern

and challenging

tolerance,

one of the few moderate

Nawaz,

so thin-skinned

to prove the point

the phrase "The Religion

this is just my gallows

that cartoons

designed

of those French

humour

to provoke

cartoonists?

--

anything

more darkly

it give rise to deadly

Is there anything

funny

shootings,

more preposterous

than
as
than

of Peace"?

"" http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2016/10/maajid-nawaz-sple-anti-muslimextremist/505685/
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I'm not trying

"brave"

America's

Islam on prime-time

television.

How

Fight

to Really

The left claims
x!: '!

that Muslims

in Britain

communities

- believe.

overall

thought
11~ ' ~
British

thought

poll of Muslims

of hordes of young

who think

are some more stats specific

1 23% would

contains

arguably

as one of the more integrated

acceptable.

some of the

western

Muslim

W

cement [A402]; _E s
ae
s:ate¬ents se :-e ¬os: a ;sed o :-ey do
mn'ase VC the ss.ê rat"e tM yo..
ede¬ent

one of the 1,001 people

That is compared

to 58% of the

net
are OK.

that just 35% of French

Muslims

and 19% of German

Muslims

acceptable.

radicals

have probably

affectionately

to British

1 52% believe

Muslims

cratered

known

as

Europe's

following

"rapefugees"
rapefugees"

from poll carried

importation

on the continent.

out by Channel

Here

4 in Britain.

should be illegal

homosexuality

like to see Sharia law in England

1 39% believe
English

otiay. , is gn en a pass. I Icre are a leu things

homos

those percentages

Muslim

about

ha! .

was morally

were morally

In my opinion

of

which-is

in the UK found that not a single

that homosexuality

homosexuals

an indictment

Yet Islam,

- who are often portrayed

The same poll found

need to. What

Bigotry

it opposes bigotry.

population

I don't

that not a single one dares to tell a decent joke

. reh:.uous emettees

most bigoted

polled
I

comedians

supposedly

A Gallup

hard here. Because

particularly

a woman

should

always obey her husband,

as opposed

to 5% of

overall
1 31% consider

it acceptable

for a man to have multiple

wives

SS0033906
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0033906
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When

it comes to Islamic

assimilation

immigration,

It'
least not yet. It's, "Wh.en in Rom.e, rape and kill
Andrew

Bolt on Sky News Australia,

just right,

lighting

He recalled

Australian

culture.

scholars

in Australia,

That's

to Australians

There's

Abu Mohammed,

that they are wrong

just one problem.

delivered

show I go on regularly
problem.

The Grand Mufti,

the speech in Arabic.

At

because they get the

in the west.

the grand mufti
to think

an option.

welfare."
welfare,'

and then claim

Islam.'s integration

the case of Dr. Ibrahim

gave a speech to explain

his integration

encapsulated

perfectly

everyone

whose

seem to be isn't

doesn't

Muslims

of Australia,

who

can't integrate

one of the foremost

IIe has lived in Australia

into

Islamic

for 19 years, and

speech is in Arabic.
what I call chutzpah.
-. ---f comment [A403]: Zelete: s par3Ç''aD1a d
Sttekte ttle tBCt8

-insular-and-hostilete-eatside-thinkmg-than-a-gender-studies JrBF-B4!dtt

ie-morebigeted

department-80-it-gives--us-aélear-answer-to-the

paradox-oftolerance÷-no

-you-eannot-tolerate-the-B4-

truly4ntolerant
There were 1.6 billion
global

population

the world's

according

second-largest

NIhe growth
EEE

-

in the world

to a Pew Research

religion

as of 2010 - roughly

Center

after Christianity,

estimate.

23 per cent of the

But while

it is the fastest-growing

Islam is currently
one.

of Islan3t 033 h( to I'3e eoncerrnn

'er@Wor liberals.

religion

Muslims

that sanctions

ere is a religion
the executiones

that sanctions

of gays, ar

forcinges

women

ii: i n that sanctions

into submission,

the tries to killing

a
of non-

Comment [A404]: 30 ycu see ow o
bor castof src n t e oneof te r ast
n s t we
stu n

believers.
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They're
Kansas.

the Westboro

Church

on steroids,

they'

except

re not mental

trolls

from

They mean it.
And they're

sense of higher
and it might
which

Baptist

spreading.

Islam preys on the most vulnerable

purpose.

explain

th:z gingere

Lindsay

tce

Lehan,

'
should be especially
.
conceming

frat boys singing
We'
We re supposed

Well

to look at critics

And there is real out-group
Christian

bakeries

intolerance

-- it all comes from

offering

in such high

high conversion

them a

numbers"

Comment [A405];
ese ±upW
Nc- us
;:een
to,e n his part culadycre:er co
VGTr'eSRaC&
W
TCF ey Str'p y ¤ mnSn
or wh Ã

,.---

rates in jails,

to the left but is not.

the right with

lewd songs about women

there is a real rape culture

eenvert to Ichm

They have especially
-They

For years, the left has been tormenting
consider

in society,

of Black

tales of bigotry.

as an example

Lives

Matter

of "rape

We'
We re supposed

Comment [A406]; Ms 18notthe time ci
placefor anotherhiac+dic< eke.

--

Comment [A40Ï]: ,Tireeomeancioffthe point

to

culture."

as racists.

in the west. And there is real homophobia
in the west. But barely

--

in the west.

any of it comes from frat boys or

Islam.

So-the-next4ime-a4eftist-asks-you-what-youtre-doing-te4ght-rape-oulturecor4nteleranee
«4+,--tl38-+!83(t-tHR4-8-Ieftaat-8848--V+38-W48t-V+38-+&+4+1Rg--t(3-I-1ghtR
-8-438-raR-BRd438r+1-ator-homophobia;-take-a-Quiran-and4mm4t-in4rent-e&their-face
Of course, if you were to do so in Europe,
don'
don't.
Before

And if you were to post a picture
I was banned from

one of the victims

*

Twitter,

you might

of your deed on social media,

I had my account

of the Nice terrorist

be arrested for hate speech, so

attacks.

r
i
http:!Aa. .vw.bre!tba±com!!cndcn!201^!O9!O9!g
!e!am!
* http:!!www.daHymalec.u!dtvehowb!z!ad!c!e
converting-islam-hasn-t4inishe4Koranhtmi

locked

for posting

The same iconic

picture

you'd

probably

a picture

be banned.

of a dead child;

had been shared by

nger jihad!e why redheade are attracted to ra±ea!
3518919!Lindsay

Leban confkme e cone!der!ng
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dozens of journalistic

yct Twitter

outlets,

was too sensitive

for it.

So never again lct the left tell you that they are the ones 1'ighting bigotty.
fact, its greatest defenders.
VA'1ders, Donald

They are the ones standing
Nigcl

Trump,

Faragc,

Douglas

in the way of Pamela

Murrav,

and me. A â€” ail the people who are actually

I Iirsi Ali,

the most intolerant,

bigoted

in the world

ideology

Maajid

doing

something

today face a constant

same people who, if they were true to their own values, would
But it's no matter.
I Jnited Kingdom.

I'm

With

confident

Daddy

we can win without

Islam today is hke conununism
disaffected

people with

And like communism,
If there's
compromise

a decade when America

walked

It can't

to fight

Ayaan

what we see as

pushback

from the very

be on our side.
States, and Brexit

underway

in the

the lefty.

utopian

that is drawing

the battle v ith cottununism,

Wall

for itself,

re presenting
in millions.

sense of self-confidence.

asserting

it's that the 3gwest

like the left constantly

collapsed

and to a lesser extent, Britain

stage, aggressively

vision

They'

all around the world.

apologize

that the Berlin

their national
the world

tribal,

violence

one thing we learned from

It was no accident

proudly

Sam Harris,

in the early stages of the Cold War.

an idealistic,

it's inspiring

on its values.

and recovered

elected in the United

Gccrt

Oclier,

Islam

Defeating

young,

Nawaz,

They are, in

can'

t

wants us to do.

at the end of the 1980s. It was the end of
had shaken off the malaise

Margaret

Thatcher

the superiority,

of the 1970s

and Ronald
and, well,

Reagan

the greatness of

SS0033909
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their respective

nations.

In the increasingly

choice between

the wWest

and communism

At the same time, western
undermine
America
music

broadcast

-

western

west, proved

it.

That's

superiority

Saudi monarchs,

liberalism

and grinning

leaders who advocated
them ever donned
Instead

superiority

peaceful

of drawing

of the west's

of'
of a tiny minority

who will

be defeated.

to stand up for its ownown-, superior

view muftis

to western

east,

to Islam,

they'

oVf'
o9f

as jazz and rock
that KGB

capitalism

of life and culture

isn't

re wearing

memos

radio broadcasts.
of western

glimpses

to

and Voice

it? Far from
headscarves,

to

in the

the

asserting
bowing

to

In the Cold War, there were some western

with the Soviet bloc, .sure,
sure, but I don't

think

any of

Internationale."

followers

with

-

- and the
way of life

the Islamic
of

peace,"
seeking

against gays, nonbelievers,

to present

and women

-

soon be defeated.

The Islamic

view that is attracting

as well

designed

was so successful

- our leaders
harp on about "the religion

as the actions

a world

attitudes

to the problems

of the religion's

-

the superiority

tantalising

in mosques.

coexistence

attention

violence

But they won't

campaign

to the theocratic

stupidly

activities

asserting

leaders'

western

into programs

Radio Free Europe

were listening

offering

Mao suits or sang "The

the increasing

represents

were boldly

radio broadcasts,

a long way from

of western

The propaganda

pact, the

a no-brainer.

money

state funding,

of Soviet youth

As Reagan and Thatcher
communism,

poured

news of anti-communist

across the Iron Curtain.

asserted that up to 80 percent

nothing

With

poor Warsaw

increasingly

became

quickly

governments

the idea of communism.

ceaselessly

backwards,

State may be crumbling

swathes of young
values,

as their rock stars and mosques

people.

an entire generation

as their concert

in Syria, but it

Because the west has done
of young

halls. Western

Muslims

came to

leaders talk about

SS0033910
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the radicalization

challenging
wonderful

of young

and then turn around

people,

and talk about how

Islam is.

The results

are inevitable

It's theoretically

and devastating.

possible

to peacefully

coexist

with Muslim.s,
cmnment [AWB

b hat s only
possible

if they -can find a way to remove

themselves

to themselves,

and 1Wclims

v hether they 're Indonesian,

And the Muslims
are perfectly

ideology

demonstrated

living

isn't.

-

who don't

else

to say nothing

are attracted

-

actively

happy to turn a blind

element

or killing

regardless

of

that insists on

the most poisonous

eye to its horrors,

of the horrendously

Islam.keep

generation,

to an ideology

om me

us, if we refuse.

with

identify

'

from contemporary

Too many of the current

cr Arab,

Pashtun,

their way of life on everyone

imposing

the radical

En

as poll after poll have
regressive

socially

end of their

attitudes

of Muslims

in the west.
Like

The old talking
never worked

points

with

about "violent

a viral meme that needs to be fought
extremists"

are no longer working.

fighting

Like

Reagan

When America
ended its space program.
landings
of'
of history

will

Indeed,

they

an idea, and the only way to beat it is to show that the west is the best.

leaders need to talk about what makes our society

opportunity.

head-on.

to begin with.

We'

Western

we are dealing

communism,

and Thatcher,

they need to tirelessly

landed on the moon,
We can t yet know

be, but it is moments

and create the conditions

great: freedom,

in culture

the Lold

assert their country's

War essentially

for popular

Armstrong's

equality

of

greatness.

ended. Russia gave up and

what the West vs Islam version
like Neil

tolerance,

of the mMoon

first steps which

t e scace ace was NC[ the ere of t e Coa
a

turn the tide

rebellion.
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Islam has to be made uncool.
lea need to champion

anas

of westem

culture

and ask more strongly

it now, in music,

fighting
disposal,

demonstrating

the west and which

made America

-

DO Muslims

take seriously.

particularly

exquisite

art and with

as we do so what is possible

the greatest country

societies

Hate

don't

we so cherish

of human

want to do

-

at our
in

civilization.
our leaders need to

bad.

receive

all manner

As for some of the more poetic
-- well,

and we have to start

every other means of creativity

in the history

[A4n]- Theke s R r - and
comment )A43,3k]:
shdle-and Nagub Mahfo 2-and

Me?

expect, I frequently

detail

or faith,

with the free expression

and this is what they really

talk about what makes Islamic

As you might

-

as it is a war of politics

books, joumalism,

But more than that

So_Why

as much

Comment [A410]; Wo?

why

senses sesasags asagspasssageswassassanm

This is a war of culture

don't

the greatness

of death threats.

ones, which

describe

Most of them, I

my tortuous

demise

in

I treat those as free erotic fiction.

Ales.;-as-rkky-statu33-.";-lkas-(grewR;,-I-lkuv8-te-kiesl-v

itjk-Ikeel-;)8-v. Iku-eve--33kiur+--~8Rekks-t4SR-t48

ZBBs-3+3-BRiBR8g'-All 4k'.; -I'%3k+3WBkka(8Iv-'ekRtlk38at8BkRg-('18Bk
YB8&ssg8kkK>BF<4s-MK4--tedYRiukkSt-8BvA8
]wks:-Al+3BB-v

-kk4-K3"-3%"Nazks.;-%4K+-%ve-wkly-+'8t-k~-tkkt8F-Bk-tlkB-468k;--kt-ks-+batik--tlkresuts-I37+YR

+~4BS43kks-t4stVi'48-rkk+-%PAtFkty-dctutl-3RSkstS-t4st-I-oug4t-4+-t&ku-%%1+3'6sly;--h|Fk- YR&ttedr-4&Vi-33386y-

tkR38!3-4tielI-itlN%%-t4at-4 ekRg-skkvBR%4v-skkB%/8reri--Ikv--tB3-83'kgb-3'33B8681ar--4R+wR-FRskk-3B-33RS-r~i+Rv-4%3p
8srrl38+'
t83'3-S8%8si'I'dBC~ksk
3.4St8333"
fust "vi'Bk+~

Ce333me33t
IA43.2]."33unkkk
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Cnrnmnnt [A413]; Delstathis rrne
So, last summer,
pride march through

I annoyingly

the gay district

had to resign myself
of'
of Stockholm,

that point,

I had given my speech at Ground

Nightclub

in Orlando,

time, I had already
Twitter

(which

TV itter thought

Muslims

love for western

of Arabic

me for a dayL

feminists

But at least their willful
in the form

(indirectly,

who are so fanatically

anyone who dares challenge
"Islam

team informed

brutal

By

attack on the Pulse

me that the risks were too great. By that
death threats

(and one bomb threat)

like the metapherical

rape victim,

on

it ceems

I was asking for it!)

realities.

not directly

suspended

1'
for some months.

as I had been planning

Zero of Omar Mateen's

been subject to a deluge

promptly

I have little

everyday

and my security

to the fact that I could not lead a gay

is a religion

and leftists,

ignorance

of their immigration

devoted

not least for their relentless

rarely

comes with

it certainly

policies,

to their 6th-century

a body-count,

delusions

denial

of

at least

does). It is only

that they will

murder

them.
of

peace"

we are told -- and yel; so many thei-r-AK-47s

dare us to deny

it.
It's little

wonder

given that my mission
honest

-- offensive

that I'm well on my way to becoming
is to tell the truth no matter

truths

about them -- their brutal
European

are my favorite
treatment

cities, their fanatical

kind).

of women,

willingness

a hate figure

how offensive

What they really

it may be. (All_right,
can't

gays, and Christians,

to kill

for Muslims,

then,

I'
I'll

be

stand is that I tell the truth

their rape-sprees

and die in the name of a 6th-century

in
i

ah

--- f comment [A414]; Zon't undercut
-ndec2 y¤a
"pedophile'
the pedopMe label.

warlord.
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The gap between
in many Islamic

what Muslims

believe

is so wide that hard to imagine

nationsis,

â€”
practiced

Islam to be, and how v hat it is actually

an i s!mute Re I orm at ton k-s4mle

t'

Well,
often:
ostrich

Ssorry,

there's

a little

no offense,

on Islam,

don't

phrase 1 like to say that Muslims

but it's true. With

be surprised

had better be prepared

so much of the western

when the public

media determined

turn to Dangerous

Faggots

to hear more

se encesc tra: youre talk aboutt e actual
teTC sts 5:°CAO my f e : Kar a er "7yf e d
Fwneed.

to play the

to give them the

real story.
Because
people

unless you happen to be in the service

of a fanatical,

murderous

religion,

most

still love the truth.
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10
----

20161 I was on a panel at UMass

In April
Hoff

Sonuners,

discussing

campus event at which
who would

attempt

Unbeknownst

political

correctness.

I spoke would

to disrupt

Amherst

Steven Crowder

-------- Cornment (A417]: Beautyregimemovedto
box at endof chapter,afterNietzschesection

and Christina

By then it was a matter of course that any

have left-wing

proceedings

with

Cornment (A416]: Deleteentirechapter.The
bookis betteroverallwithout hittingthese ugly
people'
notesin the otherchaptersand better
overallby deleting this one

agitators

by engaging

to all of us, one of these protesters

scattered

in shouting

throughout

matches

was about to become

with

the audience,
my fans.

an unfortunate

viral

celebrity. .
name is Cora, but the internet
camera erupting
"'madness,"
"madness,*'
"n1adness

into 8 fit after Professor

Waving

video repeatedly

now knows
Sommers

"Trigglyputf.'
"Trigglypuff."
her as Tllgglypuff.

described

'

She was caught on

campus

third-wave

her arms about her head like the coastal tide, Trigglypuff

shouting

at Sommers

off'

to "f**k

and shrieking

"keep

feminism

as

can be heard in the

your hate speech off

campus!"
catnpus;
All standard
appearance.

fare for Milo

She was morbidly

was 'BBI+3%@lval>IQpnk>rgivably-agly
previous

events. But what made Trigglypuff

obese. [Ier
-Ier arms were wider

-She burnt more calories

screaming

stand out was her physical

than my face. To state it bluntly,

she

at my speech than she had in the

TA418]ÏT N W e c
Canne
r a
problemin tone.YourusualstyleNEGATES
valueyourinformationmighthave.The
any
presenceof this chapterin the bookdestroys
the restof the book
Comment (A419]: Phraseslike this dont
workin a book

eleven years.
R4Sme

ately descended

in

mockery

of the poor woman,

but I felt nothing

a

b

re

yo

Comment [A421]: No, not the entire intemet
but pity. How had she allowed
wasn't

she trying

to get into such a sorry physical

situation?

And why

to get out of it?

I was particularly
overweight,

herself

confused

I was so horrified

because the last time I'd shown

I immediately

hired a personal

signs of becoming

trainer.

"Trigglypuff"
If "Tli gglypa

could
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odto

waste tens of thqusands

ot dollars

on a gender studies course

.----- cement (A422]: Likelyshes not payingfor
collegeherself.
comment (A423]: Not funny

The answer is that she was swallowing

lies as well as hamburgers.

her it was okay to abuse her body, that she was still beautiful,
society*
Lies that told her it was society s fault,

right.

she could do the

shc'
she?

same. So why didn't

telling

surely

lies

Sweet, comforting

that everything

was all

not hers, that she was ovenveight.

~

~

~

~
~~ Comment
ar
et[A424]:~
t2 Ego and self-~
~ ~-g
aggfendizementbeC
~ Eire in bookk
-This
This isn t just a chapter
write

about why I m hot, although

an entire chapter just about that. Okay, let's be honest,

in 20 volumes
memory.
list for

like an encyclopedia,

(Thanks,
2016.153

some recognition

Roger

Stone for including

terrifying

conclusion

this is the ideology

-- in an
ideology

her to decades, possibly

of uglines4

Trigglypuffand

of righteous

Known

victimhood

misery

fashion

statements

reached their

as the "fat acceptance

many others, ruining

even an entire life of bitter

The Fat Acceptance

book. Published

me on his best-dressed

act, one of the most violent

It's the story of how the politics

that poisoned

be a whole

for the hours I put in.)

It's also about why being hot is a political
you can make today.

it would

~
quite easily

P
I could

or one giant ebook that takes up your entire Kindle's

by the way, to my buddy

Finally,

as you know,

final,

movement,"
Inovclncnt,

her life and consigning

and humiliation.

comment (A425]: Beingagainst"fat
acceptance*
don't belongin a bookin which
you're makingseriouspoliticalpoints,certainly
notthe way you do it in this rnanuscript

Movement

"3 http://stoneonstyle.com/style-etiquette-101/best-worst-dressed/mr-stones-11th-annual-best-worstdressed-list-2016/
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The fat acceptance

movement

fat into their system by downing
overweight

way"
that i»ay

-- that is,
genetically

There may be some truth to that. But the fet acceptance
thatfat

attempt

people

to tell hem

shaming."
shMltng,

Having

should not be encouraged

the teth-ebout

heir

health

to improve

and romantic

the left now hopes to turn the war against fat-shaming
spent decades . trying

to
ro feminize

as possible.

'
.

impression

that the cultural

',

„,:

"

' '

..

left is running

words,

doesn't
relying

work,

and it's hopelessly

on fat people

to be fat.
act-value

and that any
"fat-

agrees with
and cannot
king
my

Callahan,

'..

me. "Safe

Firstly,

:

„'
d=±± " ' „,

E you ever got the

shamed

'lesbian'
_-.. --f Comment [A429]: Don'tuse
asa
l stur

London,

that suggests fat-

it's based on survey data - in other
and dietary

choices

exercise."
and exercise,
---- -- Canunent [A430]: Give moredetailabout
whatit says, andcounterwith someevidence
that it doeswork.

emeritus

of America's

â€”
and slow u-.c*-c
incrcrecatelisre

do the necessary

-- Comment [A428]: Thisis not true. Noone
arguesagainstthe healthissues

be right.

College

to be honest about their weight

president

..----{ Comment [A427]: Meaning?

and anti-homophobia,

Pardon the pun, but: fat chance.
Daniel

. [A4M]! Howdo you know

to try and look as unattractive

women

out of ideas, you'd

flawed.*

.--I- c----*

holds that

prospects-constitutes
anti-sexism,

' ',,'' .1~)r

Tnere is only one serious study, from University
shaming

their weight,

the

accepting

into one of their next great causes. Having

men, they 're now pushing

~.

predisposed

'
-:-:- bridges
also

movement

the causes of anti-racism,

exhausted

nearly

about obese people

every chance they get. Fat acceptance

8 milkshake

people are, like gays, "born

gap, arguing

â€”it isn't
h-

isn't What you think

work,"

and beat upon socially

wrote

est

Callahan,

oldest bioethics

strives
a former

was as persuasive

research institute,

never to stigmatise
smoker,

obesity

has not

in 2014. PThe force of

for me to stop smoking

as the threats to

health."

-$ Comment [A431]: Societyalreadyshamesfat
people.No pointin bringingup this study to
~provethat we mustdo individualshaming

*

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/news-articles/0914/110914-Fat-shaming-does-not-encourage-weight-loss
'55
http://www.breitbart.com/milo/2016/07/05/fat-shaming-is-good-science/
'" http://www.theatlantic.cembee!tb/archive!2013/01/a-case-for-shaming-obese-people."".".i"
tastefully/267446/

SS0033917
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8 little

With
that "fat
victimhood

we can help fat people help themselves.

effort,

emptance,"
acceptance,"
!i«i i

perhaps the mod

and gnevance

Let's

young,

be clear. Fat acceptance,

impressionable

Fat people
unfit

activists

like Lindy

women

are not healthy

that's

positivity"ity"
pnslti)

perfectly

as some call it, is not empowering.

West are not only causing,
loneliness,

isolation,

but actively

encouraging

and misery.

The people

are evil. They have to be stopped.
not sexy, and certainly

life, and usüaldy fail to enact

this is 8 lifestyle

or "body

girls to lead a life of gloopy

this stuff on young

pushing

ol'
idea to come out of leftist

and irresponsible

ala=ing

is given the heast attack 11deserves.

politics,

It's cruel. Fat acceptance

But first we have to make

nonnal

partners.

hot clever.

So why are we teaching

okay" .I I
okay?
mean, I understand

the logic centers of your brain shut down

They die young,

your arteries

live an

----

that

\

our children

are hardened,

c===[Ae:]:
uncear;are peopiesaying
they'resmarterthan non-fatpeople?Or do you
meandever in the British sense,as in. doing
the mart thingwith their twes?
Comment [A433]: To you but maybeto
others

but are

Comment [A434]: Not necessaryand goes
againstyourearlier professionnoi Io be cruel

as well?

Comment [A435]: Not necessarilytrue
Sometimes
Chocclete.
they'

Maybe

I suspect that the body positivity

movement

it's graft

feminists

behind

At-Any-Siue

in?4)neidentally--Healthy

pn>fiteWy-pavete-seeter

all those idiotic

shain

classified

than a third

as overweight

one of the biggest
in an age where
Plus|-sized
and beautiful.

in some way. Furthermore,

fatness is not only accepted,
like Tess Holliday
feminist
.c;..i;.ist

funded

by Big
. ----l Comment[A436]:
,__---{
[ message

to love the skin

Not necessarilya feminist

- .t ..., new-higMy..ears-highiy-the future

children

will

- { Comment [A437]: Not funny
. --3

aunt's fat rolls and stretch marks.

drains on the US healthcare

Meanwhile,

ie-going-to-betheeer==ef=y

States alone, with nearly

of adults are obese in the United

"models"
Blodels

te!!ineveme

"."
ef Ty;=4Di=hete&Treatment4enterd+In

learn how to count by using their unwed
More

is in fact secretly

health problems

system

Despite

70%

caused by obesity

these facts and statistics,

are also
we live

but celebrated.|
are promoted

victimhood-mongers

in the press as natural

like Lindy

and normal

West make sure to spread the

,___

Comment [A438]: Needmorestatisticson
this point;your argumentis bestwhen
~supported.
---- Comment [A439]: Theseareall straw-men
-

Comment [A440]: Worthit to distinguish
betweenplus-size(whichcan be a size 8) and
obeseGess Hohy 5 a W2e26P

SS0033918
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of jigglyness

lifestyle

to their young

insecure

teenage audience,

when they aren't

trying

to

period»."
thc11' periods."
them to , 'shout about their pe1 lAda.

convince

A conspiracy-minded
see some sort of warped

of raising

oneself

strategy:

mating

thc1I'
their level best to convince
This certainly

person might

---

look at this obsession

with fatness and periods

those born on the asexy-side
to make themselves

other women

of genetics

appear spukivees

and

Comment (A441]: Is this a quotefrom Lindy
Vvest or someoneelse> Usemorespecific
you'
examplesfrom LindyWest if
re namingher,
ratherthan a vagueattribution.

are doing
'Unsexy'
"repulsive"
..--- Conument [A442]:"Unsexy"
[A442]:
and
[@+M]1
don'twin yourargument

well

t'
Qlln
d'll"
the bar for all instead

we'
isn't the first time we've seen the logic of "lowering

up to make the grade.
Unfunny
.Un5.umv

There are even subgroups
fat activism

with

their worldview,
Largely
made headway

movements

and looks at how misogyny

misogyny

is presumably

because of women
in youth

Daddy

culture.

Sure, the movement

young
might

feminism,
youth

and impressionable
they'
say

re bigly

beautiful,

Meanwhile,

obesity

women

anti-fat

bias. In
..----{ Camnent [A443]: Unconvincing

attractive.

positi»'ihr
West, fat positivity

and Lindy

incorporates

has actually

can be traced back as far as the 1960's,

but

= comment (A444]: To whom'
. -{

to the other identity-political

subcultures

.---

and

and race equality.

spread the wisdom

of

positivity"
body posltlvlty

among

a bigotl

- comment (A446]: Are you sayingthey lie?
Proor/

As
-

rising,

that believes
identity,
with

that dangerous

levels of obesity

and kill those who criticize

even children

becoming

it are

hospitalized

Comment [A445]: Why?What changed?
Doesthis stemfroma minorityview being
disseminatedon social media,anddetractors
shamedinto agreeingor stayingsilenton the
topic?

their

biased

and legitimate
is rapidly

8 popular

peers, who suck it up for fear of being branded

We how have a wave of youth
acceptable,

with

which

stock. An oddity.

and no different

such as transgendensm,
minded

intersects

like Tess Holliday

it is seen as 'normal]

"Fat Feminism",

when men find attractive

They were a laughing

The social-justice

equally

including

feminism

it was never serious.
Today

of fat positivity,

-- Canment (A448]: Evidence
--(

am an

oppressing

Comment [A447]: Who are7

them

~

-

Comment [A449]: le this eventrue

for their reckless

SS0033919
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If fat acceptance

eating

to accommodate

campaigners

students no longer

The fat positivity

culture

f'
for angsty, wrist-cutting,

service

their

understanding

identities.

has become

particularly

blue-haired

teens in that awkward

to encouraging

We are anti-racist,

and generally

transphobic,

an all inclusive

have more entry requirements
The blog generates

hundreds

them to lives of social misery

politics

risks hurting

you'

re fat are condemning
by people

unattractiveness.

plot only are they|deluded

how desperately,

they proclaim

colleges

and journalism

even

with

themselves

from

anti-

hatred,

about page, which

appears to
Iiluminali'
...- ( Conunent [A41]: ."the
The tliumtttsti'
muminatror *theSkuH
-g
society7o
I an¶Bones eoorettr

other young
movement,

Tumblr
which

users who are
-..--

risks condemning

Americans.

to protect.
all an." who keep telling

you to a sad and lonely

and miserable
"proud"
proud"

at the world
with

it"
life, and it's not your
Canment (A43]:

for their own

themselves

and "happy")

you to

but

(notice
they'

d Comment [A44]:

how loudly

re also trying

Again, absurdcharge
Namecalling

to
Comment (A45]: Attackingspeakersas ugly
diminishesyourcredibility.Actually-it ERASES

not to mention

and infected

u charge

Once again, the

them.

surprising,

Howl
unn nt [A42] .Howl

And guess who's most at risked Black

who are bitter

to be

anti-queer

secret society.

to be obese than white

those it claims

You are being brainwashed!

really

and

Qon-"
media of fat (and non-"straight

states the blog's

ladies, but these short-haind-plump-womeeNot

pull you into the flames

the micro-blogging

stage of rebellion

anti-classist,

and obscure

and unhealthiness.

left's victim

What's

space"

this bizarre

who are 1.5 times more likely

love your body even if

classes.

on Tumblr

and showcasing

of interactions

Americans,

fault.

popular

--· Comment [A450]; Providesomehard
evidencehere, otherwiseyou'rejust repeating

have to be enlarged

find blogs that take the movement

anti-ableist,

than an old-world

being brainwashed|into

Sorry,

able to walk between

physically

This is where you will

is a bing dedicated

people of color.

sized")

would

nl'
like "Fat People of Color".

deeper with niche ideologies
"This

had their way, school hallways

the private

sinister,

is how this stuff has seeped out of

sector. JC Penney is now commissioning

ads to

SS0033920
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girls it's okay to be 8 hadwhale?

tell young

can see the commercial

America's

phrase it like that, obviously.)

obese population

to obesity

That they would

to market

decision

this once-respected

J['
,.. But JC Penney is joining
companies

until

they die, they stop buying

quixotic

8 bizarrely

following

good about themselves

they drop dead from
clothing.

your XXXL

is that the gravy train is an analogy

apparently,

. --[comment
--$ Conunent (A456]: No

and

turn to

is a sign of desperation.

Someone
~SOtneone has made the bnlliant

products

You

- both
numerically

is growing

JL.'
-- and JC
Penney sells boat covers that they call clothes.

horizontally
pandering

logic.

don't

(fhey

business

model:

obesity-related

brand to-women

the ranks of consumer

help your customers
problem'
The problem?

illnesses.

What JC Penney has failed
for 8 successful

business,

..--- comment [A457]: This entire argument
is
ridiculous

feel
When

to realize,

not an actual vehicle

coated in gravy,
J

'i

inspirational-quotes
piwa"

eR4he-boxes

endr±±Dea!4weny-that-your-left

How

Ugly People

Sigmund
of themselves

the hidden

teenage-boy

though-youete-the-whole

a4your44ERCE+hinmg4hreagh"
l -ID'."..4-84iajng44reegh-'-'-')

d

outdated

and methodical

ideas were wacky.
a great dealmany
ever-picked

in modern

psychology

departments,

than the old cigar-smoker.

But in one important

of out"
our beliefs

regard,

They'

who think

re right,

to an

correct' .seX
he was correct:
sex is

and motivations.

ap-a-guiter-for-any-reason4myond-getting-leid

-And

no

---~-- Canment (A459]: This is not true
--

""

- Canment (A458]: This wouldneverhappen

Vote

as more scientific

agent behind

-emaamgeven

arm-iaeumbrthat2s

Freud is seen as a little

extent - many of Freud's

-¥on

-such-as

\

Canment [A460]: Thisis not trueeither

http://www.breitbart.com/milo/2016/06/26/no-jc-penney-fat-people-absolutely-hate/
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Cl.0

not

--- Comment [A461]: Youcannotsay this is true
--of everyone.

GF4FeBHmi--M ads
4t also reveals
-It

itself'
itself in subtler

in a way that most women
than 8 loser)Terds
without

reasons: they know

are not - because they know

hate jocks

some jock-type

ways. Men are obsessed with

because they're

athleticism,

that without

hiey'll

insecure

about their physique
And jocks

achievement

and in competition

18 less attractive

that nothing

never get a girl

some nerd-type

winning

to 8 woman

they know

-- Comment [A462]: Not necessarilytrue
. ...---{

that

..--- comment (A463]: Nottrue
{

hate nerds for similar

and ambition,

they'
they'
they 'll never hang

on to one
-- Comment [A464]: Don'tmakefun of school
shooters-andcertainlydon'tcomparethemto
liberals.
r

-at-t48-f)l)rI-+)1-t48-]-Vt4-Ru%kRV;-(&vaR448t-tl'N:;HMWement-of-the-Same-name-that-emeFged-et-4heend-0
Ven4hat--the-08F
he--l·9th-GentuPr
progressives·emeFged·before4he·devekgmwnt+4mass

mediarwhen

the-art-GEmask·ing··theif-GKMst--HGeppeShng-elements

0F

political-movements4eamed

··thelf-fun-hating-fleetFES--WGS-plain-f0F-el-l·-to
fer-all-te .....
Jech.-ll)f-."--v.ee-pea)R-f~~r--u)ll-tr>
...........................................
......................................
...............................

-- Comment [A465]: Elements--.andpeople?is
this a commenton spokespeoplehavingto
becometelegenic7Bedearer,

See:
41S&·plein40·600-WeS-theegeneSadmeGarheV6
as V StS2 They weren 4 W)keFS â€”
-.]heV €0uldn

yeWeVeF·60094pielBW·0
e a date4e4he

alleFRa

4GmpeFBBee

Ve-pre

-heve-to

!
Comment [A466]: It doesyou no goodto say
that peoplewho disagreewith you are ugly
The progressives

were notable

The British

progressives

Edwardian

era, a time when the nobility

had 8 particular

for their hatred of both the top and the bottom
loathing

of society

for what they saw as the excesses of the

and upper classes flaunted

their wealth

and glamor.

In
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the United

States, pmgressives

coined

excess lorded over by wealthy
Progressives
moral fervor:

Age"
Agc

the h:rm "Gilded

to refer to 8 similar

period

of'
of

,__-- -- Comment [A467]: Whars wrongwith the
phrase"GildedAge"7

elites.

were not socialists.

They were animated

they were often staunch Protestants.

not by Marxist

ideology

Their reasons for championing

but by

women's

revealing: ................................................
the historian Paige................................................................................................................................................
huffrage|are
Meltzer describes how the cause of women's suffrage........... ..-- Coment [A468]: ButSusanB Anthonywas
..................................
a Republican,andthe party championedtheir
rightto vote.Republicanswerethe progressives
beforethe DepressionandRoosevelt
was taken up by progressives who believed that women were a force of moral purificationi
Comment [A469]: Summarizethe nexttwo
"Puritanism,"
paragraphsin a sentenceaboutwantingwomen
wrote H.L Mencken, whose lifetime spanned the first progressive era, iS
to dean up governmentand wantingto civilize
the workingclass.
"
the "haunting
fear that someone, somewhere, might be happy
And who could possibly hate
happiness?
miserable

Why,
people

those who are denied

it themselves.

like moths

for precisely

It's also no surprise
which

has always

economic

often-stifling

group,

to 8 flame

that the early progressive

tended to produce
it's the middle

standards

a worrying

draw ugly,

movement

number

was driven

of killjoys.

More

by the middle

class,

than any other

the most about social propriety

and

of behavior.

you have to do is start telling

and nannying

joyless,

dour, sexless people

other people what to do. Anyone

to have 8 good time will

controlling

movements

this reason.

class that tends to worry

This, then, is the recipe for attracting

ability

Authoritarian

Hlnnlng'
come running

as its 19th-century

to modern
predecessor.

toyour

who feels resentful

progressivism,

movement

All

. ----{ Comment [A470]: wo basisto say this

at their lack of

because it's just as

And who feels most resentful?

Why,

the ugly of course.
That explains
.:'fhat
drawn

to ugly people?

why ugly people
That's

are drawn

a far more intriguing

to the left. But why is the left increasingly
question

-- and it has a far more
troubling

Comment (A471]: All this pop psychologyis
hogwash.Youcant say ugly peoplearedrawn
to the left. Haveyoueverseenthe peopleat a
Trumprally9

answer.
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Comment [A475]: I m not surethis is true.

-- Comment (A476]: Are you kidding?You
. ---wouldhavelostthem pagesand pagesago!

),,

!

~--- Comment [A477]: Interestingpoint Place
elsewhere

eppensate;-end-heW4%

BHe&betBild·WHH0Hree4

endiV

peWer-HHLeadeBHay-theaBedia;-GBd-entertaHWHent;-the
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Renan4ymata4iverythingpereeived4+bapewehathepatnashv"-to4he4merican
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{ Comment [A478]; S

Comment [A479];
s ges way way aw
...... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
f"xr hethere of th:s chapte"and wecs to De
debten It dow : meyos po nt

Niet z sche's

Nietzsche

A n sw er

was 'd.proto-MI10:

phile sopby is sometimes
tvas coneet

insofar

extreme

bc waITted 'to tUIB the workl
in its condemnation

that the western

moral

tlte va1uc of stfengtb,

undefappfeeiated

restore those values to their proper

tradition

of values like humility
is tinged

%'calth, cttnning,

place„and

on Ita beati, Altbougb

with

Comment [A48

b1s

and empathy,

be

Comment [A481]:

y

c' \ e zscre?

envy, and c ften
8nd potvef.

triumph

to ence urage people

%ctzscbe

to take some pride

wanted

to

in their

success, and the valttes that led to it,
Ayn Rand,
Ntetzsebcan

8 strong admirer

lens. At 8 tune When soefabsts

western

world,

offrelal

" alongside
fbtnkB1g, Rand

boldly

dominating

prodaimed

fottttnate.

People

elections

philosopher,

8ncl soctal democf8ts

FrtedrIC11 Havck

the fcrtunate,

8I'c naturally

But you Occasionally

through

a

Werc on a 'tc8f 8cfoss 'tbe
paradigms

and other Austrian-school

111chned to syIIIpatbIzc

tu catness â€”he I't powcI > fame 01 wealth

wealth

at the heart of
ceonoITIlsts

"

quest for riches.

and the able bas never been paItioularly

tbe succcsaful.,

need a NietZsChe

analysed

their economic

and embedding

the value of vvealth, and humanity's

ChampioIIing
populal,

cf the German

%"1th.U11dcrdogs, and to take pIty 011tbc less

Or a Rand., to remind

- Is Important.

Society Why StriVing for

They relrIIBd us that soBlctnlles,

tbc hest
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way to help the less fortunate

18 not to weep or proclaim

their superior

- and that maybe, just maybe,

improve

their condition

motivate

the less fortunate.

After

all, what's

virtue,

but to help them to

you need the extravagance

the point

of elites to

it to the top if you can't

of making

have

any fun?
, fhe former
OK to strive for victory
for wealth

and achievement.

and self-interest.

I'm

The latter reminded

going to remind

the world

reminded

the world

that it was

that it was OK to strive

the world

that it's OK, and indeed

a virtue,

to
..----I Conunent [A483]: This makesyou seem
petty
I peny

Strive for hotness.
Does no one else realise why aspirational
culture

to continue

who don't

selling

depictions

is that it challenges

|1950s archetypes

glamor

of unachievable

matters" ,The
matters?
The reason]

sexual power

people who don't

agree with

want mainstream

and preserving

muscleheads

of the 1980s

self-loathing

and alienation.

would

he have hated himself

They drive

us to succeed.

enough

them and, yes, punishes

to become

Sex is the ultimate

those

wins - or at least creates artists out of those left behind,

8 gemus? We need

motivating

..

c
ant [A484]: Thisis muchmorea way
to closeout this chapter.Makethis lastsection

all-Amencan

$ Kurt Cobain had never felt like a skinny fag because of all the popular

conform

beauty always

..---- Connnent [A482]; Grandosity bacMireson
you

factor

and

who have to carve our

--- comment [A485]: Don1say youwant to
..---I
returnto the sits
(
...--omn nt [A486]ÏÖid he'~@iy~
he reatyo
--- canment (A487]: Howcan you knowhefelt
. ---this?
canment (A488]: This is semdarto the
twisted reasoningyou makein the gay chapter
on Catholicism.It doesnt makesenseor pass
integiectualmuster.irs just troningonan issue
that manyreaderswill mighttake seriously

their own thing. Keep-the-gemuses-ugly-and4he-celebñties-hotr
In today's

- its mere presence

disagreement

so many leftists
supposedly
beauty.

feelings-focused,

is enough

culture,

to disturb

being hot is becoming
the left. I sometimes

retreat into safe spaces when they hear I'm coming

offensive

Hotties

offense-shy

views,

of the world,

hr because they simply
tear off your chains!

rather like

wonder

to campus

if the reason

18because of my

can't bear to gaze on such Adonis-like
canment (A489]: Thisis a stupidway to end
a terriblechapter.Notworth keepingin.
DELETE
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WHY GAMERS

A syringe
poorly-spelled

filled

with

an envelope

fancy

stuff, three-ply!

started reporting

that read: "MILO

unsheathed

and smeared with

YOU

on GamerGate,

playgrounds

bust-up

was between

ordinary

and a coalition

games are misogynistic

was sitting

lady in London,

with

a knife

of well-connected

postmark

bloggers

bag. A

Comment [A493]; Rienta: me G,tset ms
e-acter mus:dearly ext a ° Gar e a e W
non n_me s See scr¬cnIs :x
1

paper-the
door after I

I was involved

with
comment [A494]: 2cn't assar e one
k"celedge m pad at eade at easeI :a:he
tac<groundmoreclearh

to be left alone to enjoy
and fem inist activists

ssho

---

Comment [A495];

a they identifyas sx

as I received

room

highlight

in Berlin

ever-more

of my early chronicling

late in 2014 on a business

panicky

and hysterical

who had opened the mail in my absence to discover
mouse, probably

roadkill,
I lived;

with

of
trip, trying

messages from

my

I suggestycu look againat articlesItkethe
WashingtonPost's The Only
Guideto
Need"
GsmergateYcuWig Ever
snd Gawker's
Why7'
'VifhatIs Gsmergateand
andsome
'mainstream,'
othersthat are considered
so that
ycu can respondtoALL the crkicism,Thisgives
ycu the oppoitunityto puts DEFINITIVE
StatementOhGemergateinto this booKAs ie,
this chapterisjust a muddle.

a dead creature

a razor blade poking

and they lived

nearby.

you'
.
Con ent [A496] "Qksy...Sowhat
ve got
tc dc ie similarto What'youhavetp do With
LesiieJones.Ycu haveto CLEARLyset forth
what happenedINGLLIPINQsn honestrecap of
the chargesAGAINSTyou. Oniy after
snd
acknowledgingthat harassmentoccurredâ€”
acknowledgingthatyou sre accusedof staking
It-can you then offer your defense„

The

said London.

effect

the industry
issue from
tactics

living

in its neck. It was a field

The mailed
opposite

my front

game industry

garners who wanted

out from under its nose. They knew where

theatrically

through

ater s e Tess o'

readersharesye pre O s <nswedgeand
panI-f-v ew and muddled ink . G ve e
Oft"G tDPC.yD- need Oma<et" S
DCTpleXCy
'
er the VCS
ARI Y WH I FN n ^he
ck

was excrement
toilet

sc

and dangerous.

in a friend's

to focus on our conversation

cleaning

what I presume

in the video

It s been 8 env y ride. Perhaps the tragicomic
GamerGate

and tossed into a .Ii
Jiffy

of'
90 rolls of aloe vera-infused

C**T."

a bitter

Comment [A492];

ME

HATE

These are just some of the gifts that arrived

hack in 20 14. The conflict

said video

clear liquid,

letter, laced with profanity

inside

their digital

a mysterious

DON'T

threats stopped

after a while,

of what they intended.

and its feminist

foibles.

as their perpetrators

Each threat galvanized
and my publicizing

garners who were previously

uninvolved.

my will

saw their work
to continue

the threats brought

having

reporting

fresh attention

As that tactic became ineffective,

the
on
to the

Faibies wrongword
. - { Comment [A497]: "Foitiles"

new

emerged.
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2015 saw the rise of bomb threats made towards
which

I attended.

The first incident

more than 300 garners from
GamerGate

organized

some individuals

This was the climate
internet

trolls,

across all corners

and un se n ipalous

involving

creative

hobby

struggles
proved

D.C.

harassment

only the complaints

any semblance

of

Although.

by federal

to demand

garners, anonymous

that had emerged

of one side - the

by the mainstream

â(and

attempts

wars, in which

hundreds

left-wing

sought to turn a freewheeling,

opponent

to censor violent

video

than the left, and perhaps

-- comment [A498]; M87 WOJCmattyCUone ot
t°ose ^hings

media.

an end to an out-of-control,
2

the

of by anom mous trolls

(real and imagined)

culture

with

safe space. But garners, many of them veterans

right's

to be a far more fonnidable

by

For over two years, it raged

tactic thought

battle in the millennial

of

feminist

against the conservative

attended

discussion

Florida.

war involving

subculture

side - were ever acknowledged

into a neutered,

in Miami,

journalists.

every young

of garners took to the internet

press that lacked

a bitter

and left-wing

scolds,

acth ists Predictably,

gaming

Joumalists
.Ioumalists

GamerGate,

It was the greatest and most bitter
of thousands

in Washington

meetup

of these crimes have been solved.

and every dirty web-based

anti-GamerGate

left-wing,

events, several of

for the threats have been interviewed

surrounding

of the intemet,

rise of social media,

of Professional

neither

feminist

hectoring

related

of'
all walks of life, and the second was at a daylong

to be responsible

ol'
as of this writing

authorities,

was at a GamerGate

by the Society

thought

GamerGate

-- Comment [A499]: Geras

of

games in the 1990s,

even garners themselves,

predicted.
No one was more amazed than me. I once described

yellowing

underpants.

here were these dorky
flinching.

Unpaid,

garners as dorky

And, let's be fair, some of them are. Probably
weirdos,

undisciplined,

taking

on the fury of the leftist

perfectly

media-activist

and in some cases, yes, unhygienic

weirdos

in

nice people.
complex

Yet

without

- but
they were doing what

SS0033932
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billion-dollar

conservative

PACs

and even the Tea Party had failed

to do.
.-- Comnmat [A500]hu

GamerGate
entertainment
music,

was enormously

medium

triggers

machine
instant

the heroic
process,

of the cultural

warriors

efforts

simply

left. In Hollywood,

frightened,

of the political

arena had fallen

deviation

from

Cr)oco'.,
Cuoc»3.',who was cowed

for saying that she did not identify

of their consumers,

they showed

to the influence

every other cultural

-- just look at
Kaley

outrage

culture

left-wing

It was the first time that consumers

staged a mass resistance

the arts, and virtually

literature,

co-option

significant.

video

isolated

games would

dissidents

of a major

left. Hollywood,

prey to the relentless
correct

politically

into an apology

-

by baying

feminism'
feminismiss.

with

norms

Thanks

Comment [A501]: identify

to

not suffer the same fate -- and in the

that it was possible

to fight

the cultural

left

and win.

Ethics

in Games

Journalism

6o
Neohow did GamerGate
wage a culture

war against

come about? pe

a web-savvy,

I'
, I'll

start by saying that if
determined

relentlessly

sure your professional

standards

are spotless.

who decided

a political

crusade on the industry

to mount

Unfortunately

re going to

you'd

audience,

for the left-wing
they purported

you'

better make

games bloggers

to love, I3rofessiorta]istn
Ijrofessionalism

is an alien ouncept
Like
:-Like
with

the truth in favor
progressive

n e [A50Â] Over-arguingwithout
vvtthout
Vv'HYyou're eeytng
that
demonstratingVv'HY'.yours
eeytngthat

the mainstream

undisclosed

. . be
. . to.
movedto
This shouki
ba moved
-g Comment [A502] ,This
--f
I'atliege
page
11
ILfirst
comment [A503]: rhts's 9dng to":"
to"" "ard
"e:" fc'
ro:""
a person
e
personoutside
outsideof
ofthe
the gaming
gamingoomnIunity
communityor
i/nfainiliarWith
urramiliar
with tha.contrayerair
the coritroveisyto
iytaka
foitow,IRalta
/OIIow,
tp
this as dear
steal and
andstraIght-forward
straight-forwardes vou
you canâ€”
It'
or circle
events. s
don't
be vagusor
the eyentsn
don'tbeVagus
dirolearound
aroundthe
easierttrtollov/
easier
tofollow frarr3
from a spahi/Id
specificeve>it,
event,so start
withthe
with
the Zoe Quinnrevealand
andfill
till in the
bdokgrdrihddetailsabout gamer
background
rruatratidnafter
garnerfrustrationatter
that.

connections

media,

games journalists

to their favored

of their pet political

km

narratives,

had become

nim reporting
and contemptuous

a biased,

sub ec

elitist

tribe, riddled

committed

of anyone outside

to distorting

--- Comment [A505]: Jn|œr
--

their

clique.

b.ttphûYEb9]ly.W9.OShegg!_tenegm?_nerg/kg!gy:cygcg:gwgating:gaglg_giz§§:ggyjag:Z§f019
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Comment [A507]:
s eedssoecFc
examplesor feels like bombast

.

CDmment [A508]: S

vr rc

t"è Ceamnn c cet

44alht
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h

1
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Before
were working

long, garners began to suspect that games journalists
together.

the same messages

They all repeated

and feminist

progressives

alter all. So hey|began

for

looking

-- Comment [A509]; W"u?
Comment [A510]; W o9

clues and connections.
found

Augustag]Athey
favorite

games designers,

bed with

a big one. Zoe Quign,

wasn't just metaphorically

them. An @pose from

one of Quinn's

abused by the games developer

emotionally

in bed with journalists.
who claimed

ex-boyfriends,

(he was an SJW;:, asyou

might

Grayson

of Kotaku,

.--

She was literally

guess), revealed

-- Crnnrnent [A515]t Pubrishedvvherte'?
{
-

that

one of games without

highlight

Comment [A513]: Se
description-explain

c'esseac your

Comment [A514]: Oc you ave a good
encuchsourcefy tr s a c .satro Omewse t
s:mIs3: seer I"I wheneve the e s o own
inveved o- tnc eppos e sice:c you yo
accuseher c' seu t shav

. One of them,

had gone on to favorably

{ Ctnnment )Asst]t Stert here.

in

to have been

Ñ
Nathan

press'

one of the fem nist games

disclosing

their relationship.
I will
reporter
private

be bold and say that few people beyond

is friends,

or even romantically

nature of these relationships,

for Quinn

and Grayson.

circumstances
professional

it shouldn't
tf ack reccrd

connected
disclosure

Sure, what Grayson

is sometimes

difficult.

really

cataclysm.

ethical,

care if a

really

to, one of their reporting

did wasn't

lead to a culture-war

professors

journalism

subjects.

Given the

So I have some sympathy
but in normal

But thanks to Ihe dreadful

of the gatnes press, and their appallittg

response

to

gary)ers'

concerns.

it

'c-soc°
--- Comment [A515]: ~cc vag ,e t'cr
sucha
t±nke: condemnation

did.

Following
embarked

of the Grayson-Quinn

on one of the greatest acts of collective

Twitter

$

investigation

foolishly

the discovery

and hundreds

of virtually

prodding

of threads

every prominent

a sleeping

dragon,

connection,

internet-sleuthing

on 4chan

and Reddit,

games journalist

games journalists

garners across the web
in history.

In IRC channels,

garners conducted

and their connections.

a relentless
After

Comment [A516]: Ms is cocm i mr W
nonme
s ,c his smeec tece
ac
corr and odd t r waxhase e -gs re

years of

were about to be sent to the burn unit.
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Gamers

subjects.

reporting
without

disclosure,

Critical

Distance,

coverage

subjects vko

consultancy

Silverstring

friends'
friends¹61.

on their friends.

a hub of social justice-oriented

including

personal

had reported

between

and in some cases had even donated

to reporting

Gamasutra

a web of connections

Games journalists

site Patreon,

former

uncovered

quickly

had yven

Media,

and former

editor-at-large

games critics,
them monthly

oi'
of Vlambeer

Rami Ismail

Leigh

The other leading

money

studios

Polygon

feminists

and their

allies

and lovers

polmcal

to their reporting

games produced

games editor Ben

in
the crgwdfundin

through

by the leftist

Kucheral6°

dozens of articles

-- Comment [A517]; Mearim cat

subjects.

gave

repeatedly

dorlations

published

Alexander,

games journalists

--

comment [A518]; Is as really ed m jusI
m: tahshcniceaes

creative
like

. Others,
lauding

their

and SJWs of the games media all had similar

track records.
Durin g the 2016 general elections,
extent of the connections
of the worst
Tapper

and Wolf

Republican
Clinton

offenders,
Blitzer

between

to interview

primaries'
primariesl62. . CNN

ahead of her primary

with

the Clinton

asked the Clinton

even the Wall Street Journal,
meetings

observers

the Democratic

contributor

National

as WikiLeaks

and the mainstream

to help the draft questions

Trump

Donna

debates with

ostensibly

Campaign

campaign

Donald

were shocked

media.

Senator Bemie

fed CNN

publication,

. WikiLeaks

one

comment [A519]: :~e'ace t7 s w t An
ana cgy t°r mght help at' ms r conte×t cr
s nilar, to £my ec;;eorre-œss of : s
sz ect c ve ts ¬ore easonstote
ested
t° s even ' we re °ot game-scr co° t <nostt°e
S'aEy

Jake

the

debate questions

Sanders¹63

the

CNN,

for anchors

and Senator Ted Cruz during

Brazile

a conservative

revealed

to Hillary

revealed

that

held secret off-the-record

Committee'
Committee¹64.

I 60
htt
www eepfreeze t/out etahp2o=ct t c [ dist ace
161
htt".,://vvvvvv.decofreeze.it/ourno.
ho? =Iel h alexanrler
²
http |www breitbart com/b q - ournalism/2016/11/07/wikileaks-onn-asked-democrats-to.-draft.-questionsfol'-Ie ",ublican-candlrlate-IntelrvIews/
htto:/tvvww.breitbart.comtblr.
overnmenU20'IS.'10/31/wjkjleaks-dnc
chaii-donna brazile fed debate.
htI gtwww.breitbart.conl/tech/2016/07/22/wjkiieaks-demociafjc-riational-commjtlee-had-off-recordnee newa1±reekjnurn
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None of this, I suspect, came as any surprise
of the media during

corruption

GamerGate.

to war, I was handed the most explosive
"Game

Joumo

Kotaku,

including
Verge.

Pros,"

A month

sed by journalists

Ars Technica,

gaming

Rock Paper Shotgun,

WIRED,

was

hpsen t

deliver

would

throne

built

the intemet

of dispatched

feminist

leaped ever higher

The logs confirmed
of collusion

garners'
gamers'

the

Jot

games editor - Kyle

encouraging

other joumalists

developer
allegations

might

been suggested,

worst

suspicions.

i;ently

reeline

- but I

--- Comment [A522]:
here

en my

Comment [A523]:
Mliusrah

pmes

o gets irche way rrr
ogs co -ct owe

on

It gave them an insight
from competing

into the depth

6

in

= Cdmmsdt [A524]".VVhy iathis badg

xnaking

-- cdmmed1 [A525]1 Naada apaeihaexarrrpla.

and how to cover lt.i
to be biased beyond

of Ars Technica,

belief.

to contribute

wisely

pointed

the very founder

to a Whi

E

were frantically

and political

by a games editor

tech publication,

One

-

Cdmmedir [A526]1 Needa apaeihaexalrrpla.

-

Cdmmedir [A527]1Bridahisrrr

of the Game Journo Pros - was

campaign

games journalist

bias. For gamers,even
at a major

thC11' publteatlOBS.

for Zoe Quinn.

out that a fund-raising

not be the best idea at a time when

of collusion

the foggiest

of the greatest lulz-fire

$O CCBSOTfCCdbaek fr01Ti angTV readers aelOSS

Orland

Jason
.jason Schreier

as the flames

only were joutrlaiists

The games press was revealed
Othel'

comment [A521]: he
e caerg
Breithe"
Brsiibari, right T stec voicer

each othcrI, , but they also appeared to be in cahoots,

with

dcclslrJBs about what to covcl

CBCOUragtng Caeh

s this err en esM

into the sky.

in the games media.

constant. Colntnunication

Comment [A520]:V7y

and The

the public.

them all on Breitbart,

careers,
..., and watch

PC Gamer

.--

not be over for a very, very long time.

these lggs t

bublish

the

and tech publicatjons

hadnt
ÖÎ

went

a series of leaks from

from

I knew when I read the logs that GamerGate

look at the

after the garners and games journalists

story of the entire controversy:

a Ileeret i mail jig<

Polygon,

to garners, who got a close-up

At this point,
for a feminist

were facing

Kotaku
games

mass

the fact that such a thing had even
said it all.
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GamerGate

started with

apparent

becoming

games journalists,

that the real hunt was for ethical

didn't

really

ones. Did

but it was quickly

any even exist? In the games

.
.
was kine

n01 professionalism

11Seemed that politics,
Gamers

a hunt for unethical

care about ethics or professional

standards.

Comment [A528]: inm the rest of the
GamerGaterecapdownand tei! us why this is
imponantin the mainstreamculture,notjust the
gam ng one.

-

said games journalists

Comment [A529]: Whereand who9
they were juSt 8 bunch of misogynists
Into 8 boys club.
objective

and outlets from

'Intsogyntst

The C~~rtI/a/I

many others before.

shaming

But it backfired.

Ne~vs parroted

would

and their associated

primary

is to track unethical

Male:

The Easiest Difficulty
privilege

Wardell,
from

garners'

organize

publicanons

the subreddit

journalism.

Setting

Kotaku
There

Is,"

pyramid~ into a metaphor

for the near-destruction

CEO of Stardock. Corporation.

a disgruntled

ex-employee

Media,

most hated publication.

hub on Reddit,

which

also responsible

"sexist"

without

It $

a third-rate

attempt

about video

games. More

to convert

In 2015,
--- Comment [A532]: it c F E cNe "arre
gamerenamedit

8
purpose

after it pubhshed

bogus alleganons

of'
of the

Kotaku

games developer

of

White

the inanities

seriously,

Ó

a high

such as "Straight

of acclaimed

him sufficient

26

s ea

game.

of Kotaku.

of'
of the reputation

giving

video

-- the
primary

was the home to articles

Comment [A531]

Gamers were used

gave its

"KotakulnAction"

a relentless

or to achieve

owners

tewnEs we e sayingano..^'he wdec ame
CTF Aly 3PCSaywhy yc . dtsameew * er
s de o:herw se voure eawmour rea e s
whout the tæs:c as.e agmns he e" s

as it had done to so

boss in an epic real-life

baddest boss of them all was Gawker

was by far and away

progressive

steam,

the panic about the

tasks again and again, to beat a level, to defeat an antagonist,

The biggest,

GamerGate's

lnore

gathered

cow garners into silence,

score. To them, the games press was just another final

Kotaku

as the controversy

Over the next year, garners would

against the games media

campaign

to repeating

WOUId plovc

crus8clers of 68mer68te,

They hoped that the public

boycott

disappointed;
to ABC

to turn video games

and were trying

garQcls whO hoped tbat thc IQ8IQStrcNB Inedla

than the games press were quickly

publications

8'

Any

who hated feminism

was

-- cetrteeettt [Aaaa]- vco keepcaing imegecra
pyramidbut nevererxplatnit

Brad

of sexual harassment

--

comment: [As']: !Thenvvhyare you the
crie acceaedof hateactionin Garnergate?

time to comment.

165
http://www.latimes.com/opinion/opinion-la/la-ol-anita-sarkeesian-gamergate-20141017-story.html
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Gawker,
in Jon Ronson's
citizens

the parent

of the politically
aggreceive

as minor

correct

and whiny,

inquisitor

citizens,

embark

insensitive

jokes

was once its High

and much less well

on the intemet.

Inquisitor.

Much

out

of'
of ordinary

persecution

dressed as an actual medieval

also had a shameful

for no particular

lawsuit

from

and to its founder

bankruptcy,

self, the company
Thiel

Hulk

If I'm the chief heretic

--

cement

-

comment [A536] cite

[A535]:

d

hxr

cine"
C a>

mere paceive
yes, but an

inquisiter,

were formidable

all the enemies

in Hollywood

reactionaries
enough

continued

-

This lawsuit
Nick

Gawker

the Univision

to threaten

including
would

of PayPal

Denton

co-founder

as Thiel

the funding

resigning.

would

of a financially

result in the company

But according

gamer that proved

A shadow

sale. "Gamergate

Gawker's

well-being.

defenders

than the

proved

to Gawker's

to be the publication's

had made over the years

was there, in the background,
existence

enemies.

none were more effective

that even our regular

Gamergate

the outing

of

filing

for

of its former

was later sold to Univision.

and Hogan

op-ed following

down the company,
Hogan.

the privacy

violating

come back to haunt Gawker,

and editor-in-chief

Max Read, it was the humble
"Of

for gratuitously

this included

that would

to bring

wrestler

reputation

reason. Fatally,

as gay in 2007 - a decision

on a 10-year vendetta

crippling

Valley,

for its gleeful

Shamed,

It was singled

nonetheless.

Peter Thiel

chief,

as telling

age, Gawker

The publication
private

had an even worse reputation.

So You've Been Publicly

book,

over offenses

of Kotaku,

company

-

the power

turning

wouldn't

media,

$jie

foe.
in Silicon

Read in Ia 2016

of well-organized
went too far

-

step up to speak for us

-

And when Gawker

in the media

editor-in-

toughest

in New York

Gamergaters,"

former

really

far

every crisis up a notch or two and making

impossible."
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Ay the end, of their boycott
adnutted

that OamerGate
Gawker

campaigm. against Gawker

had cast the company

and )landerous]y

in death and rape threats against innocent
Mysterious,

anonymous

revealing

their personal

meetups.

Gamers

information

style

revenue'

threw

as sexists and rnisogyniisLs

in video

CCTpaniesadveGSPDon GaWkeandthose
Evemse s M Ce ' Ms :husws
seven-fpe loss.

their full weight

games. Gamers

| ho

.-.-- Comment [A539]; A e l e cvges
Exp e

aha

endured.

ceaseless war against garners,
anonymous

bomb threats to their

garners started to do what no other group who tangled

painstakingly,

unwise

to beat back tlM shatrring
millmxual

waged

on the web and sending

left had ever done before

games journalist's

media,

portrayed
women

forces on the internet

in lost.

--$ carrrmeat [A587]; Neadabatter citatica

the publication

endured.

And gradually,
the cultural

figures"

and the games press, and later the mainstream

against garners, who were repeatedly
trafficked

"seven

8 advertisersI,

they started to win. ghat

affair v, ovid turn into an example

leading

began as 8 tenor

for the whole

and tlM Nnears 8nd the new inqutsitions

the people

The New Moral

--

world;

of the cttltuN1

the way wme 8 bunch of web-sawwg

with

spat over one
8 guide on how

left. And, in true

nerds in their basements,

accurate
. --- camtiaenit pt54g]: is trriapartray@i

_,-

Panic

Comment [A541]:

s seÒcn

eedsT

ProgressNeLef: chapte on he nNot c S° e d

For most of the 20th century,
cultural

left. Literature,

be dominated

theater,

by a politically

entertaimnent

high art, music,

correct

shadows.

Just look at the outpouring

and Lady

Gaga, and celebrity

progressive

was subject to a creeping

and of course Hollywood
elite who forced

of anger and gnef from

actors in the wake of Donald

Trump's

by the

all gradually

political

pop-culture

takeover

dissenters

came to
into the

icons like Miley

victory.

Trump

Cyrus

supporters

¹ªª http://www.breitbart.com/london/2014/12/11/gamergate-anti-bullying-campaign-cost-gawker-over-amillion-dollars/
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--

in Hollywood

many of whom

I know

-- kept quiet, even though

personally

their candidate

had

WOn.
Video

violence
resistance

games, a far younger

that only seriously
cultural

in games with

in the 1990s and early 2000s, theydeveloped

the conservative

to politicization

politicised

world.

There's

of any kind.

"I just wanted

Gamers just wanted

the medium

it has been negative.

them unwholesome

the evidence
resentful

is

or SCXiSl,

167

Political

video

of losing

their children

A lack of evidence
Rodgers,

the "killer

that he played

killing
irlvrrlvetl

video

virgin"

in bad behavior

attention

commentators

are universally

y h0 find

no cudence

either side
critical

of

and those on

to the video

from

every walk

.

saying
of life

screen.

who went on a shooting

rampage

No evidence

in May

You may remember
2014.169

Naturally,

that the games had anything

was needed.

too compelling

Comment [A542]: lephrase to ack-cMec;;e
tw scr'e reserchers I t M ts pmes
r"3<e VICle"Ge
acceptä¤e DJCC"t C e
t e anest .cy that provesyouron You he
tu cf'el i Js d co. at c the site es t"at
D SPROVEye point
Comment [A543]: Ote c"e o': ese s• dies
t e rm 7 pnnt
comment [A544]: M ey ec e Fe Des:
hcWdo you <ncGiney agreetv1:hyou7

never gets in the way of a good storyline.

but no evidence

that games make

hedge their bets to appease the activists,

And then of course there are mothers

was simply

from

and anti-family.

games was invoked.

was ever presented,

was one of the

games of being sexist and bigoted,

but who nonetheless

"inconclusive."168

a

in the face of an increasingly

has attracted

Nor are games shown much love by researchers.
Violent

games"
games'

to play video
resistance

of their battles over

to be left alone.

those on the left accusing

declaring

takeover.Because

who took pride in their hobby's

spectrum,

the past-time:

right

a reason for this. Whenever

of the political

anyone

began to take off in the 1980s,

of'
to escape the first wave of the left's

slogans of GamerGate,

the right

medium

The storyline

thai video

Elliot
the fact

to do with his
games mu.st be

to pass up for the medi aI

--

commeftt (A5451t or did they juststatethe
fact that he playedtherapy

Ferguson, C.J. and J. Kilburn. "Much ado about nothing: the misestimation and overinterpretation of violent video
(2010),"
game effects in eastern and western nations: comment on Anderson et al.
www.nebi.nlm.nih.gov, March
2010, htt .,'/vrww.ncbj.nlm.nlh.. ov/ ubmed/20102554 (accessed March 25, 2015).
sexist?"
American Enterprise Institute, "Are video games
youtube.com, September 16, 2014,
hu s:/'vivvw. outube.corn.'watch"«c=grvtxSvrzF r5w (accessed March 25, 2015).
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2014/05/27/virgin-killer-was-not-a-misogynist-but-a-madman/
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The only place you might
press itself:

those outlets

the entertainment

and writers

exactly

charges that they make players
a lawsuit

on the grounds

dedicated

l'
stick up for video

to reviewing

this role: applauding
violent.

that it inspired

murder.

)Ie%85

and defending

then publishers

of

them from

a conservative

of the Grand

ridiculed

85 the defenders

its fR]et'

every detail

in its ardent fans. And for a while

their virtues,

mereileSSly

games is the games

games and exploring

In the 2000s, Jack Thompson,

against Take Two Interactive,

theQ appeared to be perfotm1ug
politlehl

would

genre that, after all, evokes intense passion

the games press played

who filed

have imagined

lawyer,

Theft Auto series,

in the games preSS, W41Ch

of creative

freedom

8gairtst absurd
Comment [A546]: Somer 7
nghtatnLae 7

'crusades.
But something

went wrong

into the sphere of games criticism.
you violent,

The new allegation

They were "gender

to feminist

games, they didn't
oppression

scholar

Christina

activists
Hoff

and hipsters

Sommers.

have degrees in psychology...

What I call the left-wing
studies"

stretching

back to the rise of "critical

literature,

and entertainment

through

dominant

"power

(capitalism,

structures

forms".'
these forms to be criticized
all that mattered
I]epartmerrtsI.

was how well

with

They didn't

or researchers

know

to inspire,

(or how poorly)

much

,-- --l Comment [A54 ,Give e few exempteeat
I gehteethey ahtieuedOrettia!eetheypiete

studies,"
studies,'

about video
capitalist

games.
war on fun has a long academic

in the late 60s and 70s. Critical

Christianity,

Comment [A547]: as strs:c sord tke
yGJ e wying mtJsks icm t"U dg-t are osay but
nOfPCT the #t

steps

who had data

degrees in cultural

-- how it critiqued,
only one lens

on their ability

began taking

but they knew heteropatriarchal

when they saw it. And they saw it in video

This was no accident.

critics

was now that, even if games can't make

they can make you sexist. Thesd were not psychologists

to back their claims.

according

about a decade ago, when feminist

<e' Tha' s the

studies viewed

or failed

awe, shock

fascinate.

the bogeymen

art,

to critique,

and all the rest). No longer

patriarchy

they entiqued

pedigree,

illustrate,

were

or depict

of gender studies

"t'arms'

.-

es

I'A549]; E

--

25

[A559] 'revealed'>

--- Cwttmeet IA55tt]; Goad.
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The hunt for culture-war
Chronicle

of Higher

Education

implications
to compare

meamngs'
meanings¹7°. . Like

hunt for hidden

in every expression
the culture

overzealous

Freudian

virtually

every human

experience

back to childhood

interpret

every artistic

expression

through

Lisa Ruddick,

an English

professor

running

for the smartest

growing

number

Nothing

Is

Bill,

Cool,"

the sadistic

antagonist

femaleness
always

are carried

within

a sewing job which

no woman",

us.

"it has been degendered,
uncritically

she sees as registering

"a historical

and "of the boundary

The lunacy
a feminist
believable.

To most people,

who wrote

The Silence

refutes

on the

find a way to

(an institution

times)

is one of a

essay, "When

feminist

hero.

the idea that maleness

bag."

skinned

to an era marked

in the

studies to turn Buffalo

explains,

into a body

is 'always

and

posthuman,

The corpse, once flayed,
and

posthuman

fleshed."

Halberstam

sensibility,

by the destruction

"is

which

of gender

outside.' 171"
inside and outside

here isn't just that a serial killer

hero, it's that the scholar

critics

into a gender-defying

the hero-villain's

shift"

between

used critical

it is postgender,

with

culture

of modem

Halberstam

identity

"detectives"

at the

who manage to link

of Chicago

skin, Bill

"Gender,"

stitches

blends her perspective

binaries

women's

to

In her influential

bizarrely

led one writer

lens.

university

of The Lambs,

and wearing

By removing

sexual trauma,

at the University

how one scholar

of Silence

psychologists

this orthodoxy.

challenging

she describes

of academia

their own particular

and most forward-looking

of dissidents

critics

of culture

who targets only women

it actually

Of The Lambs

thought

is simply

could in any way be

his interpretation
a masterly

example

was
of a

¹7°
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Whats-Wrong-With-Literary/238480
¹7¹
https://thepointmag.com/2015/criticism/when-nothing-is-cool
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psychological
deeper meaning
cannibals

full of compelling

thriller,
beyond

simply

racism,

the protagonist's

impactful

emotionally
and engrossing

terrifying

and no

moments,

journey

through

a world

of

and serial killers.

To a left-wing
could

characters,

culture

be intended

art or entertainment

Little
no purpose
Jonathan

really

Warcraft

even if its creator

seems designed

that they hated video

other than fun. Imagine

Imagine

with

Do

didn't

intend

ed

Stormrage

symbolizes

it to be so, And if a piece of

critic

are clearly

designed

2 and Pong for hidden

their friends,

To a leftist,

v it cr t haveNO

--- Comment [A553]: Vœ makes hen N ne
the enemy,for not %drg diversity

for
Comment [A555];
haver : ve T enilt ec
anrhing speMc ahcutArutacr whats e cc^e
"
IU USr"O'UOfhUfOF Di1503 O' ke ves a a
w h heemp"rcrr t"e R,ccick essa) above

and her dour male assistant
political

of people who log into World

to have fun with

comment [A552]: kta
ln6888g6'

comment [A554]: See

games then, many of which

the patriarchy.

--- -

ell then, that

the status IIuo. . To a culture

the fury of Amta Sarkeesian

so primarily

about sexism,

not to be.

trying

as it dawns on them that the millions

that a movie

message'r

E

as they scour games like Team Fortress

every day are doing

well Illidan

shock, or amuse. It must say something

even when it's deliberately

wonder

McIntosh,

messages.

to entertain,

it's unacceptable

however,

and those who enjoy it must be just fine with

is political,

everything

like this author,

or transphobia,

homophobia,

means its creator

critic

of

and not to consider

where everything

is political

how
and

is fun, garners were a nightmare.

nothing

Another

problem

that it was naturally
networks:

for the feminists

resistant

to political

garners were socializing

years before

Facebook

identifying
someone

another

player

correctness.

and chatting

and Twitter

games tended to be anonymous.

and left-wingers

trying

Online

to attack gaming

video

on games like

games were the original

World

of Warcraft

came into their own. And, crucially,

Like

4chan and Reddit,

was via their pseudonym

the furthest

-- and there's

down when the only lead you have is a username

called

culture

social

and Runescape

communication

most people

was

would

in these
come to

not much you can do to track
"

Comment [A556]; -Ms|ce la ·m±o
IYIeking
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OK, even Ice¤ely
mixed

Anonymity,
"trash

talk"

amongst

Keem.star,
seem to polite

moderated

the competitive

with

a popular

society.

YouTuber,

"People

nature of many online

games, led to a culture

of

it's right.

I'm not saying it's right,
normal.

how alien and shocking

explained

I've received

gamer culture

must

many death threats.

going to be raped. People have said they were going to do sexual things

I was playing

gaming.

ban that username.

prehably

have given me death threats,

me while

you know

games would

garners.

I'
I've been told that I'm

be somewhat

enline

these games, because it's part of gaming

but any real gamer has experienced

From the outside

this is normal

stuff.

culture.

I'm not saying

Now,

this, and they know
you'

in, this must sound crazy. But if

looking

This is what people

say online

[...] And these media outlets that don't know

to each other while

gaming,

to

it to

re a gamer,

they are

that don't understand

gaming,

are

up.172"
eating it up.
If
"nonnal"

you'

re not familiar

with

gaming

culture,

seems very stran ge Even stranger

media has held up as "gamer
this is merely
especially

behaviour"

the kind of joshing

in male communities.

gameI it's a friendly

the whole

are the examples

from

social media

that goes on between
$8

of insults,

jokes and banter that the

and message boards on the web. But

best friends,

feels threatened

king of banter that ispot

idea that this kind of talk is

especially

because they know

to be taken seriously,

expressed

in young

Comment [A557]; -"isis gocc bew se :
gare comr r ty Moreo':"is carhe c
t e Garea
e ar

and

the rules of the
within

a c ose knit

- Comment [A558]: Weryn a snows

community.
For example:
the most common
someone

thinks

dickwaffle,"
"Hey

filthy

fucking

topics for casual jokes include

you're

behaving

stupidly

might

be used a friendly

rape, pedophilia,

or disagrees

with

necrophilia,

you, "go kill

greeting.

Some of

and Nazism

yourself"
yourself'

will

If

be a

¹7²

Media,"
"Anita Sarkeesian: #GamerGate A call to Boycott Sponsors of News
Youtube video posted by
FaZe Keemstar, January 20, 2015. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcMBr8yHeEw
(accessed
January 25, 2015)
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almost

common,
mistake

offhand

automatic,

But the biggest

mistake

you can make-and

the

to take am of this

media has been far too eager to make-is

that the mainstream

language

remark.

cement [A559]: Po peoplewrite it to others
who not invitettV

at face )aine.
'

Mainstream

most garners are actually
To leftists,

movement

isn'
it isn't.

hellbent

to reconcile

and completely

left-wing,

their language

rejecting

Gamers know

finds it impossible

society

comfortable

perfect

people

ordinary

with

with diverse,

codes is the same as being racist,

And that made themjhe

on shaming

this language

the reality
tolerant

Comment [A560]: A=ress tre compa T h
t° s makesDeane fee t°e gar
comTr
unwecar ;P

societies.

sexist, or homophobic.

or an increasingly

enemies

that

progressive

-

comment [A561]: Nowonderso ma
.
women'eel s an r°cspita¤ e environment

of their self-

for ~-t4te-tint~vwlations

- Comment [A562]: O4 to avoidrepeats

lie

Comment [A563]:

Gamers

into their personal

and The Guardian,
businesses
correct
Iweeted

a joke

With

left-wing

that failed

public

shaming

executive

outlets

campaigns

is the most wel

had tumed

known

to terrorize

restrictive

(she was, believe
example,

social

like BuzzFeed,

hawker

individuals,

set of politically

whose life was upended

people not being able to catch All3$

about white privilege)

warriors

to abide by their increasingly

Sacco, a communications

about white

social justice

the aid of web-savvy

they engaged in relentless

Justine

to make a point

GamerGate,

playground.

and organizations

norms.

se try w e

vs. Shamers

In the years preceding
media

a ca.

after she
it or not, trying

but there were dozens

= cement

¼ss

m

cmm

ne

ol carer,

more.
Video

games did not escape the rise of public

games developer,
editors

industry

from major

Russ Roegner,
gaming

discovered

publications

shaming.

In May 2014, a small-time

his career was in jeopardy.

had told him that if he didn't

No fewer

video

than three

shut up, his future

in the

was over.
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"Be careful
wouldn't

me,"

with

mind making

an example

someone

"Watching

warned

Gamasutra's

Alexander.

"I am a megaphone...

I

you."

out of

burn down

Leigh

the beginnings

media,"
rncdia,"

of their career on social

remarked

Ben Kuch.era.
"Really.

Just.

Stop."

said the editor-in-chief

of GameRanx.

"You're

not helping

your

case.'
case.
What had Roegner
IIis offense

gaming
would

nothing

industry.

said to attract such warnings?

was disagreeing
"There's

such anodyne

"#hasjustinelandedyet?"

"Everyone

Rami Ismail,

in the game industry.

views

was apparently
condemned

This was a reference

against Roegner

intolerance
comments

and

apologised,

aggression.173"
"
aggression.'

represented

a different

What had changed
public
against

An industry

to Justine

with

in these eighteen

an overwhelming

tide of majority

173
hti s./!archive.is/7uC)vrn
""
3 BQ
b 1D !. 1.

figure

Sacco.

to dominate

its victims,
opinioIn.

One of the editors

who threatened

months?

Twitter
GamerGate,

Roegner

comments

who joined

to an atmosphere
admitted

of

deal.¹™"

of course.
that they are alone

the shamers arc usually

by terrifying

the

that her

were a "big

who are made to believe

InI reality,

the conversation

game

a single word:

that he "contributed

era, one where public

n."lies em isolating

allowed

there'
... there's

in the video

career-endangering

Roegner

acknowledging

shaming

vocal minority

in the

I wish people

has the same opportunities

A year and a half later, there are signs of a turnaround.
pile-on

about sexism

dreams."

their

of 2014. One games journalist

industry

gender equality

said Roegner.

in their way of realizing
Expressing

another developer,

no issue with
is,"

stop saying there

with

others into silence.

pari. of a
But

'

pub10sla"1rg O le 'oarnes
cut
ac<nowe
5 t e pubhes rTPg XN b
e e wrc
e srmous
o
p
s"aTing c esheJunes Jnless cu
aÑnctv ecget°êse two harassr'e-s your
. defe se talls fk
Comment [A566]; Ma e re terrier po n•
silent Zonald rur Gvotershere
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are hard to frighten.
small and hysterical
A brief

comparison

Feminist

if they maintained

activity

high levels of activity
Through

following

Before

GamerGate,

victims

disagreed,

GamerGate,

victims

like Dr. Matt

be awkward

D.C),

but they're

anniversary,

The #GamerGate

garners broke the fear of social justice
backlash

like Justine

shaming

the British

Taylor,

a shirt featuring
confident

condemned

were lucky

hashtag retained

against social justice
Sacco had virtually

astrophysicist
"sexualized"

of moderate

their persecutors.

The silence

no allies in the

who was driven
drawings

liberals

The

warriors.

side of the social justice

allegedly

community

warriors.

mobs. After
to tears after

of sci-fi

women

and conservatives

who

had been broken.

Heroes

never again will

GamerGate,

might

in gaming,

warriors

and #BringBackOurGirls

but did not want to get on the wrong

could rely on an increasingly

After

has more than 70,000

supporters,

and social justice

for more than a month.

saw a full-scale

of public

for wearing

Unlikely

is all it takes to reveal the truth.

for Gam.erGate

like #YesAllWomen

and tenacity,

the controversy

and sternly

how

over a year after its creation.

press. Many

he was attacked

communities

the hub for feminists

on Twitter

numbers

months

their online

hashtags

to show the world

were.

R.eddit community

whereasGamerGhazi,

has a mere 11,000.

loudly

shamers really

between

the leading

KotakulnAction,
subscribers,

the public

they came out in droves

GamerGate,

During

(except

definitely

I compared

I mock

garners as awkward

that one with the chiseled jaw
not losers. In a Breitbart

them to Hobbits

-

unlikely

and wavy

column

losers. Well

brown

hair that I met in

on the movement's

heroes who just wanted

I mean, they

one-year

to be left alone, but
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ended up saving the world

] '7
'5
. In retrospect,

who spend all their spare time conquering
knew how to win. After
The left didn't

what they were getting

know

of the millennial

diverse

hobby?

intolerance

was laughable.

Social justice

en masse gloated

dragons,

still haven't

the popular

and racking

enjoyed

by millions

their usual allegations
innocent

game Overwatch
would

was unveiled

Gamer reaction

group of people to beat the left in the millennial

Trump

in the White

ol'
of American

ranged from

not caring

lesbian porn they had made of Tracer months

But perhaps the fears of the left weren't

libertarians,

Politics,"

the sad puppies,
House.

When

they weren't

so hysterical.
culture

The Washington
wrong"
wronglP

as a lesbian,

had_picked

since it didn't

the

SJWs
In

the girl
affect the

previously.

After

all, garners were the first

wars. Their tactics helped

and was the first coming-together

entirely

force of

against a gay character.

with

cultural

against such

garners as a menacing

be a gamer outcry

-

around the world

of bigotry,

SJWs who were upset that the gamemakers

game to reposting

up high scores

into when they went after video

fact the only outrage was from
the hot ass to be the dyke.

of people

learned their lesson years later, by the way. When

multiplayer

over what they anticipated

that a bunch

games?

themselves

The sight of the left attacking

warriors

Tracer from

killing

generation,

What chance did the left have, with

a naturally

character

kingdoms,

isn'
all, isn't that the end goal of all video

games. This was the hobby
often together.

it's perhaps not so surprising

Post called Donald

inspire

of the movement

Trump

the
that put

the "GamerGate

.

175http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/09/01/sneaky-little-hobbitses-how-gamers-transformedthe-culture-wars/
¹75 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/act-four/wp/2015/12/07/donald-trump-is-the-gamergate-ofrepublican-politics/
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While

most of the hard work was conducted

who received

no thanks for it beyond

be a part of the movement

and a little

and often
media,

anonymous

I was proud

to
comment [A567];

as hen

be a blueprint

ol'
bit of autistic

relentless,

smears from the mainstream

It was the first time wel took on a major
in what would

by tireless,

narrative

of the left and comprehensively

for the battles to come. Gamers taught me that with

single-mindedness,

humor,

æ,a

origin ss

beat it,
memes,

no battle is unwinnable.

Thank you, garners.
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12

WHY MY

It was humiliating.

Vile.

Jersey, and three hysterical
like pericd

blood

COLLEGE

I was in the middle

of a speech at Rutgers

ladies in the audience

young

on their faces, before

IS SO AWESOME

TOUR

hysterically

University

in New

had stood up and smeared what looked
"BLACK

shrieking

LIVES

MATTER"

over

and over.
None of the students,

incidentally,

were black.

Perhaps they had been inspired

by Shaun

King;?
I later discovered
any less troublesome
protesters

after their two minutes

college

themselves

by a protester

More

surprising

campuses,

"blood"

for the janitors,

speech instead found
assaulted

that the

was fake, but that didn't

who had to deal with

the trail of red paint left by the

of fame were up. Peaceful
splashed

who deliberately

with

smeared him with

to me than the protests

was what happened

fake blood,

at Rutgers,

the following

make it any less absurd, or

attendees who had come to hear a
while

at least one attendee was

the stuff.
which

was par for the course on

morning.

I awoke to a stream of messages about the fact that administrators

offering

a therapy

heard that correctly
administration

at Rutgers

session to students who had been shaken by my presence
- students

at Rutgers

held a group therapy

University

were so traumatized

were

on campus.

by my visit

Yes, you

that the

session.
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Those who attended the event reported
against,"
against,'

discriminated

that students

as a result of my innocent

lecture

described

scared, hurt, and

"feeling

about the importance

of free speech on

campuses.
It's really

pretty

about the free and open exchange
session, what's
and bigoted?
American

when you think

flabbergasting

of ideas are enough

Have 8 heart attack, I presume.

Thank

battles

against the whiny,

harass}3}}e}}t"
h aranmem
(read; anything

spoiled

they disagree

and take the fight

God it's the Kurds

social justice
campaigns,

n ith L

me

in a therapy

who's

actually

fighting

ISIS,

during

more fun to hear their banshee-like

my protest
shrieks

as a rising

warriors

intolerant
and not

star of the online

of the internet.

like the fight

was now prepared

to them in meatspace.

but as I'd discovered

worldview

someone

a year in the spotlight

some of their more absurd web-based

intemet,

students

from

millennials.

fighting

grappled

to put college

going to happen to them when they encounter

When my tour started, I'd spent almost
right,

about it -- if a few comments

against

Having

onlme

to break out of tech

It sure was fun triggering

of the 2015 Los Angeles

of distress when encountering

--I Comment [A56R] "Ackn}3wledge 1 en}lne
een }}elea} ne}}}3etg}aegreen}ent
[ }}a}aeen}en}

them on the
it was a lot

Slutwalk,
a challenge

to their

in real life.

â€”
Mere4mportantly--I'd-fat-shamed-mysel-f4nto-hi-ring--a-personal--trainer-by--th-a-t--poi-nt---and--I
-RHI3ort8B}
was-eager-to-let4heworld-see-seme-of-the-results--fl-mean;-IZddike-people-to-think-my4our-was
-w88-<8g+F-ks--I8$--tlM-'%v+}Ffd-888-8<MRE':-Rlltl
about promoting

mainly
everyone

the noble,

how het I've become

I knew my opponents
campuses

seriously

the "Dangerous
believed

bedrcek

but who's

political

really

'7
going to buy that?)

were prone to emotional

Faggot"

that a flouncing

values of the west, and not about showing

hysterics.

I called my jaunt

across college

tour for that very reason -- to mock the students who
queer from

across the pond really

of' "threat"
posed some kind of
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to students.
American

But nothing
college

Rutgers

quite prepared

was the first stop on my tour where

Soon after Rutgers,
the sleepy rural town

I arrived

of the administrators

concerns

that I presented

team or something.

first-hand

(therapy
Comment [A569]; cc so¬er g ac‡he
pum and eclennaboossessons sa¬e
Unfve'¯Slfles
°ec at:erthe e ectio

a small liberal

arts college

The chaos at my previous

there, who booted me from the on-campus

a safety threat to the community.

I wasn't

to an unassuming

upset, but that doesn't

As if I might

stop brought

guest residence
corrupt

alarmed

in

me the
over

the basketball
next to a high-

hotel that was located right
mean I wasn't

located

by the paranoia

of

administration.
evening,

By Thursday

Bucknell

to speak to me directly,
index card, with

administration
proceedings

would
didn't

Shortly

administrators

reflect

the lecture

poorly

in which

a conservative

the social justice

to be a nasty and toxic
But what really

that I was such a threat,

that students wouldn't

have to write

their questions

them aloud to me. Furthermore,

be permitted

to film

down on an

the Bucknell

the event. Instead,

and then release the footage

be

the

to Tom in the event that the

upon the university.

after I left Bucknell,

the grave sin ot being

reading

Club wouldn't

film

had decided

but rather that they'd

my host Tom Ciccotta

Conservatives

University

revealed

I saw the madness

University,

Pennsylvania.

I was relocated

penitentiary.

Bucknell's

madness that is the coddled

w asn't the last.

at Bucknell

of Lewisburg,

attention

security

frenzied

student of 2016.

for god-s sake') but it certainly

esswns,

incidents

me for the howling,

Tom was removed

from his position

as class president

on campus,'. To me, this was just another
leftists

influence

who run the modern
on the lives of young

struck me was the fear of Bucknell's
such a corrupting

influence

on young

American
students

of'
in a long list of

university

-

Comment [A570]:
@ast48 reeeoe7

a you save 3"O0""8t

were

all around the country.

administrators:
minds

for

they really

that I couldn't

believed

be allowed

to

SS0033953
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speak to students
They thought

I actually

Rutgers

quickly

weren't

board member

quiet!

up"

moniker.

Government

evening.

constituted

speech should not trump

"real

violence"

college

Board held a meeting

The student

government

it

to

president

students.

told

Another

and that left-wingers

at the

they were less rowdy

than the

danger."

physical

safety,"

were also in the crowd

she said.

at Pittsburgh,

although

'
New Jersey.)
, Even the placards

(It's hard to be lauder than people frcra

They used tiny signs printed

on American

when he heard the stories of traumatized

argued that my words

ones at Rutgers.

tongue-in-cheek

not the exception,

the Student

on campus the previous

that he "teared

Protesters

my mocking,

either. As the first leg of my tour progressed,

was the norm,

of Pittsburgh,

event felt they were in "literal
"Free

believed

oddities,

that lunacy

At the University

reporters

Bucknell

was dangerous!

apparent

discuss my appearance
college

Clearly,

and Bucknell

became

campuses.

directly.

on donn

ink jet printers

making

them were-too

were

small for me

fucuki+sg-see them. Really, s Pittsburgh
to see. I had to have them read aloud because I couldn't4uckmg
protesters

-- you were a disappointment.

The tour as whole
OF COURSE
millions
knew?

though,

it was a success!

was anything

Videos

but a disappointment.

of my talks, filmed

me -

I mean, it involves

on a shoestring,

were attracting

of views on YouTube.4'm-attraetwo-even-in-poor-qual-ity--phene-eamera--footage;--who
-I-'-rtrk-attra&i ~:-ke>
~R-ird-I;ekhr-quality-~+hurd+-cyarRe+a
Stories

on Breitbart

thousands

of comments

underbelly

of American

News about the chaos and hysteries

and shares. I was exposing
campus politics,

By the time I reached Pittsburgh,
tour, and had performed

the angry, and incredibly

and the world

was rapt with

it was only February

at fewer than six colleges

at my events were getting
poorly

dressed

attention.

2016. I was not a month

-- yet it was
already

tens of

into my

clear that I'd tapped into
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something

massive.

potentially

I was told to go out, double

And so, after a brief

and be more outrageous

down,

By then, word had spread to other colleges
loose. Th.is upped the quality
what happened

at DePaul,
which

consensually,

highlights

of protesters

I've

at Amherst

significantly.

also explained

around me, and I happily

did

&

'

Los Angeles

offices,

than ever. And that I did.

I've

already

faggot

told you earlier

on the
in this book,

in the face by a black man (nce

the creature

just a short month

on a tour that was met with protest

at Breitbart's

that there was a dangerous

where I was almost punched

..
is a first!).

graced the auditorium

interlude

earlier.

after protest.

known

as Trigglypuff,

who

These were just two of the
The fury

bathed in the tears of mp÷s

and rage was building

all

' .' '
T: ',

:1!'

enemies

--

Comment [A571]:
tears"
ters on page12

o use tat"e in
.
.

lapse into third person these days).
Now,

I find it difficult

that I was confronted
all boil down

with

to one very simple

common

now one of Donald
No, I'm

Tnimp's

columnists
blend

like George

bactard

¹77

Peter Thiel,

Will

speaking

on their

and compared

of Breitbart,

That's

becoming

who I like to call "one of the sane

flummoxed

stopping

Ghostbusers

the campus

even mild-mannered

campuses.177
campuses."

safe spaces. And there was nothing

I had the backing

a gay right-winger.

single-handedly

they had been on a roll,
from

And those theories

gays"

is

advisers.

because I almost

who told rape jokes

into their cherished
resources,

for the fact of my existence:

foremost

the years before my arrival,

some theories.

fact: I'm just incredible.

these days. Indeed,

incredible

how anyone could hate me. But such was the anger

at every event, that I came up with

I'm not just incredible

increasingly

to understand

censors.

In

conservative

Yet here I was, a magnificent

"
actresses to men,
., freely

romping

they could do to stop me. I had endless

the most fearless

news organization

in America,

and I

http://claremontindependent.corn/george-will-uninvited-from-scripps-college/
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was riding

create -- a new movement

a wave I helped

of young,

politically

dissident

troublemakers.
Just as I was attracting

fanatical

shouts and shrieks of my protesters
MILO!"

USA!"
.USA!"

and "USA!

started the tradition
"I'm

getting

of carrying

the welcome

As my college
political

from

dissidents

I

that summer,

summer

clear that t he

You

Typical
reassert control.

Trump's

was a pro-Daddy

"Finally,"

I thought

presidential

crybabies

with

campaign,

every passing
all sense it. This

when all it took to

in chalk on a campus

went so far as to call the police

due

178
. Other students went further

with

their triggering

'
179
. If George

Will

were to arrive on a campus

on campus

a fuek v. as coming

of the power-mad,

Their primary

and other

libertarians,

around us -- we could

slogan scrawled

college

Stop The Dangerous

behavior

my fans even

and more mischievous

have been too busy protesting

kra of gwmg

Can't

of Donald

walls'I

would

bolder

was crumbling

of Michigan,

mock

leftists

At UC Santa Barbara,

it was clear that conservatives,

correctness

slogans on campus

even constructing

The

deserve."

generate some campus hysterics

to pro-Trump

my eager audiences.

on campus were becoming

At the University

fanbase.

were loud, yes, but not as loud as the chants of "MILO!

tour progressed,

was, after all, the glorious

a devoted

me into the lecture hall on a golden throne.

day. The old order of political

sidewalk.

I was also attracting

hatred,

a dozen other outrages

pranks,

to notice.

. -- Comment [A572]:

ans

s9

It was
..

to an end

Comment [A573] .Lliiclear
ru Fe

Faggot

leftists

hope was university

on campus made desperate
administrations,

which

attempts

to

were often either full

¹78 https://www.truthrevolt.org/news/u-michigan-students-call-police-over-trump-2016-stop-islam-chalkmarkings-0
¹79
http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2016/sep/09/wsu-students-plan-to-raise-a-controversial-trump-w/
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to bursting
matter

with

leftists

how dirty,

failed

administrators

Republicans

to invite

temerity

to provide

After

a certificate

of insurance

heavy coverage

to an appeals process,
suspension

on the College

and slimier.

minute.

after negative

Again,

they had really

been "trying

Other universities
concerns,"

over "security
take place.

The University

slapping

student organizers

defiance

won't

'

all

in a grovelling

and allowing

me to return.

before hitting

along"

last. I'm coming

them with

in the conservative
would

a $7,000

slippery

media

a $6,500

security

decided

lifting

administrators
lulled

the

to stop me
my student

fee at the last

The University

of Miami

and that

cancelled

my event was scheduled

to copy the University

it. We will

the

event.

fee a few days before

for them, and they know

--I Comment [A575]: Cooc

by submitting

not face any expense for security,

methods.

show

and some stern lawyering,

arose mere days before

unwisely

as ja terrific

as well

security

--- comment IAav4]: Unvk;ar

from the start,~

administrators

to help them host a successful

mysteriously

had

event on campus.

turnabout,

of Alabama,

Republicans

the

Republicans

the administration

At the University

of Maryland
with

with

engaged

tried similarly
which

to compromise

media

used by frightened

coverage

said that the College

university

the excuse was w'spect

steam, the tactics

hosts into a false sense of security

I left, however,

for having

hired for my initial

and the conservative

eventually

Republicans

no

issued their ban just one hour after a meeting

Rwviltds,

who refused

As my tour has gathered
have gotten slimier

Ariana

After

ban by the university

1'
for the security

in Breitbart

UC Irvine

pull any trick,

for the ban was that the College

administrators

president

that they'd

our event to proceed.

a one-year

Their justification

by An ara Rowhunk

of force

allowed

initially

me back

vvith CoHege Republican

of controversy

on campus.

were slapped with

given that the college

IA,Itbough,

or so terrified

to stop me appearing

At UC Irvine,
the College

themselves,

to

of Alabama,

my event. Their

hold an event at the
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of Maryland,

University

are not allowed

come hell or high water, because they are a public

institution

and 'they
Comment [A576]; WMy? By rarG

to do that to their þtudents.

Comment [A577]; cut9
Despite

I could

the road bumps,

The groundswell

of attention

that the Rutgers

move my lectures

to bigger

in just

15 minutes

and another

simply

seduced by the controversy

fed up with political
I wasn't
American

college

Imagine,

were turned

and mystery

of a revolution

campuses.

Rolls

And

we'

organizers
filled

University

me and my lectures,

led by disenfranchised

to

to capacity

young

or was I

folks

who had been

and social justice?

warnings,

and it's going to take back

re going to have fun doing

a tour bus. You know,
-- a beautiful,

it.

the good thing is, you don't

like the ones rock stars and rappers have.

sleek steel beast, coated in black.
-- it's a giant picture

beside giant bold text that reads "DANGEROUS

have to imagine

Go on. Take a look.

I got my own tour bus. I decided

Only, the picture

of my face, staring

directly

on

at you,

TOUR."

FAGGOT

it, because it's real. You can see a

Treat yourself.

By the time the second leg of my tour rolled
So naturally,

to my tour forced

Comment [A578]; Orm mer: hesnac 1
hostsbraveenough:c °vite and ave voJ

In

if you would,

of it in the insert.

to make a difference.

away at the door. Were these students

surrounding

safe spaces, trigger

the side isn't of a singer or a supermodel

picture

brought

sure then, but I am now. This is a movement,

the image in your mind

Well,

incident

starting

The 400 seat venue at Bucknell

50 students

correctness,

The Fagbus

Hold

venues.

seeing the beginning

actually

tell that we were already

around

to call it

in September

"Anita,"

2016, I was a superstar.

on the grounds

that the bus
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would

be more famous

certainly

anyone remember

I was hot enough

dates. It turns out I was wrong,
Driven

college

but loveable

our way through

college

Louisiana's

and the Carolinas

Alabama,

the invitations

crybabies,

conservatives

coastline

a personal

by Marriotts

Courtyard
Ma and

We had the creative,

prepared

After

into Florida,

Anita

the Fagbus was soon to

my early successes in triggering
in. We would

start in Texas, wind

and then drive up through

a trail of furious

college

I had a full camera crew with

trainer,

booked

handle.

Rich,

had come pouring

it properly.

wardrobe.

like Mike

campuses.

down

manage my ever-accumulating

in history,

my face and name on it helps

Georgia,

lefties

and jubilant

in our wake.

two speechwriters,

us the finest

make it easier for me to pick up

bus driver

to the east coast, leaving

This time, we were doing
director,

would

a tour bus with

having

by our grumpy

that nothing

be spotted on dozens upon dozens of college
America's

Does

her last name?

I once thought

tremendously.

Sakka ...Sanka
Sanka ... Say, who is that other Anita?

than Anita

and some guy I kept around to carry my bags and

We had a disciplined

and organized

tour manager

who

in all the land. We had some of the finest memesters

"@Sadieisonfire,"

who prefers

and devilishly

resourceful,

me, a creative

to be known

handsome

Allum

only by his Twitter
Boldlari.

We were

for anything.
At first, protests

the south, which
aviator-clad
of'
of people

biker

were surprisingly

is pure MIL O country.
or a cowboy-hat

that Democrats

bus to get his autograph.

call bigots

disappointing.

Many

wearing

Then again, we were travelling

was the time in Texas we were stopped

pickup

truck

and homophobes

driver

1'
for autographs.

were stopping

across
by a burly,

Exactly

the sort

by the Dangerous

Faggot's
-- comment [A579]; Aca a seate a a
enresee t-a: co ¬: tst voura res
spen r reec
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This leg of the tour contained
Houston,

Texas, a military

appeared

on stage in full drag as "Ivana

anything

more subversive

think?

veteran

magical

and submitted

yellow

liquid

in her home country„caBed

and the internet
a budding

infiltrating

an anti-Milo

faculty

members

and devotion

awfully
"MILO

dressed in drag? .What
What

is the left to

live on-stage.

wasn't

actually

on the

OK, I admit it -- the

(OK,

urine, but it was, if anything,

girl called

and feminists

Sarah Torrent,

who Qed a Muslim

to meet her outside

meme Pepe the Frog over racism
Conservative

group on campus

"for

an

marriage

ass-kicking"

if
--

where the school banned references

James O'Keefe.

stole the show, At

into tbc west.

bcr persecutors

and monitoring

members

concerns

student

ahead of my visit,

their attempts

to block

to the deceased gorilla

(no, really,

Caleb Ecarma

mapping

my visit.

comment ÏA580 "confirm

they did), we

spent months

out their connections

to

I was amazed by the passion

that my tour was inspiring.

As Anita
Western

an Arab

South Carolina

discovered

(Is there

By the end of the tour I'd gone all-out

"hazing"

recording

on leftists

on bringing

In Clemson,
Harambe

a speech on the alt-right.

I

Rouge,

diet.)

of South Florida,

they still insisted

A few stops later, in Baton

about the alt-right

to a college

count. At the first new stop, in

and even I must admit it, some of the audience

Potnetimes,
the University

to deliver

to think?).

in the video

I'm_drinking

worse for my low-carb

Wall"

is the right

myself

beyond

me his dog-tags.

than me talking

What, for that matter,

theatrics,

gifted

moments

Virginia

the Fagbus headed up the east coast, we began to encounter
University,

keen on political
SUCKS."

masked

violence)

"anti-fascists"

appeared in ski-masks

Given that the statement

and I de it very well)

I decided

(they call themselves

was, frankly,

carrying

more protesters.

that, yet they seem

placards.

One of these said

true (I de cuck, thankxyou

that I must possess the placard,

and a helpful

At

vely much,

fan was able to

SS0033960
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obtain

it for me during

campus

a particularly

During

crew and I thought

operation,

which

on between

stop at Michigan

we made all the more exciting

-- the placards

we were on their level of intelligence
designed

going

protesters,

State University,

be good fun to don ski masks and join

our tactic worked

Thankfully,

winter

'
RACEISM,"
.,"
.' ', '.
said ene.)
Would
..
...

"
("FUCK

placards.

bitter

it would

grapple

and

attendees,

of'
I made good use of it soon after.

in the hallway.

security

was a daring

the rather cramped

-- even though,

frankly,

the protesters

by deliberately

anyone notice?

were so badly

members

Would

spelled

of my

ourselves.

misspelling

It

our

our cover be blown?

that they must have assumed

our placards

were far more well

than theirs.
As I write,

there are more adventures

port of call in the west coast,
in UCLA.

Berkeley,
Molotov

Cocktail

Will

Despite

the hellraising,

method

to our madness.

who funnel
tolerance,

Will

we'
the bus? I guess we'll

Warriors

funding
openness

in the months

the very center of progressive

we survive?

Happy

planned

one of the lefties

lunacy.

We'
We'll

be in Seattle, in

finally

work

up the courage to

my campus tour is about more than just causing

into crackpot

Gender

next

find out.

For too long, the American

to opposing

ahead. The fagbus's

campus has been the preserve

Studies courses and radicalize

ideas, and ultimately

a ruckus.

students

There'
There's

of leftists,
against political

they'
against reason itself. For too long, they've

gone unchallenged.
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So how do we fight
system where Karl
we fight

Marx's

Christina

Hoff

How

did we fight

The Communist

back against an American
and emotional

friend

back)

support
Sommers

system that provides

of intelligent

and stuffy

than an online

don't

typically

videc

politicians

My brand of conservatism
conservatism"

of which

callege

is marked

the American

a new and growing

coalition

My appearances
went on. My managers
plan Milo

college

My Dangerous
college

administrators
significant

at schools

campus.

unthreatening

how to have fun, and so do my
I think

conservative,

puts me to sleep. faster

brilliant,

campus

absent from
I'
I've

is so familiar.

and as a result

the tired 'suit
injected

& tie

a humor,

we'
along my tour we've

developed

across the country
with

began to garner more attention

calls and emails from

was constantly

at the tour

students who were looking

overflowing
around

to

with messages from
the country.

Tour has made great strides in the battle that is being waged on the

Despite

who want nothing

victories

by three things

the message that I was bringing

Faggot

warm

conservatives.

were inundated

with

do

lecture

politics,

events of their own. My inbox

students who resonated

American

of young

my lovely,

of an American

like Ted Cruz, who, while

and sex appeal into right-wing

mischief,

is that I know

have fun. When I think

of a Shaun King

books,

How

onto their campuses?

A big part of why I've been so successful
fans. Conservatives

coloring

to students who can't handle

stepping

educational

textbook'
is the most assigned textbookl8°?

Manifesto

educational

puppies

back against an American

the setbacks

and punishments

more than to halt our progress,

along the way. After

my visit to Rutgers,

laid out by regressive
we have earned several

university

president

Robert

Bachi

¹ª° http://www.marketwatch.com/story/communist-manifesto-among-top-three-books-assigned-in-college2016-01-27
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released

a

academic

statement¹81 '
statement'

academic

Our University
expression

policy

guaranteed

same freedoms
institutional

freedom

on speech is clear. All members
by the First Amendment.

discipline

of expression

in the exercise

is fundamental

of every opinion

of the president
sentiments.

by the pro-Trump

I knew immediately
there was a significant
Although

to free speech and

In addition,

and our

The event was so well-attended

they also enjoy

at Emory

from

and rallied
with

not

community,

or

That freedom

was no longer

that they felt

made it to Emory,

over my impending
efforts

were largely

the hall around the venue, listening

to get a chance to peek in. At the end of my typical

of the

a safe space for them.

When I finally

concerned

outside

chalk to express pro-

told reporters

signs and chants, their protest

students out onto a center quad, and encouraged

I will

of our academic

sidewalks

University

students

that students filled

enjoy the

academic

members...While

students protested

and that the campus

of anxiety

citizens,

of free

nation."

that I had to make a trip to Atlanta.

amount

as private

defend their right to speak freely.

Georgia,

snowflakes

enjoy the rights

and shall be free from

by every member

I will

our society,

they spent time preparing

event and hoping

expressed

studnets,

are at the core of what we do.

members,
citizen

after students took to the campus

The special

rights

in their roles as faculty

in Atlanta,

University

Faculty

of these rights.

to our campus,

to our University,

At Emory

threatened

commitment

of our community

as any private

when functioning

of speakers who we invite

Trump

the institution's

and our First Amendment

of speech and expression

defend the content

office

he reaffirmed

freedom:

"Both

freedom

in which

lecture,

them all to express themselves

arrival.
ignored.
to the

I led the Emory
on the sidewalk.

¹ª¹ http://president.rutgers.edu/public-remarks/speeches-and-writings/rutgers-president-free-speech-andacademic-freedom
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Students

surrounded

Faggot"

"Dangerous

me as I started things

in the middle

passed it around to the students
"Build

Wall."

the

James W. Wagner

of the quad. After

in attendance.

It was a glorious

This wasn't

Students

at Emory.

wrote

from

everything

to the sidewalk

in big letters "EMORY

and wrote

I took the bucket

university

after my visit,

Shortly

took a piece of chalk himself
and wrote

I finished,

of'
of what the Am.erican

example

our only victory

down my own message,

off. I took a piece of chalk

right

STANDS

Emory

of chalk and
Milo"

"Fuck

to

should be!
president

University

next to where I had laid
FOR FREE

EXPRESSION."

In turns out that Wagner

attended

Emory

that he released, he spoke about the importance
the role that it played

think,"

and prepare
challenged

[a] great, friendly,

Wagner

challenging

the discussions

said, noting

him for his career as an attorney.
more on my viewpoints.

their arguments,
it's absolutely

where
required,

they'

in my opinion,

by none other than the president

without

helped

important

In a statement

on college

gradually

ideological
even realizing

that really

campuses

and

taught you to

to both hone his political

morphed

to understand

the opposing

you'
you've

It's formative.

what started off as a light-hearted

into a symbol

That'
That's

side and
And

level."

of'
of the university.

victory.

opinions

me to law school where I was

and to form your own opinions.

a few pieces of chalk,

endorsed

a major

discussion

at the university

leftists

victories

on campus

from,

to trigger

ended up winning

diversity

"I took that with

It's really

re coming

So there you have it. With

achieve

of viewpoint

studies.

in his own education:

"It was always

critically

for his undergraduate

of political

free speech that was

We started off having

the beauty

prank

fun, and we

of being a happy warrior

-- you

been fighting.
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All Roads

Lead

to Chicago

At a high school in Des Moines,
unemployed
protected

man addressed
from

"I don't
protected

from

disagree with,
"You

a room full of students

points

competing

Iowa in September

points

to challenge

soon-to-be-

the idea that they ought to be

of view.

agree that you, when you become
different

2015, an ageing,

view,"

of

students

at colleges,

he said. "Anybody

you should have an argument

can't come because I'm too sensitive

with

have to be coddled

and

who comes to speak to you and you

'em. But you shouldn't

to hear what you have to

say."

silence

them by saying,

That's

not the way we

learn either.
The man in question

was Barack

It says a lot that even Obama,
than many moderate
he's not alone. ¾ii
81e moderate

liberal

Democrats,

article

titled

And Our
college

"When

Country,"

Whites
released

a problem

now joining

Kristof,

Just Don't

Û

on America's

Get

It,"

a rare admission

of identity

college

in their critique

Shuievllz,

and J011athan Haidt

and, more recently
that progressive

of coddled

intolerance

But
students

to rlatne a few

who once published

"Trump

politics

campuses.

conservatives

a New York Times columnist

States.

Embarasses

..

-- commen t [A581]:

n

an
Himself

had gone too far on

campuses.
e progressives

Muslims

there's

ones. "Jo118than Chait,

In May 2016, Nicholas

of the United

well to the left and far more supportive

thinks

of the voices

then still president

Obama,

believe

in. diversity,

and we want women,

at the table â€” er, so long as they aren't

blacks,

I.atinos,

gays and

conservatives,
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Urltvet stttes are the btxfrock
universities

disregatxf

as long as they think
Although

is ideological

and reliigious.

but. the one ktM, of dtvct sttv that

values
We'

re fine with

people

who don't

look like us,

like us.:

he moderated

went on to conclude

his opening

by saying that it might

be a "little

Knstof' Cf'set cr f ts yo- maseclea its s
ra^ you^hinkprogressweare
say ag

harsh"

Kristof

that:

I'Universitjies
not just from

of progresstve

should be a hubbub

of tItc full range of political

V to Z, So maybe we progressivcs

side and more broadly

incorporate

penspectivcs

could take a brief bred< from

values that vvc supposal ly cherish

from A to Z,

attacking

â€” like
diversity

the other
â€” in our
- Comment [A583]: Needscitation

domin)Ons
If Nicholas
"babies"

Missouri

their demands)
we truly

Kristof

and Donald

and criticized

the college's

agree that there's

have a broad consensus.

Putting

pressure

Trump

a problem

"weak,
with

The question

on colleges

to follow

(who called

student protesters

ineffective

out-of-control

leadership"

lefties

at the University
for caving

on college

of

in to

campuses,

then

is, what next?
the University

Chicago"
of Chicago's

lead would

be a good

start.
The college
warnings

told its 2016 intake

of students point-blank

or safe spaces at their educational

"Fostering

a free exchange

campus that welcomes
letter to freshmen.
community.

people

"Diversity

The members

backgrounds,"

of opinion

a related University

is a fundamental

must have the freedom

--

priority

of'
wrote the Dean of Students,

and background

of our community

any trigger

establishment.

of ideas reinforces

of all

not to expect

Jay Ellison,

strength

a

building

in a

of our

to espouse and explore

a

of' ideas."
wide range of
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If college
example.

administrators

When colleges

the more superficial
Until
I will

want to stop me, then all they need to do is follow

really

start to take intellectual

forms

of diversity,

then there will

to fight

great taboo will

During
snowflakes.

my college

professors

who want to follow

no longer,

now is the perfect

pushbacks

and reprisals

rather than shunned.

cGvirortmcQt

stiflirtg

the example

of an Orwellian
students

and political
some

violating
"Bias

Task

are pampered,

to cling on to power

should

movement.

it"
sure, but in the long run it'll

Force."

sheltered
ready to
IA5841",Mors detailsbootthe
-g comment
Lpsbpls ybti metshd wsrs impressedtiy

them;'.. Dissident

of Chicago

time for them to start a resistance

in the beginning,

suffer in silence

There will

be

pay off. The defenders

for very long. Dissident

of

faculty

given you an army -- use it!

allies are starting

to multiply.

defeat to conservatives

gone too far

Where

that NKrouQds

of the University

There is no better time than the present to achieve

conceding

intellectual

and beyond,

uport thousatMis of students up Artd dov1rtr thc courttry

the status quo are too few and unpopular

Potential

as they take

be a need for me.

of'
life -- one of constant

tour, I learned that not all millennial

fight back AgAMst thc Mtcllcctually

I'
I've

no longer

debate, not a trip to the office

Arc thousands

as seriously

diversity

at a campus near you. In America

ideas are welcomed

lead to spirited

71M'

of'
of campus

for my vision

where dangerous

simulation,

members,

Faggot

then, look for the Dangerous

continue

and political

their

182
. A new coalition

Everywhere

and admitting
is waiting

a revolution

we look,

on college

there are moderate

that the insanity

of political

campuses.
liberals

correctness

has

to be built.

¹8²

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/20/opinion/sunday/the-end-of-identity-liberalism.html
https://theamericanscholar.org/low-definition-in-higher-education/#.WGgP3VWLTIV
http://www.vox.com/2015/6/3/8706323/college-professor-afraid
http://www.salon.com/2015/10/28/i_wanted_to_be_a_supporter_of_survivors_on_campus_and_a_good_t
eacher_i_didnt_realize_just_how_impossible_this_would_be/
http://heatst.com/culture-wars/elite-college-professor-calls-academia-a-mad-house-and-safe-spaces-anexistential-error/
https://www.washingtonian.com/2016/09/15/jamie-raskin-american-university-political-correctness/
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I'
at what I've

Look
shenanigans,
moderate

faculty

liberals

accomplished.

already

committees

backing

down

fee-

over security

speech,183
letters in defense of free speech, 183,and a host of

penning

who are now prepared

Universities

I'
to defend free speech again just as long as it means I'll

go away.
I'
I've

also become

But that's just a bonus!
most important
in American

achieving

know

brewing

re just getting

rh"
My tour is one

campuses.

effected

absolutely

colossal

of conservatives

-- because I don't

Administrators

often even more attention-

because they force me to be. Would
opinions

were treated just as fairly

there be a market

as everyone

intellectual

else"
else's?

as everyone

I show up. That tells you all you need to know

campuses.

should have learned

and a cancer on your school's
Because

on college

and

back down

I'
I've won when no one comes to my shows any more. In the meantime,

about the state of free thought

change

started.

another way to do what I wanted,

and libertarian

2016.184
ol'2016.'
speaker of

campus

more than two generations

there are lines out the door everywhere

academics?

on college

we'
later, we've

dollars

You could say I'm only theatrical

for MIL O if conservative

knows,

a revolution

time they try to ban me, I get more powerful

and run away. I find

sheepishly

You'
You'll

we'

-- the most disinvited

notorious

Two million

education,

before us. And

Every

seeking.

There's

component.

higher

libertarians

ever-more

the lesson by now.

If you think

life, how about you start hiring

if you leave it just to the students,

you'

I'm crass and boorish
more conservative

re going to end up with people

like

me.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/12022041/How-political-correctness-rulesin-Americas-student-safe-spaces.html
¹83 http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/03/12/university-of-minnesota-faculty-embraces-free-speechfollowing-milo-visit/
¹84 http://www.forbes.com/sites/maureensullivan/2016/12/30/provocateur-milo-yiannopoulos-was-thespeaker-most-likely-to-be-disinvited-to-colleges-in-2016/
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people

stare voters didn't

be waking

4 or d the hiaxu Vnr1

social justice

by the forces of freedom
conservative

It's you, buying

throwing

your hands up in disgust

this book,

Southern

such a thing

T4moo enttinfr

warriors

Onadu

like David

Duke isn't

and bullying.

Of course,

But they didn't

in +ko Whito

and busybodies

mind

LTanon

A r a tho

are going to be beaten into

political

candidates
at the idiots

laughing
and saying,

or great Republican
on Twitter

authors

and Facebook,

and

finally

"Enough."

in extracting

Avenger"

Hunter

apologies

to Justine

from the victims

of public

shaming.

Sacco, one of the first signs of leftist

themselves

Brother's

chamber

in room

101, you can expect to see the phrases that mark a broken

sorry."

'I'
"I'll

you, mob of faceless

try to do

lintemet

better."

vigilantes,

"I'm

learning

for educating

emerging

to be a better person every

from

is the

flogging

"I'm

Like prisoner±s

victory

verbally

torture

in public.

From Jack

sight of someone

spirit:

Comment [A591]: 38is a benerp ace to
stad t" s thapte- r essyn m tr< o'
SGT Ul FCF'OT UXCU

Apologize

The left delights
"The

that someone

and fun. We are going to win. And it's not thanks to a

press, or killer

thinkers.

Never

day grateful

Progressives

an the far Right.

actually

what they deserve after three decades of lying

Gv@'
( Ner the next decade

ferocious

up ever

go for comeone

are too decent to ever countenance

otiolvinn 4t in LTnhxunn

submission

is the least had thing that could have happened.

thing is, Trump

day."

Big

"Thank

me.'"
me."

If you want to win, the first step is not to admit defeat.
Never

apologize.
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Be Twice

As Funny

As You Are

Does anyone remember
refresher:

a colossal

An out-and-out
emulate

idiot

how the alt-right

called Richard

white nationalist,

the wittier

Spencer was offensive

in his speeches, but it just wasn't
forbidden

convincing.

matter,

salutes"

Spencer's

little

in the "Roman
the entire

post-election
salute'

alt-right.

don't

think

people

stunt, a meeting

spread all across the media,

to be allowed

should be ostracized

to examine

Joseph Watson

if you find yourself

are disavowing

defend the right of people to make jokes
people

who want to destroy

campaigns.

But they are not Spencer.

gotten away with

wasn'
it. But he wasn't,

but the damage was done.
in which

about whatever

If Spencerwas

just a few engaged

Trump

disavowed

that they want.

anything

fear the ideas of people

I

like

is the best disinfectant.

where even Mike

screwe4fucked

the lives of 20-somethings

He later

because I have enough trust in ordinary

view,

in a position

you'
you, you've

didn'
(his quote) didn't

since his election.

so. I don't

and reject them on their own. Sunlight

Nevertheless,

cleansing"

about, and discuss

for doing

fun with forbidden

and the next day Donald

to make jokes

magic'
magic

Ppepe and "meme

the fun in afterwards.

ethnic

of the mainstream

a

He did his best to

Nazi salutes at his meetings.

giving

but here's

of the movement.

being funny.

of less than 200 people

Spencer, nort do I feel a need to hide them from
people

to transplant

they were just trolling,

It was the first victory

I want people

to take control

referencing

ideas about "peaceful

and claimed

this book will,

You see, they were having

at least not as much as the people

called them "Roman

reading

without

cringingly

ideas and trying

The fact that he had barmy
really

died? Many

Spencer was allowed

of'
of the movement,

elements

ideas. He was having

Outrageous

Cemovich

and Paul

up on an epic scale. I will
they choose,

over alt-right
just trolling,

and mercilessly
memes

still
attack

and 4chan trolling

as he said, he would

have

and it showed.
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He wasn't
Know

he was just being outrageous.

being funny,

the difference.

Be twice

as funny

as vou are outrageous.

aAn Argument"

"Not

This one doesn't

come from

me, but from

ene of the few OK Canadiana... Molyneux,
anarchism

intelligence,
become

and religion,

put, when someone

need to be upset, ruffled,

of

who frequently

philosopher

dabbles

Stefan Molyneuxg

in dangerous

has said this so often on his YouTube

topics

channel

like race,

that it has

a meme.

Simply

fury,

Canadianthe

signifying

"Rracist!,"

just coolly

or apologetic.

nothing.

"IAomophobe!"

Facts

Over

You now know,

threat to black

i-s-no"gender

a fact, and someone

of sound and

responds

phrase

with cries
"heretic,"

â€”"

"

-

Comment [A593]: 5,: v at aboutw-en yo
cal ct ers arew AS you avethroughoutt e
back-exce:: where "ave ce e:êd

Feelings

In this book, you will

on college

rage, full

argutnent!"
an areument

"Not

facts."

or reveal

of moral

or any other ways that the left now spells

with that now-immortal

--- Comment [A592]; /m:. as you so too

',, there is no

These are just outbursts

If you make a point,

"Seexist!"

respond

calls you names,

have encountered
for instance,

that black

lives-several--dozen-times-over.

campuses

doesn't

exist.

A

several excellent

gang violence

You will

men and women

now know
arehi

gap:"'"
pay gap > ou hear about is not what it is portrayed

being fat isn't healthy,

although

quite frankly,

I think

examples

of what I like to call

eclipses

police

that the fabled

giedly
as being

violence
"rape

di&rem
You will

most of you are smart enough

as a

culture"

and that thcFC
know

--- Comment [A594]: /Ced dn: er

t s "cT

that

to figure

that

last one out on your own.
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You should never miss an opportunity
blue pilled

college.

Your

history.

The media,

falsehoods.

to spread these facts around,

peers are currently

academia,

They are naturally

living

and pop culture
offended

you cannot

if you're

at

of'
in one of the most brainw asi1ed eras of our

are all working

when this fragile

is one of the reasons why so many of the younger

especially

overtime

worldview

generation

to get them to believe

is faced with reality,

retreats

--- Comment [A595]; s·ovice ¬we sc-1edfor
..non-Mayu people

which

into safe spaces. However,

spare their feelings.

The only way to beat propaganda

is to spread the truth faster than the machine

spreads

lies.
Facts over feelings.
And that brings

me to my favorite

rule of all ...

Seek Attention

People often accuse me of being an attention-seeker.
Well

ok, they're

mostly

right,

You see, I may be a flamboyant
flouncing,
arguments,
Adonis-like

Valley-girl
my values,

craving

90 percent
egotistical

for attention

right.

They'

re partly

But the other

attention

whoring

10 per cent is important.
diva faggot,

also serves a noble purpose

and the causes I champion

right.

but all my

-- it draws attention

as well as my impeccable

to my

sense of style and

good looks.- think-of-~+)--ERS-as-QAI3e+s
me-as--94per-centKimKardashian;-14percent-Mether

21heresa
Beingd-presume-;--a-semewhat--norrnal--and-mentally--stable-individual--you-might-apt-for-a
different-een1binatan--Maybe-64percent
forget

:±cut

the attention

"
-+'
serious-and··44per-cent-attention-seek-ingau44en4
-.IQB4.+1:

seeking! .' One of the mistakes

that libertarians

make endlessly

is that
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they assume people
they'

actually

galvanised

essays on why roads should be privatized.

-- but that doesn't

flawless

probably

I'
I've

read their brilliant

a movement

because I know

on stage and reel off a list of paid talk.ing points
Marilyn

Monroe,

of'
of the hottest
After

I'
I've

have my deputy

and spiciest

got everyone's

ago, everyone

upon thousands

websites

eyeballs.

know

for the public's

how to get people

cream, throw

is getting

more or less the same channels

much else. Now there are thousands

competing

whipped

tougher

shows,

points.

asleep.
and tougher.

YouTube

If what you have to say is important,

Half

a

wasn'
there wasn't

on TV because, well,

of channels.

turn up

up a slideshow

and then I reel off a list of talking

for attention

attention.

I turn up on stage dressed as

and ensured no_-one at the back is falling

attention,

paying

a good show. I don't

like Ben Sh::pire.

of'
memes of the moment...

watched

if no-one's

how to throw

slap me in the face with

We live in age where the competition

century

mean anything

I

feeds, and
you have to

listening.

We're-au-K-im-Kardasinan-nowrreaBy

4sn4-it-wonderful?

Be Hot

This sounds difficult,
opponents.
school

but it's very important.

We live in an age of "fat

sports day where everyone

on a diet, go to a tanning
sunglasses

acceptance"

You have got to be hotter than your

and the celebration

gets a prize. No! Don't

salon. Don't

waste money

of the mediocre.

settle for second-best.

A high

Hit the gym, go

McDonald"
on McDonald's---waste
â€”:-waste it on Gucci

instead!

Keep in mind

that jfs

not hard to_be hcster than many of

your opponents

-are-me-stl-y-are-rw+stly

femini-stsarannies-white-leftist-cueles4rom-the-coastal-eit-ies-andfat-acceptanee-aetivists-It's

really

not hard to be hotter than them, . so you don't

even have a good excuse.
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Be hot.

Have

thun

This is one of the most important
the most important

probably

What do leftists
they sit in a circle
feel, and gently
whine

and share their feelings

overly-senous

re having

that they'd

speaker event. Like

My followers

do a little

the leftists,

victories.
if college

they'
they'll

In public,

safe spaces are any guide,

get angry, yell slogans,

from

everything

Sscrabble

now, I'm throwing

better on the "sense of

and

that politics

video

humor"

scale, but you can

debate club meet, or at a Heritage

they can be dreadfully

conservatives,

wants to hang out with

And right

and

each other. They 'll talk about how unsafe they

rather be at a college

establishment

not the one with

Faggot,

much fun, do they'

win because they know

left, who wish to politicize

hookers,

they'

conservatives

never escape the feeling

No-one

with

Well,

a Dangerous

they are by our side's words.

look like

Establishment

of being

my repeated

pat each other on the shoulders.

They don't

mistrust

reason behind

do when they get together?

about how offended

Foundation

requirements

isn't

and that's

serious sometimes.

everything.

why

they'

That's

why they

re so at odds with the

games to pop songs.

squares. They want to go to the party with

and a ballpit.

blackjack

and
- Comment [A596]:'vviiat'
W"at is na

d

the best party in town.

Have fun

Be Dangerous
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We live in an age where one side of the political
challenge

to their viewpoints,

all diversity

scared. Scared that their political,
nurtured

social and cultural

over the past few years, with

They have watched
They have watched

slowly

fades into irrelevancy,
despite

grow tired of language
for diversity

and long to taste creative
slowly

slowly

with my mild

demands

from the swamp

Those who are frightened

on a foundation

of sand.

it represents,
despite

multiply.

all their

genders and races, once dogma

once so steely and strong,

directors

once more. Artists,

So it's little

and video

ever longing

wonder

slip away.

game designers
of women
to provoke

grow tired

and minorities,

and challenge,

that even I'm considered

for free speech on campuses,
and my wariness
of modern

on the

today is to be the establishment.

1'
of the sexism

my fact-based

to be

objections

and homophobia

to

that drifts

Islam.

of free speech, whether

side, or jokes that prod at their carefully-constructed
of'
of something

constructed'

on culture,

that to be left-wing

and black lives matter,

westward

diversity,

to suppress it.

codes. Movie

It's a scary time to be a leftist.

feminism

enforced

and the worldview

quotas, of attacks over the representation

freedom

wake up and realize

dangerous,

of'
of feminism,

re

and

swept away by a new wave of research

all attempts

They have seen their stranglehold

of the demands

constructed

carefully

die at the hands of Islam,

as the idea of "socially

innate roots of our identities,

Comedians

they'

and cover up the atrocities.

They have watched
in the academy,

like all debate, all

out. Why? Because

males, is built

as the threats to their order,

the dream of multiculturalism

to downplay

consensus,

white

would

to be snuffed

its secular religions

and casual hatred for straight

multiculturalism,

attempts

of thought

spectrum

it's ideas and facts that challenge

social taboos,

else. It's not the speech, or even the so-called

"hurt

are almost
feelings"

always

that bother

their

frightened
It'
them. It's
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that nagging

concern,

that plagues

all defenders

of fact-free

dogma,

that

fe

might

,''.--

be wrong,

'
comment [A598]; ns is ot acx.a y a fe
â€” s what ya0 imaginethem •c 'eel
of t"er----it

nd they just can't handle that.
Well,
minds,

no matter.

You don t need to convince

after all, not theirs.

And your minds

them.

are clearly

You'

re responsible

comment [A597]; Cr that they war :sr
otmere

for your own

you'
in a good state, because you're

reading

this book.
So use them. Be dangerous.

Read all the books that your college

their library.

Find the thinkers

and the writers

mainstream,

and find out why.

Get together

is too afraid to stock in

and the artists who have been shamed out of the
with

your friends

and pledge

to be as dangerous

as

possible.
l½cshe call it the Dead @Ner¤

occiety!

You'

you'

already
supposed

reading

a book

re not supposed

to. Go watch

re not supposed

to.

a movie

you'

re not

to.

Or better yet, go make a movie
Or write

a song

you'

Or design a video

Discuss

ideas

you'

you'

you'

to.

re not supposed

not supposed

to.

to.

re not supposed

Get on social media
Share a meme

re not supposed

game

Start a blog you're

you'

to.

and tell a joke you're
re not supposed

not supposed

to. Find some facts

to.
you'

re not supposed

to.

Be dangerous.
Like

that hot guy on the cover.
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you.
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constant
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and I am forever
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while

me to

grateful.
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I could have been a better friend
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One day
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book to Alicia

and to Colette

and Sascha for the past three years. But I know

they will

forgive

me eventually.
My publisher
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have done it without
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IT,

have done it without
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